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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Two- and three-level difference schemes for discretisation in time, in
conjunction with finite difference or finite element approximations with
respect to the space variables, are often used to solve numerically nonstationary problems of mathematical physics. In the theoretical analysis
of difference schemes our basic attention is paid to the problem of stability of a difference solution (or well posedness of a difference scheme)
with respect to small perturbations of the initial conditions and the right
hand side.
The theory of stability of difference schemes develops in various directions. The most important results on this subject can be found in
the book by A.A. Samarskii and A.V. Goolin [Samarskii and Goolin,
1973]. The survey papers of V. Thomee [Thomee, 1969, Thomee, 1990],
A.V. Goolin and A.A. Samarskii [Goolin and Samarskii, 1976], E. Tadmore [Tadmor, 1987] should also be mentioned here. The stability theory
is a basis for the analysis of the convergence of an approximative solution to the exact solution, provided that the mesh width tends to zero.
In this case the required estimate for the truncation error follows from
consideration of the corresponding problem for it and from a priori estimates of stability with respect to the initial data and the right hand
side. Putting it briefly, this means the known result that consistency
and stability imply convergence.
At present the most valuable results on the stability of difference
schemes have been obtained in Hilbert spaces of mesh functions. General stability conditions for two- and three-level schemes are determined
by A.A. Samarskii [Samarskii, 1967a, Samarskii, 1967b, Samarskii, 1968,
Samarskii, 1970]. Fundamentally these results are exact in the sense
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that necessary and sufficient conditions for stability coincide. The general theory of stability of operator-difference schemes is based on the
following new methodological principles:
• a difference scheme is considered as an independent target for research, which does not refer to the original differential problem;
• a unified (canonical) form of representation of difference schemes in
Hilbert mesh spaces is introduced;
• stability conditions are stated in the form of operator inequalities.
Easily verifiable necessary and sufficient conditions for stability exhibit
the constructibility of the theory.
The general stability theory gives a powerful tool for theoretical investigations of specific difference schemes. Instead of work on obtaining
a priori estimates for each particular difference scheme, it suffices to
reduce it into the canonical form and apply the known results. A few
useful examples on the application of general results from the theory of
the stability of operator-difference schemes to typical problems of mathematical physics can be found in the books [Samarskii, 1971, Samarskii,
1989, Samarskii and Goolin, 1973, Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995a].
A.A. Samarskii in [Samarskii, 1967b] suggested and completely illustrated with examples the regularization principle as a generic approach
to the construction of difference schemes of necessary quality. This principle plays a key role in obtaining stable difference schemes starting
from certain simplest difference schemes. The properties of a difference
scheme can be improved by applying perturbations to operators of the
original (generating) difference scheme with regard for general stability
conditions. Standard criteria for stability with respect to the initial data
(for a homogeneous right hand side) are usually combined with the lack
of growth of the norm of a difference solution. In some problems of mathematical physics (such as reaction-diffusion problems) the norm of the
exact solution may have a complex behaviour, for example, a growth
according to some rule. This leads us to the concept of p-stability of
difference schemes in which the parameter p defines the rate of a possible change of the norm as we pass from one time level to another level.
For iterative methods the quantity p takes a value of relative variation of
the error norm and therefore it suffices for convergence results to confine
consideration to the case p < 1.
Nowadays the inverse problems for ill posed (in the classical sense)
equations of mathematical physics have a significant value in applications. Amongst ill posed problems for evolutionary equations we distinguish the inverse time problem for parabolic equations (the so called
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retrospective inverse problem of heat transfer) and the Cauchy problem for elliptic equations. These problems belong to the class of conditionally well posed problems. The continuous dependence of a solution
with respect to the initial data can be observed by contraction of the
set of admissible solutions (or by selection of correctness classes). The
general theory of stability of difference schemes is used to analyze the
stability of finite difference methods for these problems [Samarskii and
Vabishchevich, 1990, Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1992, Samarskii and
Vabishchevich, 1995a]. In this case p > 1 and thus the norm of the
numerical solution can grow.
It is natural to try to design a similar stability theory for finite element
schemes as well, and which is expected to be very closely connected to the
theory of the stability of finite difference schemes. It should be admitted
that there are two possible ways for the development of investigations
in this direction. The first of them is related to the consideration of the
corresponding difference schemes for coefficients of a series expansion of
the approximate solution in the finite element basis. Here we can confine
ourselves to an operator representation of the scheme in a Hilbert linear
vector space with the ordinary Euclidean norm. In this case it suffices
to apply directly the results on the stability of difference schemes.
Another way of constructing the general stability theory takes into
account more precisely the specific character of finite element schemes,
as far as they are considered in the projective form. The main results [Vabishchevich and Samarskii, 1995, Samarskii and Vabishchevich,
1996b] can be successfully obtained from the properties of bilinear forms
only, without explicit consideration of matrix problems for coefficients
of the finite element expansion. Sufficient conditions for stability with
respect to the initial data are obtained for schemes written in canonical
form. A priori estimates of the stability with respect to the right hand
side are also given. Coincident necessary and sufficient conditions are
determined for schemes with symmetric bilinear forms.
Stability conditions for difference schemes with self-adjoint operators
can be formulated most simply. Some important classes of two- and
three-level difference schemes having non-self-adjoint operators are considered in [Samarskii and Goolin, 1973, Goolin, 1979]. In particular,
special attention should be paid to difference schemes with a subordinate skew-symmetric part.
Difference schemes with weights have a special meaning for computational practice. In some cases weighted factors can be varying in time
and space. As an example, we mention the "red-white" (in other words,
"chess board") scheme of V.K. Saul'ev [Saul'ev, 1960], which combines
implicit and explicit schemes for adjacent nodes. Bearing in mind such
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class of difference schemes, A.A. Samarskii and A.V. Goolin [Samarskii
and Goolin, 1993, Goolin and Samarskii, 1993J have stated the problem
of stability and then obtained fundamental results on necessary and sufficient conditions for the stability of symmetrizable difference schemes.
These schemes have non-self-adjoint original operators, but they can
be transformed into schemes with symmetric operators, particularly, by
a suitable choice of special norms. It is shown that such a class of
schemes includes also difference schemes with variable weighted factors.
In [Goolin and Degtyariov, 1996, Goolin and Yukhno, 1996, Goolin and
Yukhno, 1998, Degtyariov, 1994J A.V. Goolin and other authors dealt
with finding necessary and sufficient conditions of stability of two-level
difference schemes with variable weighted factors for parabolic equations.
Various classes of difference schemes with operator factors, including
schemes with variable weighted factors, are studied in [Vabishchevich
and Matus, 1993b, Vabishchevich et al., 1994a, Vabishchevich et al.,
1994bJ. In this case non-self-adjoint operators of a difference scheme
contain a term which is the product of two difference operators. Different
ways of symmetrization of a difference scheme in accordance with its
operator factor are discussed. Similar schemes with operator factors
were considered earlier by A.V. Goolin (see, for example, [Goolin, 1979])
as very important classes of schemes with non-self-adjoint operators.
The results mentioned above provided the basis for our subsequent
investigations. It turned out that a lot of both known and new difference schemes can be written in the form of difference schemes with
operator factors. In this connection we consider schemes with local grid
refinement with respect to the time and space variables and domain
decomposition schemes for implementation on parallel computers. This
book was intended as an attempt to present in details the general results
on the stability of difference schemes with operator factors and to gain
insights into their application to the study of new perspective difference
schemes. The reader can judge to what extent we have succeeded in
achieving our intentions. Let us consider the contents of the book.
The main results from the general stability theory [Samarskii, 1989,
Samarskii and Goolin, 1973J for two-level operator-difference schemes
are given in Chapter 2. We introduce the concepts of stability of twolevel operator-difference schemes in finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and
give the canonical form for difference schemes under consideration. Basic criteria for stability are written in the form of corresponding operator
inequalities. We also study separately the stability with respect to the
initial data and the right hand side as well as conditions for p-stability of
two-level difference schemes. Peculiarities of stability in different norms
for difference schemes with variable (nonconstant in time) operators are
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marked. Two-level difference schemes with weights are examined in details. A difference scheme is called strongly stable [Samarskii, 1989] provided that the scheme is stable with respect to the initial data, the right
hand side and coefficients. Conditions of coefficient stability for twolevel operator-difference schemes are formulated according to [Samarskii
et aI., 1997d].
The third chapter is devoted to two-level operator-difference schemes
with operator factors. We study difference schemes with non-self-adjoint
operators, which adjoin closely schemes with variable weighted factors.
Depending on how the operator factor enters the scheme, we distinguish three basic classes of schemes. Concerning schemes with variable
weighted factors, for these classes of schemes one can weigh the solution
itself, either the fluxes or the whole part of the equation associated with
the space discretization. Necessary and sufficient conditions for stability
with respect to the initial data are formulated, and a priori estimates of
stability with respect to the right hand side are given. These theoretical
investigations are then used in subsequent chapters of this book where
particular difference schemes are studied.
The next two chapters of this book are devoted to analogous questions
for three-level operator-difference schemes. The common criteria for
stability and p-stability of three-level schemes are formulated in Chapter
4. These schemes are studied by writing the scheme in the form of
a vector two-level operator-difference scheme on the direct sum of two
Hilbert spaces. Keeping in mind the use of three-level difference schemes
for first-order and second-order evolutionary equations, we consider two
canonical forms for the representation of three-level difference schemes.
Three-level operator-difference schemes with operator factors are considered in Chapter 5. Starting from two-parameter three-level operatordifference schemes, we study schemes with two operator factors. Again,
as in Chapter 3, three classes of schemes with different entering of operator factors are the basis for our consideration. The considerable attention is paid to deriving a priori estimates of stability with respect to
the initial data and the right hand side in various norms.
Chapters 6-8 examine how the general results obtained in the stability
theory for operator-difference schemes can be applied to the study of
particular difference scheme. Among the most important questions is
the problem of accuracy of a difference solution. The general theory of
stability of operator-difference schemes and the corresponding a priori
estimates of stability with respect to the initial data and the right hand
side constitute a mathematical tool for the analysis of convergence of
the approximate solution to the exact solution in different classes of
smoothness.
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Some non-stationary problems of mathematical physics are considered in Chapter 6, which begins with the classical results [Samarskii,
1989] concerning accuracy of two-level difference schemes for parabolic
equations. It turns out that a priori estimates in norms integral with
respect to time are often more suitable for the case of boundary value
problems with generalized solutions. Here, in particular, we obtain (see
also [Samarskii et al., 1997c]) the stability criteria for two-level operatordifference schemes in the integral with respect to time norms, which
complement the stability results in norms that are uniform with respect
to time.
Then, as a basic equation of continuum mechanics, one model nonstationary convection-diffusion equation is investigated. We consider
the problems of approximating the non-self-adjoint part (i.e., convective terms) of a second-order parabolic equation. Two-level difference
schemes are constructed and studied. We discuss also the questions of
constructing difference schemes for a model nonlinear equation, that is,
the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Here two- and three-level schemes are
obtained which belong to the class of conservative schemes in either
sense.
The questions concerning the construction and accuracy of difference
schemes for second-order hyperbolic equations are considered with an
example of a one-dimensional oscillation equation. A special attention
is given here to the important case of problems with piecewise smooth
solutions. In the final section of Chapter 6 we study difference schemes
applied to the numerical solution of a model boundary value problem for
equations of mixed (hyperbolo-parabolic) type. Specifically we consider
the initial boundary value problem in which we have a second-order hyperbolic equation in one part of the domain of definition, and a parabolic
equation in another part. In fact, for such a problem one can use a
homogeneous three-level difference scheme with discontinuous weighted
factors.
The stability theory for operator-difference schemes with operator
factors are most widely applied in Chapter 7, where schemes of adaptive type for basic problems of mathematical physics are considered. In
many problems, in order to handle local singularities of the solution it is
necessary to refine the computational grid with respect to time. These
schemes can be constructed in two different ways, the first of which is
connected with a special organization of computations outside the adaptation domain. The second way is connected with linear interpolation
algorithms. We consider difference schemes on locally condensing grids
for parabolic and hyperbolic equations of the second order. This research is based on the representation of difference schemes on adaptive
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grids in the form of schemes with variable weighted factors. Approaches
with local refinement of the space grid in a sub-domain which varies in
time (dynamic adaptation) are frequently used in computational practice. The main technical issues here are related to the construction of a
difference scheme at the new nodes on the upper time level. We analyze
the convergence of difference schemes for a model one-dimensional problem, in which the case of variable coefficients are separately examined.
Traditionally non-uniform grids are widely used for improving the accuracy of the approximate solution. However, the disadvantageous property of approximating second-order elliptic operators on non-uniform
grids is that, generally speaking, the second order of local approximation on standard minimal stencils is lost (see, e.g., [Samarskii, 1989]). In
this book we observe the possibility of obtaining an increased order of
the approximations on non-uniform grids not at the nodes but at some
special intermediate points. This technique is illustrated by applying
it to boundary value problems for basic stationary and non-stationary
equations of mathematical physics.
Nowadays parallel algorithms for solving partial differential equations
are built mainly by means of domain decomposition methods, which
consist in partitioning the solution domain into overlapping or nonoverlapping sub-domains. The effective implementation of a numerical
method on contemporary supercomputing machines is attained by solving smaller problems separately in sub-domains. In this way, for solving
non-stationary problems numerically one can design iteration-free splitting computational algorithms (so called regionally additive difference
schemes). The problems arising in the construction and study of domain
decomposition schemes are considered in Chapter 8. Note that these
schemes can be constructed by applying different splitting algorithms.
We consider separately the case of two-component ('two-colored') splitting. Decomposition schemes for second-order hyperbolic and parabolic
equations are proposed. The main attention here is given to setting exchange boundary conditions at the interfaces between sub-domains as
well as to issues of how the accuracy of the numerical approximations
depends on the partition used in this method and on the choice of a difference domain decomposition scheme. The research undertaken is based
on the stability theory of additive difference schemes (splitting schemes),
in which the regionally additive schemes themselves are interpreted as
schemes with operator factors.
This book has been written with the attentive and helpful participation of many of our colleagues from the Institute for Mathematical Modelling, the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Mathematics,
the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus and the Chair of Computa-
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tional Methods of the Lomonosov Moscow State University. For helpful
and fruitful discussions, the authors thank especially A.V. Goolin whose
works on the stability theory for difference schemes define this direction
of investigations. We are also grateful to LV. Gaishun for his active
interest and collaboration in the current work and constant encouragement throughout this project. Direct help in preparing the manuscript
was given to us by young colleague S.V. Lemeshevsky. The authors wish
to express their gratitude to 1. Tselishcheva and G.R. Malyavskaya who
edited this monograph.

Chapter 2
TWO-LEVEL DIFFERENCE SCHEMES

1.

Introduction

After having replaced a non-stationary problem of mathematical physics by its finite difference or finite element discretization in space, we
obtain the Cauchy problem for a system of ordinary differential equations
which is considered in a Hilbert grid space. The discretisation in time
yields an operator-difference scheme. Let us mention some most important directions in the development of the theory of operator-difference
schemes for nonstationary problems of mathematical physics.
The general theory of stability (well posedness) of operator-difference schemes is widely used to study finite difference schemes for nonstationary problems. At present exact (coinciding necessary and sufficient) conditions are obtained for a broad class of two- and three-level
difference schemes in finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces.
It is necessary to emphasize the constructibility of the general stability
theory for operator-difference schemes in which the criteria for stability are stated in the form of easily verifiable inequalities for operators.
Amongst the most important generalizations, we can note making use of
the general stability theory for ill posed evolution problems and also for
the analysis of projective-difference schemes (finite elements schemes).
Also new a priori estimates of stability are obtained in norms that are
integral with respect to time. Based on these estimates one can study,
in particular, convergence properties of difference schemes for problems
with generalized solutions.
A question of principle in the case of initial value problems for nonstationary equations of mathematical physics is not only the stability of
a solution with respect to the initial data and the right hand side, but
9
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also the continuous dependence of the solution on a small perturbation
of the operators of the problem, that is, strong stability. In this part
of the book we obtain estimates of stability under perturbations of the
operator in the Cauchy problem, of the right hand side, and of the initial condition for first-order evolutionary equations considered in Hilbert
spaces. This chapter also contains a priori estimates of strong stability
for two-level operator-difference schemes which are coordinated with the
corresponding estimates for a differential-operator equation.
Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, B, A be linear operators in H. A homogeneous (with zero on the right hand side) two-level
operator-difference scheme can be written in a common (canonical) form

BY

n+l
T

n

-y +Ayn=o,

n=0,1, ... ,

(2.1)

for given Yo. We consider that in (2.1) the operators A and B are
constant (independent of n), the operator A is self-adjoint and positive
(A = A* > 0).
The difference scheme (2.1) is stable with respect to the initial data
in HD if the following estimates are satisfied:

The main result (Theorem 2.1) about the stability of two-level difference schemes can be formulated in such a way. The necessary and
sufficient condition for the stability of difference scheme (2.1) with the
operator A = A* > in HA is the inequality

°

(2.2)
Under more general conditions it is necessary to apply the criteria of
p-stability with respect to the initial data, where a difference solution
satisfies the a priori layerwise bound

Il yn+1IID :S pllynll D,

n

= 0,1, ... ,

and also pn :S M. The constant p is usually chosen to be one of the
following quantities

p =
p

P
where

C

1,

1 + CT,
eCT ,

C> 0,

a constant independent of the mesh parameters

T,

n.
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For difference scheme (2.1) with the operators A
the conditions

1- PB<A< 1+P B
T

-

-

T

= A*, B = B* > 0,
(2.3)

are necessary and sufficient (see Theorem 2.5) for stability in HB.
The convergence of difference schemes is analyzed in different norms,
which must be conforming to a class of smoothness of solutions to a
differential problem. By virtue of this there is a need to have a few estimates for a difference solution. In particular, if we consider difference
schemes for non-stationary boundary value problems with generalized
solutions, the emphasis in this case is on taking into consideration estimates of a difference solution in integral (with respect to time) norms.
In the study of well posedness of initial value problems for nonstationary equations of mathematical physics, principal attention should
be paid to questions concerning the stability of the solution with respect
to the initial data and the right hand side. Based on a priori estimates
for the solution of a difference problem with an inhomogenous right
hand side, we consider the relevant problem for the error to study the
rate of convergence of the approximate solution to the exact one. The
estimates of stability with respect to the right hand side can be often
obtained appropriately from the estimates of stability with respect to
the initial data. In this case it is said that the stability of a difference
scheme with respect to the initial data implies its stability with respect
to the right hand side as well. Of course, this statement is valid only
for the corresponding (consistent) choice of norms for the difference solution, the initial condition and the right hand side. The estimates of
such kind are given in this part of our book.
In a more general situation it is necessary to demand the continuous dependence of a solution to be also on perturbations of operators
in the problem under consideration, for example, on coefficients of the
equation. A priori estimates reflecting the continuity of the problem's
solution with respect to the right hand side and the operator have been
previously obtained under different conditions for stationary problems
(for operator equations of the first kind). We give some new a priori
estimates of strong stability for two-level operator-difference schemes,
which are coordinated with the corresponding estimates for a differentialoperator equation. The theoretical material stated in the chapter is illustrated by consideration of two-level difference schemes with weig~ts,
which are applied to the Cauchy problem for first-order evolution equations.
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Stability of Difference Schemes

In this section we give a general definition of stability of a two-level
operator-difference scheme written in canonical form. A more general
concept of p-stability of a difference scheme is introduced for problems
in which the rate of change of the solution norm is essential.

2.1

Canonical Form

Let us introduce some fundamental notations and definitions from the
theory of finite difference schemes. Let H be a real finite-dimensional
Hilbert space and
wr={tn=nT, n=O,l, ... ,No; TNo=T}=wru{T}

(2.4)

be a uniform grid in time. We denote by A, B: H --- H linear operators
in H which depend, generally speaking, on T and tn.
Consider Cauchy problem for the operator-difference equation

B( tn ) Yn+1-Yn
T

+ A(tn )Yn = 'Pn,

(2.5)
(2.6)

Yo = uo,

where 'Pn and Uo E H are given functions, and Yn
unknown function that we seek for.
We use the notation

y-y

Yt= - - ,
T

= y(t n )

Yt

E H is the

fJ-y

= - T- .

Then equation (2.5) can be written in the form
BYt

+ Ay = 'P,

(2.7)

The set of Cauchy problems (2.5), (2.6), which depend on the parameter
T, is called a two-level scheme. We call the notation (2.5) and (2.6) the
canonical form of two-level schemes.
For the solvability of the Cauchy problem at a new time level, we
assume that B-1 exists. Then equation (2.7) can be written down as
follows:
Yn+1

= SYn + T'Pn,

S

= E - TB- 1 A,

'Pn

= B- 1 'Pn,

(2.8)

where E is the identity operator. The operator S is called a transition
operator.

l'UJo-Level iJitrerence

2.2
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General Concept of Stability

Let us consider the set of the solutions y(t) of the Cauchy problem
(2.5), (2.6) depending on the problem's input data, namely, on the right
hand side <p(t) and the initial condition Uo.
A two-level difference scheme is called UJell-posed if the following statements are valid for sufficiently small 7 < 70:
1) a solution of this scheme exists and is unique for any initial data
Uo E H and right hand sides <p E H, for all t E wr ;
2) there exist positive constants Ml and M2 , both independent of 7
and the choice of Uo, <p, such that for any Uo E H, <p E Hand t E wr the
solution of the Cauchy problem (2.5), (2.6) satisfies the estimate
(2.9)
Here 11·11 and II· 11* are some norms in the space H.
The inequality (2.9) for linear problems under consideration reflects
such a property as the continuous dependence of the solution of the
Cauchy problem (2.5), (2.6) on the input data (or stability). The problem satisfying this property is said to be stable.
We usually use the following concepts of stability with respect to the
initial data and the right hand side.
The difference scheme
B Yn+1 - Yn
7

+ AYn =

0,

(2.10)
(2.11)

Yo =Uo

is called stable UJith respect to the initial data if the solution of problem
(2.10), (2.11) satisfies the bound

n

= 0,1, ... , No -

(2.12)

1.

The two-level scheme
B Yn +1 - Yn
7

+ AYn =

<pn,

(2.13)

°

(2.14)
Yo =
is called stable UJith respect to the right hand side if the solution of problem (2.13) with the homogeneous initial condition (2.14) satisfies the
inequality

n

= 0,1, ... ,No -

1.

(2.15)
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The solution of problem (2.7), (2.6) can be represented in the form

Y

= y(l) + y(2), where y(1) is the solution of problem (2.10), (2.11), and

is the solution of problem (2.13), (2.14). By virtue of the triangle
inequality

y(2)

IIYn+111 :S IIY~~111 + IIY~~111
and then inequalities (2.12) and (2.15) imply estimate (2.9).

2.3

p-Stability of Difference Schemes

Stability estimates can be obtained by using a priori estimates of a
difference solution on different successive time levels.
The difference scheme (2.10), (2.11) is called p-stable (uniformly stable) with respect to the initial data if there are constants p > 0 and
M I , independent of T and n, such that for any n and for all Yn E H the
solution Yn+1 of the difference equation (2.10) satisfies the estimate
(2.16)
with pn :S MI.
In the theory of difference schemes the constant p usually takes one
of the following values:
p

1,

p

1 +CT,

C> 0,

p

where the constant C does not depend on
p = 1 + CT, C > 0 then

T

and n. If, for example,

Taking account of (2.8) we rewrite equation (2.10) in the form
(2.17)
The criterion of p-stability is equivalent to the fulfilment of the inequality

11811 :S

p,

(2.18)

which can be written in such a form

-pE:S 8:S pE

(2.19)

if the operator 8 is self-adjoint. For an arbitrary operator we have
(2.20)
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The a priori estimate of the difference solution by levels
(2.21 )
implies the inequality

iiYn+1ii

n

:S

pn+1iiyoii + LTpn-kii4'kii*·

k=O

(2.22)

This is a discrete analog of the Gronwall lemma.
Let (0,.) be an inner (or scalar) product in Hand D be a self-adjoint
positive operator defined in H, i.e., for any y, v E H

(Dy, v) = (y, Dv),

(Dy,y) > 0,

if

y =I O.

HD denotes a Hilbert space consisting of elements of the space H provided with the following inner product and norm

(y, V)D = (Dy, v),

iiyiiD = V(Dy,y)

respectively.
The difference scheme (2.10), (2.11) is called p-stable in H D , if
(2.23)
The analogues of operator inequalities (2.19) and (2.20) (for the transition operator S) are

-pD :S DS :S pD,

DS= S*D,

(2.24)
(2.25)

These inequalities ensure the p-stability of the operator difference scheme
inHD .

3.

Conditions of Stability with Respect to the
Initial Data

In this section the constructive conditions for stability of two-level
operator-difference schemes in Hilbert spaces are formulated in the form
of operator inequalities. Necessary and sufficient conditions for stability
of two-level schemes have been obtained in [Samarskii, 1968]. More
recent results are presented in [Coolin and Samarskii, 1976, Samarskii
and Coolin, 1973].
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Stability in the Space HA

In order to study the stability of scheme (2.5), (2.6) with respect to
the initial data, we will estimate the solution of the problem (2.10),
(2.11).
2.1 Let the operator A in equation (2.10) be a self-adjoint
positive operator independent of n. The condition

THEOREM

B 2 0.5TA,

(2.26)

is necessary and sufficient for the stability of scheme (2.10), (2.11) in
HA with respect to the initial data with the constant Ml = 1, i.e., in
order that the following estimate is satisfied:

n = 0,1, ... , No.

(2.27)

Proof. Sufficiency. Assume that the condition (2.26) is satisfied.
Taking the inner product of equation (2.10) and Yt in H, we obtain the
identity
(2.28)
Using the formula

y = 0.5(y + f)) - 0.5TYt

(2.29)

we rewrite (2.28) in the form

((B - 0.5TA)Yt, Yt)

+ 0.5T- 1 (A(Y + y), y -

y)

Since the operator A is self-adjoint we have (Ay, f))
and therefore

(A(Y + y), f) - y) = (Af), f))

+ (Ay, f))

=

O.

(2.30)

= (y, Af)) = (Af), y)

- (Af), y) - (Ay, y)

= (Af), f)) - (Ay,y) = IIYn+1ll~ -IIYnll~·

(2.31)

Substituting the last identity (2.31) into (2.30) and using the inequality
(2.26) gives us the recursion relation
(2.32)
Since n is an arbitrary number, the statement of the theorem follows
from the last estimate (2.32).
Necessity. Assume that the scheme is stable and let the inequality
(2.27) be satisfied. We will prove that this assumption implies the operator inequality (2.26), i.e

(Bv, v) 2 0.5T(Av, v)

for any v E H.

(2.33)
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Starting from the identity (2.30) at the first level (for n
((B - 0.5rA)ytO, YtO)

+ 0.5r- l (Ayl, Yl)

= 0), we have

= 0.5r- l (Ayo, YO).

By virtue of (2.27) this identity can be valid only provided that
((B - 0.5rA)Yto,YtO) = 0.5r- l ((Auo,uo) - (AYl,Yl)) ~ 0,

that is, if
((B - 0.5rA)Yto,YtO) ~

o.

Since Yo = uo E H is an arbitrary element it is easily seen that v = YtO =
-B-1 Auo E H is also arbitrary. In fact, given an arbitrary element
v = YtO E H and taking into account the fact that A-I exists, we have
uo = _A-l Bv E H. Thus, the last inequality holds for any v = YtO E H,
i.e., the operator inequality (2.26) is valid.
REMARK

2.1 Under the condition
B(t) ~ 0.5rA,

A = A*,

(2.34)

where A is a constant operator of not fixed sign, the solution of equation
(2.10), (2.11) satisfies the estimate
(AYn+1, Yn+1) ~ (Ayo, yo).

(2.35)

The last inequality (2.35) is simply a consequence of (2.30) and (2.31);
it implies the stability estimate with respect to the initial data in the
energy space HA when A > O.
Up to this point in the book we have assumed that the operator A is
constant, that is, independent of t. But if the operator A depends on t
and A(t) = A*(t) > 0, then we shall require that the following condition
ofLipschitz continuity of A(t) in t holds:
1((A(t) - A(t - r))v, v)1 ~ rco(A(t - r)v, v)

for all v E H, 0 < t

r.

THEOREM

conditions

~

(2.36)

T, where Co is a positive constant independent of

2.2 Let the operators A(t), B(t) for t

E WT

comply with the

> 0,

(2.37)

B(t) ~ 0.5r A(t),

(2.38)

A(t) = A*(t)

respectively. Then the difference scheme (2.10), (2.11) is p-stable with
respect to the initial data for p = eO. 5COT , Ml = pNo = eO.5coT, and the
following estimates hold:

n = 1,2, ... , No -1,

(2.39)
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n = 0,1, ... , No-1.

(2.40)

Proof. Taking the inner product of (2.10) and 2TYt, and using (2.30)
and (2.31) we obtain the energy identity

2T((B - 0.5TA)Yt, Yt)

+ (Ay, y) =

(Ay, y).

(2.41)

In order to obtain the recurrent inequality we transform the expression

and then estimate the second term in the right hand side with the help
of condition (2.36):

(AnYn, Yn) :::; (1 + TCo)IIYnllt_l

:::; p21IYnllt_l.

(2.42)

Substituting (2.42) into (2.41) we obtain

2T((B - 0.5TA)Yt, Yt)

+ IIYn+1llt :::; p21IYnll~n_l.

(2.43)

Using the condition (2.38) leads to the estimate
(2.44)
which conveys the uniform stability of the scheme with respect to the
initial data.
In particular, it follows from here that
(2.45)
On the other hand, from the identity (2.41) for n = 0 by virtue of (2.38)
we deduce the inequality
(2.46)
Substituting (2.46) into (2.45) and bearing in mind that pn :::; M 1 , we
come to the formula
(2.47)
which expresses the stability of the scheme with respect to the initial
data.

3.2

Stability in the Space HB

In many cases it is useful to have the stability estimates not only
in the space H A , but also in other norms. The following statement is
typicaL
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THEOREM 2.3 Let the opemtors A and B in the Cauchy problem (2.10),
(2.11) be independent of t and satisfy the conditions

B = B* > 0,

A

= A* > O.

(2.48)

Then the condition (2.26) is sufficient for the stability of the scheme
(2.10), (2.11) with respect to the initial data in HB with constant Ml =
1.
Proof. Consider the inner product of equation (2.10) and 27'[;:
(2.49)
Taking into account the formulas

Y = 0.5(fJ + y) - 0.5TYt

fJ = 0.5(fJ + y) + 0.5TYt,

and using the assumption (2.48) we find

2T(BYt, fJ) = (B(fJ - y), fJ + y)

+ T2 (BYt, Yt)

- IIYII~ + T21IYtll~,

=

IlfJll~

=

0.5TllfJ + YII~ - 0.5T31IYtll~·

2T(Ay, fJ) = 0.5T(A(fJ + Y - TYt) , fJ + Y + TYt)
Substituting these expressions into equation (2.49) we come to the equality

Hence as we know B 2: 0.5T A we obtain required inequality

IIYII~ ~ IIYII~,
that is,

IIYn+1IIB

~

IluollB.

(2.51 )

(2.52)

REMARK 2.2 Further (see Theorem 2.5) by using the method of operator inequalities we will show that (2.26) is also a necessary condition for
the stability of scheme (2.10), (2.11) with respect to the initial data in
the space H B.
REMARK 2.3 If the operators A and B are commutative then the condition (2.26) is necessary and sufficient for the stability of scheme (2.10),
(2.11) in the space HD :

IIYnllD

~

IluollD,

(2.53)

Chapter 2
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where D = D* > 0 is any operator which is commutative with A and
B, for example, D = E, D = A2 or D = B2 when B = B*, so that

IIYnl1 S Iluoll,

IIBYnl1 S IIBuoll·

We now analyze the stability of the scheme with respect to the initial
data in the energy space HB in the case of variable operators A and B.
2.4 Assume that the operators A(t) and B(t) satisfy conditions (2. 37}, (2.38) and, in addition, B(t) is a self-adjoint Lipschitz
continuous operator

THEOREM

1((B(t) - B(t - T))v,v)1 S TCl(B(t - T)V,V),

t E WT •

(2.54)

Then the difference scheme (2.10), (2.11) is p-stable with respect to the
initial data in the space HB with
(2.55)

and the inequalities

IIYn+1IIBn S pllYnllBn-lJ

(2.56)

IIYn+1I1Bn S MllluollBo

(2.57)

are valid.
Proof. Considering the inner product of (2.10) and 2TYt, similarly
to (2.50) we obtain the energy identity

Hence by virtue of condition (2.38) we have
(2.59)

Having used the condition of Lipschitz continuity of the operator B(t)
and the inequality (2.42), we deduce from (2.59) that
p = eO. 5CIT ,

(2.60)

or
The inequality (2.57) is derived by proceeding in a similar way (see also
the proof of Theorem 2.2).
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3.3

Condition for p-Stability

The difference scheme (2.10), (2.11) with constant operators A and B
can be transformed to the explicit scheme

Vn+l
- -- -Vn+ C V n
T

=

0

(2.61 )

or
with the initial data

Vo

=

ito,

(2.62)

if we make the substitution as follows:
1) Vn = B l / 2Yn for B = B* > 0, C = C l = B- l / 2AB- l / 2,
2) Vn = Al/2Yn for A

= A* > 0, C = C2

= Al/2B- l A l / 2.

Hence we have

IIVnl1 =

IIYnllB

when C

= Cl ,

Vn -- Bl/2yn,

Ilvnll =

when C = C 2 ,
IIYnllA
We thus claim that the condition for p-stability of the implicit scheme
(2.10), (2.11) in the space HD for D = Band D = A is equivalent to
the condition for p-stability of the explicit scheme (2.61), (2.62) in the
space H:
2.1 The condition for p-stability of scheme {2.61}, {2.62} with
constant operator C is equivalent to the condition that the norm of the
transition operator 8 is bounded:

LEMMA

11811 = liE - TCII
2.2 If the conditions A
then the inequalities

LEMMA

~ p.

= A* > 0, B = B* > 0 are satisfied,
and

(2.63)

are equivalent for C = B-l/2 AB- l /2 and C = Al/2 B- 1 Al/2.

Proof. Assume that C = B- l / 2AB- l / 2 and 'Y is an integer. Consider the difference

(CV,V) - 'Y(v,v) = (B- l / 2AB- l / 2V,v) - 'Y(v,v) = (Ay,y) - 'Y(By,y)
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for y = B-1/2 v . Hence it is seen that the signs of the operators C - "(E
and A - "(B coincide. Note that it does not require positivity of the
operator A.
We assume now that C = A 1/2 B- 1 A 1/2. We first prove that the inequalities C 2: "(E (C :S "(E) and E 2: ,,(C- 1 (E :S ,,(C- 1 ) are equivalent.
Making the replacement y = C1/2v we obtain

(Cv, v) - ,,((v, v) = (C 1/ 2 v, C 1/ 2 v) - "((v, v) = (y, y) - ,,((C- 1y, y).
Hence it follows that the operators C - "( E and E - ,,(C-l have the same
signs. Now, substituting C- 1 = A- 1/ 2 BA- 1/ 2 into the above identity
and denoting x = A- 1 / 2 y we come to

(Cv, v) - "((v, v) = (y, y) - "((A- 1/ 2 BA -1/2 y, y) = (Ax, x) - ,,((Bx, x),
that is, the operators C - "(E and A - "(B have the same signs. The
equivalence of the inequalities from (2.63) follows immediately if we take
"( = "(1 and "( = "(2·
LEMMA

2.3 If the operator C

= C* > 0, T> 0, then the conditions

1 81 = liE - TOIl
and

:S p

(2.64)

I- PE<C< l+P E

(2.65)

T

-

T

-

are equivalent.
Proof.
that

Hence

As the operator 8

11811

=

=

E - TC

sup 1(8v, v)1 = sup
IIvll=1
Ilvll=1

-11811E :S 8 :S 11811E

or -pE:S

=

8* is self-adjoint it follows

I((E -

TC)V, v)l·

8 :S pE

and

-pE :S E - TC :S pE,
i.e., the condition

I- PE<C< l+PE
T

-

-

T

holds. In this way (2.65) follows from the inequality (2.64). The reasoning in the reverse direction is obvious.
2.5 Let A and B be constant operators and assume that A =
A*, B = B* > 0. Then the condition

THEOREM

I- PB<A< l+PB
T

-

-

T

(2.66)
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is necessary and sufficient for the p-stability of scheme (2.10), (2.11) in
the space H B, i. e., for the following estimate to be satisfied:

Furthermore, if A is a positive operator then the condition (2.66) is
necessary and sufficient also for the p-stability in the space HA and,
respectively, for the validity of the estimate

Proof. To verify the veracity of this assertion we reduce the implicit
scheme (2.10), (2.11) to the explicit one (2.61), (2.62) with operator
C = B- 1/ 2 AB- 1 / 2 (or C = A 1/2 B- 1 A 1/2 when A > 0) and then we use
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3.
REMARK 2.4 If the inequality (2.66) is satisfied then by Lemma 2.3 the
estimate (2.64) for the norm of the transition operator holds.

3.4

Stability of Schemes with Weights

Let us denote
Vn (0") = aVn +1

+ (1 -

a)vn ,

(2.67)

where a ~ 0 is an arbitrary real parameter. Consider the following class
of difference schemes with constant weights:
(2.68)
Yo = Uo·

(2.69)

The scheme (2.68) can be written down in the canonical form (2.10) with
B = E + aT A. We now investigate separately the case of a constant and
self-adjoint operator A.
THEOREM

tion

2.6 Let A

= A* > 0 be a constant operator. Then the condiE

+ (a - 0.5)TA ~ 0

(2.70)

is necessary and sufficient for the stability of scheme (2.68), (2.69) with
respect to the initial data in the space H A .
Proof. To prove this theorem it suffices to consider the identity

B - 0.5TA = E
and to apply Theorem 2.1.

+ (a - 0.5)TA
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The condition (2.70), is in fact, a restrictive condition imposed on the
parameter a. In particular, the inequality (2.70) is true when a ~ 0.5.
Since A is a positive operator this inequality for a < 0.5 can be written
in the form
1
A -< T (0.5 - a )E .
Since A is a self-adjoint positive operator the latter inequality is equivalent to the estimate
1
IIAII ::; T(0.5 - a) ,
which can be rewritten as

(2.71)
So, we have seen that the necessary and sufficient condition for the
stability of scheme (2.68), (2.69) in the space HA for the case of a selfadjoint positive operator A can be written in the form (2.71).
Let us consider a more general class of two-level operator-difference
schemes with constant weights
DYt

+ AYn (a) = 0,

tn E

WT

,

(2.72)
(2.73)

Yo = Uo·

In this case the scheme (2.72) can be reduced to the canonical form with
B = D+aTA.
Note that when v = Dl/2y, where D is a self-adjoint positive operator,
the problem (2.72), (2.73) can be transformed into the form
Vt

+ Avn(a)

tn E

= 0,

WT)

Vo = Uo·

(2.74)
(2.75)

Here A = D-l/2 AD-l/ 2, Uo = Dl/2uO' Thus by substituting v = Dl/2y
the scheme (2.72), (2.73) with respect to v can be reduced to the above
case (2.68), (2.69). On the basis of Theorem 2.6 we conclude that the
condition
E + (a - 0.5)T D- 1/ 2AD- 1/ 2 ~ 0
(2.76)
or

1

a

1

~ "2 - TIID-l/2AD-l/211

(2.77)

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of scheme (2.74),
(2.75) in the space H k As IlviiA = IlyIIA, the next theorem follows from
the above considerations.

l'UJo-Level l)ijference
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2.7 Let the operators A = A* > 0, D = D* > 0 in the difference scheme (2.72), (2.73) be constant self-adjoint and positive. Then
the operator inequality (2.76) is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the stability of the scheme in the space HA, i.e., for the satisfaction of
the estimate
(2.78)
IiYnllA ~ IluollA, n = 0,1, ... , No.

THEOREM

We now tum to obtaining a priori estimates of stability in the case
when the operator A is not self-adjoint.
2.8 Assume that A{t) 2: 0 is a non-negative operator and
D = D* > 0 is a constant operator. Then the scheme (2.72), (2.73)
is stable with respect to the initial data in the space HD with constant

THEOREM

Ml

= 1 provided that

0'

2: 0.5.

(2.79)

Proof. Taking the inner product of equation (2.72) and 2ry(0') we
obtain the identity
(2.80)

Hence using the formula
y(O') = y(O.5)

+ r{O' -

0.5)Yt

(2.81)

we come to
(2.82)
As the operator D is positive and self-adjoint, and the operator A is
non-negative, then from formula (2.82), provided 0' 2: 0.5 we obtain,
taking account of the identity (2.31), that

IIYn+1IID ~ IIYnliD ~ ... ~ IlyollD.

(2.83)

We present below more several results concerning stability of schemes
with weights.
THEOREM

ditions

2.9 Let A and D be constant operators which satisfy the con-

D = D* > 0,

A > O.

(2.84)

Then the following operator inequality

DA- 1 D + {O' - 0.5)rD 2: 0

(2.85)
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is necessary and sufficient for the stability of scheme (2.12), (2.13) in
the space HD with constant p = 1, i.e., for the estimate

IIYn+lIID:S IIYnIID,

n = 0,1, ... , No - 1,

(2.86)

to be satisfied.

Proof. We rewrite the difference equation (2.72) in the form
BYt

+ Ay =

(2.87)

0,

where A = D, B = DA-l(D + O"rA) = DA-ID + O"rD. In this case
the necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of scheme (2.87)
in H A formulated as the operator inequality B ~ 0.5r A takes the form
DA-1D + O"rD ~ 0.5rD,

which coincides with the required condition (2.85).
THEOREM

2.10 Let the inequalities (2.84) hold. Then the condition
A*

+ (0" -

0.5)rA* A ~ 0,

(2.88)

where A = D-l/2 AD- 1/ 2 is necessary and sufficient for the stability of
scheme (2.12), (2.13) in the space H A* A' i.e., for the following estimate
to be valid:

IIAYn+1IID-l :S IIAYn IID-l,

n

=

0,1, ... , No - 1.

(2.89)

Proof. Multiplying (2.74) by the positive operator A* > 0 we come
to the equation
(2.90)
where A = A*A = A* > 0,13 = A* + O"rA > O. In this case the
necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of scheme (2.90),
(2.75) in the space HA. (13 ~ 0.5rA) becomes of the following kind
A* + (0" - 0.5)r A* A ~ O. This inequality coincides with condition (2.88)
of the theorem.
Let us give the corresponding estimates in the case of variable operators D(t) and A(t).
2.11 Let A(t) = A*(t) > 0 be a variable positive and selfadjoint operator for all t E W T . Then provided that 0" ~ 0.5 and the
operator A(t) satisfies the Lipschitz continuity condition (2.36), the difference scheme (2.68), (2.69~ is p-stable with respect to the initial data
with p = eO.5eOT (Ml = eO.5eo ) and the following estimates hold:

THEOREM

IIYn+IilAn :S pIIYnIIAn-l'

n = 1,2, ... , No - 1,

(2.91 )
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IIYn+1IIAn

:S Mtlluo IIAo'

n = 0,1, ... ,No - 1.

(2.92)

Proof. Notice than for (J" ~ 0.5 the inequality B(t) ~ 0.5rA(t) holds
because of (2.70). Hence by Theorem 2.2 the a priori estimates (2.91),
(2.92) are valid.
2.12 Let the operators A(t), D =1= D(t) be self-adjoint positive, and also the operator A(t) = D-l/2 AD-l/2 be Lipschitz continuous
with constant Cl. Then provided (J" ~ 0.5 the difference scheme (2. 72),
(2.73) is p-stable with respect to the initial data in the space HA with
p = eO.5C1T, and the estimate (2.91) holds.

THEOREM

Proof. Since the conditions of Theorem 2.2 hold for scheme (2.74),
then on the strength of a priori estimates (2.39), (2.40) we draw a
conclusion that
(2.93)
Because of the accepted notations Vn = Dl/2Yn, An = D-l/2 A n D-l/2,
the required inequality (2.91) follows at once from (2.93).
2.13 Let A(t) ~ 0 be a non-negative operator and D(t) =
D*(t) > 0 be a Lipschitz continuous operator with constant C2. If also
(J" ~ 0.5, then the scheme (2. 72), (2.73) is p-stable with respect to the
initial data in the space HD with p = eO.5C2T and hence the estimate
THEOREM

IIYn+1IIDn :S pIIYnIIDn-l'

n = 1,2, ... , No - 1,

(2.94)

is valid.

Proof. Similarly to estimate (2.83) we deduce the inequality
(2.95)
Taking into account inequalities (2.42) we estimate the expression IIYnIIDn:

Hence
(2.96)
Substituting the above estimate into (2.95) we come to the required
statement of the theorem.
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Stability with Respect to the Right Hand Side

The analysis of accuracy of difference schemes is based on the corresponding estimates for stability of operator-difference schemes with
respect to right hand sides. In this subsection we give few a priori estimates of stability with respect to the right hand side in different norms
for two-level operator-difference schemes.

4.1

Elementary Estimates in H A , HB

Let us show that the stability with respect to the initial data in HD
infers the stability with respect to the right hand side when using the
norm 11<p11* = IIB-1<pIID.
Consider the two-level difference scheme in the canonical form
B Yn+1 - Yn
T

+ A Yn

- <Pn,

Yo = Uo·

(2.97)
(2.98)

2.14 Let the homogeneous scheme {2.97}, {2.98} with <pn = 0
be p-stable in HD, i.e., the estimates

THEOREM

IIYn+11ID ~

pllYn liD,

n = 0,1, ... , No - 1.

(2.99)

are valid. Then the inhomogeneous difference scheme is stable with respect to the right hand side, and the solution of problem {2.97}, {2.98}
satisfies the a priori estimate
n

IIYn+11ID ~ pn+1llyollD + LTpn-kIIB-1<pkIID.

(2.100)

k=O

Proof. Since the operator B- 1 exists, then equation (2.97) can be
written in the form
(2.101)
By assumption, D = D* > 0 is a self-adjoint positive operator. Applying the triangle inequality, from equation (2.101) we deduce the inequality
(2.102)
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In Subsection 2.2.3 we observed that the condition of p-stability with respect to the initial data is equivalent to the boundedness of the transition
operator norm, i.e.,

Then from the expression (2.102), by taking account of the last inequality, we find that

Hence applying the discrete Gronwall lemma, according to (2.22), we
come to the required estimate (2.100). This gives us the stability of
the scheme with respect to both initial data and right hand side. In
particular, if D = A or D = B (for A = A * > 0 or B = B* > 0) then
from the inequality (2.100) we would obtain the simplest estimates of
stability in the energy space H A or HB.
REMARK 2.5 If D = D* > 0 is a constant operator, Ml
estimate (2.100) can be rewritten as

= 1, then the

n

IIYn+lIID:S IlyollD + L 71I B- 1 <pkIID.
k=O

THEOREM 2.15 Let the constant operators B, A satisfy the conditions:
B = B*,
Then provided that

A = A* >

o.

(2.103)

B 2: 0.57 A

(2.104)

the solution of problem (2. 91), (2.98) satisfies the following a priori
estimate:

((B - 0.57A)Yn+l,Yn+l)

:S

((B - 0.57A)yo,Yo)

1

n

+ 2" L711<pkll~-1.
k=O

(2.105)

Proof. Rewrite the equation (2.97) in the form

(B - 0.57 A) Yt

+ Ay(O.5) =

<po

(2.106)

Considering the inner product of equation (2.106) and 27y(O.5) , and recalling that the operator R = B - 0.57 A is self-adjoint, we obtain the
energy identity
(2.107)
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We estimate the right hand side of the last expression by using the generalized Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality and the c-inequality
as follows
2T (<p,y(O.5») ::; 2TII<pIIA-Illy(O.5)IIA::;

2TCllly(O.5)11~ + 2:111<p11~-1'
(2.108)

Substituting estimate (2.108) for Cl = 1 into the above identity (2.107),
we come to the required inequality
T

2

(RYn+l,Yn+l)::; (RYn,Yn) + "211<PnllA-l ::; ...
1 n
::; (Ryo,Yo) +"2 LTII<pkll~-l'
k=O

REMARK 2.6 If the strict inequality
B > 0.5TA

(2.109)

is valid instead of (2.104), then the estimate (2.105) means that the
solution of the two-level difference scheme (2.97), (2.98) is stable with
respect to both initial data and right hand side in the norm HB-O.5TA.

4.2

Splitting off the Stationary
Non-Homogeneity

The disadvantage of estimate (2.100) consists in difficulties of finding the right hand side norm. To obtain estimates in simpler norms,
the method of splitting off stationary non-homogeneities [Samarskii and
Goolin, 1973] is used.
THEOREM 2.16 Let the following condition be satisfied:

A = A * > 0 is a constant operator.

(2.110)

Then under the condition

B(t)

~

(2.111)

0.5TA

the difference scheme (2.97), (2.98) is stable with respect to the right
hand side, and the solution of the problem satisfies the following a priori
estimate
n

IIYn+lIIA::; IlyollA + II<pollA-l + II<PnllA-l + LTII<p[,kllA-l.
k=l

(2.112)
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Proof. We represent the solution of problem (2.97), (2.98) as a sum
(2.113)

Yn = Vn +Wn,
where Wn

= w(t n) is

a solution of the stationary equation

AWn+1 = 'Pn,

n = 0,1, ... ,

(2.114)

w(O) = W(T).

Substituting the expressions (2.113) and (2.114) into equation (2.97), we
come to the following problem for v(t):
B(t)Vt

+ Av =

CPn,

(2.115)

Vo = Yo - Wo,

where CPn = -(B - TA)wn,t, CPo = O.
For the solution of this auxiliary problem (2.115), in accordance with
Remark 2.5 we have the estimate
n

Ilvn+lllA ~ IIvoliA

+ 2::>IIB- l cpkilA.

(2.116)

k=O

Let us estimate now the term IIB- l cpk IIA =
equality (2.116) taking into account that
Wt = A -1'Pf

and

IIA1/2 B-lcpk II

IIA1/2 B- l cpll = II (E -

in the in-

TC) A -1/2<ptll,

where C = A l / 2B- 1Al/2. Because of the assumption (2.111), the condition of Theorem 2.5 (see (2.66)) with p = 1 holds. Consequently (see
Remark 2.4), the estimate
(2.117)

IIE-TCII ~p
with p = 1 is valid. From (2.117) we find that
IIAI/2 B- l cpll ~ IIA- l / 2'Pfll
where II'PfllA-l = v'(A- l 'Pf, 'Pf)'
(2.115) satisfies the estimate

= II'PfliA-l,

Therefore the solution of problem
n

IIVn+111A ~ IIvoliA + LTII'Pf,kllA-l,
k=1
from which, taking into account the inequality
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we deduce in turn
n

Ilvn+IilA:S IlyollA + lI'Pollkl + :L TII'Pf,kllkl.
k=l

Finally, using the triangle inequality we obtain from (2.113) the estimate
that was to be proved (

f:

ak = 0, where n

k=l

<

k).

REMARK 2.7 Comparing the a priori estimates (2.105) and (2.112),
which show stability with respect to the right hand side in the negative
norm II . IIA-l, we see that the last case requires stronger conditions on
the right hand side. Therefore an immediate consequence of (2.112) is
the stability result in the much stronger norm H A .
The estimate similar to (2.112) holds also in the case of a variable
operator A(t).
THEOREM 2.17 Let the operator A(t) in scheme {2.97}, {2.98} be selfadjoint, positive and satisfy the Lipschitz condition {2.36}. Then if the
stability condition {2.111} is satisfied the solution of the problem satisfies
the estimate

where M is a positive constant, 'P-l

= 'Po.

Proof. At first sight, to prove this theorem one could again use
the method of splitting off stationary non-homogeneities. However, in
our opinion, the proof using directly the method of energy inequalities
is easier. For this purpose we rewrite equation (2.97) in the form
(2.119)
Multiplying equation (2.119) by 2TYt (in the sense of taking the inner
product) and taking into account the stability condition (2.111) from the
hypotheses of the theorem, by the equality (2.31) we obtain the energy
expression
(2.120)
Hence by virtue of the Lipschitz continuity condition and the inequality
(2.42), we have
(2.121)
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As the operator A is self-adjoint, then by introducing the notations

-_ _ A- 1/ 2 _
c.pt,n - n-l c.pt,n
and taking into account the obvious identities

2T (Yt, c.p) = 2 (ii, <p) - 2 (v,~) - 2T (v, <Pf),
11<p112 _1I~1I2 = 2T (~(O.5),<Pf)'
we can rewrite the inequality (2.121) in the form

IIZn+1112

S;

IIznll2

+ TCoIIVn112 + 2T (<p~O-.:.5{ - Vn'<Pf,n) '

where Zn = Vn - <Pn-l. By virtue of the Cauchy inequality with

TcollvII2

S;

2TcollzII2

(2.122)
€

= 1

+ 2TCo II cP1I 2,

+ TII<pfIl2
S; 2TllzII2 + 2TllcPII2 + TII<pfIl 2,
2T (cP(O.5) , <Pf) S; TllcP(o.5) 112 + TII<pfIl 2,
-2T (v, <Pf)

S;

we have

IIZn+1112
where Cl = Co

+1

S; (1

TllvII2

+ 2TCl) II znll 2 + Tllc.pnll;,

(2.123)

and

lIc.pnll; = 2c1\Ic.pn-1\I~-1
n-l

+ 1Ic.p~Oj II~-l
+ 211c.pf,n-lll~-1
.
n-l
n-l

Taking into account that 1 + 2TCI S; p2,
inequality (2.123) to the form

IIzn+1112

S;

P=

eTC!,

(2.124)

we reduce the

p211 znll 2 + Tllc.pnll;·

Hence we find the estimate

IIzn+1112

S;

p2n IIz11l2 +

n

L Tp2(n-k) lIc.pk II;
k=l

or
(2.125)
To obtain the estimate for the required grid function Yn we make use of
the following inequalities

II Zn+111
liZ1\!

~ II Vn+1\!
S;

- II <Pn II = II Yn+ 111 An - II c.pn II A;;-l ,

lIy1\!A o + lIc.poIiA-l.
o
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To estimate the term IIYlllAo we use inequality (2.120) for n = O. As a
result we obtain

IIYlll~o :S IIYo II~o + 2 (Yl - Yo, 'Po) .

(2.126)

Using the Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality with £, we estimate
the inner product in (2.126) as

(2.127)
Taking this estimate (2.127) into account, from inequality (2.126) we
deduce
IIYIllAo :S V3llyollAo + 2V2II'PoIIA-1.
o
Substituting the estimates obtained above into (2.125), we come to the
inequality

IIYn+lIIAn:S II'PnIIA;;-l

+ pn(II'PoIIAol + V3llyollAo
+ 2V2II'PoIIA-o + A
1

max II'Pkll*)·

l::;k::;n

(2.128)
Hence because of the representation (2.124) the required estimate follows.

4.3

A Priori Estimates for Stability under More
Severe Restrictions

Up to now we have used the stability condition of the kind
B;::: O.5rA.

(2.129)

A few of the new a priori estimates for the non-homogeneous equation (2.97) can be obtained by the method of energy inequalities under
stronger assumptions than (2.129).
THEOREM

ditions

2.18 Let the linear constant operators A, B satisfy the con1+£ A
B >--r

B=B*, A = A* > O.
(2.130)
2
'
Then for the difference scheme (2.97), (2.98) the following a priori estimate is valid:

(2.131)
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where s is a positive constant which is independent of 7.
Proof. Multiplying equation (2.119) by 27Yt, similarly to the inequality (2.120) we obtain the energy identity
27

«B - 0.57 A) Yt, Yt) + (Ay,1I) = (Ay, y) + 27 (cp, Yt) .

(2.132)

Using the generalized Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality and the
s-inequality we estimate the last term in the right hand side of the
previous expression as
27 ('P,Yt)

7 II'PII~-l.
~ 27 11cp1lB-111Yt11B ~ 2Te111Ytll~ + -2
Sl

Substituting this estimate into the identity (2.132), we come to
27 (( (1 -

Sl)

B -

~A) Yt, Yt) + (Ay, y) ~ (Ay, y) + 2:111'PII~-1.

If conditions (2.130) are satisfied, then one can choose
1/(1 - Sl) = 1 + s, that is, Sl = s/ (1 + s). Then

and

(AYk+1,Yk+1) ~ (AYk,Yk)

l+s

Sl

such that

2

+ 2'e 711'PkllB-l.

Summing up over all k = 0,1, ... , n yields the estimate (2.131).
When we study convergence of a difference scheme, the initial data
in the problem for the error of a method are homogeneous. In this
connection the following theorem is very useful.
2.19 Let the linear constant operators A, B satisfy conditions (2.130). Then for the solution of difference scheme (2.13), (2.14)
with the homogeneous initial data

THEOREM

B Yn+1-Yn +AYn -- 'Pn,
7

Yo

=0

(2.133)
(2.134)

the following estimates are valid:
(2.135)
(2.136)
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Proof. Rewrite equation (2.133) in the form

(B - r A)yt + Ay

=

cp

and consider its inner product with 2rY. Since B and A are self-adjoint
constant operators the following equality is true:

2r (( B - r A) Yt, y) = r (( B - r A) y, Y)t

+ r2 (( B - r A) Yt, Yt),

and we obtain the identity

(By, y)

+ r (Ay, II) + r (Ay, y) + r2 ((B - rA) Yt, Yt)
= 2r (cp, y) + (By, y) .

(2.137)

Hence taking into account the equality

(Ay, y)

+ (Ay, y)

=

~IIY + YII~ + ~21IYtll~,

we find

IIYII~ + r2 ((B - 0.5r A) Yt, Yt) + ; Ily + YII~
= IIYII~ + 2r (cp, y).

(2.138)

Let us estimate the term 2r (cp, y). As

y = 0.5(y + y)

+ 0.5rYt,

then

2r(cp, y) = T(cp, Y + y)

+ r2(cp, Yt)
3

~

rEI I
r II 112
r E2
2
r
2
Tly
+ yl 12A + + 2EI
cp A-l + -2-IIYtIIA + 2E21IcpllA-l'
A

Therefore from the identity (2.138) we obtain

IIYk+lll~ + r2 ( (B -

(1 +2E2 )r A) Yt,k, Yt,k)

+ ;(1- EI)IIYk + Yk+lll~

(2.139)

~ IIYkll~ + ~2 (~EI + ~E2 ) Ilcpkll~-l'
Consider two ways for choosing the constants EI and E2. If EI = 1,

1+E
E2 = E > 0 and B ~ -2-rA, then from (2.139) for the problem (2.133),
(2.134) under consideration we obtain
2
2 1+E
2
IIYk+1IIB ~ IIYkllB + 2€rllcpkllA-l'
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Summing up this inequality over all k = 0,1, ... , n, we verify the validity
of the first assertion (2.135).
If 151 = 1inequality

15

15

2' 152 = 2 >

T2 (

(

°

1+15

.

and B ~ -2- TA , then on the basIs of the

1 + 152)
TA Yt,Yt )
B - -2-

1 - 15 1
+ -2-Tlly
+ yliA2
A

T3 15
2
T15
2
~ 4"YtIA + "4"y+yIIA
A

=

T; (lly + YII~ + T2I1Ytll~)

=

~15 (IIYII~ + IIYII~)

we deduce from the estimate (2.139) that

T15 ( 2
2)
II Yk+1I1B2 + 2"
IIYkliA + IIYk+II1A

2

~ IIYkllB

2T

2

+ 15(2 _ e) IICPkliA-l.

Hence we come to the required inequality (2.136).
The estimates (2.135), (2.136) exhibit the stability of the scheme with
respect to the right hand side in the space HB.
COROLLARY

2.1 From (2.136) it follows that

2

n

n

LTIIYkll~ ~ 15(2 _ e) LTllcpkll~-l'

k=O

k=O

0<15 < 2.

(2.140)

By analogy with the space H we introduce the Hilbert space Hn+1
consisting of the elements
Y

= {Yo, Yl, ... , Yn},

V

= {VO, VI, ... , Vn};

Yk,Vk E H, k = 0,1, ... ,n.
For the elements of Hn+1 we define an inner product as
n

(Y, V) = LT(Yk, Vk),
k=O
where (Yk,Vk) is the inner product in H, and a norm as

IIYII =

n

(Y, y)I/2 =

LTIIYkIl2,
k=O
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where IIYkl1 is the norm in H.
By Hi/I, where D = D* > 0 is a self-adjoint positive operator, we
denote a Hilbert space consisting of the elements of the space Hn+1
provided with the inner product
n

(Y, V)D

=

.L T(Yk' Vk)D,
k=O

where (Yk, Vk)D is the inner product in HD, and the norm
n

.L TIIYkI11,

IJYIID = (Y, y)~2 =

k=O

where IIYkllD is the norm in HD.
Assume that <I> = {4'0, 4'1, ... , 4'n} E H~~t.
(2.140) for € = 1 can be rewritten in the form

IJYIIA::::;

Then the inequality

v211<I>IIA-l.

(2.141)

The estimate (2.141) guarantees the stability of scheme (2.133), (2.134)
with respect to the right hand side in the energy norm in H~+l.
The following theorem gives conditions for stability with respect to
the right hand side in the norm 114'11* = 114'11.
THEOREM

conditions

2.20 Let the linear constant operators A and B satisfy the
B 2 cE + D.STA,

A

= A* > 0,

(2.142)

where € is an arbitrary positive number. Then the following a priori
estimate is valid for problem (2.97), (2.98):
2

2

IIYn+1IIA::::; IlyollA

1 ~
2
+ 2c
L.J TII4'11 .

k=O

(2.143)

Proof. Let us turn to the identity (2.132). The Cauchy-BunyakovskiiSchwarz inequality and the €-inequality give
(2.144)
Substituting this estimate into the energy identity (2.132) and using
condition (2.142), we obtain
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REMARK 2.8 Theorem 2.20 remains valid also in the case of a variable
operator B = B(t). This fact is obvious from its proof.
REMARK 2.9 If A = A*, B = B* > 0 are constant operators and conditions (2.66) are satisfied, then the scheme (2.97), (2.98) is p-stable with
respect to the initial data in HB, i.e., the solution of problem (2.10),
(2.11) satisfies the inequality

Hence by Theorem 2.14 the estimate
n

IIYn+1IIB :S pn+1llyollB + LTpn-kll'PkIIB-l
k=O

follows. Note that this does not require positivity of the operator A. For
example, assume that the operator A satisfies the condition

Then the relation

A > 1 - PB
-

T

or

A + P- 1B > 0
T

can be realized only if p = eCOT > 1, i.e., if Co 2:
Assume that
B 2: e:E, e: > o.

-

o.

Then the inequality

p-1
A + - - B 2: A + coB 2: (-c* + COe:) E
T

is valid, and consequently A 2: 1 - PB if we take
T
one can choose B as an operator of the kind

B=E

+ TR,

R

= 0.5A',

CO

2: c*. In particular,
e:

A' = A + c*E 2:

o.

Let us formulate the counterpart of Theorem 2.20 for the case of
variable operators B(t), A(t) which satisfy the conditions

B(t) > 0,

I ((A(t) -

A(t) = A*(t) > 0,

t

E WT)

A(t - T)) V, v) I :S Teo (A(t - T)V, V),

(2.145)
(2.146)
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B(t)

~

€E

+ 0.5T A,

t E W T,

0

<€

S; 1.

(2.147)

2.21 Let A = A(t) and B = B(t) depend on t and conditions
(2.145)-{2.147) be satisfied. Then the following estimate is valid for
scheme (2.97), (2.98):

THEOREM

IIY"+lll~. :; Mr {1I1I011;" + ~

t, 7111',11' } ,

(2.148)

Proof. The energy identity (2.132) with A = A{t) serves as a starting point of our analysis. Substituting estimate (2.42) in this identity
we obtain the inequality

where we use the notation

Qn+l = (AnYn+l, Yn+1) = IIYn+1llt·
The energy identity for t

= 0 can be rewritten in the form

2T{{B(0) - 0.5TA(0))Yt,Yt)

+ Ql

= IIY{O) II~(o) + 2T (cp{O) , Yt{O)) .

(2.150)

Substituting the estimate for the right hand side of (2.144) into inequality (2.149), we come to the relation

2T {(B(t) - (€E

+ 0.5TA{t))) Yt, Yt) + Qn+1 S; eCOTQn +

;€ IICPnll

2.

Hence by the assumption (2.147) the required estimate (2.148) follows.
From above arguments we observe that the case of variable operators
differs only fundamentally from the case of constant ones.

4.4

Schemes with Weights

Let us show how the theorems proved above can be applied, for instance, to the weighted scheme

Yt + Ay(a-)

= cP,

Yo

= Uo·

(2.151)

Using the identity (2.67), scheme (2.151) can be reduced to the canonical
form (2.10) as
(2.152)
{E + (JTA) Yt + Ay = cP, Yo = Uo
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with B = E + o"TA. Let the operator A-I exist. Applying A-I to
equation (2.152) we obtain the second canonical form of the weighted
scheme

13Yt + Ay = <p,

y(O) = Yo,

A = E,

13 = A-I + arE,
(2.153)

<p = A-Icp.

We shall use problem (2.152) in the case of a self-adjoint operator A.
For a non-self-adjoint positive operator A = A(t) we shall take into
consideration problem (2.153).
First, consider the case when A is a constant, self-adjoint and positive
operator, i.e.,
A = A* > O.

In Subsection 2.2.4 we have shown that in this case the necessary and
sufficient condition of stability with respect to the initial data for the
weighted scheme (2.151) takes the form
1

ao =

1

2" - riIAII·

Under this condition the estimate (2.27) is valid for problem (2.152). In
particular, for an explicit scheme (with a = 0) the condition a ~ ao
implies r::; 2/IIAII, i.e., the explicit scheme is stable in HA provided
that r ::; 2/IIAII. The scheme with a ~ 0.5 is unconditionally (i.e., for
any r) stable.
2.22 Let A be a self-adjoint positive operator which is independent of t = nr, i.e., A = A* > o. Then the following estimates hold
for the weigthed scheme (2.152): namely, estimate (2.112) for a 2: ao,
estimate (2.131) for
THEOREM

1 + c:
1
a ~ -2- - riiAII'

c: > 0,

and estimate (2.143) for
a ~ ac;,
Here

E:

ac;

=

0.5 - (1 - c:)/ (rIIAII),

0 < c: ::; 1.

is a positive constant independent of r.

Proof. It is sufficient to verify by using the corresponding inequality
whether the conditions of Theorems 2.16, 2.18, 2.20 are satisfied. For
instance, we have for Theorem 2.16

B - 0.5rA

=

E

+ (a -

0.5)rA ~ (l/IIAII

+ (a -

0.5)r) A.
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Further considerations are obvious.
THEOREM

2.23 Let A = A* > 0 be a constant operator. Then, if
1+c

1

() > - - - - -

c = const

TIIAII'

2

> 0,

(2.154)

the following a priori estimate is valid for the weighted scheme (2.151):

(2.155)
where

Proof. Multiplying equation (2.151) by the operator B = E
we reduce it to the canonical form

BYt + Ay =

cp,

y(O)

=

Yo,

B

B2,

=

cp =

B'P.

+ ()TA
(2.156)

Using Theorem 2.18 we conclude that for

1 +c -

-

B>
--TA
2

(2.157)

the following a priori estimate in H A is valid:
(2.158)
Since Ilcpkll~_l = II'Pk112 the inequality (2.158) implies the required estimate (2.155). We only need to show that by the choice of () from the
inequality (2.154) the condition (2.157) is satisfied. Indeed, since A is a
self-adjoint positive operator it follows that

c) )
c) T)

- - 0.5TA
- = (E + ()TA) (
(() - -21+
B
E+
TA
2 (E +

THEOREM

()T A) (II~II + (() -

2.24 Let A = A*

1+c
() 2 -2- -

1;

A2

o.

> 0 be a constant operator. Then if
1

TIIAII'

c

= const > 0,

(2.159)
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the difference scheme (2.151) with weighted factors is stable in the norm
and the a priori estimate

HA-l+ ruE ,

IIYn+1II~-l

+ O"TIIYn+111 2
~ IIYoll~-l

1 +c n
+ O"TIIyol12 + 2€ LTIIA- I <p112

(2.160)

k=O

is valid.
Proof. Acting by the operator A-I onto the equation

(E + TO"A)Yt

+ Ay =

<p

we obtain another canonical form of the two-level operator difference
scheme (2.153) with operators
-1
B=A
+O"TE,

Then by multiplying equation (2.153) by the operator jj =
find one more canonical form
~

BYt

B* >

+ Ay = CP, Yo = Uo,
~

~

0 we

(2.161)

where now

B = jj2 = (A- + o"TE)2, A = A-I + O"TE, ~ = jjip.
It is obvious that B = B*, A = A* > o. The task is now to verify the
l

validity of the sufficient condition of stability in H ""
~

B

~

1 +c

1;

eTA = (A -1

~

(2.162)

-2-TA.

Since for the self-adjoint operator A-I

B-

A

+ O"T E)

~ II~II E

( A -1

and

+ (0" _

1; c)

TE )

~ (A- l +O"TE) CI~II + (O"_l;c) T)E,
then with regard to condition (2.159) the inequality (2.162) is satisfied.
Hence on the basis of Theorem 2.18 we conclude that

l+c~
2
IIYn+ll1""2 ~ lIyolI""2 + -2L..t Til <P kll""
RJ

A

A

c

k=O

B-1

.

(2.163)
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Owing to our notation we have

and the stability estimate (2.160) being proved follows from the inequality (2.163).
Consider now the weighted scheme of the kind (2.151) with homogeneous initial conditions

BYt

+ Ay = <p,

y(O)

= 0,

B

= E + TCT A.

(2.164)

The following theorem gives the stability estimates with respect to
the right hand side.
2.25 Let the conditions of Theorem 2.24 be satisfied. Then
the solution of the difference scheme (2.164) is stable with respect to the
right hand side, and the estimates

THEOREM

2 ~
1+c ~
1
12
IIYn+lIIR::;
D TIIA- <Pkl D,

t

k=O

k=O

TllYkl11 ::;

c 2(22_ c)

t

k=O

(2.165)

TIIA- 1 <pkI11,

c

< 2,

(2.166)

are valid, where
R= E

+ CTT A,

D = A,

(2.167)

= A-I + CTT E, D = E,
R = (A- 1 + CTTE)2, D = A-I + CTTE

R

(2.168)
(2.169)

correspondingly.
Proof. Under our assumptions, all of the conditions of Theorem
2.19 are satisfied, and then from estimate (2.135), (2.136) we deduce the
inequalities
2

IIYn+1IIB ::;

t TIIYkll~ ::;
k=O

1+c~

1

2

~ D TIIA- <PkIIA'
k=O
c2(22_ c)

t

k=O

TIIA-l<pkll~·

(2.170)
(2.171)
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The statement of the theorem is thus proved for the operators R = B
and D defined by (2.167). To prove these estimates (2.165), (2.166) for
operators Rand D of the form (2.168) and (2.169), it is necessary to use
the canonical form (2.153) or (2.161) of the weighted scheme and again
to apply Theorem 2.19.
We now assume that A = A(t) > 0 and A* =I A, i.e., A = A(t) is a
variable positive and non-self-adjoint operator.
2.26 Let A = A(t) be a positive non-self-adjoint operator. If
the condition 0" ~ 0.5 is satisfied, then the following estimate is valid for
scheme {2.151}:

THEOREM

IIYn+111

~

Ilyoll + II (A-1cp)o II + II (A-1cp)n II
n

(2.172)

+ LTII (A-1cph,k II·
k=l

Proof. Consider scheme (2.153) with the right hand side cp = A-1cp.
If 0" ~ 0.5 then for this scheme the conditions of Theorem 2.16 are
satisfied. Therefore by using inequality (2.112) and taking into account
that

IIYllx= Ilyll,

we obtain the required relation (2.172).
REMARK 2.10 If A*(t) = A(t) > 0 is a self-adjoint operator, then estimate (2.172) is valid for

2.27 Let A(t) = A*(t) > 0 and 0"
problem {2.151} satisfies the estimate

THEOREM

~

O"c.

Then the solution of

(2.173)
Proof. The energy identity (2.132) for the difference scheme (2.153)
takes the form

2T((A- 1 + (0"

-

0.5) TE)Yt, Yt)

+ 11:011 2

= IIyI1 2 + 2T (A-1cp, Yt)
From the condition

0" ~ O"c

.

(2.174)

it follows that
-

B-

T -

2A~cA-

1

.

(2.175)
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In fact,
-

r-

B - '2A = A-I + (0- - 0.5) rE = €A-

+ (0- =

€A-

1

0.5) rE 2: €A

+ (0- -

-1

1

+ (1- €)

A-I

1- €
+ WE
+ (0- -

o-E) rE 2: €A-

0.5) rE

1

for 0- 2: o-E. Here we have taken into account that

A

-1

2:

1

IIAII E .

Substituting the relation (2.175) into the identity (2.174), we obtain
(2.176)
Applying the generalized Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality and
the €-inequality to the last term, we have

Taking account of the inequality (2.177) we deduce from the relation
(2.176) that

11:011 2 ~ IIyII 2 + ~11<p11~-1

or

IIYk+111 2 ~ IIYkl1 2 + ~11<pkll~kl.

Summing the last inequality over k
(2.173).

5.

=

0,1, ... leads to the estimate

Coefficient Stability

Stability with respect to the initial data and right hand side is a
point of special attention when investigating well posedness of boundary
initial problems for non-stationary equations of mathematical physics.
In a more general situation one has necessarily to require the continuous
dependence of a solution also on perturbations of operators, for instance,
on coefficients of the equations. In this case it is said [Samarskii, 1989]
about strong stability. A priori estimates expressing the continuous
dependence on perturbations of the right hand side and the operator
have been obtained (see, e.g., [Mikhlin, 1988, Samarskii, 1989]) under
different conditions for stationary problems (operator equations of the
first kind). For non-stationary problems we refer the reader to [Streit,
1986].
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Following [Samarskii et al., 1997dJ we establish estimates of stability under perturbations of the Cauchy problem operator, of the right
hand side and of the initial condition for evolutionary equations considered in Hilbert spaces. We derive an a priori estimate for the error
under natural assumptions about the perturbation of the problem operator. Using discretization with respect to time we obtain a operatordifference equation and then prove basic a priori estimates of strong
stability for two-level operator-difference schemes, which are consistent
with the corresponding estimates for the operator-differential equation
under consideration. Main results are illustrated wit an example of an
initial boundary value problem for a one-dimensional parabolic equation.

5.1

Strong Stability of Operator-Differential
Schemes

Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, in which (-, .), 11·11 denote
an inner product and a norm respectively. Let A be a constant selfadjoint and positive linear operator in the space H, i.e.,

A

1= A(t) = A*

8 = const >

2> 8E,

o.

By H D , where D = D* > 0, we denote, as usual, the space with the
inner product and the norm

(y, V)D = (Dy, v),

IIYIID = J(Dy, y),

respectively.
Consider the Cauchy problem

du
dt

+ Au = f(t),

0

< t < T,

u(O) = uo,

(2.178)
(2.179)

where f(t), Uo are given, and u(t) is the unknown function with values
in H. We denote by u(t) the solution of the following problem with
perturbed right hand side, initial data, and operator:

du
dt + Au = f(t),

0

u(O) = uo.

< t < T,

(2.180)
(2.181)

We set the problem of estimating the magnitude of the perturbation of
the solution
z(t) = u(t) - u(t)
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through the magnitudes of the perturbations of f, Uo and A.
The perturbed operator X is assumed to satisfy the same conditions
as for the unperturbed operator A

X =I X(t)

=

X*

~ 8E,

8 = const >

o.

The positive constant a in the inequality

II(X -

(2.182)

A)vll ::; allXvll·

will be a measure of the operator perturbation. Much weaker restrictions
are related, see [Samarskii, 1989], to the estimate for the energy of the
operator under the additional assumption that the operator X - A is
non-negative:
0::; ((X - A)v, v) ::; a(Av, v).
(2.183)
For the perturbation of the solution, from (2.178), (2.179) and (2.180),
(2.181), we obtain the problem
~

dt

+ Az =

-

-

(J(t) - f(t)) - (A - A)u,

0

< t < T,

z(O) = Uo - uo.

(2.184)
(2.185)

2.28 If condition (2.182), imposed on the perturbation of the
operator A, is satisfied then the following a priori estimate is valid for
the perturbation of the solution:

THEOREM

J
t

IIz(t)II~ ::;

/luo -

uoll~ +

111(0) - f(0)II 2dO

o

(2.186)

+ "" (II;;" Ill. + /1I[(O)II'dO) .
A similar estimate of strong stability under condition (2.183) has the
form

J
t

IIz(t)II2::;

Iluo -

uol/ 2 +

111(0) -

o

i

+ "" (II;;" II' + 11[(0)

f(O)II~-ldO

II~-. dO)

(2.187)

1'UJo-Level l)ilTerence

Proof.

2dzjdt as
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Consider the inner product of the equation (2.184) and

I

d IlziiA
2 =2 ( (J(t)
- - A)u, dZ)
2 dzl12
dt + dt
- f(t)), dZ)
dt -2 ((A
dt . (2.188)
I

Let us estimate the right hand side of the above identity

- - f(t)), dZ)
- - A)u, dZ)
2 ( (J(t)
dt - 2 ((A
dt

~ 211 ~: Ir + II[(t) -

f(t) 112 + II (A - A)uI1 2.

Then from the identity (2.188) we deduce the estimate

J
t

Ilz(t)ll~ ~ Ilz(O)II~ +

JII(A -

11[(0) - f(0)11 2dO

o

(2.189)

t

+

A)u(0)11 2 dO.

o

We now turn to the perturbed problem (2.180), (2.181). Taking the
inner product of equation (2.180) and 2Au, and then estimating the right
hand side we obtain the inequality

Integrating this from 0 to t yields

J
t

IIAu(0)11 2dO

o

J
t

~ Ilu(O)II~ +

11[(0)11 2dO.

(2.190)

0

Taking into account the inequalities (2.182) and (2.190) we obtain the
required estimate (2.186) from (2.189).
The proof of estimate (2.187) is analogous. In a similar manner,
consider first the inner product of the perturbed equation (2.184) and

2z:

!

IIzI12 + 211zll~ = 2(([(t) - f(t)), z) - 2((A - A)u, z).

(2.191)
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In virtue of (2.183), we have

2((1(t) - f(t)), z) ~ II1(t) - f(t)II~-l
-

2((A - A)u, z)
~ a 2 (Au, u)

+ (Az, z)

~

-

a((A - A)u, u)

+ Ilzll~,

1 + -((A
- A)z, z)

~ a211ull~ + Ilzll~.

a

Substituting the above estimates into the identity (2.191) and integrating this from 0 to t, we come to the inequality

J

J

t

Ilz(t)112

~

Ilz(0)112 +

t

111(0) -

f(O)II~-ldO + a 2 Ilu(O)II~dO.

o

(2.192)

0

If we now consider the inner product of the perturbed equation (2.180)
and 2u, estimating its right hand side we obtain

!

IIul1 2 + 211ull~ = 2(1, u)

~ lIull~ + II1(t) II~-l'

Hence we find that

JIlull~dO ~
t

JII1(O)II~_ldO.
t

Ilu(0)112 +

o

0

Substituting the last estimates into the relation (2.192) we come to the
inequality (2.187).

5.2

Strong Stability of the Operator-Difference
Schemes

Let

T

> 0 be a mesh width with respect to time and Yn

nT. For the Cauchy problem

= y(t n ), tn =
(2.178), (2.179) in the operator-differential

case, we consider the corresponding scheme with weights

_Yn_+_l_-_Y_n + A(lTYn+1 + (1 - IT)Yn)
T

=

fn,

n =

0,1, ... ,

(2.193)
(2.194)

Yo = Uo·

Let us write also the weighted difference scheme for the perturbed problem (2.180), (2.181),

-

-

Yn+l
- Yn
~--=T

+ A-( lTYn+l
+ (1 - IT )-)
Yn = f-n, n =

0 ,1, ... ,

(2.195)
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Yo = Uo·

(2.196)

Analogously to Theorem 2.28 we now formulate the strong stability
result for the difference scheme under consideration.
2.29 For the perturbation of the solution Zn = Yn - Yn of the
difference schemes (2.193), (2.194) and (2.195), (2.196) when (]" ~ 0.5,
and if condition (2.182) is satisfied, the following a priori estimate is
valid:

THEOREM

(2.197)

If only conditions (2.183) are satisfied then
n

- - IkIlA-l
2
Ilzn+lll 2~ Ilyo - yoll 2,,",
+ L...- TIIIk
k=O

- 2 ) .
n
+ a 2( Ilyoll 2+ {;
TlllkllJ-l

(2.198)

Proof. Note that estimates (2.197) and (2.198) for the perturbation
of the difference solution are the full analogues of the corresponding
estimates (2.186) and (2.187) for the solution of the Cauchy problem in
the operator-differential case.
Let us prove, for example, estimate (2.197). For the perturbation of
the solution we have the problem

Zn+1 - Zn
T

+ A((]"zn+1 + (1 = (Tn -

Zn

= Uo -

(]")Zn)

fn) - (A - A)~CT),

n

= 0,1, ... ,

uo,

(2.199)
(2.200)

1A

where CT ) = crYn+l + (1- (]")Yn. Considering the inner product of equation (2.199) and 2(zn+1 - zn), similarly to the inequality (2.189) we
obtain the estimate
n

n

IIZn+1l1~ ~ Ilzoll~ + LT111- 1k11 + LTII(A - A)1lkCT ) 112.
2

k=O

k=O

(2.201)
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Taking the inner product in H of the perturbed equation (2.195) and

27

AiAu ), after certain transformations we obtain the equality
) + 27 2
(AYn+l,
Yn+l

(

U

Yn
_~)
2 (A +1 - Yn ' Yn+1 - Yn)
7
-;;(u) -

-;;(u) 2

+ 2711AYn II = 27(AYn

7
---

,In) + (AYn, Yn).

Hence we deduce the estimate
n

n

k~

k~

L 711 AYiu) 112 :S (Ayo, YO) + L711h11 2.
Substituting this into the inequality (2.201) we arrive at the estimate
(2.197) for the difference scheme (2.199), (2.200).
As an example we consider the boundary value problem for the onedimensional parabolic equation

a;: = !

(k(X)~~) + I(x,t),
u(O, t)

= 0,

°< x <

u(l, t)

u(x,O) = uo(x),

l,

0< t < T,

(2.202)

= 0, t > 0,
< x < l,

°

under the natural assumption k(x) ~ e> 0.
We denote by H a set of mesh functions defined on the uniform grid
Wh =

{Xi = ih,

i = 0,1, ... ,N,

Nh = l}

and equal to zero at x = 0, l. Define the inner product and the norm
respectively by the expressions
(u,v)

=

N-l

L

UiVi h ,

Ilull = J(u,u).

i=l

Define the difference operator

AYi = -(aYx)x,i,

i = 1,2, ... , N -1,

Yo = YN = 0,

where a is some stencil functional. The properties of the operator A will
be studied in detail in Chapter 6. In particular,

A = A*
The operator

~

8E,

8e

8= [2'

(A - A)v = ((a - a)vx)x
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will satisfy condition (2.183) if

o ~ a(x) -

a(x)

~

aa(x).

In an analogous fashion, using the embedding (6.1.44)
l

IIVIIA ~ 2V2C IIAvl1,
one can show that condition (2.182) is satisfied if

so that a = co(ai +(2), where CO = const > O. As a result the estimation
of the perturbation of the solution in the stronger norm requires more
severe restrictions on the coefficients of the equation.

Chapter 3

DIFFERENCE SCHEMES WITH OPERATOR
FACTORS

1.

Introduction

When solving non-stationary problems of mathematical physics, a
particular attention is paid to schemes with weighted factors. Assume
that we solve the Cauchy problem for the first-order evolution equation

du
dt

+ Au = f(t),

0

< t < T,

u(o) = uo,
where f(t), Uo are given, whilst u(t) is the unknown function with values
in a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H.
We use the notation

where (J ~ 0 is an arbitrary real parameter. Let us consider the following
class of difference schemes with a constant weighted factor (J:
Yt

+ Ay~(7) = 0,

tn

E WT

(3.1)

,

(3.2)

Yo = Uo·

We transform scheme (3.1) into the canonical form
B Yn+! - Yn
T

in which

B=E

+ A Yn

+ T(JA,

- 'Pn,

(J

= const
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(3.3)

~

o.
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In (3.1), (3.2) the weight parameter is constant. In a more general
case variable weighted multipliers may be used, so we can talk about
operator multipliers in a more global sense. Thus scheme (3.2), (3.3) is
referred to such a class, in which

B = E+TGA.
One example of similar schemes is a 'chess board' difference scheme
in which the weight parameter takes alternate values 0 and 1 in turn.
The construction of adaptive computational algorithms on locally refined meshes in time or/and space, regionally additive difference schemes
(iteration-free domain decomposition schemes), which are oriented on
parallel computers, and of difference schemes for equations of mixed
type is also based on the use of schemes with variable weighted factors.
Similar problems will be considered below in detail. The main complicating factor is related to the fact that the operator B is not self-adjoint
and has no fixed sign, which does not allow us to apply directly the
stability criteria for operator-difference schemes.
Let us give one simplest result on the stability of operator-difference
schemes under consideration with respect to the initial data. Assume
that in (3.3) A be a constant and positive operator, and

B=E+TGA,
Then the condition
G>

GA"#A*G*.

!E

-2
is sufficient for the scheme to be stable in HA*A. More general necessary
and sufficient conditions are stated in Theorem 3.2.
There is a correspondence of schemes with variable weighted factors to
the choice of a diagonal discrete operator G in (3.3). When constructing
schemes with variable weighted factors, one can average the solution
between two time levels in different ways. This leads to different classes
of schemes with operator factors, some of which are distinguished in this
work.
Under formulated restrictions we establish the stability of difference
scheme (3.3) in which
B = E+TAG,

GA"# A*G*.

This choice of the operator B is associated, for example, with a new type
of weighting when using conservative schemes with variable weighted
factors. For a self-adjoint operator A we consider schemes, in which

B = E + TT*GT,

A = T*T.
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For the mentioned classes of operator-difference schemes with operator
factors we obtain a priori estimates of stability with respect to the initial
data and the right hand in different norms.

2.

Schemes with B

= E + rGA

Operator difference schemes with operator weighted factors of the first
kind are investigated. These schemes can be interpreted as the usual
schemes with weights for which the weighting of the spatial operator
applied to the solution of a problem is taken with respect to time.

2.1

Stability with Respect to the Initial Data

Consider again the canonical form of two-level operator-difference
schemes

B Yn +1 - Yn
T

+ AYn = 0,

tn E W Tl

(3.4)
(3.5)

Yo = Uo,

where Yn = y(tn ) E H, Uo E H is given, H is a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space with inner product (', .), A and B are linear operators acting in

H.
B

So far we have considered two kind of schemes, either A = A* > 0,
or A i- A *, B i- B*, but with the operator B of a special form

i- B*

B = D

+ uTA,

D = D*

> 0,

U

= const

> 0.

We consider below wider classes of operator-difference schemes with nonself-adjoint operators A and B.
If B-1 exists then the difference equation (3.4) can be written in the
form resolved with respect to Yn+1 as follows:

Yn+1 = SYn,
with the transition operator S = E - TB-1A.
Difference scheme (3.4), (3.5) is called symmetrizable if there is a
nonsingular operator K : H ---+ H such that the operator

S=

KSK- 1

is self-adjoint.
Throughout what follows we shall assume that

B

= E+TGA,

GA

i- AG,

(3.6)
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where G = G(t) is a linear operator in H being non-commutative with

A.

In the sequel the following Lemma will be needed.
3.1 Let Land Q be operators acting in H, and also assume
that the operator L -1 exists. The following operator inequalities are
equivalent:
(3.7)
Q20,

LEMMA

L*QL 2 O.

(3.8)

Proof. It suffices to consider the identity (L*QLy,y) = (Qv,v) with
v = Ly and y = L-1 v . Note that the inequality (3.7) follows from (3.8)
without the reciprocity requirement for the operator L.
The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for
stability in the spaces HB*B and HA*A.
3.1 Let A and B be constant operators and B-1 do exist.
Then the inequality
A* B + B* A 2 rA* A
(3.9)

THEOREM

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the scheme (3.4)-(3.5) to be
stable in HB*B. Furthermore, if A-I does exist, then condition (3.9) is
necessary and sufficient also for stability in HA*A.
Proof. Stability with respect to the initial data in the space H D, or
the validity of the inequalities

is obviously equivalent to the validity of the following operator inequality

D 2 S*DS.

(3.10)

Substituting S* = E - rA*(B*)-1 and S = E - rB- I A into (3.10),
respectively, we obtain the relation

A*(B*)-l D

+ DB- 1A 2

rA*(B*)-1 DB- 1 A.

(3.11)

If D = B* B then it implies the inequality (3.9). Then substituting the
operator D = A* A into the relation (3.11) and using Lemma 3.1 with
L = A we obtain the operator inequality

(B*)-I A*

+ AB- 1 ~ r(B*)-l A* AB- 1 .

Using again Lemma 3.1 and multiplying the last inequality from the left
and from the right by L * = B* and L = B, respectively, after elementary
transformations we come to the estimate (3.9).
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Generally speaking, the operator inequality (3.9) is not necessary for
the stability in norms of spaces that differs from HA*A, HB*B.
Let us formulate the corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions
of stability for the scheme

(E + rGA)Yt

+ Ay =

0,

Yo = Uo·

(3.12)

THEOREM 3.2 Let the operator A of scheme (3.12) be constant, G(t)A
AG(t) and let A-I exist. Then the inequality

A * + r A * (G - 0.5E) A

~ 0

-#

(3.13)

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of the scheme
(3.12) in the space HA*A.
Proof. Multiply equation (3.12) by the operator A* from the left.
We obtain another canonical form of the two-level operator-difference
scheme (3.12)
(3.14)
BYt + Ay = 0, Yo = Uo,

-

where

B=A*+rA*GA,

A=A*A,

A=A*>O.

Ascertaining the necessary and sufficient condition of stability with respect to the initial data for the scheme (3.14)

13 -

0.5rA ~ 0

gives us the inequality (3.13)
REMARK 3.1 Theorem 3.2 could be proved on the basis of Theorem 3.1
by direct substitution of the operator B = E + rG(t)A, t E w'n into
(3.9). Here, in the proof of stability in HA*A, the operator B can be
variable.
COROLLARY 3.1 The conditions A > 0, G(t) > 0.5E are sufficient for
the stability in HA*A of scheme (3.12) with respect to the initial data.
The following theorem allows us to obtain a priori estimate under
weaker conditions on the operator A than that in Theorem 3.2 (namely,
it does not require the existence of the inverse operator A-I).
THEOREM 3.3 Let the operator A in scheme (3.12) be constant, and
G(t)A -# AG(t). If the operator inequality (3.13) holds, then the solution
of problem (3.12) satisfy the following a priori estimate
(3.15)
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Proof. Since the conditions B(t) ~ 0.5TA, A = A* are satisfied for
scheme (3.14), then we verify the validity of estimate (3.15) because of
(2.34), (2.35).
REMARK 3.2 If the existence of the operator A-I is additionally required in the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3, then the estimate (3.15) gives
the stability of the scheme in the norm HA* A.

2.2

Stability with Respect to the Right Hand
Side

Let us turn to obtaining a priori estimates of stability for a inhomogeneous two-level operator-difference scheme of the form
B Yn+1 - Yn
r

with

+ A Yn

B =E

- 'Pn,

+ rGA,

Yo

= Uo

GA I- AG.

(3.16)

(3.17)

THEOREM 3.4 Let the operator A > 0 in the difference scheme (3.16),
(3.11) be constant. Then the estimate
n

I AYn+1 I ::; IIAyol1 + I 'Po I + II'Pnll + Lrll'Pt,kll

(3.18)

k=1

is valid provided that

G(t)

~

0.5E.

(3.19)

Proof. As in the case of Theorem 3.2, we multiply the difference
equation (3.16) by A* from the left. We obtain the following operatordifference scheme
(3.20)
with the same operators
(3.19) it follows that

B, A as in equation (3.14).

By the assumption

B - 0.5r1 = A* + rA*(G - 0.5E)A ~ 0,
and thus by Theorem 2.16 we obtain
n

IIYn+1IIX::; Ilyollx+ 110'011.4'-1 + II0'nllx-1 + L

k=1

T

II0't,kll.4'-l'

(3.21)
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Going over to the original notation

IIYllx =

A = A *A we obtain

V(A*Ay,y) =

Ilcp111-1 = (A*ep,A*ep)(A*A)-l =

IIAyll,

((A*A)-l A*AA-1ep,A*ep) =

Ilep112.

Replacing the terms in the inequality (3.21) with regard to the above
relations, we prove the estimate (3.18).
REMARK 3.3 In the case of a constant self-adjoint operator A, Theorem
3.4 is valid under the much weaker conditions

G(t)

~

(ToE,

REMARK 3.4 Theorem 3.4 remains valid also in the case of a variable
operator A(t), t E W-r.

In this case, to avoid the requirement of Lipschitz continuity of the
operator A(t), we transform scheme (3.16), (3.17) into another canonical
form. Since the operator A-I exists, introducing the change of variables
x = Ay we obtain the following difference problem:

Bxt + Ax = ep,
where B(t) = A-I(t) + TG(t) > 0, A
constant operator and

Xo = Aoyo,

= E.

Because A

= A* >

0 is a

B(t) - 0.5TA = A-1(t) + T (G(t) - 0.5E) ~ 0,
under condition (3.19) we conclude by using estimate (2.112) that
n

Ilxn+1IIX ~ Ilxollx + Ilepollx-1 + Ilepnllkl + LTllept,kllx-l'
k=l

Taking into account that A = E is the identity operator and x
from the last inequality we deduce the required estimate

= Ay,

n

II A n+1Yn+1 II ~ IIAoyo11 + lIepoll + Ilepnll + LTllept,kll·
k=l

Difference schemes of the form (3.16), (3.17) are called schemes with
operator factors or schemes with operator factors or schemes with variable weighted factors . Indeed, if G = (TE, (T = const > 0, E is
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the identity operator, then the scheme (3.16), (3.17) corresponds to the
scheme with constant weights

Yt + Ay(cr) = <p,

Yo = Uo.

Two-level operator difference schemes with variable weighted factors (or
operator multipliers) can be also defined in the following way:

Yt
where
with v E H and I; : H
Using the identity

+ (Ay)(~)

= <p,

v(~) = I;v

+ (E -

--t

Yo

=

Uo,

(3.22)

I;)v,

(3.23)

H being a linear operator in H.

= A(~)y + TI;AYt,

(Ay)(~)

we transform problem (3.22) with <p = ~(~) into the following canonical
form
+ TI;A) Yt + A (~)Y = ~(~), Yo = Uo·
(3.24)

(E

One can see from here that schemes (3.24) and (3.16), (3.17) are equivalent in the case of a constant operator A(~) = A, G(t) = I;(t).
Let us study the stability of scheme (3.24) for the case of a variable
non-self-adjoint operator A(t) satisfying the conditions

A(t) ;::: <5E,

II (A(t + T) -

AI; -::J I;A,

A(t)) ull

(3.25)

: : ; TcollAull,

where <5 and Co are positive constants which do not depend on

(3.26)
T.

3.5 Let the operator A(t) in the difference scheme (3.24) satisfy conditions (3.25), (3.26), and assume that

THEOREM

I;(t) ;:::
Then for any 0 <

£ ::::;

1

"2E.

2<5 we have the estimate

where
Ml

= exp(O.5c1T),

Cl

= 3c6/(2£),

M = max{cl, 3/£},
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M2 =

(1 + M1(1 + MT)1/2).

Proof. For convenience of our further considerations, we rewrite
problem (3.24) in the form

Yt

+ (AY)(~) = 0,

Ay = Ay - 'P,

Yo = Uo.

(3.28)

We now consider the inner product of equation (3.28) and 27(Ay}t. Obviously,
27 ((AY)t,

(AY)(~»)

II..4YI12 -IIAyII 2

=

+ 272 ((~ -

0.5E)(AY)t, (AY)t) .

Using conditions (3.25), (3.26) and the inequality

IIAyll ~ IIAYII

+ II'PII,

we obtain the estimate
27 ((Ay)t, Yt)

= 27(AYt, Yt) + 2 ((A - A)y, Yt)
~ 2T1511Yt 112 - 2TCIIAyIIIIYt I

~ 27811Ytll 2 -

3;;6 (IIAYII 2+ 1I'P1I2) - ~7€IIYtIl2.

Applying the Cauchy inequality with

-27('Pt,Yt)

€

we find

~ -37C 1 1l'PtIl 2 - ~7€IIYtIl2.

Summing the inequalities obtained above we come to the relation
12

+ II..4YIl2 ~

(1

+ 7Cl) II AyII 2 + 7M (1I'P1I 2 + lI'PtIl 2) ,

(3.29)

in which
12

= 272 (~ - 0.5E)(AY)t, (Ay)t) + 27(8 - 0.5€) IIYt II 2 ~ O.

From estimate (3.29) we deduce

IIAY-~II ~ Ml (IIAoYo-'Poll + (TM)1/2 O~k~n
max (lI'Pkll + lI'Ptkll)).
'

(3.30)

Taking into account that

IIAY - ~II ~ IIAn+1Yn+1I1-II'Pn+1l1,

IIAoyo - 'Poll ~ IIAoyoll

+ lI'Poll

we obtain the required estimate (3.27) directly from the inequality (3.30).
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2.3

The Stability in Other Norms

Let us study stability of the difference scheme

+ A Yn

B Yn +1 - Yn
T

-_ 'Pn,

B=E+TGA,

(3.16)

Yo = Uo,

(3.17)

GA#AG

in the energy space HB- A.
Let the constant operators A and G satisfy the conditions

= A* > 0,

A

G

= G* 2: 0.

(3.31 )

Because GA # AG the operator B # B* is not self-adjoint.
We transform scheme (3.16) into the canonical form
B- Yn +1
T

-

Yn

+ A-Yn - 'Pn,

Yo

= uo,

(3.32)

where
(3.33)
To do this we multiply equation (3.16) from the left by B*
Then we have in equation (3.32)
B=B*B,

A=B*A=A+TAGA,

= E + TAG.

<p=B*'P.

°

Now applying Theorem 2.18 one can prove the following assertion (we
use below the notation II . liD for D* = D 2: as well).
THEOREM

3.6 Let conditions (3.31) and the inequality
1 +10 B>--TA
2

be satisfied. Then the difference scheme (3.16), (3.17) is stable in HB-A,
and the estimate
2

2

2

2

1+10

~

IIYn+lIIA+TIIAYn+1lla~ IIYoIIA+TIIAYolla+T L]II'Pkll

2

(3.34)

k=O

is valid. Here

10

is a positive constant independent of T.

Proof. The problem (3.32) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem
2.18, and on the basis of a priori estimate (2.131) we have
2

2

1+€~ - 2
~ TII'PIIB-l'

IIYn+lllx ~ Ilyollx+ 2€

k=O

(3.35)
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Since

IIYII~ = IIYII~ + rIIAYII~,

lIipll~-l

=

Ilcp112,

the inequality (3.35) implies the required estimate (3.34).
Since the operators A and G are non-commutative, the condition of
the theorem

€-

((

€) + (G -1 -+4 -€) A)

- -1 +2-rA=E+r A G -1 -+
B
4 -E

+r2 AG ( G - 1 ;

€

E) A ~ 0

is not so easily verifiable. Therefore we prove the theorem under more
natural restrictions to the operators A and G(t).
3.7 Let the opemtor A = A* > 0 be constant and G(t) be a
self-adjoint opemtor satisfying one of the inequalities

THEOREM

1;

€

E

~ G(t) ~ E,

(3.36)

3-€
E ~ G(t) ~ -2-E

(3.37)

with 0 < € ~ 1. Then the solution of the difference scheme {3.16}, {3.17}
satisfies the estimate

IIYn+1l1~ + rIlAYn+1ll~n ~ IIYoll~ + rllAYoll~o + ~ t

k=O

rllcpkl1 2.

(3.38)

Proof. We rewrite the scheme under consideration in the equivalent

form

Yt

+ GAy =

(G - E)Ay + cp,

Yo = uo.

(3.39)

Taking the inner product of the operator equation (3.39) and 2rAy, we
obtain

Ilyll~ + r211Ytll~ + rIIAYII~
= IIYII~ - 2r (Ay, (E - G)Ay)

+ 2r(Ay, cp),

(3.40)

where

Using the generalized Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality we find

-2r (Ay, (E - G)Ay) ~ riiAYIlb + riIAYllb,
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where D = E - G if the inequality (3.36) is satisfied, and D = G - E
when the operator G(t) satisfies condition (3.37). Substituting these
estimates into (3.40), we obtain the inequality

IIYII; + T(CAy, Ay)

Ilyll; + T(CAy, Ay) + n:- 111'P11 2,
EE, C = D - G. Let us show that
:::;

(3.41)

under the
in which C = G - D conditions of the theorem we have the following operator inequalities
C 2 0,

C:::;

o.

We first consider the case of the operator G(t) satisfying condition
(3.36). Then
C = 2G - (1

+ E)E, C =

E - (G + G) :::; E - (1

+ E)E < o.

If instead of (3.36) the inequality (3.37) is satisfied then
C = (1 - E)E 20,

-

-

1 +E

C = G - E - G :::; --2-E

< O.

According to what has been stated above, the inequality (3.40) can be
rewritten as

IIYk+1ll; :::; IIYkll; + ~11'PkI12.

Summing this inequality over k

IIYn+lll~ + TIIAYn+1llb
In order to estimate

n

:::;

= 1,2, ... , n we obtain

IIYlll~ + TIIAYlilbo+ ~ t

TII'PkI12.

(3.42)

k=l

IIYlll; we make use of the inequality (3.41) for n = 0

IIYlll; + T(CoAYl, AYl) :::;

IIYoll~ + TIIAYoll~o
+ T ((Do - Go)Ayo, Ayo) + TE-111'P0 112.

Since Co 2 0, Do - Go :::; 0, the last estimate can be rewritten in the
form

IIYIiI~ + TIIAYlll~o :::; IIYoll~ + TIIAYoll~o + TE- 111'P011 2.
Substituting this inequality into (3.42), we come to the estimate (3.38).
If A and G are constant self-adjoint operators, we can obtain more
subtle a priori estimates. To this end we transform the original scheme
into the canonical form (3.32) by multiplying equation (3.16) from the
left not by the operator B*, but by the operator A. In this case the
operators
(3.43)
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satisfy conditions (3.33). We now show that the inequality

B-

0.5TA = A

+ TA(G - 0.5E)A ~ 0

is satisfied for

G

~

1

(JoE,

(Jo =

(3.44)

1

"2 - Til All'

First of all, note that the following identity is valid:

B-

0.5TA = A

(A-

1 -

Since for the self-adjoint operator

II~IIE) A + TA(G 1

A- 1 ~ IIAII E

(JoE)A.

and G - (JoE ~ 0, the

inequality B ~ 0.5T A is satisfied by virtue of Lemma 3.1. Consequently,
from Theorem 2.15 we obtain the following result.
THEOREM

3.8 If the constant operators A and G in the difference scheme

(3.16), (3.17) satisfy the conditions
A

= A* > 0,

G

= G*

~

(JoE,

1

(Jo

1

= "2 - Til All '

(3.45)

then the difference solution satisfies the following a priori estimate

(RYn+l, Yn+1) :S (Ryo, Yo)

1

n

+ "2 LTIIIPkI1 2 ,

(3.46)

k=O

where

R

= B-

0.5TA = A

+ TA(G -

0.5E)A.

Proof. The statement of this theorem follows from estimate (2.105)
and from the identity

COR~LLARY 3.2 If instead of condition (3.44) the strict inequality B >
0.5T A is valid, then the estimate (3.46) gives the stability of the solution
of the two-level difference scheme (3.16), (3.17) in the norm H jj - O.5A =
H A +rA (G-O.5E)A' Under the more severe restriction

G> 0.5E
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the estimate of stability takes the form

IIYn+1ll~ + TIIAYn+1II~-O.5E
2
2
:::; IlyollA2 + TIIAyollc-O.5E
+ '12 ~
~ TllIPkl1 .

(3.47)

k=O

Let us consider a question concerning stability in the space H~tl.
THEOREM

A

3.9 Let the constant operators A and G satisfy conditions

= A* > 0,

G

= G* 2:

(Tr;;E,

(Tr;; =

1 +10

1

-2- - TIIAII'

(3.48)

Then the difference scheme (3.16), (3.17) with homogeneous initial condition Yo = 0 is stable with respect to the right hand side, and for any
T > 0 the estimate
n

n

LTIIAYkl12 :::;
k=O

2LTIIIPkl1 2

(3.49)

k=O

is valid.
Proof. Similarly to condition (3.44), one can prove that under the
assumptions (3.48) the inequality
-

1 +10

-

B>
- --TA
2
holds for the operators (3.43). Since all of the conditions of Theorem
2.19 are now satisfied, by virtue of Corollary 2.1 (for 10 = 1) it follows
that
n

n

LTIIYkll~:::; 2LTII<pkll~_1'

k=O

k=O

Returning to the original notations, we obtain the required estimate
(3.49) .

3.

Schemes with B = E

+ TAG

The second class of two-level operator-difference schemes is associated
with the operator weighting of the solution itself. In this section we give
conditions for stability of such schemes with respect to the initial data
and right hand side in different norms.
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3.1

Estimates of Stability with Respect to the
Initial Data

We will consider schemes of the kind
(E

+ T AG)Yt + Ay =

0,

Yo = Uo,

GA

=1=

AG.

(3.50)

Stability conditions are formulated in the following manner.
THEOREM

3.10 If the operator A

then for
A*

=1=

+ TA(G -

A * is non-seLf-adjoint and constant,
0.5E)A* ~ 0

(3.51)

the difference scheme (3.50) is stable in H with respect to the initial
data, i.e., the estimate
llYn+! II

:::; II Yo II ,

n

= 0,1, ... , No -

1,

(3.52)

is valid.

Proof. Using the change y = A*v we transform scheme (3.50) into
the form
(3.53)
Bvt + Av = 0, A*vo = Uo,
where
B

= A* + TAGA*,

A

= AA*.

(3.54)

Obviously, the operator inequality B ~ 0.5T A is satisfied under the
condition (3.51). Consequently because of inequality (2.35) the solution
of problem (3.53) satisfies the estimate
(AVn+!' vn+!) :::; (Avo, vo)

or
IIA*vn+ll1 :::; IIA*voll·

Returning to the element y = A*v E H, we obtain the estimate (3.52)
which was to be proved.
3.3 The sufficient condition for stability is satisfied if the
constant operator A and the variable operator G(t) satisfy the conditions

COROLLARY

A ~ 0,
THEOREM

condition

G(t) ~ 0.5E.

3.11 Let A(t) > 0 be a non-seLf-adjoint operator. Then the
A- 1 (t)

+ T (G(t) -

0.5E) ~ 0

(3.55)
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is necessary and sufficient for the stability of scheme (3.50) in H with
respect to the initial data, i.e. for the validity of estimate (3. 52}.

Proof. Since the operator A-I does exist, then acting with A-Ion
equation (3.50) we obtain the difference problem
(3.56)
with operators
13(t)

=

A-I(t)

+ TG(t) > 0, A-E
,

(3.57)

Ascertaining the necessary and sufficient condition of stability in H X in
the form 13 2 0.5TA leads to the necessity of condition (3.55). Thus, by
virtue of Theorem 2.1

IIYnllx::; Ilyolix

Since A = E, this proves the theorem.
REMARK 3.5 If A(t) = A*(t)
to the condition

> 0 then the inequality (3.55) is equivalent

G(t) 20"oE,

1

0"0

= 2-

1
TIIAII·

(3.58)

As a result the necessary and sufficient condition for stability of scheme
(3.50) in H in the case of a self-adjoint positive operator A can be written
in the form (3.58).

3.2

Stability with Respect to the Right Hand
Side

Consider the two-level operator-difference scheme
B Yn+1 - Yn
T

with
THEOREM

+ A Yn

B =E
3.12 Let A

(3.60). Then for

-- CPn,

+ TAG,

A(t)

Yo = uo,
AG

i= GA.

(3.59)
(3.60)

> 0 in the difference scheme (3. 59},

G(t) 20.5E

(3.61 )

the following a priori estimate of stability of the difference solution with
respect to the initial data and right hand side is valid:
n

IIYn+111 ::; Ilyoll + II(A-Icp)oll + II(A-ICP)nll + LTII(A-Icp)f,kll·
k=1

(3.62)
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Proof. As in the case of Theorem 3.11, we multiply the difference
equation (3.59) from the left by A-I. We obtain the operator-difference
scheme
(3.63)
where the operators A and jj are defined by (3.57). Under condition
(3.61), the operator inequality jj 2: 0.5T A is valid, then by virtue of
Theorem 2.16
n

IIYn+1llx::; Ilyolix + II<Pollkl + II<Pnllkl + LTII<pl,kllkl.
k=1

Since A = E, <P = A-Icp then the required estimate (3.62) follows immediately from the last inequality.

= A*(t) > 0 and

THEOREM 3.13 Let A(t)

1

G(t) 2: O"oE,

0"0

1

= 2 - Til All .

Then the a priori estimate (3.62) holds for scheme (3.59), (3.60).
Proof. To prove this theorem it suffices to make use of the following
sequence of inequalities

jj - 0.5TA = A-I

2:

+ T(G -

1

0.5E)

IIAII E + T(G -

0.5E) = T(G - O"oE) 2: O.

REMARK 3.6 Two-level operator-difference schemes with operator weighted
factors of the following form
Yt

+ Ay(L:)

= cp,

Yo = Uo

(3.64)

can be reduced to schemes of the class (3.59), (3.60) considered above.
Indeed, by virtue of the identity

the scheme (3.64) can be transformed into the original scheme with G =
~.
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3.3

We reduce the two-level scheme (3.59), (3.60) to the canonical form
B- Yn+1 - Yn
7

+ A-Yn - lPn,

Yo =

(3.65)

UO,

in which the operators A, B are self-adjoint. If A-l exists then, multiplying equation (3.59) from the left by this operator, we obtain the
scheme (3.65) with

B=A- l +7G,

A=E ,

(3.66)

THEOREM 3.14 Let the constant operators A and G be self-adjoint and
A-l exist. Then the solution of problem (3.59), (3.60) satisfies the following a priori estimate

(3.67)
with R

= A-l + 7(G - 0.5E).

Proof. Since the difference scheme (3.65) satisfies all of the conditions of Theorem 2.15, then, according to the inequality (2.105), we
have

((B -

0.57 A)Yn+1' Yn+l) ::;

whence as
follows.

B-

((B -

0.57 A)yo, YO) +

~

:t

711iPk Ilx-l'

k=O

0.57 A = R, 11<P'II;r-l = IIA-l<pll, the estimate (3.67)

REMARK 3.7 Provided A > 0 and G ~ 0.5E, the operator R = R* > 0
is self-adjoint and positive, and the inequality (3.67) ensures the stability
of the scheme in the energy space HR:

IIYn+lllk::; Ilyoilk +

~:t 71IA- l <pkI1

2.

(3.68)

k=O

Furthermore, if G
as

> 0.5E, then the estimate (3.68) can be also rewritten

IIYn+1II~-l + 71IYn+lllb-o.5E
::;

IIYoll~-l + +71Iyollb-o.5E + ~ :t 71IA- l <pkI1 2 .
k=O

(3.69)
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3.15 Let the constant operators A and G satisfy conditions
A = A* > 0,

o"c =

G = G*,

1 +e
-2- -

1

e>

TIIAII'

(3.70)

o.

Then the solution of the difference problem

(E + TAG) Yn+l - Yn
T

+ AYn = 'Pn,

tn E wn

Yo

=0

(3.71)

satisfies the following estimates
2
IIYn+1llA-l
+ T(GYn+1' Yn+1)

::;

1+e~
I
2
2€
~ TIIA- 'Pkll ,

e > 0,

(3.72)

k=O

0< e < 2.
(3.73)
Proof. Transform the difference problem (3.71) into the canonical
form (3.65), (3.66). It is obvious that under conditions (3.70) we have
-

1+e -

B - -2-TA

=

A-

I

+ T(G -

0.5E) ~

1

IIAIIE + T(o"O -

0.5)E

=

o.

Therefore all of the conditions of Theorem 2.19 are satisfied and then,
using a priori estimates (2.135) and (2.136), we conclude that

and

IIYn+lll~ + e t TIIYkll~ ::; e(2 ~ e) t Tllcpkll~_l'

0 < e < 2.

k=l
k=O
Since B = A-I + TG, A = E, cp = A-I'P, then the required inequalities
(3.72), (3.73) follow directly from these last estimates.

3.4 Assuming that e = 1, from the inequality (3.73) we
deduce the following estimate of stability of the difference scheme (3.50)
with respect to the right hand side in Hn+1:

COROLLARY

n

n

k=O

k=O

l: TIIYkll~ ::; 4l: TII'Pkll~-l.
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4.

Difference Schemes with B

= E + 'TT*GT

In this section we consider separately the class of two-level operatordifference schemes which can be interpreted as schemes with variable
weighted factors when weighting not the solution itself but its fluxes.

4.1

Stability with Respect to the Initial Data

Consider operators of a special kind (divergent or conservative)

A

= T*T,

B

= E + TT*GT,

(3.74)

where T, T* are linear bounded operators. Such operators are often
used for discretization of differential equations with Lu = div( kgradu).
Let H be a real finite-dimensional Hilbert space provided with the
inner product (y,v) and the norm Ilyll = (y,y)1/2. We define H* to be a
real finite-dimensional Hilbert space with the inner product (y, v)* and
the norm lIyll* = J(y,y)*. Assume that the operator T acts from H
to H*, that the operator G acts from H* to H*, and that the operator
T* acts from H* to H. Then the operator A acts from H to H, i.e.,
A: H ---+ H.
The operators T and T* are adjoint in the following sense:

(Ty,v)*=(y,T*v) for all yEH,

vEH*.

(3.75)

Note that if the operator A is represented in the form

A = T ST* ,

S = S* > 0,

then on defining the operators T : H

T = Sl/2T,

---+

S: H*

---+

H*, T* : H*

H*
---+

(3.76)

H by

T* = (Sl/2T)* = T* Sl/2

we arrive at the definition of operators

A=T*T,

B=E+TT*GT,

(3.77)

which is equivalent to (3.74).
Let us turn to the canonical form of two-level operator-difference
schemes
(3.78)
Yo = Uo,
where the operators A and B are defined by (3.74).
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3.16 Let T be a constant operator and T-l exist. For the
stability of scheme (3.74), (3.78) in HA, i.e., for the validity of the
estimate
IIYn+1IIA:S; IIYoIIA, n = 0,1, ... , No - 1,
(3.79)

THEOREM

it is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the inequality
G(t) ~ aoE,

(3.80)

Proof. The desired conclusion follows from the inequality

B - 0.5rA = E

+ rT*(G -

0.5E)T

~ II~II T*T + rT*(G = rT* ( G - (0.5 -

0.5E)T

(3.81)

rll~11 ) E) T ~ 0,

and from Lemma 3.1, Theorem 2.1, and the identity
IlyliA =

IlyIIT*T =

V(T*Ty,y) =

IITYII*·

(3.82)

If A(t) = A*(t) > 0 (the operator A(t) depends on t) then we shall
require the fulfilment of the Lipschitz continuity condition for A(t) (see
(2.36)):
I ((A(t) - A(t - r)) v, v) I :s; rCQ (A(t - r)v, v)
(3.83)

for all v E H, 0 < t
r.

:s; T, where CQ is a positive constant independent of

3.17 Let the operator A(t) = T*(t)T(t) be Lipschitz continuous with respect to the variable t, T-l exist, and the operator G(t) satisfy
conditions (3.80). Then the difference scheme (3.74), (3.78) is p-stable
with respect to the initial data with p = eO. 5COT (Ml = eO. 5coT ), and the
following estimates are valid:
THEOREM

:s;

pIIYnIIAn-l'

n = 1,2, ... , No - 1,

(3.84)

IIYn+1IIA :s; M11IYoIIAo,

n = 0,1, ... , No - 1.

(3.85)

IIYn+lIIA n
n

Proof. Since under condition (3.80) the inequality B(t) ~ 0.5rA(t)
is satisfied according to (3.81), then, applying Theorem 2.2, we verify
that the solution of problem (3.78) satisfies the required estimates (3.84)
and (3.85).
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We are now in a position to formulate the stability results, similar to
Theorem 2.3, for the case of operators A and B defined by (3.74).

3.18 Let the opemtors T and G in the Cauchy problem {3.74},
{3.78} be constant, T-l exist, and assume that the opemtor G = G* > 0
satisfies condition {3.80}. Then the difference scheme {3.74}, {3.78} is

THEOREM

stable with respect to the initial data in HB with Ml = 1, and the following estimate is valid:

IIYn+111 2 + TIIYn+lll~.GT:S; Ilyol12 + TIlYoll~.GT' n = 0,1, ... ,No-l.
(3.86)
Proof. To prove the theorem it suffices to use estimate (2.52) and
the identity

(3.87)

4.2

Estimates of Stability with Respect to the
Right Hand Side

Let us turn now to the more general problem

B Yn+l - Yn
T

B

=

+ A Yn

-- <Pn,

E + TT*GT,

Yo

A

(3.88)

= Uo,

(3.89)

= T*T

with inhomogeneous right hand side and inhomogeneous initial conditions.

3.19 Let the opemtorT in the difference scheme {3.88}, {3.89}
be constant, T- 1 exist, and G(t) be a linear opemtor acting from H* into
H*. Then, if the opemtor G(t) complies with condition {3.80}, the solution of the difference problem satisfies the estimate

THEOREM

n

IIYn+lIIA:S; IlyollA + II<pollk l + II<Pnllk l + LTllw,kllk l
k=l

,

(3.90)

and also the a priori estimate

(3.91)
if

1

O"g

=

2-

1- €

TIIAII'

0<€:S;l.

(3.92)
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Proof. Since the assumption condition of Theorem 2.16 B(t) ~
0.5TA is satisfied, the estimate (3.90) is a simple consequence of the
inequality (2.112). To prove the estimate (3.91) we apply Theorem 2.20.
For this it suffies to verify whether the condition (2.142) is satisfied.
Indeed, by virtue of the assumptions (3.92) and (3.81)

B - €E - 0.5TA = (1- €)E

+ TT*(G -

~ TT* ( G -

(0.5 -

0.5E)T

!I~~

)

E) T

~ O.

A similar estimate is valid also in the case of a variable operator A(t).
3.20 Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.17 be satisfied. Then
the difference scheme {3.88}, {3.89} is stable with respect to the initial
data and the right hand side, and also its solution satisfies the estimate

THEOREM

IIYn+1I1An S M (1I1IOIL', + II\POIIA-' + II'!'nliA-' +

t,

rll'Pf,kIIA-') ,

where M > 0 is a constant.
The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.17.

4.3

Some Other A Priori Estimates

We will obtain an estimate of stability in the energy space

HB-O.5TA.

3.21 Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3.18 be satisfied. Then
the solution of scheme {3.88}, {3.89} satisfies the following a priori estimate

THEOREM

(RYn+1, Yn+d ::::; (Ryo, Yo)

where R

=B

- 0.5TA

= E + TT*(G -

1 n

+ 2" LT"CPk"~-l'

(3.93)

k=O

0.5E)T.

Proof. Since by assumption B = B* and A = A * > 0 are constant operators, and B ~ 0.5T A, then on the basis of Theorem 2.15 the
estimate (3.93) follows from the inequality (2.105).
3.5 If the strong inequality G(t) > (J'oE is valid instead
of {3.80} then R > 0, and hence the inequality {3.93} guarantees the
stability of the scheme in the norm HB-O.5TA. Under the more severe
restriction G > 0.5E the estimate {3.93} can be rewritten in the form

COROLLARY

IIYn+111 2 + TIIYn+111~*(G-o.5E)T

~ II Yo 112 + TIIYoII~*(G-o.5E)T + ~:t TIICPkll 2 .
k=O

(3.94)
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The following theorem gives a priori estimate of stability for a problem with homogeneous initial data.
THEOREM 3.22 Let the constant operators A and G satisfy conditions
(3.70). Then the solution of the difference problem

(E

+ rT*GT)Yt + AYn = 'Pn,

tn

E

Wr ,

Yo = 0

(3.95)

satisfies the following estimates:
2

1+£~

2

IIYn+111 + rIIYn+1IIT*GT ::; 2€

2

~ rll'PkllA-l'

c > 0,

k=O

(3.96)

(3.97)
Proof. The a priori estimates being proved follow from Theorem
2.19 and the inequality

B - 1 ; erA = E

+ rT*

( G _ 1 ; c E) T

~ rT* (G - (1; c - rll~ll) E) T ~ o.
COROLLARY 3.6 The inequality (3.97) implies the following estimate of
stability of the difference scheme (3.95) with respect to the right hand
side in H~+1 :
n

LrIIYk+1ll~ ::;

4
£2(2 _ c)

k=O

n

Lrll'Pkll~-l'

0

< c < 2.

k=O

REMARK 3.8 Two-level operator-difference schemes with operator weighted
factors of the form

Yt

+ T*(Ty)(~)

=

'P,

Yo = uo

(3.98)

with G = ~ can be reduced to schemes of the class (3.88), (3.89) considered above.
When considering the heat equation, we can say for such a scheme
about the weighting of heat flow.
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THREE-LEVEL DIFFERENCE SCHEMES

1.

Introduction

Along with two-level difference schemes, three-level schemes are often
also used to solve numerically non-stationary problems of mathematical
physics. Such difference schemes are typical if we consider second-order
evolution equations, one example of which is the equation of oscillations.
We will consider real mesh functions y from a finite-dimensional real
Hilbert space H, in which we use the following standard notations for
a scalar product and a norm: (-, .), Ilyll = J(y, y). For an operator
D = D* > 0 we denote by HD the space H provided with the scalar
product (y,W)D = (Dy,w) and the norm IIYIID = J(Dy,y).
Assume, for example, that we seek a solution u(t) E H of the Cauchy
problem for the second-order evolution equation

d2u
dt 2

+ Au =

f(t),

0

<t

~ T,

(4.1)

u(O) = un,

(4.2)

du
dt (0)

(4.3)

=

Ul·

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the simplest case of a positive,
self-adjoint and stationary operator A, that is, A # A(t) = A* > o.
Let us give an estimate of stability with respect to the initial data
and the right hand side for problem (4.1)-(4.3), on which we further
rely when we will construct difference schemes. For problem (4.1)-(4.3)
79
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the a priori estimate

J
t

Ilu(t)ll* ::; lIuoliA

+ IIUIII +

(4.4)

IIf(s) lids,

o

is true, where

lIu(t)lI~ == lIull~ + II ~~ 112
As we see, in this case the solution is estimated in a sufficiently complex
(composite) norm depending on the operator A. A similar situation
occurs if we consider the corresponding difference schemes.
Three-level schemes are natural for consideration of problems for secondorder equations. These schemes can be also used to find the approximate
solution of the Cauchy problem for a first-order evolution equation for
which two-level difference schemes have been studied earlier.
The stability criteria in the general theory of stability of difference
scheme are formulated for difference schemes written down in canonical
form. The following canonical form is usually used for homogeneous
three-level difference schemes:

D Yn +1 - 2Yn + Yn-l
72

+ B Yn +1 -

27

for given

Yo =

Yn-l

YI

UO,

+A

= 0

n=1,2, ... , (4.5)

Yn,

= UI·

(4.6)

Let us formulate conditions of stability with respect to the initial data
for constant (independent of n) self-adjoint operators A, B, R. Let the
operators R and A in the operator-difference scheme (4.5), (4.6) be selfadjoint. Then under the conditions

B

~

A> 0,

0,

we have the required a priori estimate

1

2

"4" Yn +1 + YnllA + II

Yn+1 - Yn
7

11 2R

::;

1

"4 llYn + Yn-IIiA + II
2

Yn - Yn-l
7

112R'

that is, the operator-difference scheme (4.5), (4.6) is stable with respect
to the initial data.
The peculiarity of three-level schemes under consideration is just the
complicated construction of the norm used, and it is not surprising.
As has been mentioned above, this takes place even in the case of the
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simplest Cauchy problem for a second-order evolution equation. In certain important cases (for example, if we construct difference schemes for
first-order evolution equations), under restriction of a class of difference
schemes it is possible to pass to simpler norms.
It is convenient to study multi-level difference schemes by passage to
an equivalent two-level scheme, because the most profound results (in
particular, the coinciding necessary and sufficient conditions of stability)
have been obtained for two-level schemes. The three-level operatordifference scheme (4.5) can be written in the form of a two-level vector
schemes:
B Yn +1 - Yn + AYn = 0, n = 1,2, ... ,
T

where the vectors Yn are defined by
Yn =

{~(Yn + Yn-l), Yn -

Yn-l } .

Based on this equivalence relation we derive a priori estimates of stability and p-stability of three-level difference schemes with respect to the
initial data and the right hand side. We also obtain sufficient stability
conditions for a wide class of three-level difference schemes with variable
and not self-adjoint operators.
As meaningful examples, we consider three-level schemes with constant weighted factors for evolution equations of first and second orders.
For example, to solve numerically problem (4.1)-(4.3) it is natural to
apply the scheme with the second order of approximation
Yn+l - 2Yn + Yn-l

:::..;.:,..:....=-.--::,:;2:....-...::..:.;:...-=.
T

+ A{O-Yn+l + (
1- )
20- Yn + O-Yn-l ) = f n,

n = 1,2, ... ,

for given Yo, Yl. For this difference scheme the a priori estimate

(4.7)
(4.8)

is valid, where now

IIYn+lll~ == // Yn+1 T

Yn //2

E+(u-i)r2A

+ // Yn+l + Yn //2
2

A

Estimate (4.8) is consistent with estimate (4.4) for the solution of the
differential problem and, for (j ~ 0.25, provides the unconditional stability of the difference weighted scheme (4.7) with respect to the initial
data and the right hand side.
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2.

4

Stability of Difference Schemes

The canonical form for three-level difference schemes is identified in
this section. To derive necessary and sufficient conditions for stability
in this class of schemes it is possible to consider a three-level difference
scheme as a certain two-level vector scheme.

2.1

Canonical Form

Let H be a real finite-dimensional space and

be a grid in time. We denote by Be> : H ---> H, 0: = 0,1,2, linear
operators in H which generally depend on T, tn. Consider the Cauchy
problem for the operator-difference equation
B 2Yn+l

+ B1Yn + BOYn-l = 'Pn,
Yo=Uo,

n

= 1,2, ... , No

(4.10)

- 1,

(4.11)

Yl=Ul,

where Yn = y(t n ) E H is the desired solution, 'Pn, Uo, Ul E H are given.
We shall use the notation without indices
Y = Yn,

Y=

Yn+l,

Y=

Y-Y

Yt= - - ,

Yn-l,
YEt

T

=

Y-

Y-Y

Yt = - - ,
T

2y + Y

The scheme (4.10), (4.11) can be represented in the equivalent form
DYtt

+ Byot + Ay =

'P,

Yo = uo,

(4.12)

Yl = ul,

where
B = T(B2 - B o),

1

1

B 2 =-2 B+zD,
T

T

2
Bl =A--D
T2 '

T2

D = "2(B o + B2),
1

1

Bo = --B+ -D.
2T
T2

The set of Cauchy problems (4.12) depending on the parameter T is
regarded as a three-level scheme. We shall call the notation (4.12) the
canonical form of three-level schemes. We shall call the notation (4.12)
the canonical form of three-level schemes.
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Rewrite the equation (4.12) in the form
(B

+ ~D )

Yn+1

= ip~,

ip~ = 2 (:2D -A) TYn + (B - ~D) Yn-1 + 2Tipn.
Here A, Band D are, generally speaking, variable operators which depend on tn. It is obvious that the problem (4.12) is resolvable whenever
2
the operator ( B + -:;. D
exists. In the sequel we always assume this

)-1

condition to be satisfied.

2.2

Reduction to Two-Level Scheme

Define the space H2 as a set of vectors

Y = { y(l) , y(2) }

y(a) E H ,

,

a= 1,2,

in which summing and multiplication by some number are performed by
coordinates:
y

+ V = {y(l) + V(1), y(2) + V(2)} ,

aY

= {ay(l), ay(2) }

.

If an inner product (".) is introduced in the space H, then the subordinate inner product can be also introduced in the space H2 as
.

(Y, V) =

2

L

(y(a) , v(a)).

a=l

The three-level scheme (4.12) can be reduced to the following two-level
one
(4.13)
where Y = Yn E H2, Yt = (Yn+1- Yn)/T, c;P = c;Pn E H2, A and Bare
operators acting in H2. To do this it suffices to define the vectors
Yn =

{~(Yn + Yn-1), Yn -

Yn-1} ,

c;Pn = {ipn, O}

(4.14)
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and the operators A and 13 as operator matrices

A=
(4.15)
13=

with operator elements in H.
This representation of the three-level scheme (4.12) in the form of
the two-level one (4.13)-(4.15) is not unique. To verify this we define a
vector Yn E H2 and operator matrices .4, i3 : H2 - t H2 in the following
way:

Y = {Yn, Yn -

Yn-l},

(4.16)

A~ (~ :' (D~ iB))
(4.17)

Then the three-level scheme (4.12) can be transformed to one more twolevel operator-difference scheme of the form
(4.18)
Applying schemes (4.13), (4.18), one can investigate three-level difference schemes using the relevant results on stability of two-level operatordifference schemes stated in Chapter 2.

3.

Stability with Respect to the Initial Data

Fundamental results on stability of three-level operator-difference schemes
have been obtained in [Vabishchevich et al., 1993, Goolin, 1968, Samarskii,
1970]. The most complete exposition of results in this area is contained
in the book [Samarskii and Goolin, 1973].
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3.1

Necessary and Sufficient Conditions

If A = A*, D = D* then the operator A : H2
whilst B is non-self-adjoint. In this case, for

A = A * > 0,

-t

H2 is self-adjoint,

2

D = D* > : A

(4.19)

we have A > 0, and so the expression

IIYII~ = (AY, Y) =

(Ay(1), y(1)) +

:2 ((D- ~ A) y(2), y(2))

(4.20)

represents a norm in the energy space H'3t. For
(1) _

1

)

- 2"(Yn + Yn-1 ,

Yn

from the norm (4.20) we have

IIYII~ = ~IIY + YII~ + IIYfll~_ ,.: A·

(4.21)

2

Under the additional condition D > ~ A the equality (4.21) can be
rewritten in the equivalent form

IIYII~ = ~ (IIYII~ + IIYII~ + IIYfll~_"22 A) .

(4.22)

Let us consider the problem of stability with respect to the initial
data for a homogeneous difference scheme

DYft + Byo + Ay = 0,
t

Yo = UO,

Y1 = U1.

(4.23)

4.1 Let the operators A and D do not depend on nand
satisfy conditions {4.19}. Then the condition

THEOREM

B(t)

~ 0

(4.24)

is necessary and sufficient for the stability of scheme (4.23) with respect
to the initial data in H'3t with constant M1 = 1, i.e., for the fulfilment

of the estimate

IIYnllA ~ IIUoIIA,
where

n = 1,2, ... , No,

1
122
IIYnllA = 411Yn
+ Yn-1IA
+ IIYfII D _ ,.: A'

(4.25)
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U o = {U(l), U(2) } ,

U(2)

= Ul

- Uo.

Proof. Rewrite scheme (4.23) in the canonical form of two-level
operator-difference schemes

Y1 = Uo,

BYt +AY = 0,

(4.26)

where Y E H2 and A, B : H2 --t H2 are defined by (4.14) and (4.15)
respectively. Since A = A* > 0 under conditions (4.19), it follows from
Theorem 2.1 that the necessary and sufficient condition for stability of
is expressed by the
scheme (4.26) with respect to the initial data in
operator inequality
(4.27)
B 2: 0.57A.

H:s.

Let us show that for any element

Y = {y(l), y(2)} E H2,

y(a) E H,

a = 1,2,

the identity

((B - 0.57 A) y, Y) = (By(l), y(l»)

(4.28)

is valid. Indeed, since

B - 0.57 A = (

1 (

B

72)

~(D-07:A)),

-- D--A
7
4

then by definition we have

(B-0.57A)Y={By(1)+~ (D- 7: A
)Y(2),_~ (D- ~ A
)y(l)},
((B - 0.57 A) y, Y) = (By(l), y(l»)

+~

((D-

7: ~ y(2), y(l»)

_~ ((D _7: A) y(l), y(2») .
(4.29)
2

Hence because the operator D - : A is self-adjoint, the identity (4.28)
follows directly from (4.29). The inequalities (4.24) and (4.27) are therefore equivalent.
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REMARK

4.1 If

D=D*,

B(t) 2:0,

A=A*

(A, D are constant operators of not fixed sign), the solution of problem
(4.23) satisfies the estimate

~(A(Yn+1 + Yn), Yn+1 + Yn) + ( (D - ~ A) Yt, Yt)
:S

~ (A(YI + Yo), YI + Yo) + ((D - ~ A) Yt(O), Yt(O)) .
(4.30)

The estimate (4.30) is a simple consequence of the identity (2.35). Really, because problems (4.23) and (4.26) are equivalent, for the solution
of the two-level scheme (4.26), according to Remark 2.1, we have
(4.31)
Since

the estimate (4.30) follows from the inequality (4.31).

3.2

p-Stability

As in the above considerations, we will study stability of the scheme
(4.23) in the energy space H'fy with the metric, generated by some selfadjoint positive operator V : H2 -+ H2,

(Y, V)v = (VY, V),

IWllv = V(VY, Y).

Assume that the operator V does not depend on n. We say that the
scheme (4.23) is p-stable (uniform stable) with respect to the initial
data if the following estimate
(4.32)
is valid, where p :S M I , MI is a constant independent of T, n. Let us
also recall from the theory of difference schemes that one of the following
magnitudes is usually chosen as the constant p: p = 1, p = 1 + CT, C > 0,
p = eCT , where the constant C is independent of T, n. Consequently
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the condition B ~ 0.5T A is a necessary and sufficient condition for pstability of scheme (4.23) in the space
with the constant p = 1.
Up to now we have assumed that the operators A and D are constant.
If A(t) = A*(t) > 0, D(t) = D*(t) > 0 (these operators depend on t),
then we will require the fulfilment of the Lipschitz continuity conditions
with respect to t:

H1

1((A(t) - A(t - T)) v, v)1 ::; TCdA(t - T)V, v),
1((R(t) - R(t - T)) v, v)1 ::; TC2 (R(t - T)V, v)
for all v E H, 0 < t ::; T, where R(t)
positive constants.
THEOREM

T2

= D(t) - '4A(t)

(4.33)
(4.34)

~ 0, Cl, C2 are

4.2 Let the operators of scheme (4.23) satisfy conditions (4.33),

(4.34) and also

B(t)

~

0,

D(t) = D*(t) > 0,

Then, if the inequality

A(t) = A*(t) > O.

(4.35)

T2
D(t) > '4A(t)

holds, the difference scheme (4.23) is p-stable with respect to the initial
data with constants p = eO. 5C()7', CO = max(cI' C2), MI = pNo = eO.5coT,
and the following a priori estimates are valid:

Ily~O.5) lI~n + IIYt,n lI~n ::; p (IIY~~~ IIt_l + IIYt,n-lll~n_l) ,

(4.36)

lIy~o.5)lIt + IIYt,nll~n :::; MI (lIy~o.5)IIAo + IIYt,oll~) ,

(4.37)

where y(O.5) = 0.5(y + y), Yt,n = (Yn+1 - Yn)/T.
Proof. The estimate (4.36) is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.2.
We have

A(t) _ A(t _ T) = (A(t) - A(t - T)

o

0

R(t) - R(t - T)

)

and, because of conditions (4.33) and (4.34), it follows that

((A(t) - A(t - T))Y, Y)

= ((A(t) - A(t - T)) y(l), y(l») + ((R(t) - R(t _ T)) y(2), y(2»)
::; TCI (A(t - T)y(l), y(l»)
::; TCO (A(t - T)y, Y) .

+ TC2

(R(t _ T)y(2), y(2»)
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Therefore the operator A(t) is Lipschitz continuous in the sense of the
definition (2.36), and on the basis of a priori estimates (2.39), (2.40),
using the identity
(4.38)
we verify the validity of the required estimates (4.36), (4.37).
Assume that the operators A and D are both self-adjoint and independent of n. Then the operator A is a self-adjoint and constant operator
as welL We apply Theorem 2.5 to scheme (4.23). According to this
theorem, if A = A* > 0, then the condition
T

B>--A
-l+p

(4.39)

for p ~ 1 is sufficient for stability of scheme (4.23) in the space
for the following estimate to be satisfied:

H;", i.e.,

Here we use the notation introduced above

y.n+1 = { Y n(0.5) ,TYt,n }

,

A~ (:

::R) ,

Note that condition (4.39) for A > 0 already guarantees the existence
of the operator B-1. What is left to us is to formulate stability conditions
for the three-level scheme (4.23) in terms of the original operators A, B,
D. The operator
P=B _ _
T_A
(4.40)
l+p
obviously has the following components:
Pl1

= B + ~; ~ ~ A,
P22

=

P12

= - P21 =

~ ( D - ~ A)

,

2~; ~ ~ (D - ~ A) .

Since the operators P12, P21 are self-adjoint the condition (4.39) for
p ~ 1 is equivalent to the requirements

Tp-l

T2

D>-A.
B+ ---A>
2p+l - 0 ,
- 4
Thus the following theorem about stability of the scheme (4.23) has
been proved.
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4.3 Let the operators A and D in scheme (4.23) be independent of n and self-adjoint. Then the conditions

THEOREM

r2

D>-A
4 '

A> 0,
B

rp-1

+ ---A>
0,
2p+ 1 -

p

(4.41 )

>_1,

(4.42)

are sufficient for the fulfilment of the estimate

IlYn+lllA ::; pllYnllA,
where

3.3

n = 0,1, ... , No - 1,

IlYn+lll~ = ~IIY+YII~ + IIYtll~_T42 A·

(4.43)

(4.44)

Stability in Simpler Norms

The norms used in estimates (4.25), (4.36), (4.37), (4.43) depend on
the values of the solution of problem (4.23) at the n-th and (n + 1)th levels. It is possible to obtain estimates for the solution of problem
(4.23) in somewhat simpler norms than the norm (4.44). Let us prove
the following preliminary result.
LEMMA

4.1 Let the self-adjoint operators A and D satisfy the conditions

A> 0,

D> (1
-

+ c)r2 A
4

'

c > 0.

(4.45)

Then the following inequalities hold:
(4.46)

(4.47)
Proof. We first verify that the estimate (4.46) is valid. Writing the
norm (4.44) in the form

IIYII~ =

IIYfllb + (Ay, iJ)

and applying the transformation

iJ = Y -

rYf,

(4.48)
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we have

11Y113t = IIYII~ - T (Ay, Yt) + IIYtllI>·

(4.49)

Then, using the generalized Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality,
we obtain the estimate

I(Ay, Yt)1 ~

IlyIIAIIYtIIA.

Therefore the identity (4.49) implies the inequality

11Y113t ~ IIYII~ + IIYtllI> - TllyIIAIIYtIIA.

(4.50)

We now make use of the inequality
T

2

2

2

TllYllAllYtllA ~ cIilyIIA + 4cIIIYtIIA, ci > 0,
and take into account that

IIYtllA ~

4
2
(1 + C)T21IYtIID

by virtue of condition (4.45). Then from the inequality (4.50) we obtain
(4.51)
Here CI is an arbitrary parameter chosen in a way depending on c. For
instance, we assume that

1from which

CI = (1 + c)-I.

1

cI(1+c)

=0

,

Then the estimate (4.51) takes the form
2

c

2

IIYIIA 2': 1 + clIyllk
To estimate the norm (4.44) from above we use again the identity
(4.48). By the substitution

Y = y + TYt
we find in much the same way as before that

11Y113t = Ilyll~ + T (Ay, Yt) + IIYtllI>·
From the Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality and from the condition D >

T2

"4 A we obtain
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and therefore

l.e.,

IIYIIA S IliliiA + IIYlIID.

To obtain the other estimate from below (4.47) for
the inequality (4.51) in which we set
1-

In this case

Since

£1

= 1-

£1

(1

IIYIIA we turn to

1

+ £).

IIYIIA2 ~ v'l+"£
v'l+"£- 1 ( IlyIIA2 + II YlllD2 ) .

(4.52)

v'l+"£ S 1 + 0.5£ and
v'l+"£ - 1 £ + (1 - v'l+"£)
£
....:..---- =
> -0--"""
v'l+"£
1+ £
- 2(1 + £)'

then the estimate (4.52) can be simplified as

IIYII~ ~

2(1: £)

(IIYII~ + IIYlllt) .

At last, taking account of the inequality a 2 + b2 ~ 0.5(a
estimate (4.53) we obtain the conclusive inequality

(4.53)

+ b)2,

from

Using inequalities (4.46) and (4.47) one can simplify the estimates
from Theorems 4.2, 4.3.
4.4 Let the operators A and D of scheme (4.23) be independent of n and self-adjoint. If conditions (4.45) and the inequalities

THEOREM

Tp-1
2p+ 1

B + ---A> 0,
-

P >_ 1,

(4.54)

are satisfied, then the following a priori estimates are valid:

(4.55)
(4.56)
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Proof. It suffices to apply Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.1.
Let us formulate conditions of stability with respect to the initial data
in H~ for the scheme

Dyu + Byo
t

+ Ay =

0,

Yo =

UO,

Yl =

Ul.

(4.57)

We will assume that the operators of scheme (4.57) satisfy the conditions

A * = A > 0,

B* = B,

D* = D >

~ B.

(4.58)

As has been shown in Subsection 4.1.2, the scheme (4.57) is equivalent
to a two-level operator-difference scheme of the form
(4.59)
where

T
R=D2B.

Under conditions (4.58) the operator .A : H2 - t H2 is positive and
self-adjoint. In this case the norm in the energy space H~ for any element

17 = {17(1),17(2)}, 17(0<)

E H,

a = 1,2, is defined, according to (4.61),

in the following manner:

111711~ = 1I17(l)lI~ + :21I17(2)11~.

(4.62)

For the vector (4.60) we have

111711~ = Ilyll~ + IIYfllb-~B·

(4.63)

4.5 Let the constant operators A, Band D satisfy conditions
(4.58). Then the condition

THEOREM

B

~

0.5TA

(4.64)

is sufficient for the stability of scheme (4.57) with respect to the initial
data in Hi with constant Ml = 1, i. e., for the validity of the estimate

IIYnll~ + IIYf,nllb-~B ~ lIytll~ + IIYf,lllb-~B·

(4.65)
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Proof. Let us check the fulfilment of the condition for stability of
the scheme (4.59) 82 0.5T A. By definition of the operators 8, A, and
according to the self-adjointness property of the operator R = D - ~ B,
we have

((8 - 0.5TA) Y, Y) =

((B - 0.5TA)y,y)

+ ~ ( ( D - ~ B ) Yf, Yf)

(4.66)

.

By virtue of conditions (4.58), (4.64), the inequality
820.5TA

(4.67)

follows from the relation (4.66). Using now the main theorem 2.1, we
come to the required estimate (4.65).
The following assertion contains sufficient conditions of stability in
the space H A.
THEOREM

4.6 Let the constant operators A, B, D satisfy the assump-

tion

A
Then the conditions

= A* >

B

0,
T

D> -B
- 2

= B*,

D

= D*.

T

'

B>
- -A
2

(4.68)

are sufficient for the stability of scheme (4.57) with respect to the initial
data in HA with constant Ml = 1, and the following estimate is valid:

(4.69)
Proof. Since the inequality (4.65) is valid under the assumptions of
the theorem, then by virtue of estimate (2.35) we have for scheme (4.57)
that

(AYn+l,Yn+l) :S (AYI , YI )

.

For the vector (4.60) we obtain

((D-~B)Yf,n+1' Yf,n+1) + IIYn+III~:S IIYIiI~+ ((D-~B)Yf,I' Yf,l).
By virtue of D 2 ~ B, the conclusion follows from the last inequality.
REMARK

4.2 As

D=~B
2

(4.70)
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the three-level scheme (4.12) degenerates into the two-level scheme
BYt

+ Ay =

<po

Hence all of the assertions stated in Chapter 2 are valid in this case for
three-level schemes.
The following statement allows us to obtain an a priori estimate of
the stability with respect to the initial data in HB for the scheme (4.57)
with variable and non-negative operator A(t) ~ 0, without requiring the
Lipschitz continuity and self-adjointness properties of the operators A
andD.
4.7 Let the variable operators A(t), D(t) and the constant
operator B satisfy the following conditions:

THEOREM

A(t)

~

B = B*,

0,

(4.71)

Then the solution of problem (4.57) satisfies the following a priori estimate
( By~0.5) , y~0.5)) S; (By~0.5), y~0.5)) ,
(4.72)
(0.5)
h
were
Yn
= "21 (Yn

+ Yn+1 ) .

Proof. Using the identity
y = y(0.5) -

'!..Yt, Y (0.5) ="21 (Y.n + Y.n+l,)
2

we represent scheme (4.59) in the form
(8 - 0.5T A) Yt

As D

T2

= 4" A

+ Ay(0.5) = O.

(4.73)

the following representations are valid:
(8-0.5TA) =

(~ ~),

A=

(~ ~),

and then the scheme (4.73) can be transformed into the form

Byo
t

Here

+ Ay(1/4,1/4) =

O.

(4.74)
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Note that by using the identity

(4.75)
we can again transform scheme (4.74) into the form (4.57) with D =
T2

"4 A.

By the change of variables

Vn

1

= 2(Yn + Yn-l)

(4.76)

the scheme (4.74) can be written in the form

BVt + Av(O.5) =

o.

(4.77)

Multiplying the last equality by 2TV(O.5) and taking into account that
the operator A is non-negative, we obtain the inequality

(BVn+1' Vn+1) ~ (Bvn, vn),

(4.78)

which implies the required estimate (4.72).
4.1 Under the additional condition B = B* > 0 the inequality (4.72) expresses the stability of the scheme in the space HB:

COROLLARY

(4.79)

4.

Stability with Respect to the Right Hand Side

Based on reducing three-level difference schemes to two-level vector
schemes, we establish here a priori estimates of stability with respect to
the right hand side.

4.1

A Priori Estimates

Consider a three-level difference scheme in the canonical form
DYtt + Byo
t

+ Ay = <p,

Yo

= Uo,

Yl

= Ul·

(4.80)

To obtain specific a priori estimates, we start from an equivalent form
of a two-level operator-difference scheme (see. (4.13)):

BYt + AY = cI>,

Y1 = Uo.

(4.81)
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We remind that

{~ (y + y) ,Y - y},

Y =

Uo =

o)

1

"2R

{~ (Ul + Uo) ,Ul _

,B -

= {<p, O},

<I>

(4.82)

Uo } ,

(B+0.5rA
1

-R

--R

r

~R)
1
'

2r

r

(4.83)

r2

R=D--A.

4
The basic energy identity for a two-level scheme has the form (2.132).
Applying this identity to (4.81) in the case of self-adjoint operators A
and D, we obtain

2r((B-0.5rA)yt,yt) + (AY,Y) = (AY,Y)+2r(<I>,yt).
Since

B - 0.5r A =

(~
!R) ,
--R
0

r
then from the identity (4.84) we obtain

2r (Byt,y t )

+ (AY, Y) = (AY, Y) + 2r (<p,y t ) ,

(4.84)

(4.85)

(4.86)

where

(Ay,Y)=~(A(y+y),Y+Y)+((D- r:A)Yt,Yt).
4.8 Let A = A* > 0, D
Then, under the conditions

THEOREM

B~€E,

= D* > 0 be constant operators.

r2

D > -A

4

(4.87)

'

€

= const,

(4.88)

the following a priori estimate for problem (4.80) is valid:
(4.89)

('P' Yt) plays the key

Proof. The estimation of the functional 27
role in deriving a priori estimates of the kind (4.89).
First of all we note that the obvious inequality

27 ('P,Yt) ~ 27.sIIYt 11 2+ ;.s11'P112

(4.90)

is valid. Substituting the estimate (4.90) into the identity (4.86) and
taking into account that
mate

27 ((B -

.sE) Yt ,Yt )

;::: 0,

we obtain the esti-

11Yk+111~ ~ IIYkll~ + ~11'P(tk)lf.

It remains to sum this inequality over all k = 1,2, ... , n.
THEOREM

that

4.9 Let the conditions of theorem 4.8 be satisfied and assume

D> 1 +.s72A.
- 4

Then the difference scheme is stable with respect to the initial data and
the right hand side, and its solution satisfies the following estimate:

Proof. The conclusion of the theorem follows from estimate (4.89)
and Lemma 4.l.
In Section 4.2 we have shown that the conditions

A = A* > 0,

2

D = D* > : A,

B(t);:::

°

(4.92)

provide the fulfilment of the operator inequality

8(t) ;::: 0.57A.

(4.93)

Consequently, because of Theorem 2.16, we have
4.10 Let the constant operators A, D and the variable operator B(t) satisfy conditions (4.92). Then the difference scheme is stable
with respect to the initial data and the right hand side, and the solution
of the problem satisfies the following a priori estimate:

THEOREM

n

IlYn+1IIA ~ IIYIIIA + II'PIIIA-l + II'PnllA-l + L 711'Pf,kliA-1.
k=2
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In the case of a self-adjoint operator B we have
THEOREM

> 0, D = D* > 0, B = B* >
the operators A and D are constant, and

4.11 If the conditions A = A*

o are satisfied,

r2

D>4 A ,
then the following estimate for scheme (4.80) is valid:

2
IlYn+1IIA2 ~ IIYIIIA2 + 2"1 ~
~ rll4'kIIB;l.
k=I

(4.95)

Proof. The fact that the operator B is self-adjoint is used when we
estimate the term of identity (4.86) as follows

2r

(4', Yt) ~ 2rllYt liB 114'IIB-l ~ rellYt II~ + ~ 114'11~-1.

Assuming e = 2 and taking account of the last estimate in the identity
(4.86), we obtain the inequality

IlYn+1112 ~ IIYnl1 2+ ;;114'nll~-l'
from which the required estimate follows immediately.

4.2

Stability for Homogeneous Initial Data

Together with scheme (4.80) we will consider the problems

DYtt + Byo + Ay = 0,

y(O) = Yo,

t

DYtt + Byo
t

THEOREM

and

+ Ay = 4',

4.12 Let A = A*

~

y(O) = Yt(O) = O.

0, D = D*

B = B(t) ~ eE,
and assume that the condition

Yt(O) = Yo,

~

r2

- 4

(4.97)

0 be constant operators

e = const > 0,

D>-A

(4.96)

(4.98)

(4.99)

is satisfied. Then the solution of problem (4.g7) satisfies the following a
priori estimate
(4.100)
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Proof.
inequality

4

Consider the identity (4.86). Using, instead of (4.90), the

2r (<p,yo) ~
t

rEIIyo/l2
+ :/I<p/l2
t
E

and condition (4.98) we deduce from the identity (4.86) that

Summing over k
0, we obtain

= 1,2, ... , n and taking into account the equality (AYI , YI ) =
(4.101)

or
(4.102)
since (AY, Y) 2: o.
To derive the estimate (4.100) from the inequality (4.102) we need the
following lemma.
LEMMA

4.2 If y(O)

= y(r) = 0

then
n

/ly/l2 + /ly/l2 ~ 4t Lr/lYt,k/l2.

(4.103)

k=1
n

Proof. In fact, y + y = 22: ryo . Then we have
k=1

lIy + Yll2

t,k

n

~ 4t Lrllyot,k 112.
k=1

Furthermore, having denoted

W

Y we obtain

= Y-

'Ii! = 2ryo t

W,

WI

= 0,

from which

Summing this inequality over k = 1,2, ... , n yields
n

/lwn+1II ~ 2 Lr/lYt,k/l
k=1

(4.104)
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or

llYn+! -

n

Ynll ::; 2 LTIIYt,k ll ,
k=l

n

IIYn+l - Ynll 2 ::; 4t

L T IIYt ,k Il2 .

(4.105)

k=l

Making use of the obvious identity
(4.106)
from inequalities (4.104), (4.105) and identity (4.106) we deduce the
required estimate (4.103).
To complete the proof ofthe theorem we substitute the relation (4.103)
into inequality (4.102) and obtain the desired estimate (4.100).
For the mesh function y(t) E H depending on the parameter t E Wr ,
Furthermore lIy(t)1I = V(y(t), y(t)), lIy(t)lIA-l = V(A-ly(t), y(t)) with
A = A * > 0, we will also use norms of the form
T

T

lIy(t)IIA-l,O = LTlly(t')IIA-l,

lIy(t)II~,_l = LTII~(t')1I2,

t'=O

(4.107)

t'=r

where y(t) = ~t, ~(O) = O.
The next theorem establishes a priori estimate for the difference solution with respect to the right hand side in a 'negative' with respect to
t norm [Moskal'kov, 1974].
THEOREM

tions

4.13 Let the constant operators A, B, D satisfy the condi-

A * = A 2': 0,

T2
D - -A
4 -> 28E ,

D*

8

= D > 0,
> 0,

B

>_ O.

(4.108)
(4.109)

Then the scheme (4.97) is stable with respect to the right hand side, and
also the estimate
(4.110)

is valid.
Proof. Let us first derive the energy inequality. To this end we
consider the inner product of equation (4.97) and TV(t), where v(t) is
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a function of a discrete argument t E wT which will be defined later.
Taking into account the obvious identities

r (DYlt, v) = (DYt, v) - (Dy[, ii) - r (Dy[, Vi) ,
r (BYi' v) =

~ (B CO + Y), v) - ~ (B (y + y), ii)
r

- "2 (B (y + y) ,V[) ,
after multiplying by rv(t) we come to the equality

(DYt, v) + ~ (B CO + y) , v) - r (Dy[, V[)
=

(Dy[,ii)

-

~ (B (y + y) , V[) + r (Ay, v)

1

+ 2 (B (y + y) ,ii) + r (cp,v).
(4.111)

After summing over t from r to some tl ::; T, from (4.111) we obtain

(DYt, v) (tI)
1

f!

+ ~ (B (f) + y), v) (tI)
tl

- L r (Dy[, Vf) (t') - 2 L r (B (y + y) ,V[) (t')
t'=T

t'=T
tl

+ Lr(Ay,v) (t')

tl

=

t'=T

Lr(cp,v)(t').
t'=T

(4.112)

Here (u,v)(t) = (u(t),v(t)).
We choose the function v(t) so that

v[ = - (y + y) ,

0::; t < tl,

v(t) = 0,

tl::; t ::; T.

It is not difficult to see that
tl

v(t) = -

r [y(t') + y(t' - r)],

L

0::; t < tl'

t'=t+T

By virtue of the choice of v(t) it follows from equality (4.112) that
tl

L r(Dy[, y+y) (t')
t'=T

1

tl

+2 L

r (B (y+y) , y+y) (t')

t'=T
tl

+ Lr(Ay,v) (t')
t'=T

tl

=

Lr(cp,v) (t').
t'=T

(4.113)
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Let us introduce the function g(t)
1

Y = 2" (y + y)
1

V = 2" (v + v)

= (v(t) - Ty(t))/2.
1

T

Then

T

+ 2"Yl = -2" Vl+ 2"Yl = -gl,
1

T

T

+ 2"vl = 2" (v + v) - 2" (y + y) = 9 + g.

Hence, because the operator A is self-adjoint, we have
tl

tl

t'=T

t'=T

L T (Ay, v) (t') = - L T (A9l, 9 + g) (t')

= (Ag, g) (tl) + (Ag, g) (0)
=

T2

-"4 (Ay, y) (tl) + (Ag, g)(O).

After simple transformations, from the relations (4.113) we deduce
the main energy identity, which is valid for any tl E (0, T]:

(4.114)

tl

+ (Ag,g)(O) = LT(<p,V)(t').
t'=T

We now estimate the right hand side of the identity (4.114). Assume
that <p = ~t, <p(0) = O. Since V(tl) = 0 and also y(O) = y(T) = 0, then
we have
~

~

LT(<p,V)(t') = (~,V)(tl) - (~,v)(O) - LT (~,Vl) (t')
t'=T

t'=T
tl

=

L

T

(~, y + y) (t')

t'=T

where CO > 0 is arbitrary.
Using the last estimate for Co
T ~ 1, from (4.114) we find

Ily(tl)11 2 ~

tl-T

L

t'=T

= 8/2, conditions

(4.108), (4.109) when

1

Tlly(t')11 2 + 8211<p(t1)116,-1'

(4.115)
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To prove the conclusive estimate (4.110), we need

2: 0, n = 1,2, ... , and fn 2: 0, n = 0,1, ... , be nonnegative functions. If fn is a non-decreasing function (fn+1 2: fn), then

LEMMA 4.3 Let gn

the inequality
n

gn+1::; Co LTgk
k=l

+ fn,

n= 1, 2, ... ,

gl::; fo,

Co =const> 0,

(4.116)

implies the following estimate
gn+l <
_ ecotnJn'

(4.117)

Proof. Let 'Pn, n = 1, 2, ... , be a solution of the system of equations
n

'Pn+1 = CO L T'Pk
k=l

+ fn,

n

2: 1,

'PI = fo.

(4.118)

It is easy to observe that gn ::; 'Pn for all n > 0. Indeed,

It is seen from (4.116) and (4.118) that the inequalities gk ::; 'Pk for
k ::; n implies gn+1 ::; 'Pn+1' We replace n in (4.118) by n - 1 and
subtract the obtained equation from (4.118). Then for 'Pn we have the
difference equation

Hence

Since q 2: 1 and Wn 2: 0, and also 'PI = fo, then 'Pn+1 ::; qn('Pl + WI + ...
+Wn) = qn ('PI + f1 - fo) = qn fn and therefore qn+1 ::; 'Pn+1 ::; qn fn ::;
ecotn fn.
Now, applying Lemma 4.3 to the inequality (4.115) we verify the
1
validity of estimate (4.110) with M = -ge T / 2 .

4.3

Schemes with Variable Operators

If A and D depend on t, then it usually requires the fulfilment of
the additional Lipschitz continuity condition for the operators A and
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R = D - : A, in the form (4.33) and (4.34) respectively. In this case
the operator

A(t)
1

A(t) = (

-;R(t)

~R(t)

)

2T R(t)

satisfies the relation
((A(t) - A(t - T)) Y, Y) ::; TC() (A(t - T)Y, Y) ,

(4.119)

where Y E H2, C() = max{ q, C2}.
Using the equivalent notation for three-level schemes in the two-level
form (4.81), Theorems 2.17, 4.8 and Lemma 4.1, it is not difficult to
prove the following assertion.
THEOREM

4.14 Let the operators of scheme (4.80) satisfy the conditions

(4.33), (4.34) and
A*(t)

= A(t) > 0,

D*(t)

= D(t) 2: (1 +4€)T 2 A(t).

(4.120)

Then the difference scheme (4.80) is stable with respect to the initial
data and right hand side, and the following estimates are valid:
IIYn+1IIA(tn) ::; Ml

Vfl+€(
-e-€-

IIYOIIA(r) + IIYt(O)IID(r)

(4.121)

+ r<t'::5tn
max [llcp(t') IIA-l(t') + Ilcpf(t') IIA-l(t')])'
IIYn+1IIA(t n) +

IIYt,n IID(tn )

::; 2Ml

Vfl+€(
-e-€-

IIYOIIA(r) + IIYt(O)IID(r)

(4.122)

+ r<t'::5tn
max [llcp(t')IIA-l(t') + Ilw(t')IIA-l(t')])
when B(t) 2: 0, 0 < t = nT < T,

fl+€
-e-€-(IIYOIIA(r) + IIYt(O)IID(r)

IIYn+1IIA(tn) ::; M2V

+ r::5t'::5tn
max Ilcp(t') II) ,

(4.123)
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IIYn+IilA(t n )

+ IIYt,nIID(t

4

(l+e

n )

-e-€-(IIYOIIA(r)
+ IIYt(O)IID(r) + r:9':9n
max Ilcp(t')II)

~2M2V

(4.124)

when B(t) ~ eE, where e = const > 0, and the constants M1, M2 > 0
do not depend on r.
To prove the stability of scheme (4.80) with respect to the right hand
side in the norm II ·IID-i(t), we use the superposition principle and seek
a solution of problem (4.97) as a sum
n

Yn = Lrgn,s,

n = 1,2, ... ,

Yo = 0,

(4.125)

s=l

where gn,s is a function of n for any fixed s = 1,2. This function satisfies
equation (4.96) and the initial conditions

(0.5rB(ts)

+ D(ts)) gs+1,s r

gs,s = CPs,

gs,s = O.

Since D > 0 and H is a finite-dimensional space, then D ~ 8E and
the operator D-1 exists (8 > 0). Because B ~ 0 and D* = D ~ 8E,
then the solution of the equation (0.5rB+D)w = cp satisfies the estimate
IlwllD ~ IlcpIiD-i. Indeed, taking the inner product of the last equation
and w, we have
(4.126)
((O.5rB+D)w,w) = (cp,w).
Since B ~ 0, then, applying the generalized Cauchy-BunyakovskiiSchwarz inequality and recalling the relation (4.126), we find Ilwllh ~ IlcpllD-illw
Consequently
II (gt)s,sIID(t s ) ~ IICPsIlD-i(ts )·
By virtue of the estimate (4.123) we obtain

Using then the representation (4.125) and the triangle inequality, we
obtain the following estimate for the solution of problem (4.97):
(4.127)
We summarize the last results in the following statement.
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4.15 Assume that the operators A and D satisfy the Lipschitz
continuity conditions (4.33) and (4.34) respectively, and let

THEOREM

A(t)

=

A*(t) > 0,

~ 0,

B(t)

D(t)

~

(1 +4E )T 2 A.

(4.128)

Then the scheme (4.80) is stable with respect to the initial data and the
right hand side, and the following a priori estimate of the solution holds:
IIYn+IIIA(t n )

~ MI V1 ;

E

(IIY(O)IIA('T) + IIYt(O)IID('T)
+

t, TII'PsIID-l(t »).

(4.129)

s

4.2 If D- I ~ E, then the inequality II'PsIID-l <
valid, and the solution of problem (4.97) satisfies the estimate

COROLLARY

II'Psll

is

(4.130)

4.4

Stability in Other Norms

More subtle estimates can be obtained for the following class of threelevel operator-difference schemes:
DYit

+ Ay = 'P,

0

< t = nT < T,

y(O)

= Uo,

Yt(O)

= uo.

(4.131)

Assume that A and D are constant positive and self-adjoint operators
A

= A * > 0,

D

= D* > 0,

1 +E 2A
D >--T
.
4

Then for scheme (4.131) the estimate (4.129) with MI
Assuming
x = D I / 2 y,

e = D- I / 2 AD- I / 2

(4.132)
1 is valid.

(4.133)

we transform scheme (4.131) to the form
Xft

+ ex = (p,

Applying the operator
e - I Xft

+x

=

e- I

x(O)

=

Xo,

Xt(O)

= X'o·

(4.134)

to equation (4.134) we obtain the scheme

e-I'P,

X(O)

= xo,

Xt(O)

= X'o.

(4.135)

Comparing it with the scheme (4.131) we establish the correspondence
e- I ,...., D,

E,...., A,

e-I(p""" 'P.
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The condition (4.128) takes the form
C- 1 >
-

1+£2

--T

4

E

E >
-

or

1+£

- - T2 C

4

.

Use now the estimate (4.129). Since C is a constant operator, then
Ml = 1 and

Taking into account that x = Dl/2y,

rp = D-l/2cp and

IIXt(O) II~-l = (C- 1Xt(0), Xt(O))
= (Dl/2J1-1Dl/2Dl/2Yt(0),Dl/2Yt(0))
IIC- 1 rpllb

=

IIDYt(O) II~-l'

=

(C-Irp, rp)

=

(DI/2 J1- 1 Dl/2 D- 1/ 2cp, D- 1/ 2cp)

=

(J1- 1cp,cp)

= IIcpll~-l'

we write estimate (4.136) in the original coordinates

IIYn+111D ~

(1+£(

V---e-£-

IIY(O) liD + IIDYt(O)IIA-l

+ ~>III'(t')IIA-').

(4.137)

Thus we have proved:
4.16 If conditions (4.132) are satisfied, then for scheme (4.131)
a priori estimate (4.137) is valid. In particular, for the scheme (4.131)
with D = E and Uo = 1£0 = 0 the estimate of stability has the form

THEOREM

(4.138)
Several new a priori estimates can be obtained for the three-level
scheme

DYn + Byot + J1y

= cp,

Yo

= Uo, Yl = UI,

(4.139)
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if we make use another equivalent form of its representation as a twolevel scheme (see (4.18))

By! + AY =

<1>,

Y1

= Uo

(4.140)

with operators (4.17)

G;2 (D ~B))
c~ ~B)

A=

B=

Here we define the vector

Yn =

(:-

Yn

E

0_

(4.141)

H2 by

{Yn, Yn - Yn-d,

<1>n = {i.pn, O} .

(4.142)

Note that under conditions (4.59) it is possible to define the norm
(4.143)
in H2
X
As has been done in Subsection 4.3.1 for the scheme (4.80), we first
derive the basic energy identity. Recall that for a two-level scheme it has
the form (2.3.36). Applying this identity to the self-adjoint operators

A=A*,

B=B*,

D=D*,

we obtain

Since

2T((B-0.5TA)Y,Y) =((B-0.5TA)y,y)

+ ~ (( D - ~B) Yf, Yf)

(4.145)

,

then the equality (4.144) implies the basic energy identity for the threelevel scheme (4.139)

T2 (( D -

~B) YEt, Yft) + 2T (( B - ~A) Yt, Yt)
(4.146)
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where
(4.147)
For further simplicity we assume that the operators A, B, Dare
constant and satisfy the conditions

A

= A * > 0, B = B*,
7

D> "2B,
Note that the inequality D >

B
72

4

~

D

= D*,

(4.148)

0.57A.

(4.149)

A follows directly from conditions

(4.149). It has been shown in Theorem 4.5 that conditions (4.148),
(4.149) are sufficient for the validity of the operator inequality

B ~ 0.57A.

(4.150)

Therefore by Theorem 2.16 we have the following a priori estimate of
the solution of the difference scheme (4.139):
n

IIYn+lIIA::; IIYiII A+ II'PIIIA-l + II'PnIIA-l + L 7 11'Pf,kllA-l,

(4.151)

k=2

where

IIYII A is defined by

(4.143).
7

THEOREM 4.17 Let conditions (4.148) be satisfied and D ~ 2B, B ~
£E + 0.57A. Then the solution of problem (4.139) satisfies the estimate

(AYn+1, Yn+1)

::; (AY Y
1,

1)

+

;£ tk=l 71!'P(tk) 112.

Proof. When estimating the functional
the inequality (4.90)

27('P,Yt)

(4.152)

in (4.146), we use

Substituting this estimate into (4.146) and using the assumptions of the
theorem, we come to the desired result.
REMARK 4.3 Having applied the results of Theorem 2.:.,.20 for the prool
of Theorem 4.17, we would see that the requirement B ~ £E + 0.57 A
leads to an additional condition imposed on the operator D.
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The following theorem gives a stability estimate for three-level difference schemes with respect to the right hand side in the energy space
H(B-O.STA)-l.
THEOREM

4.18 Let conditions (4.148) be satisfied and
T

B> -A
2 .

(4.153)

Then the difference scheme (4.139) is stable with respect to the initial
data and right hand side, and its solution satisfies the following a priori
estimate

(4.154)

n
2"

2
::; IJYIIIA:
+ ~ TII<p(tk) II(B-O.STA)-l.
k=l

Proof. To prove this estimate it is necessary to use the generalized
Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality, i.e.,

2T(<p, yt} ::; TIIYtll~-o.STA

+ TII<pIIZB-O.STA)-l

(4.155)

and the identity (4.146).
4.3 If the initial data are homogeneous, Y(O) = Y(T) = 0,
the inequality (4.154) implies the following estimate for the solution of
problem (4.97) in the integral with respect to time norm:

COROLLARY

n+l

n

k=l

k=l

2: TIIYf,k II~-O.STA ::; I: TII<p(tk) IIZB-O.STA)-l'

(4.156)

In the sequel we will need the following lemma.

Let R = R* > 0 be a self-adjoint positive operator. Then
for any function y(t) E H the inequalities

LEMMA 4.4

n+l
IIYn+Iil1 ::; 2tn+1 LTIIYf,kI11 + 211yo111,
k=l
n+l
n+l
L T IIYkI11::; 2t~+1 L T IIYf,kI11 + 2tn+lllYol11
k=l
k=l
are valid.

(4.157)

(4.158)
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Proof. Denote x = Rl/2y and let

v(t)

=

Ily(t)IIR

=

Ilxll·

We use the embeddings for the function v(t) as follows

(4.159)
(4.160)
By the triangle inequality

(4.161)
from relations (4.159), (4.160) we obtain

n+l

IIXn+1112 ~ 2tn+1 LTllxf,kl12

n+l

k=l
n+l

LTllxkl12 ~ 2t~+1 L

k=l
Recalling that Ilxll =

k=l

+ 211 xo11 2,

Il xf,kl1 2+ 2tn+lllxoI12.

IlylIR, the last inequalities imply the required estimates (4.157), (4.158).
It is possible to prove the following assertion with the help of Lemma
4.4.
4.19 Let the hypotheses of Theorem 4.18 be satisfied. Then
the solution of problem (4.139) satisfies the following a priori estimates:

THEOREM

2

-

2

IIYn+1IIB-o.5TA ~2tn+lIIY11IA + 21IYoIIB-O.5TA
n

+ 2tn+1 L

k=l

TII'PkIIZB-O.5TA)-1,

(4.163)

n

+ 2t~+1 L

k=l

(4.162)

TII'PkIIZB-O.5TA)-1'
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Proof. The required estimates (4.162), (4.163) follow from the inequality (4.154) and the embeddings (4.157), (4.158).
4.4 If the initial data of scheme (4.139) are homogeneous,

REMARK

y(O) = y(r) = 0, then the estimates (4.162), (4.163) can be slightly

improved

n

IIYn+1II~-O.5TA

::; tn+l

n+l

(4.164)

n

LrIIYkll~-O.5TA

k=l

5.

Lrllcpkll~B-O.5TA)-1'

k=l

::;

t~+1 Lrllcpkll~B-O.5TA)-1'

(4.165)

k=l

Schemes with Weights

In this section we render concrete estimates of stability with respect
to the initial data for classical three-level operator-difference schemes
with constant weighted factors.

5.1

Schemes for First-Order Evolutionary
Equations

Considering an example of the weighted scheme
(4.166)
where, as usual,
y(Ul,U2) = otii + (1 - O'l - 0'2)y + 0'2Y

= y + r(O'l -

0'2)Yt

r2

+ 2"(O'l + 0'2)Ytt,

(4.167)

we will show how to apply the theorems proved above.
Using identity (4.167) we transform scheme (4.166) into the canonical
form of three-level schemes
DYtt

+ Byot + Ay = cp,

Yo

= uo,

Yl

= Ul,

(4.168)

with operators
(4.169)
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Assume that the operators A(t), D(t) satisfy the Lipschitz continuity
conditions (4.33), (4.34), and
A*(t)

= A(t) > 0,

D*(t) = D(t)

~

B(t) ~ sE,

(4.170)

(1 +4S ) 7 2 A(t).

Notice that A is a self-adjoint operator and therefore conditions (4.170)
are satisfied whenever
0"1

+ 0"2

~

l+s

-2-'

0~

s~

l.

(4.171)

It should be also observed that as a consequence of conditions (4.171)
we have the inequality
0"1

l+s

l-s

s> 0,

~ -4- - 2711AII'

0~

s~

l.

(4.172)

The following result holds on the basis of Theorem 4.14.
4.20 Let conditions (4.33), (4.34), (4.171) be satisfied. Then
the solution of the three-level scheme (4.166) satisfies the following a
priori estimate for s = 0:

THEOREM

(4.173)

(4.174)

Up to this point we have considered the case of self-adjoint operator
A(t). Let A(t) > 0 be not self-adjoint operator. Acting by the operator
A-ion scheme (4.168), (4.169), we obtain

-

DYft

- + Ay
- = cp,
+ Byo
t

Yo

= uo,

Y1

= u1,

(4.175)

where

13 = A- 1 + 7(0"1 -

A=

0"2)E,

E,

cp =

15 =

2
(0"1 +20"2)7 E,

A- 1 cp.

(4.176)
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Applying Theorem 4.1 to scheme (4.175), we see that the following
operator inequalities are valid:
72 D
- -;fA
= (a1 +
2 a2 -

1)

4'

7

2

E> 0

for a1

+ a2 > 0.5,

(4.177)
(4.178)

THEOREM

4.21 If A(t) is a variable positive operator and the conditions
(4.179)

are satisfied, then the scheme (4.166) is stable, and for it the following
estimate is valid:
n

IlYn+1ll::S I Y111 + V2 (a1 + a2) L 7 11'Pkll,

(4.180)

k=l

where
(4.181)
Proof.
_

Stability with respect to the initial data. Since the assump72 -

-

tions D > -;fA, B 2: 0 of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied, then the solution of
problem (4.175) with 'P = 0 satisfies
(4.182)
where

11Y11

is defined by the formula (4.181), which is a particular case

of the formula (4.44) when A-

1)

2

7
( a1 + a2 - 2' E.
= E, D- = 2'

Stability with respect to the right hand side. Consider problem (4.166)
when Yo = Y1 = O. We will look for its solution into the form
n

Yn+1 =

L 7gn+1,8'

Yo

= 0,

(4.183)

8=1

where gn+1,8' as a function of n for any fixed s = 1,2, ... , n, satisfies
equation (4.166) with 'P = 0 whenever n > s + 1 and the initial data
(4.184)
Substituting (4.183) into equation (4.166) and taking into account the
initial data (4.184), we verify that the expression (4.183) is the solution
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of problem (4.166). By virtue of the stability condition (4.182) with
respect to the initial data, we have for 9n,8 that

IIGn+1,sll ::; IIGs+1,811

for fixed s = 1,2, ... ,

(4.185)

where IIGn+1,811 is expressed by (4.181) in terms of 9n,8 and 9n+l,s. From
(4.184) we find
9S+1,8 = 2(E + 20'1 T A)-1'P8'
and since E

+ 20'1 T A

2 E for 0'1 2 0, then

We have 98,8 = 0 and therefore

from where

(4.186)
Substituting (4.186) into the right hand side of the inequality
n

IlYn+111 ::; L TIIGn+1,811
8=1
we obtain the following estimate for the solution of problem (4.166) with
Yo = Yl = 0:
n

IlYn+111 ::; y'r""2(:-O'-1+-0'2-'-) LTII'Pkll·

(4.187)

k=1

From here and from the inequality (4.182), the estimate (4.180) follows.

4.22 If A(t) = A*(t) is a positive operator and conditions
(4.179) are satisfied, then the solution of problem (4.166) satisfies the
inequality

THEOREM

n

IlYn+1ll::; 11Y111

+ ~ [ {; TII'Pkll~kl

where IIYII is 9iven by (4. 181).

]1/2

,

(4.188)
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Proof. Since all of the conditions of Theorem 4.11 are satisfied for
scheme (4.166), then using estimate (4.95) we conclude that
(4.189)
Since for

0"1

2

0"2

we have

Bi: 1 = [Ai: 1 + r(0"1 then

II<pkIIB-k

1

0"2)E] -1

~ Ak,

~ II(A- 1 cp)kIIAk = IiCPkIIA-l.
k

Substituting the last estimate into the inequality (4.189) completes the
proof of the theorem.
Consider now a scheme of the form (4.166) with a non-self-adjoint and
non-negative operator A:
Byo
t

+ Ay(Ul,U2) = cP,

Yo

= Uo,

Y1

= U1.

(4.190)

4.23 Let the constant operator B and the variable operator
A in scheme (4.190) satisfy the conditions

THEOREM

A(t) 20,

B*

= B > O.

(4.191)

Then for 0"1 = 0"2 = 0.25 the difference scheme is stable with respect to
the initial data and the right hand side, and the following estimate is
valid:
(4.192)
Proof. Using the identity (4.167) we transform the original scheme
with 0"1 = 0"2 = 0.25 into the form
BVt

+ Av(O.5) =

cP,

(4.193)

Consider first a question of stability with respect to the initial data.
Since the operator B is self-adjoint, then for cP = 0 (4.79) is satisfied,
from which we have
(4.194)
To prove stability of the scheme (4.190) with respect to the right
hand side, we rewrite (4.193) in the canonical form of two-level operator
difference schemes

-

BVt

- = cP,
+ Av

V1

= 0.5(uo + U1),

(4.195)
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where jj = B
in the form

n

V +1

+ 0.5TA, A = E.

The scheme (4.195) can be also written

= Svn, S = E - T jj-l A, rpn = jj-lc.pn.

(4.196)

From Theorem 2.14 we conclude that p-stability of the scheme with
respect to the initial data (in our case p = 1) in HB implies the stability
with respect to the right hand side under the compatibility condition for
norms 11c.p1l* = Iljj-lc.pIIB.
Consequently from estimate (2.100) we have
n

Ilvn+lllB ~ IlvIllB + L TIIB- I c.pIIB.
k=1

Since A 2:: 0 it follows that B-1 ~ B-1 and
4.5 If B = E, A(t) 2:: 0, 0"1
(4.166), according to (4.192) we have

REMARK

IIB-lc.pIIB ~ 11c.pIIB-I.

= 0"2 = 0.25, then for the scheme
(4.197)

5.2

Schemes with Weights for Second-Order

Evolutionary Equations

As an example, we now consider the scheme with weighted factors
(4.198)
T2

Substituting here y(Ul,U2) = y + T(O"I - 0"2)Yo + -(0"1 + 0"2)Ylt, we obtain
t
2

(E +

~2 (0"1 + 0"2)A) Ylt + T(O"I -

0"2)AYt + Ay

= c.p,

(4.199)

that is,

D = E

T2

+ "2(0"1 + 0"2)A,

The stability conditions

B(t) 2::

0,

B = 7(0"1 - 0"2)A.

D(t) 2::

1:

€ T2 A

(4.200)
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are satisfied for
0"1

+ 0"2

Note that for 0"1 + 0"2 2: 0 we have
follows from Theorem 4.15.

1 +c

2: -2- -

D-I

2

T211AII·

:S E, and the next theorem easily

4.24 Let the operator A*(t) = A(t) > 0 be Lipschitz continuous with respect to the variable t. Then for

THEOREM

(4.201)
the solution of problem (4.198) satisfies the following a priori estimate:

IIY"+IIIA" 5, M,

P;

("YO IIA, + IIYt,o liD, +

E

t.

TIII'k II) .

(4.202)

In the energy space H it is possible to obtain the corresponding stability estimates in 'negative' norms with respect to the right hand side.
To do this we act with the operator A-Ion equation (4.199) and as a
result we obtain one more canonical form of three-level schemes
(4.203)
with
_

D(t) = A-I(t)

T2

+ 2(0"1 + 0"2)E, B = T(O"I
E

IIAII

Since we have A-I 2:

-

1+

c

2-

D - -4- T A

for
In addition, for

0"1

+ 0"2

+ 0"2

A = E.

for the self-adjoint operator, then

= A- 1 + 2T2

0"1

- 0"2)E,

(

0"1

1+c
2: -2- -

1+

+ 0"2 -

c) E 2:

-2-

0

2

T211AII·

2: 0 we have

Consequently if the conditions of Theorem 4.24 are satisfied, then the
solution of problem (4.198) satisfies the estimate

IIY,,+111 5, M,

p;

E

(Ilyoll + IIYt,olljj, +

t.

TIII'kIlA,,) .

(4.204)
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Another type of sufficient conditions for stability of three-level schemes
with respect to the initial data and right hand side are the conditions
(see relations (4.149))
T

T

D> -B
2'

B> -A.
- 2

(4.205)

It is obvious that the inequalities

T
D - "2B = E

T2

+ 2(0"1 + 0"2 - 0"1 + 0"2)A = E + T20"2A > 0,

T

B - "2A = T(0"1 - (0"2

+ 0.5))A ?: 0

(4.206)
(4.207)

are satisfied if
(4.208)
Therefore on the basis of (4.151) in the case where A is a constant
operator and conditions (4.208) are satisfied, we have the following estimate for the solution of the difference scheme (4.198):
n-1

(4.209)

+ II<PnllA-l + :L TII<pt,kllA-l.
k=1

In the case where the operator A*(t) = A(t) > 0 is Lipschitz continuous we verify, by reducing scheme (4.198) to the form (4.203), that
because of the relations (4.208) the conditions
-

T-

B>
-A
- 2

are also satisfied. Now, taking into account that

-

II Yn+1llA: =

{

2

IIYn+IIIX + IIYt,nll15_~B

}1/2

?: IIYn+1 II ,

I!YIIIA::S IIYIII + IIYt,ollA-1(T)+O.5r2(<71+<72)E,
from (4.151) we obtain the estimate

n-I

IIYn+111 :S lIyIII

+ IIYt,OIlR(r) + II<pIII + lI<Pnll + LTII<pt,kll
k=1

(4.210)

Chapter 5

THREE-LEVEL SCHEMES WITH OPERATOR
FACTORS

Introduction

1.

Three-level schemes with weights are very often used for finding the
numerical solution of the Cauchy problem for the second-order evolution
equation

d?u
dt 2

+ Au = i(t),

0

<t

(5.1)

~ T,

u(o) = uo,
du

dt (0) =

(5.2)
(5.3)

U1

with a constant operator A = A* > o. As an example, we consider a
two-parameter family of difference schemes (with the first and second
order of approximation)
Yn+1 - 2Yn + Yn-1
72

+ A( O"lYn+1 + (1 =

in,

n

)

0"1 - 0"2 Yn

+ 0"2Yn-1 )

(5.4)

= 1,2, ... ,

for given Yo, Y1·
We transform scheme (5.4) into the canonical form
DYn+1 - 2Yn + Yn-1

+ BYn+1 -

72

Yn-1

27

+ AYn =

0,

where
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(5.5)
n = 1,2, ... ,
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For constant weight parameters 0"1 and 0"2 the operators D and B will
be self-adjoint as well as the operator A. In many cases we have to make
use of schemes with variable (in space and/or time) weighted factors 0"1
and 0"2. In these cases the direct application of general results on stability
of three-level operator-difference schemes is practically impossible. In
this chapter we formulate stability conditions for schemes with operator
factors, the special case of which are schemes with variable weighted
factors. For an important class of three-level difference schemes we give
a priori estimates which reflect the stability of the difference scheme
with respect to the initial data and the right hand side under different
conditions.
Among schemes with operator factors, we distinguish and consider in
detail three-level operator-difference schemes of the form (5.5), where
r2
D = E+ 2"G1A,

B = rG2A.

(5.7)

This is the form in which classical schemes with variable weighted factors
are written down in the usual way (see (5.6)).
The second class of examined schemes with operator factors consists
of schemes with
r2
D = E+ 2"AG1, B = rAG2.
Their distinction from (5.7) concerns the choice of a certain way of
weighting (for the solution, operator and so on).
If the problem operator is represented in the form A = T*T, one can
use the difference schemes (5.5) with
D

r2

= E + 2"T*G 1T,

B

= rT*G 2T.

We come to such schemes in the case of flow weighing, if the operator A
is a discrete analog of a second-order elliptic operator.
The classes of three-level difference schemes under consideration belong to a class of symmetrizable difference schemes. In this case the
original difference scheme transforms in an appropriate manner into the
three-level difference scheme (5.5) with self-adjoint operators.
The generic result on stability of difference schemes with operator
{actors are formulated in the following way (see Theorem 5.1 for a more
complete statement of this stability result). Let the constant operators
A and Gl in scheme (5.5), (5.7) satisfy the conditions
A=A*>O,

G1=Gi~~E.
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Then the condition G2 (t) 2: is necessary and sufficient for stability
with respect to the initial data.

We present a class of difference schemes with operator multipliers
which are related to schemes with variable weighted factors when weighting the term with spatial discrete operators.

2.1

Stability with Respect to the Initial Data

Consider again the canonical form of three-level operator-difference
schemes
DYtt + Byo + Ay = 0, Yo = Uo, YI = UI.
(5.8)
t

Up to this point in the book we studied schemes for which the following
conditions (in the case of constant operators A and D) are satisfied:
A* = A

> 0,

or

B(t) 2: 0,

D* =D

72

> 4"A,

(5.9)

7

7

(5.10)
B> -A
D>-B
- 2 '
2
whenever the operators A, B, D are self-adjoint.
Below we will consider wider classes of operator-difference schemes
with non-self-adjoint operators D, A.
Here we will assume that

D=E+O.5T 2G I A,

B=TG2A,

GkAfAGk, k =1,2.

(5.11)

Then we can rewrite scheme (5.8)-(5.11) in the form

(E + 0.57 2G I A)Ytt + 7G2Ayo + Ay = 0,
t

Yo = UO, YI

= UI.

(5.12)

Multiplying equation (5.12) from the left by the operator A, we arrive
at the representation

-

DYtt

- + Ay
-=
+ Byo
t

0,

Yo = Uo,

YI = UI,

(5.13)

A=

(5.14)

with operators

jj = A

+ 0.572 AGIA, B =

7AG 2A,

Note that for A = A* > 0, Gi = G I , G2 ~

jj* = jj > 0,

B(t) ~ 0,

°

A2.

we have

A*

=

A > o.

(5.15)
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We now check under what conditions for the operator Gl the inequality
_
r2_
(5.16)
D>-A
4
is valid. As the operator A is self-adjoint and positive, then by virtue of
Lemma 3.1 we see that
2

D- : A =A+0.5r2A{G l
=A

(A- l _

-

0.5E)A

II~IIE)

A+ 0.5r 2A{G l

when

1

0"0

=

2-

-

O"oE)A

~0

1

(5.17)

(5.18)

0.5r21IAII·

Let us formulate the corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions
of stability with respect to the initial data.
THEOREM 5.1 Let the constant opemtors A, G l in the difference scheme
{5.8}, {5.11} satisfy conditions {5.18} and

A* = A > 0,

(5.19)

Gi = G l .

Then the condition

(5.20)

is necessary and sufficient for stability of the scheme with respect to the
initial data, and for any r the estimate

(5.21)
is valid, where

IlYn+1ll~

= IIAy~0.5) 112 + IIYt,n II~, R = A + 0.5r2 A{G l

-

0.5E)A.

Proof. Since all of the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied for
scheme (5.13), then recalling (4.25) we conclude that for

Yn =

+ }
{I
2(Yn

Yn-l), Yn - Yn-l

,

R~)

A = (A02

(5.22)

the estimate (5.21) is valid.
REMARK 5.1 If we require in Theorem 5.1 that instead of (5.18) the
inequality
0"£

=

1+£
1
-2- - 0.5r21IAII'

£

> 0,

(5.23)
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is satisfied, then condition (5.20) is sufficient for the fulfilment of the
estimate
(5.24)
where jj = A + 0.57 2 AG1A.
In the case of a non-negative operator A = A*

~

0 the condition
(5.25)

and consequently the estimate (5.24) is satisfied for

0
> 1 +c
G1_
2 E ,C>.

(5.26)

The proof of estimate (5.24) obviously follows from (4.46).
As an example, we consider a weighted scheme for a second-order
evolutionary equation. In the real finite-dimensional Hilbert space H
endowed with an inner product (.,.) and norm II . II, we consider the
following Cauchy problem

d2 u
dt 2

+ Au =

c.p,

0

< t ::; T,

u{O) = Uo,

(5.27)

Here A : H -+ H is a linear self-adjoint operator; u{t), c.p{t) is an abstract
functions with values in H.
Let us introduce the notation
(5.28)

where ~k, k = 1,2, are linear operators in H, A~k i=- ~kA.
On the grid wr we put the following difference problem into correspondence to the Cauchy problem (5.27):

YEt + (Ay)(~1,~2) = c.p{t) ,

t

Yo = uo,

E Wn

Y1 = U1.

(5.29)

Using the identity
V(~1'~2) = V + 7{~1 - ~2)Vo
t

2

7
+ -{~1
+ ~2)Vtt
2

(5.30)

we transform the three-level scheme (5.29) to the form (5.12) with c.p = 0
and
(5.31)
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Thus, a priori estimate (5.24) for the operator-difference scheme (5.29)
is valid for constant operators A, Lk, k = 1,2, 'P = 0 and under the following conditions:

A = A* > 0,
O'e:

+ L2) = (LI + L2)* > O'e:E,
1+E
1

(LI

(5.32)

= -2- - 0.5T21IAII'

LI 2 L2·

(5.33)

Note that under condition (5.32) the inequality (5.33) is necessary and
sufficient for the stability of scheme (5.29) with respect to the initial
data.

2.2

Other A Priori Estimates

We state and prove the corresponding analogues of Theorems 4.5,4.6.
Taking into account the requirements (4.58), one can see that for scheme
(5.13) the conditions

..4* = ..4 > 0, 13* = 13, 15* = 15 > ~13

(5.34)

are obviously satisfied whenever

A* = A > 0,

G'k = Gk, k = 1,2,

(5.35)

1
G I > G2 - 0.5T211AII E.

(5.36)

Indeed, using (5.14), (5.36), Lemma 3.1 and recalling that A is a selfadjoint operator, we have

(5.37)

+ 0.5T2 A (G I

-

(G2 -

0.5T~IIAII E) )

A>

o.

Let the constant operators A, G I , G 2 satisfy conditions
(5.35), (5.36). Then the condition

THEOREM 5.2

(5.38)
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is sufficient for the stability of scheme (5.8), (5.11) with respect to the
initial data, and for any T the following estimate is valid:

-

-

T-

where RI = D - 2"B =

A + 0.5TA(G I

-

G2)A.

Proof. Since the inequality

13 - 0.5TA = TA(G 2- 0.5E)A ~ 0

(5.40)

is valid under (5.38), then recalling (4.65) we verify that the required
estimate (5.39) holds for scheme (5.13).
In the case of a non-negative operator A we have
THEOREM 5.3 Let the constant operators

tions

A* = A ~ 0,

A, GI, G2 satisfy the condi-

Gic = Gk , k = 1,2,

(5.41)
(5.42)

Then for the difference scheme (5.8), (5.11), for any
estimate

T

we have the
(5.43)

Proof. Write the transformed scheme (5.13) in the canonical form
(4.59) of two-level operator-difference schemes

BYt + .AY = 0,

YI = UQ,

where

Y=

i3=(

~

{y,y - y},

-~RI

t

R1

~RI

),

By the definition of the inner product in H2 (see (4.67)) we have

((B-0.5TA)Y,Y)

=

((13-0.5TA)y,y) + 2~ (RIYf,Yf).
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Since A = A* ;::: 0, G I ;::: G2, it is obvious that under assumption (5.42),
according to (5.40), we have i3;::: 0.57 A and HI ;::: O. Thus the following
operator relations are valid:

i3 ;::: 0.57 A, A* = A.
Applying now the inequality (2.35) (see Remark 2.1) we find

(AYn + I , Yn +l ) ~ (AYI , YI )

.

Furthermore, we have the upper bound

which completes the proof.
REMARK 5.2 For the difference scheme with operator factors (5.29) considered above, because of (5.31) we conclude that the estimate (5.43) is
valid provided the operator inequalities
(5.44)
are satisfied.
Recall that, as has been already shown above, the estimate, similar
to (5.24), for problem (5.29) in the case of self-adjoint operators ~l, ~2
is also valid for

2.3

Stability with Respect to the Right Hand
Side

We now deduce a priori estimates of stability with respect to the
initial data and right hand side for a inhomogeneous three-level operatordifference scheme of the form
DYft

+ Byot + Ay = 'P,

Yo

= Uo,

YI

= UI

(5.45)

with
(5.46)
THEOREM 5.4 Let the constant operators A, G I and the variable operator G 2 (t) satisfy the conditions
(5.47)
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1+£
O'g

= -2- -

1

0.5r21IAII'

£

> O.

(5.48)

Then the difference scheme (5.45), (5.46) is stable with respect to the
right hand side, and its solution satisfies the estimate

IIAYn+111 :"

J

1;

€

(IIAYOII + (D!/t,o, !/t,o)
+ 111'111 + Ill'nll + ~ 111'<,011),

(5.49)

Proof. Since the operators Ok do not commute with A, then we can
say nothing about such properties of the operator D as self-adjointness
and the property of having fixed sign, and also about non-negativity of
the operator B(t). In order to use the known results of Chapter 4, we
transform the original problem, by multiplication from the left by the
operator A, into the convenient canonical form of three-level operatordifference schemes

in which

D, B, A are defined by (5.14), and
'P = Acp.

It is easy to verify that under assumption (5.48) we have
-

(1+£)r2 -

4

-

WT •

(5.51)

IlYn+1IIA ~IIYIIiA + II'Plllx-l + lI'PnIIX-l
n-l
+ Lrll'Pt,kllx-l'
k=l

(5.52)

D ~

A,

B{t) ~ 0,

t

E

Consequently by Theorem 4.10 we obtain

where

IIYII~ = ~ Ily + YII~ + IIYtll~_ T; A'

Taking into account that
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and reinforcing the inequality (5.52), in accordance with (4.46), we arrive
at the estimate (5.49).
REMARK 5.3 The inequality (5.48) can be replaced by the more rough
requirement
G 1 >l+€E
(5.53)
- -2 - .
In this case the check of conditions of Theorem 5.4 requires no knowledge
about the norm of the operator A.
Let us give without proofs some a priori estimates of stability in the
case of variable operators A{t), Gl{t) satisfying the condition

II ((C(t) -

C(t - T)) V, v)

for all v E H, 0 < t ~ T. Here C =
0.5E)A.

II

~

A=

TCo (C(t - T)V, v)

A2 or C =

R=

(5.54)

A+0.5T2A(G 1 -

THEOREM 5.5 Let the operators of scheme (5.45), (5.46) satisfy conditions (5.47), (5.48) and (5. 54}. Then the scheme is stable with respect
to the initial data and right hand side, and the following estimate is true:

(5.55)

where

15 =

A

+ 0.5T2 AGIA,

Ml = const >

o.

To derive the estimate (5.55) one must beforehand reduce the difference problem (5.45), (5.46) to the form (5.50) and then use Theorem
4.14.
When investigating stability of inhomogeneous difference schemes with
variable and discontinuous in time weighted factors for the wave equation, we often arrive atscheme (5.45), (5.46) in which (as a consequence)
the operators Gl(t), G2(t) are not Lipschitz continuous. This gives rise
to additional difficulties because of the lack of this property of the operator D(t) or 15(t).
Let us obtain the relevant result for the above described case. Using
the identities
Yt-Yf
Yt+Yf
Yft = - T - ' Y't = - 2 - '
we transform problem (5.45), (5.46) into the form
Yft

+ T (~IAYt -

~2AYf)

+ Ay =

'P,

Yo = uo,

Yl = Ul,

(5.56)
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where
(5.57)
5.6 Assume that in the difference scheme {5.45}, {5.46} A*
A > 0 is a constant operator and Gk(t) satisfy the operator relations

THEOREM

L: 2(t) = L:2(t) > -

721~AII E,

L:I(t) >

L:~O.5)(t) + 0.5E.

=

(5.58)

Then the following estimate holds:

II AYn+1 II ~MI (1IAYoll + IIAYt,oIIR(T)
+ M2 max II'Pt kll,

+ II'Poll) + II'Pnll

(5.59)

'

O<k~n

where R = A-I+7 2 (L:2 + 2E), and the constants MI, M2 take the values
MI = V2eO. 5T , M2 = MITI/2.
Proof. Taking the inner product of the transformed equation (5.56)
and 27 AYt, we arrive atthe following estimates

27 (AYt, Ytt) = 7211Yltll~ + IIYtll~ - IIYtll~,
27 (AYt, Ay) = IIAyI1 2 -IIAyI1 2 - 7211AYt11 2,
27 2 (AYt, L:IAyt) = 27 2 (L:IAYt, AYt) .
On the basis of self-adjointness of the operator L:2 and the identity
(5.60)
the following inner product can be written as

-27 2 (AYt, L: 2 AYt) = -

+

72

(L: 2 AYt, AYt) -

74

(L: 2 AYtt, AYtt) .

72

(L: 2 AYt, AYt)

Summing all of the estimates obtained, we find that

+ 72 (QAYlt, AYlt) + (QAYt, AYt)
(QAYt, AYt) - IIAyI1 2 + IIAyI1 2 + 27 (AYt, 'P) .

27 2(L: 3 AYt , AYt)
=

Here L:3(t) = L:I(t) - L:~O.5)(t) - 0.5E 2 0, Q
Using (5.60) and the identity

(5.61)

= A-I + 72 L: 2 > O.
(5.62)
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we obtain the inequality

-IIAyI12 + IIAyI1 2 + 2r (AYt, 'P)
= IIAyI1 2 - IIAyl12 + 2 (Ay, 'P) - 2 (Ay, '/J)
- 2 (Ay - '/J, r'Pf) - 2r ('/J, 'P:t)

(5.63)

'P112 + (1 + r)IIAy - '/J112 + r(l + r)II'PfI12.

::; -IIAy -

Taking account of inequality (5.63) in the energy identity (5.61), we
arrive atthe following estimate

IIYII~l) ::; (1 + r) (1IYII~l) + rll'PfI12) ::; ...
::; etn

(1IYlI1 2
(1) + tn max II'Pfk 112)
O<k~n
'

or

where
(5.65)
As

IIYn+lll(l) ~ IIAYn+1 - 'Pnll ~ IIAYn+1II-II'Pnll,
IIYlll(l) ::; V2IIAyoll + IIAYt,OIIR(r) + V211'Poll,
then the desired estimate (5.59) follows from inequality (5.64).
REMARK 5.4 Theorem 5.6 remains valid under the following restrictions
on the operators A and ~2(t):

A*

=

A

~

0,

~2(t) = ~2(t) ~

0.

(5.66)

In this case the estimate (5.59) takes the form
IIAYn+111 ::;M1 (1lAyoll + (AYt,o, Yt,o)

+ r2 ((~2(r) + 2E) AYt,o, AYt,o) + II'Poll)

(5.67)

+ II'Pnll + M2 O<k~n
max II'Pfkll·
'
REMARK 5.5 Since relations (5.57) and (5.31) are equivalent, then estimates (5.59), (5.67) remain valid also for three-level schemes with operator factors of the form (5.29).
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3.

Schemes with D

= E + 0.57"2 AG1 ,

B

=

7" AG 2

In this section we consider three-level schemes with operator factors
which correspond to schemes with a weighting of the solution.

3.1

Estimates of Stability with Respect to Initial
Data

Let us formulate the corresponding stability conditions for the scheme

(5.68)

Yo=Uo,

(5.69)

YI=UI·

Here we assume that

(5.70)
Note that in a simpler case, when A and Gk are self-adjoint positive
and commutative operators, we have
D

= D* > 0,

B{t) 2:: 0,

A

= A* > O.

(5.71)

For this class of problems one can apply directly the results of Chapter
4.
We transform problem (5.68) so that conditions of the kind (5.71) are
satisfied, assuming Y = Ax. Then the original problem takes the form

[hit + Bxo
t

+ Ax =

0,

Xo

= A-IUQ,

Xl = A-lUI,

(5.72)

where the operators

15 =

A

+ 0.5T2 AGIA, B

= TAG2A,

A=

A2

are defined as in scheme (5.13), but now for the element x{t) E H, t E wT •
5.7 Let the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied, i.e., the
constant operators A, GI satisfy the conditions

THEOREM

A = A*

> 0,

GI = Gi,
1

0"0

="2 -

1
0.5T21IAII·

(5.73)

(5.74)

Then the condition

(5.75)
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is necessary and sufficient for stability of the scheme (5.68) with respect
to initial data, and the following estimate for each T > 0 is valid:

Ily~O.5)112 + IIYt,nllk ~ lIy~O.5)1I2 + IIYt,ollk,
where y(O.5)

= 0.5 (y + y),

R

=

A-I

+ 0.5T2(G I

(5.76)

- 0.5E).

Proof. By (5.21) the following estimate is valid for the solution of
problem (5.72):

IIAx~O.5)1I2 + IIXt,nll~ ~ IIAx~O.5)1I2 + IIXt,oll~,
where Ii = A + 0.5T2 A(G I - 0.5E)A.
Returning to the original notation

we obtain the assertion of the theorem.
REMARK 5.6 If we require in Theorem 5.7 that, instead of (5.74), conditions (5.26) are satisfied, then the inequality (5.75) is sufficient for the
validity of the estimate

IIYn+l1l ~
with

fl+E

V~-€- (IlYoll + IIYt,oIlB)

(5.77)

i5 = A-I + 0.5T 2G I .

As in the case of (5.24), the inequality (5.77) follows from estimate
(4.46).
To approximate the abstract Cauchy problem (5.27) on a uniform grid
W r , one can apply difference schemes with operator weighted factors of
the form
YEt

+ Ay(~1'~2)

=

<p(t),

t E WT)

Yo =

UO,

YI = UI.

(5.78)

Here y(~1'~2) is defined by (5.30), G I , G 2 are defined according to (5.31)
as
G I = L:I + L: 2, G 2 = L:I - L: 2.
Then for scheme (5.78), under conditions (5.32) and (5.33), i.e.:

ac

the estimate (5.77) is valid.

1+€
= -2- -

1
0.5T211AII

(5.80)
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3.2

Other A Priori Estimates

In the energy space H it is possible to derive estimates of the form
(5.77), but under rather different conditions on the operators Gk, k =
1,2. To do this, according to requirements (4.58), it is necessary to check
for scheme (5.72) whether or not the following conditions are satisfied:
-

-

T-

D* = D > ""iE,

(5.81)

and then to use the conclusions of Theorems 4.5, 4.6.
REMARK 5.7 As has been already noted above, the canonical forms
(5.72) and (5.13) differ only by elements x(t), y(t) E H, t E w r . Therefore in order to obtain a priori estimates in our case it is necessary to
replace formally Ay by y in estimates (5.39).

In accordance with this remark we state without proofs the analogues
of Theorems 5.2, 5.3.
THEOREM 5.8 Let the constant operators A, G I , G 2 satisfy the conditions
(5.82)
A* = A> 0, Gt: = G k , k = 1,2,
1

GI

> G 2 - 0.5T211AII E.

(5.83)

Then the condition

(5.84)
is sufficient for the stability of scheme (5.68), (5.69) with respect to the
initial data, and the following estimate is valid:

(5.85)
where

(5.86)
THEOREM 5.9 Let the constant operators A, G I , G 2 satisfy conditions
(5.82) and
G I 2: G 2 , G 2 2: 0.5E.
(5.87)
Then the difference scheme (5.68), (5.69) is stable with respect to the
initial data, and the estimate

IIYn+111 2 :S IIYll12
holds.

+ IIYf,lll~

(5.88)
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REMARK 5.8 Conditions (5.41) for the three-level difference scheme (5.78)
with operator weighted factors are satisfied when

(5.89)
Thus if A* = A > 0 and if the operators ~k, k = 1,2, are self-adjoint
and satisfy conditions (5.89), then the difference scheme (5.78) is stable
with respect to the initial data, and its solution satisfies the estimate
(5.88).

3.3

Stability with Respect to the Right Hand
Side

In this subsection we derive the corresponding a priori estimates for
the three-level operator-difference scheme
(E

+ 0.5T2 AG1)Ytt + TAG2Yot + Ay =
Yo

= Uo,

Yl

=

cp,

t E

Wn

Ul

(5.90)
(5.91)

under the assumption that the operators A and Gk, k = 1,2 are noncommutative. Assuming Y = Ax, from (5.90), (5.91) we deduce the
canonical form of three-level schemes as

where
(5.93)
5.10 Let conditions (5.47), (5.48) are satisfied. Then the
difference scheme (5.90), (5.91) is stable with respect to the initial data
and right hand side, and its solution satisfies the estimate

THEOREM

IIYn+111

~

V~(
-;--8- IIYol1 + IIYt,olIR + II(A- 1 cphll
+ II(A-1<P)nll + ~ Til (A-1<PtM) ,

(5.94)
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Proof. Using inequality (5.52) and Lemma 4.1 applied to scheme
(5.92), we obtain the estimate

IIXn+111 .. <:

JI ; ("XO"" + "",o"jj + 111'111..--,
e

+ II IOn 11..--, +

E

(5.95)

rlll't,kll ..-,).

Since Ilxllx = IIxIIA2 = II Ax II = IIYII, IIxt,olll5 = IIAxt,oIlR' then the
estimate (5.94) follows directly from (5.95).
By analogous arguments, according to Theorem 5.5, it is possible to
prove stability of the scheme also in the case of variable operators A{t),
G 1 (t) satisfying the Lipschitz continuity condition (5.54).
5.11 Let the opemtors of scheme (5.90), (5.91) satisfy conditions (5.47), (5.48), (5. 54}. Then the scheme is stable with respect to
initial data and right hand side, and the following estimate is valid:

THEOREM

fl+€(

IIYn+lll ~ Ml Y---;--€- IIYoll + IIYt,olll5(r)
(5.96)

+ l<k~n
max [1I{A-1cp)kll + II {A-1cp)tk' IIJ) .
If the operators Gk{t), k = 1,2, do not satisfy the Lipschitz continuity
conditions with respect to the variable t, then we have the following
stability result.
THEOREM 5.12 Assume that in the difference scheme (5.90), (5.91)
A* = A > 0 is a constant opemtor and Gk{t) satisfy the opemtor relations

~2{t) = ~2{t) > ~l

r 21tAil E,

= O.5{G 1 + G2),

Then the following estimate is true:

~l{t) 2: ~~O.5){t) + O.5E,
~2

= O.5(G1 -

G2).

(5.97)

(5.98)
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Proof. Using the difference formulae

YEt = Yt - Y[,
T

yo = 0.5(Yt
t

+ Y[),

(5.100)

we rewrite equation (5.90) in the form

Considering the inner product of the last equation and 2T A -lYt, we make
transformations in much the same way as before for deriving estimate
(5.59):

2T (A-1Yt, YEt) = T21IYEtII~-1 + IIYtll~-l -IIY[II~-l'
2T (A-1Yt,Ay) =
2T2 (A-1Yt, A~lYt)

Ilyl12 -llyl1 2- T2 11Yt11 2,

= 2T2(~lYt, Yt).

Because of self-adjointness of the operators A,
(5.60), we have

~2

-2T2 (A-1Yt, A~2Y[) = -T2(~2Yt, Yt) - T2(~2Y[' Y[)

and the identity

+ T4(~2Y[t, YEt).

Summing the estimates obtained, we find that

2T211Ytll~3 + T21IY[tll~ + IIY[II~
=

IIY[II~

- Ilyl1 2+ Ilyl1 2+ 2T(A- 1Yt, 'P),

(5.101)

where

Using the inequality (5.63), we estimate the expression from the equality
(5.101) as

-11Y11 2+ Ilyl1 2 + 2T(A- 1Yt, 'P)
= -llyl1 2+ Ilyl1 2+ 2T(Yt, A -1'P)
:<:::: -lly - A- l 'P11 2 + (1 + T)lly - A- l <j)112

(5.102)

+ T(l + T)IIA- l 'P[112.
Substituting (5.102) into the energy identity (5.101), we arrive at the
estimate

IlyllZl)

:<::::

(1

:<::::

etn

+ T) (1IYIIZl) + TIIA- l 'P[112)

:<:::: ...

(1IYl I1 2
(1) + tn max IIA- l 'PikI1 2)
O<k~n
'

(5.103)

,
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in which

IlyllZl) = Ily - A- 14'11 2 + IIYfllb·

(5.104)

The inequality (5.103) implies the estimate

IIYn+1II(1) <
eo. Stn (1Imll(!) + 0n
-

max

O<k~n

IIIPHII)
.
'

(5.105)

Taking into account that

IIYn+1ll(l) 2 IIYn+1 - A-1IPnll 2 IIYn+1ll- IIA-1IPnll,
IIYlll(l) ~ V2IIYoll + IIYt,oIIR(T) + V2IIA- 1IPoll,
we obtain the estimate

where

REMARK 5.9 Theorem 5.12 is valid also for a three-level scheme of the
form (5.78):

(5.106)
Indeed, using the identity

the scheme can be transformed into the form
(5.107)
Comparing scheme (5.107) with the original scheme (5.90), we observe
that the operators L:k and Gk, k = 1,2, are connected by (5.99).

4.

Difference Schemes of Divergent Form

In this section an important class of three-level difference schemes
with operator factors is distinguished. This class arises, in particular,
when one uses schemes with a weighting of flows for solving an initial
boundary value problem for the oscillation equation.
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4.1

Stability with Respect to the Initial Data

Consider operators of the special form

D=E

+ 0.5r 2T*G 1T, E

=

A = T*T,

rT*G2T,

(5.108)

which occurs in approximations of second-order hyperbolic equations.
According to Section 3.3, we will consider a real finite-dimensional space
H endowed with an inner product (y,v) and a norm Ilyll = (y,y)1/2.
We denote by H* a real finite-dimensional Hilbert space with an inner
product (y, v)* and a norm Ilyll* = V(y, y)*. Let

T :H

-t

H*,

Gk

:

H*

-t

H*,

T*: H*

H.

-t

(5.109)

Then the operator A acts from H into H, i.e.,

A: H

-t

H.

The operators T and T* are conjugate in the sense that

(Ty,v)*

= (y,T*v) forevery yEH,

vEH*.

If the operator A = A * > 0 then the norm in the energy space H A =
HT*T is defined as
(5.110)
We will use below the following analog of Lemma 3.1.
5.1 Let T- 1 exist. Then the following operator inequalities are
equivalent:
(5.111)

LEMMA

Moreover, the latter follows from the former even without the requirement of reversibility of the operator T.
Let us consider three-level operator-difference schemes in the canonical form

DYtt

+ Eyot + Ay = 0,

tn E W r ,

Yo = Uo,

Yl

= Ul,

(5.112)

where the operators D, E, A are defined by (5.108).
In order to use Theorem 4.1, we check the assumptions

A* = A> 0,

2

D* = D > r4 A.

(5.113)
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It is obvious that by definition A = A*, and self-adjointness of the
operator D will follow from self-adjointness of the operator G 1 . On the
other hand, A> 0 if T- 1 exists. It remains to consider the operator

(5.114)
By the definition of operators (5.108) and in virtue of Lemma 5.1, we
have
2

R = D- : A = E

+ 0.5T2T*(G 1 -

2

II~II T*T + 0.5T2T*(G 1 -

=

0.5T2T* ( G 1

-

0.5E)T

0.5E)T

(5.115)

(0.5 - 0.5T;IIAII ) E) T > 0

for

1

0"0

1

= "2 - 0.5T21IAII·

(5.116)

5.13 Let the operators A > 0 and Gi = G 1 in the difference
scheme (5.112), (5.108) be constant, and let the inequality (5.116) be
satisfied. Then the condition

THEOREM

(5.117)
is necessary and sufficient for stability of the scheme with respect to the
initial data, and for any T > 0 the following estimate is valid:

(5.118)
Proof. The necessary and sufficient condition of stability B (t) 2 0
is equivalent to the inequality

(5.119)
Since this estimate (5.119) follows from condition (5.117) by Lemma 5.1,
the theorem is thus proved.

5.10 It is seen from (5.115) that the estimate (5.118) is valid
under more easily verifiable conditions on the operators G 1 , G 2 (t):
REMARK
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5.11 In order to obtain an estimate of stability with respect
to the initial data, according to Lemma 4.1, in the more natural norm
HA, we require that the operator
REMARK

.s>0

(5.120)

is non-negative. It is possible if
(5.121)

Then the condition G 2 (t) 2:: 0 is necessary and sufficient for the fulfilment
of the estimate

IIYn+1IIA ~ Vfl+€
-;--.s- (1lyollA + IIYt,oIID),

(5.122)

where
REMARK 5.12 If the variable operators A, G k, k = 1, 2 satisfy the Lipschitz conditions (4.33) and (4.34), then according to Theorem 4.2 one
can obtain, instead of (5.122), the inequality

IIYn+1IIAn ~ Vfl+€
-;--.s-M (11Yo11Ao + IIYt,OIID(r»),

M = const > O. (5.123)

To difference schemes of the form (5.112), (5.108), we can reduce the
following three-level schemes with operator weighted factors
(5.124)

where the operators G k ,

~k,

k

= 1,2 are coupled by
(5.125)

In the energy space HA it is possible to derive a priori estimates by
using sufficient conditions for stability of three-level difference schemes,
namely
(5.126)
A* = A > 0, B* = B, D* = D > ~B.
Let us denote

R= D-

'72 B

=

E + 0.572T *( Gl - G2 )T

and verify the veracity of the following assertion.

(5.127)
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THEOREM 5.14 Assume that in the difference scheme (5.112), (5.108)
T and G k = Gk, k = 1,2 are constant operators, T-l exists, and the
inequality
1
(5.128)
G l > G2 - 0.5 r2 11 A II E

is satisfied. Then the condition
(5.129)

is sufficient for the stability of scheme (5.112), (5.108) with respect to
the initial data, and the following estimate is true:

IIYnll~ + IIYf,nll~ ~ 11Y111~ + IIYf,lll~

(5.130)

Proof. Since under the condition
Gl

> G2 -

1
0.5r211AIIE

the inequality D > ~B holds, then the desired estimate (5.130) follows
from estimate (4.65) and Theorem 4.5.
Let us formulate the corresponding analogue of Theorem 4.6 for the
scheme with variable weighted factors (5.124).
THEOREM 5.15

Let the operators T, :E l , :E2 be constant, T-l exist and

:Ek = :Ek, k = 1,2;

:E2 ~ 0,

:El ~ :E2

+ 0.5E.

(5.131)

Then the difference scheme (5.124) is stable with respect to the initial
data, and the following estimate holds:
IIYn+1IIA ~ IIYlllA + IIYf,lIIR.

4.2

(5.132)

Stability with Respect to the Right Hand
Side

Consider the inhomogeneous three-level operator-difference scheme in
divergent form
DYft

+ Byot + Ay = <p,

Yo

= Uo,

Yl

= Ul,

(5.133)
(5.134)

At first we assume that the operators A, GI, G 2 do not depend on n, the
operator T-l exists and that Gk = Gk are self-adjoint operators. Then
the following theorem is valid.
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THEOREM

5.16 Let the conditions
(5.135)

be satisfied. Then the difference scheme (5.133), (5.134) is stable with
respect to the initial data and right hand side, and its solution for any
r > 0 satisfies the estimate
n-1

IIYnllA ~ IIY111A + II Yl,IiIR + 11<p111A-l + II<PnllA-l + Lrll<pt,kllA-l

(5.136)

k=l

in which
Proof. We will show that if conditions (5.135) are satisfied, then
the inequalities
r
(5.137)
D> "2B, B ~ 0.5rA
are valid. Really, by virtue of Lemma 5.1 and under the assumptions of
the theorem, we have
D -

~B = E + 0.5r 2T*(G1 - G2)T > 0,

B - 0.5rA = rT* (G 2 - 0.5E) T

~

O.

Under the mentioned conditions the estimate (4.151) holds. Since in our
case

IIYn+1llA: = {IIYII~ + IIYlllk} 1/2 ~ IlyIIA,

the desired conclusion follows from estimate (4.151).
It may turn out that the operators G 1 (t), G 2 (t) of inhomogeneous
difference schemes are not Lipschitz continuous with respect to the variable t. As a result of this the operator D is not Lipschitz continuous
too. Taking into account the practical importance of such schemes (for
example, in the theory of adaptive grids), we will study them in the case
of a constant operator A.
Using the identities
Ylt = (Yt - Yl)/r,

Y = y(o.S) - ~Yt'

we rewrite scheme (5.133), (5.134) in the form
Ylt

+ ~T*G1T(Yt -

Yl)

+ ~T*G2T(Yt + Yl) + Ay(O.5) - ~T*TYt =

<po
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Using the notations
1

+ G2),

~I =

"2(G I

Al =

T*(~I

~2 =

- 0.5E)T,

1

G2),

(5.138)

T*~2T,

(5.139)

"2(G I
A2 =

-

the last equation in turn can be rewritten as
(5.140)
Let, in addition,

Ilyili = IIYII~ + IIYfll~, Ilyili = IIYII~ + IIYtll~,
B =R

+ l' 2 A,-

-

A = A(tn-I).

(5.141)
(5.142)

Note that the notations (5.141), (5.142) are introduced at once also for
the case of a variable operator A(t) = T*T, which we will consider below.
5.17 Let the operator T be constant, T- I exist, and the operators GI(t), G 2(t) be self-adjoint. Then if

THEOREM

(5.143)

the difference scheme 5.133), (5.134) is stable with respect to the initial
data and right hand side, and its solution for any l' > 0 satisfies the
estimate

where M

= eO. 5T , Yn = y(tn ), 'Pk = 'P(tk), tn = nT.

Proof. Consider the inner product of the operator equation (5.140)
and 2TYt term by term. As the operator A is self-adjoint, then we have

2T(Yt, YEt

+ Ay(O.5) + TAlYt)
=

l'

(11Yt11 2+ IIYII~h + 1'2 (11YEt11 2 + 211Ytll~J .

Applying the generalized Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality with
e = 1, we arrive at the estimates

-2T2(Yt, A2Yf) ::; 1'2 (1IYtll~2
2T(Yt, cp) = 2T(Yf + TYft, cp) ::;

+ IIYfll~2) ,

TIIYfl1 2+ T211Yftl12 + 1'(1 + T)llcpI12.
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Summing all of the above estimates yields

Ilyll~ + IIYtl1 2+ T211Ytll~2

- T211Ytll~2 + 2T211Ytll~1 - T211Ytll~2
~ IIYII~ + IIYfl1 2+ T211Yfll~2 + TIIYfl1 2+ T(l + T)II4'112.

Taking into account that Al - O.5(A2 + .4.2 ) 2: 0 by the assumption of
the theorem, the last inequality can be rewritten in the form

IIYn+III~ + IIYf,n+III~+T2A2n+l

~ (1 + T) (1IYnll~ + IIYf,nll~+T2A2n

+ TII4'nI1 2) ,

(5.145)

or, by virtue of (5.141), we have
(5.146)
Hence we obtain the inequality
(5.147)
Taking into account the estimate
(5.148)
and substituting this into the inequality (5.147), we arrive at the required
estimate.
REMARK 5.13 Since the relations (5.138) and (5.125) are equivalent,
then the estimate (5.144) remains true also for the scheme with operator
weighted factors (5.124).
We now formulate the corresponding result for the variable operator
A(t), t E W T •
THEOREM 5.18 Let the hypotheses of Theorem 5.17 be satisfied, and the
variable operator A(t) satisfy the Lipschitz condition {2.36}
(5.149)
for all v E H, 0 < t ~ T, where eo is a positive constant independent of
Then the solution of the difference scheme (5.133), (5.134) satisfies
the a priori estimate (5.144) with M = eO. 5eT , c = max{eo, I}.

T.
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Proof. Considering the inner product of equation (5.140) and 2TYt,
similarly to the relation (5.145) we obtain the energy inequality

IIYn+1l1t + IIYf,n+1l1t+l ~ IIYnll~n + (1 + T) (1IYf,nllt + TIICPnIl 2 ).

(5.150)
Because the operator A(t) is Lipschitz continuous we obtain the estimate
(5.151)
Substituting the above estimate into the inequality (5.150) we arrive at
the estimate

IIYn+1ll~ ~ (1 + TC) (1IYnll~ + TIICPnI1 2 ) ~

:0: M2

(IIYdll +

t, 11'1'.11

From here the desired conclusion follows.

7
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Chapter 6

DIFFERENCE SCHEMES FOR
NON-STATIONARY EQUATIONS

1.

Introduction

The general stability theory for operator-difference schemes serves as
a theoretical foundation for solving the principal problems which arise
in the analysis of numerical methods. The stability of difference schemes
for linear problems with respect to the initial data and the right hand
side, and also coefficient (strong) stability ensure the well posedness of
a discrete problem, in other words, its right to exist.
The most important question is the analysis of the proximity of the
approximate solution to the exact one, that is, convergence. In this
case we consider an inhomogenous problem for the error which is formed
by the errors of the equation's approximation, boundary, and initial
conditions. The error is evaluated in different norms on the basis of the
corresponding a priori estimates of the numerical solution (first of all,
with respect to the right hand side).
The accuracy of finite difference methods applied to base problems
of mathematical physics is investigated in the textbooks on difference
methods under the simplest assumptions (constant coefficient problems,
smooth solution, one-dimensional problems in space, problems with selfadjoint operators and so on). Under more general conditions, more
complicated mathematical techniques and more subtle results about stability of the difference schemes studied are required. For example, for
the problems with low smoothness of the exact solution we should use
bounds on the solution of a difference problem in weaker norms.
In this chapter the classical information dealing with the analysis of
difference schemes for non-stationary boundary value problems of mathematical physics based on the general theory of stability of operator149
A. A. Samarskii et al., Difference Schemes with Operator Factors
© Springer Science+Business Media Dordrecht 2002
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difference schemes is supplemented with a new theoretical material.
These are the boundary value problems for non-stationary partial differential equations, which will be considered below in detail.
We begin with consideration of the boundary value problem for the
one-dimensional parabolic equation

au

at =Lu+f(x,t), O<x<l,

u(O,t) = Jll(t),

u(l,t) = Jl2(t) ,

u(x,O) = uo(x),
In equation (6.1)

Lu =

O<t~T,

(6.1)

0 < t ~ T,

(6.2)
(6.3)

0 ~ x ~ l.

! (k(X)~~),

i.e., we assume the dependence of the coefficient k on the space variable
x.
To obtain an approximate solution of problem (6.1) - (6.3), we use
a two-level scheme with weights. We establish the convergence of this
difference scheme under different conditions. In particular, we distinguish one practical important case of a piecewise smooth coefficient k(x).
Analogous questions are considered for a three-dimensional problem in
a regular space domain (parallelepiped). In this case
3

Lu = LLexu,
0=1

i.e., the operator of this problem is represented by the sum of onedimensional operators.
To investigate difference schemes for problems with low smoothness,
we apply a priori estimates of stability in norms that are integral with
respect to time. This technique is naturally more complex than the
traditional one. In order not to complicate the presentation, we confine ourselves to an illustrative example of the analysis of a difference
scheme for one-dimensional problem (6.1) - (6.3) under the additional
assumption about the constancy of the coefficient k.
A class of non-stationary problems, important for applications, is related to parabolic problems when the elliptic operator is not self-adjoint.
The following convection-diffusion equation acts as a model problem in
continuum mechanics:
2

2

2

au"
au
"au
at + ~ vo(x) axo - k ~ ax 2
0=1

0=1

0

= 0,

x E 0,

t> O.
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To obtain an appropriate solution, we use difference schemes with separate weighting factors for the convection and diffusion terms.
We also investigate difference schemes for approximate solution of the
Cauchy problem with periodic in space conditions for the Korteweg-de
Vries equation:
au

au

[f3u

at + u ax + {3 at3

=

0,

{3

> 0.

The consideration of a linearized equation resulted in the construction
of nonlinear difference schemes that relate to the class of conservative
schemes.
Particular attention in this chapter is given to problems for secondorder hyperbolic equations. Standard techniques can be applied to these
problems only under practically unjustifiable assumptions about the
smoothness of an exact solution. It is more reasonable to assume that
the solutions of such problems are piecewise smooth. Under these conditions,the convergence of three-level weighted schemes for a hyperbolic
equation with variable coefficients is studied.
An example of a nonclassical boundary value problem is a hyperbolo
parabolic problem. In this case the processes involved are described by
a hyperbolic equation in one part of the computational domain, and
by a parabolic equation in the other part. Of special interest are the
conjugation conditions on the interior (interface) boundary where the
differential equation changes its type. We construct and study difference
schemes for one-dimensional (in space) hyperbolo parabolic problems.
In this case we have a scheme with weighting factors discontinuous in
space, and for such problems it is most natural to use the general results
concerning the stability of difference schemes with operator factors that
have been considered above.

2.

Boundary Problems for Parabolic Equations

Accuracy of standard two-level difference schemes for parabolic equations with a self-adjoint elliptic operator of the second order is investigated. The case of one-dimensional equation is considered in detail,
its generalization to multi-dimensional problems is given, and a class of
problems with discontinuous coefficients is singled out.

2 .1

Difference-Differential Problem

To illustrate the methods of construction of difference schemes for
non-stationary problems and the methods as for their investigation we
consider in a rectangle

QT=Ox[O,T],

O={x: O::;x::;l},

O::;t::;T,

(6.4)
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the first boundary value problem for the one-dimensional parabolic equation

~~ =Lu+f(x,t),

Lu= :x

u(O, t) = 0,

(k(X)~~),

u(l, t) = 0,

u(x,O)

ua(x),

=

O<x<l,

O<t~T,

(6.5)

0 < t ~ T,

(6.6)

0 ~ x ~ l.

(6.7)

The dependence of the coefficient k only on the spatial variable is
assumed in order to simplify the discussion. We assume also that it is
bounded from above and below, i.e.,

0<

Cl ~

k(x)

x

~ C2,

(6.8)

E 0,

where Cl, C2 are constants.
Assume that the problem (6.5)-(6.7) has a unique classical solution
with all necessary derivatives with respect to spatial and time variable.
We seek approximate solution of the problem (6.5)-(6.7) using the
method of finite differences. For this, we consider the following uniform
spatial grid
[ih

= { Xi = ih,

i

= 0, 1, ... , N;

h

= liN}

(6.9)

and approximate the initial problem with respect to the variable x with
the second order. We obtain the difference-differential problem

dVi
dt

=

AVi + fi(t),
v?

Here

=

0< t :::; T,

i = 1,2, ... , N - 1,

(6.10)

(6.11)

Va = 0, VN = 0,
Ua(Xi), i = 1,2, ... ,N-1.

(6.12)

(Av )t. -_ (avx_) x t. _- ai+l Vx,i+l - aivx,i -_
,
h
_ ~ ( . Vi+l - h at+l
h

Vi _

. Vi -

at

(6.13)

Vi-l)

h

is a grid operator with respect to space and ai = a(xi), Xi E
stencil functional . The grid

wt =

Wh

U {XN

= l},

Wh

= { Xi = ih,

i

= 1,2, ... , N -

wt is a

1 },

is constructed using the condition

(AU)i - (LU)i

=

(aux)x,i - :x (k(X) ~~)

(6.14)
X=Xi
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As this functional one can choose
Xi-l/2

=

Xi -

h

2'

(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)

Note that the stencil functional (6.17) is obtained using the integrointerpolational method (IIM) [Samarskii, 1989J.
Let us define the grid operator A and vector cp by the formulae

(AV)i = -(avx)x,i,

i=1,2, ... ,N -1,

vo=O, VN=O,

cp(t) = (ft(t), !2(t), ... , fN-l(t)f·

(6.18)

(6.19)

Then the difference-differential problem (6.10)-(6.12) can be rewritten
in an equivalent vector-matrix form

dv
dt

+ Av = cp(t), v(O) = Uo·

(6.20)

Here v(t) = (VI,V2, ... ,VN_I)T, t > 0, cp(t), Uo = (UI,U2, ... ,uN-lf is
the sought and given vectors respectively.
o

Consider in more detail the properties of the operator A. Let Oh
be a set of grid functions Yi(t) = Y(Xi, t) defined for every t on Wh
and satisfying the condition yo(t) = YN(t) = O. Introduce the vector
y(t) = (Yl(t), Y2(t), ... , YN_l(t))T and the linear space H = Oh as a set of
vectors with ordinary addition and multiplication operations, and with
the inner product

(y, v) =

N-l

I: YiVi h
i=1

and norm

IIYII = V0i:Y).

The operator A : H ---- H introduced is linear and constant (since the
stencil functional a i- a(t) does not depend on the time variable). It
maps Oh onto Oh (its domain of definition and range of values coincide
with the whole space Oh)' Note that for the real linear space Oh = R N - 1
for every fixed t. It is obvious that A = A h , V = Vh, cp = CPh depend
on the grid step. Therefore we consider the whole family of the Cauchy
difference-differential problems.
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Assume that for the stencil functional a(x) (as for the coefficient k(x))
the inequalities
0< C1 ::; a(x) ::; C2, x E
(6.21)

wt

are satisfied. The properties of the operator A have been well studied (see [Samarskii, 1989, Samarskii and Andreev, 1976, Samarskii and
Goolin, 1973, Samarskii and Nikolaev, 1978]). In particular, it is selfadjoint and positive:
(6.22)
A* = A > 0,
i.e., for any y, v E H
(Ay, v) = (y, Av).

(6.23)

Moreover, the operator A is self-adjoint, and we have the estimate from
below satisfied:
8C1
2
(6.24)
(Ay, y) 2: {2llyll .
This follows from Green's formulae

and imbeddings
h2

2

2

l2

2

4 11Yx ]1 ::; lIyll ::; sllYx]1 ,
lIyll~ = (a,y~] 2:

(6.26)

c11IYx]1 2 ,

(6.27)

o

valid for any y, v E Oh. Here we use the notation
N

(y,v] = LYiVi h ,

IIY]I = J(Y,Y].

(6.28)

i=l

From here we conclude that

(Ay,y)::;

4C2

IIAIIIIYII, IIAII < h,2'

81 E::; A < 82 E ,

81 =

8C1

{2'

(6.29)
4C2

82 = h,2.

(6.30)

Note also that the inverse operator A- 1 exists, (A-1)* = A- 1 > 0,
and we have the estimates from above and below:
(6.31)
with constants defined above.
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2.2

Two-Level Difference Schemes

On the segment [0, T]let us introduce the uniform grid with a time
step T
Wr

= {t n = nT, n = 0,1, ... ,No; TNo = T} = Wr U {T}.

(6.32)

For numerical solution of difference-differential problem (6.10), consider
the following class of difference schemes with constant weights:
Yt

+ Ay(a) = tp, t E W7")

Yo

= uo,

(6.33)

where yea) = O"Yn+1 + (1 - O")Yn and Yn = y(t n ) E Oh is the sought
function, and the operator A : H ---7 H, H = Oh is defined by formula

(6.18), tpn = (tpi,tp2,···,tpN_l)T

E

H,

tpi = ft)·

Using the identity yea) = y + O"TYt, the operator-difference scheme
(6.33) can be reduce to the canonical form of a two-level scheme:
BYt

+ Ay = tp,

Yo = uo

(6.34)

with the operator
B = E+O"TA.

Note, that by virtue of the construction of the operator A the condition
B* = B > 0,

(6.35)

is satisfied, where A and B do not depend on n, i.e., they are constant
operators.

2.3

Stability Conditions

In Section 2.2.4 it is shown, that the necessary and sufficient condition
for the stability of scheme (6.33) with respect to the initial data

B 2: 0.5TA
is satisfied when
(6.36)
Since in our case jjAjj <
in the space HA if

~~, the explicit scheme (i.e.,O" = 0) is stable
T

The scheme with

HA.

0"

h2

< -.

-

2C2

(6.37)

2: 0.5 is absolute (i.e., for any T) stable in the space
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Using a priori estimates in the space HA, one can obtain the corresponding estimates in a uniform metric:
(6.38)
This is done with the use of
o

LEMMA 6.1 For any grid function Y E Oh the inequality

l IIYII~
IIYII~ :::; -4
Cl

(6.39)

is valid.
Proof. It is sufficient to use the following embedding

Vi
IIYllc :::; TIIYxll

(6.40)

and inequality (6.27).

2.4

Convergence of Difference Schemes

Consider the problem for error of the method. Substituting Y = Z + u
into the operator difference scheme (6.33), we obtain the problem for
the approximation error of the method

BZt

+ Az = 1/J, Zo = O.

1/Jn = (1/Ji, ... , 1/JN-lf, and
'l/Ji = [A (au + (1 - a)u)li + <Pi - Ut,i,

(6.41)

Here

i

= 1,2, ... , N

- 1,

(6.42)

is an approximation error for the scheme in solution of the initial problem
(6.5)-(6.7). Substituting
A

u+U

U = -2-

7

U+ U
U = -2- Ut

= ii + 0(72),

7-;-

2

7-;-

2

+ "2 Ut = u + "2 U + 0(7
7

_

),

"2 Ut = U - "2 U + 0(7 ),
cp = f(U) = f(0.5) + 7(a - 0.5)ft,

where u = U(Xi' t n +1/2) , u = : ' we obtain

U+ U
1/Ji = ( A
2- + (a -

0.5)7 (Aut

= (Au + 1- u)i + (Au -

+ (a -

0.5)7

(Au + 7)

· + ft) ) i + f i(05)

LU)i

i

+ (ft 5 ) -1i)

+ 0(72).

Ut,i =
(6.43)
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Since Lu + f

- it = 0 and, in accordance with (6.14),
Au = Lu + 0(h2),

then

1/J =

(0' -

f(0.5)

-1 =

0.5)rLit + 0(r2

0(r2),

+ h 2).

One can see that for fairly smooth solutions
0'

= 0.5,

(6.44)
0' =1=

0.5.

To obtain an estimate for the convergence rate of the difference method
in a class of fairly smooth solutions, it is natural to use the strongest
norms. Since the problem for the error method of the (6.41) satisfies all
the conditions of Theorem 3.4 when
0' ~

(6.45)

0.5,

then from estimate (3.1.16) we obtain
n

IIzllA2 ~ 111/Jnll + L r ll1/Jf,kll.
k=l

Hence from this inequality and relation (6.44) we arrive at the estimate
(6.46)
where c = const > 0, m = m(O') = 2, when 0' = 0.5, and m = 1, when
0' =1= 0.5.
From inequalities (6.46) on the basis of the corresponding embedding
theorems one can find the estimate for the rate of convergence of the
solution y with respect to the exact solution u in other norm [Matus,
1993c] too.
LEMMA

o

6.2 For any grid function z E Oh the following inequalities
l

are valid, where
€

= const

> O.

IIzxllc

IIziiA ~ 2J2C1 IIzllA2,

(6.47)

IIzxllc ~ MlIIzIIA2,

(6.48)

= max

xEwt

Izxl,
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Proof.
equality

We obtain the first estimate (6.47) using the Cauchy in-

IIYII~ = (Ay, y) :::;

IIAYIIIIYII

(6.49)

and the estimate (see (6.24))
(6.50)
For error estimate of the first derivative Zx = Yx - U x in a uniform
metric one can use the embedding [Samarskii and Andreev, 19761

which is valid for any grid function, given on the uniform mesh
not necessarily vanishing on the boundary, i.e., when v
0< q :::; a(x) :::; C2. We obtain

=

wt and

Ilzx lib:::; c~1 Ilzll~2 + c121 (~C + ~l) Ilazxll 2 ,
and since

I 12

2

Ilazx] 1 :::; C2 z IA :::; -8
Cl
l2C2

o

azx , z E Oh,

(6.52)

2
Ilz11A2'

then from inequality (6.52)the second estimate (6.48) follows.
Now using the identity

we find the estimate

IlyX - ~~ (Xi-l/2, tn) lie : :; C (h 2 + TffiCT)
with m = m(a).

2.5

Equation with Discontinuous Coefficients

We investigate the convergence of a uniform scheme with weights
(6.33) presuming that the coefficient k(x) has discontinuity of the first
kind on the line x = Xk, Xk E Wh, in the plane (x, t). On the discontinuity
line the usual conjugation conditions are satisfied:

[u] = 0,

[k~~]

=

°

when

x = xk,

t

~ 0,

(6.53)
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where

[Vl

= V(Xk+O,

t) -

V(Xk-O,

t).

Assume that k(x) and the solution u(x, t) are rather continuous functions
outside the discontinuous line. For the sake of calculation simplicity we
will assume that f(x, t) = O.
Integrating equation (6.5) over the segment [Xi-l/2, Xi+1/2l we obtain

J

Xi+l/2

o=-~ [(ku')i+l/2 -

(kU;')i-l/2]

+~

udx, t

= tn+l/2'

(6.54)

Xi-l/2

Now combining this result with the approximation error (6.42) we obtain

'l/J in the form

'l/Ji = TJx,i + 'l/J; , i = 1, 2, ... , N - 1.

(6.55)

In the case of (6.55) we have
"It. --

'l/J; =

(IT)

aUx,i -

-(Ut -

(k-')
- 0 (h 2 + 7 melT)) ,
U i-l/2 -

U)i = 0(7 2),
'l/J;

=

"It

= 0(h2 + 7 m(lT)) ,

0(7 2).

(6.56)
(6.57)

To obtain an estimate for the convergence rate we use an a priori
estimate (see relation (2.3.16))
n

IIZn+1IIA:=::; II'l/JnllA-l + L 7 11'l/Jf,kllA-l,
k=l

(6.58)

where the operator A : Oh ---4 Oh is defined by formula (6.18).
Let us show that for 'l/J = ('l/Jl, ... ,'l/JN-lf the following estimate
(6.59)
is true. In fact, by definition we have

11'l/J11A-1 =

sup

0

IIvllAio, vEl1h

I('l/J, v)1
IlviIA'

Using Green's formula and the Cauchy inequality we find

1

1('l/J,v)1 = 1- (TJ,Vxl + ('l/J*,v)l:=::; ;;;:-IITJllllvllA + 11'l/J*llllvll·
vel

(6.60)
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Substituting the above estimate into identity (6.60) and using the embedding
l

Ilvll :S 2J2C1llvIIA'

we arrive at inequality (6.59). Similarly we can find the estimate for the
derivative of the approximation error:
(6.61)
Then taking into account the relations (6.56), (6.57) in inequalities
(6.59), (6.61) from the a priori estimate (6.58) we find that
(6.62)
Here, as pointed out above, m(O") = 1, where 0" i= 0.5; m(O") = 2, if
= 0.5, c = const > 0. Moreover, from Lemma 6.1 we have

0"

(6.63)
Thus the convergence of difference scheme (6.33) in the class of discontinuous coefficients is proved, and we have:
6.1 Let k(x) have a discontinuity of the first kind at the grid
point x = Xk, 0" ::>: 0.5, and conditions (6.53), (6.55}-(6.57) be satisfied.
Then the solution of the difference scheme converges in uniform metrics
to an exact one (also in the energy space HA) with the rate O(h2+rm(u));
m(O") = 2 for 0" = 0.5, m(O") = 1, if 0" i= 0.5.

THEOREM

2.6

Multi-dimensional Problems

° °

The convergence of difference schemes in a multi-dimensional case in
investigated in the same way. Let = { < Xa < la, a = 1,2,3 } be
a rectangle with the boundary f, x = (Xl, X2, X3). We are to find the
function u(x, t) satisfying in the area QT = x [0, T] the conditions

n

au
at = Lu + f(x, t),

x E 0,

t E (0, TJ,

(6.64)

3

Lu

=

L La u ,

a=l

La u

=

a:a (ka(X) :Xua ) ,

0< Cl:S ka(x):S C2,
u(x,O)

= uo(x),

x E 0,

ulr = 0,

(6.65)

a = 1,2,3,
x E f,

t E (0, T].

(6.66)
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As in the one-dimensional case, we consider on the segment [0, T] a
uniform grid with the step T with respect to time Wr , and in the parallelepiped IT we introduce a grid Wh = Wh U 'Yh, uniform in every direction
Xo:, 'Yh is a set of boundary nodes such that

W

-

h -

{x., --

(x(i

l )

l'

2 ) x(i 3 ))
x(i
2 '3
,

a ) = i h
x(i
0:
0: 0:,

(6.67)
io:

= 1,2, ... , No: -

ho:No:

1,

= lo:,

a

= 1,2,3 }.

We approximate the operators Lo: by difference operators such that

(6.68)
with the stencil functionals being defined by relations (6.15)-(6.17). We
write a two-level difference scheme with constant weighting factors
Yt = Ay(a)

y

= 0,

+ j(a),

x E 'Yh,

t E wr

=

L Ao:y,

;

x E Wh,

y(x,O)

t E Wr

= uo(x),

,

x E Wh,

(6.69)
(6.70)

such that
3

Ay

y

= y(x, tn),

x E Who

0:=1

o

Let H = Oh be a space of grid functions given on Wh and vanishing at
the boundary nodes 'Yh. To use the corresponding a priori estimates on
the right hand side for the rate of convergence of our difference scheme,
we introduce the following operator:
3

Av

=

L Ao:v,

Ao: = -Ao:,

(6.71)

0:=1

(6.72)
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On the set

o

nh we also introduce

inner products and norms:

3

Ilvll =~, Ilvll~ = L Ilvllt,
0=1

(6.73)

No Nf3-1

Ilvll~a =

L L

aovi"h1h2 h 3,

i a =l if3=1

13#0

IIAvl12 =

L h1h2h3 (t (aovxJxo) 2

XEwh

0=1

Since the operators Ao are positive and self-adjoint it follows that A* =
A> o. Moreover,by virtue of Friedrichs' inequality and embedding (see
estimate (6.24))
[2 =

max { [~J
o

'

(6.74)

we note the positiveness of the operator A:
A2:61E,

61=M- 1.

Substituting y = z+u into difference scheme (6.69), (6.70), we write the
problem for the error of the method as the two-level operator-difference
scheme:

1/J =

(E + O"rA)zt

+ Az = 1/J,

Au(O')

- Ut,

+ f(O')

Zo

= 0,

x E Wh,

t E wr .

(6.75)
(6.76)

If 0" 2: 0.5 then the conditions of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied, and for the
solution of problem (6.75), we have the a priori estimate
n

IIAzl1 ~ II1/Jnll + L r ll1/Jf,kll·

(6.77)

k=l

Since for smooth enough solutions

1/J,

1/Jf = O(h2 + rm(O')) ,

it follows from the estimate (6.77) that

IIAzl1

~

c(h 2 + rm(O')).

(6.78)
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To obtain an a priori information about the order of accuracy in the
norm II ·lle = max 1·1, we need the following [Matus, 1993c]
xEWh

LEMMA

6.3 For any grid function v
Ilvlle ::; MoIIAvll,

o

the following embedding

E Oh

= const > 0

Mo

(6.79)

is valid.
Proof. Let
ct ::; aa ::; C2,
Ilvlle+",

= IlvllC(wt"'),

L

Ilax", Ile+", ::; C3, a = 1,2,3,
a = Wh U { xN", = la },

wt

(6.80)

3

v 2(x)hlh2 h3,

Ilvlh =

L

a=l

IlvxIIZa )'
(6.81)

3

IIvl12 =

L vx",x",

a=l

We show that the expression IIAvl1 defines the norm equivalent to Ilv112,
i.e., the following estimate
(6.82)
is valid with the positive constants C4, cs, depending only on C1, C2,
and la. To do this, we make use of the estimate [Andreev, 1966]
0.5cillvll§ - M111 v lli ::; IIAvll2 ::; M2I1vll§.

C3

(6.83)

Applying the embedding (6.74) we can prove the inequality
Ilvlh ::; MIIAvll·

(6.84)

This follows from the chain of inequalities
3

clll v lli ::;

L

a=l

3

(aavx""vxJ(a) = -

L

a=l

((aavx",)x", ,v)

[2

=

(Av, v) ::; IIAvllllvl1 ::; 2411Avllllv111.

Using now estimate (6.84), from estimate (6.83) we find that
0.5cillvll§ ::; IIAvl1 2 + M111vlli ::; (1

+ MIM2) IIAvI12,
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and then
(6.85)
Subordination of the norm IIAvl1 to the norm IIvll2 follows from estimate
o

(6.83). It is known [Samarskii, 1989] that for any grid function v E Oh
the embedding

IIvile

~ M311vll2'

M3 =

15/Vl,

3

lo = m:xla,

I=

II la

(6.86)

a=l

is valid, taking account of which and of inequality (6.85), we obtain the
desired estimate (6.79).
From Lemma 6.3 and inequality (6.78) we conclude that for (J ~ 0.5
a solution of the difference scheme (6.69), (6.70) converges unconditionally in a uniform norm to the solution of initial problem (6.64), (6.65).
Moreover, for any T > 0 we have the estimate

IIzile ~ cMo (h 2 + Tm(u»),
where m{(J)

3.

(6.87)

= 2, when (J = 0.5 and m{(J) = 1, when (J i- 0.5.

Problems with Generalized Solutions

Convergence of difference schemes is established in different norms
which are to be coordinated with the class of smoothness for solutions
of a differential problem. In view of this it is preferable to have a range
of estimates for difference solutions. Estimates of a difference solution in
time integral norms (see Theorem 2.25) are valuable for the investigation
of difference schemes for non-stationary boundary value problems with
generalized solutions [Ladyzhenskaya, 1973]. Estimates of the theory
of stability [Samarskii, 1989, Samarskii and Goolin, 1973] are given in
time-uniform norms. The account below is based on [Samarskii, 1984,
Samarskii et al., 1997c, Samarskii et al., 1987, Samarskii et al., 1997a].

3.1

Stability in Integral with Respect to Time
Norms

Below we will prove a priori estimates in the integral in time norms for
two-level difference schemes written in a canonical form. The fundamental point is obtaining an estimate for a difference solution at half-integer
time nodes which is determined by linear interpolation using the grid
functions at the nodes. We consider the difference-differential equation
du

D dt

+ Au =

f{t),

0

< t < T.

(6.88)
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The operators of this equation are assumed to be constant (D
Ai- A(t)) in H and satisfying the conditions

A* = A > o.

D* = D > 0,

i=

D(t),
(6.89)

To find convergence estimates for a difference solution,we consider the
Cauchy problem for equation (6.88) with a homogeneous initial condition:
u(o) = o.
(6.90)
Taking the dot product in H of equation (6.88) with u(t), integrating
over time from 0 to t, and taking into account conditions (6.89), (6.90)
we obtain the a priori estimate

JIlu(O)II~dO::; JIlf(O)II~-ldO.
t

Ilu(t)llb +

t

o

(6.91)

0

In obtaining a priori estimates for difference analogs of problem (6.88)(6.90), in the foregoing we used as a starting point the following simple
estimate:

JIlf(O)II~-ldO,
t

Ilu(t)llb ::;

o

which follows immediately from equation (6.91). Investigating problems
with generalized solutions, attention should be paid to the estimate

JlIu(O)II~d8 ~ JIIf(8)1I~-ld8
t

t

o

(6.92)

0

of the solution of the problem in the norms integral in time.
Similarly, multiplying equation (6.88) by dujdt, we obtain the inequality

J
t

Ilu(t)ll~ + II d:~) II
o

de::;
D

JIlf(O)II~-ldO,
t

2

(6.93)

0

which yields a standard estimate of the solution of problem (6.88)-(6.90):

lIu(t)II~::;

JIIf(e)II~-ldO.
t

o
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Moreover, the following inequality is worthy of special note:

JI d:~) II
t

°

2

~

d()
D

JIlf(())llb-l
t

°

d().

(6.94)

The following are some results associated with the difference analogs of
a priori estimates (6.92), (6.94).
Let T > 0 be a grid step with respect to time, and Yn = y(t n ), tn =
nT. We consider a two-level operator-difference scheme written in the
canonical form:

B Yn+l - Yn
T

+ A Yn

-- 'Pn,

n = 0,1, ....

(6.95)

We consider the stability of the difference scheme on the right hand side,
i.e., for
(6.96)
Yo = O.
6.2 For the difference scheme (6.95), (6.96) with the operaB* = B > 0 under the condition

THEOREM

tors A*

= A > 0,

T

B> -A

(6.97)

-2

the following a priori estimate
(6.98)

is valid.
We rewrite the operator equation (6.95) for t = tk in the

Proof.
form

(B - ~A) Yt,k + Ayio.

5)

= 'Pk·

(6.99)

Taking the dot product of equation (6.99) with 2Tyio. 5 ) applying the
general Cauchy inequality to the right hand side, and taking into account
that the operator

R= (B - ~ A) is self-adjoint, we find from formula

(6.99) that

(RYk+l, Yk+1)

+ TIIYio.5)11~ ~

(RYkl Yk)

+ TII'Pkll~-l'

Summing up this inequality over k = 0,1, ... , n and using condition
(6.96), we obtain the statement of the Theorem.
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The estimate (6.98) is a difference analog of a priori estimate (6.92).
It was obtained for the difference solution at half-integer nodes, where
the solution is determined by formula Yk+1/2 = (Yk+l + Yk)/2.
Note that the stability in time integral norm have been established
under conditions (6.97), that are necessary and sufficient for stability in
uniform in time norms.
For a difference solution on integer time steps one can obtain an a
priori estimate of stability on to the right hand side in time integral
norms under more strong assumptions (see Theorem 2.19 and estimate
(6.131)).
THEOREM

A*

6.3 For difference scheme (6.95), (6.96) with the operators
B* = B > 0 under the condition

= A > 0,

r

B ?:: (1 + c)2A,

0<

E:

< 2,

(6.100)

the following a priori estimate
(6.101)
is valid.

Proof. Estimate (6.101) follows from Theorem 7 [Samarskii and
Goolin, 1973, p.175].
We prove now a difference analog of estimate (6.94).
THEOREM

A* = A*

~

6.4 For difference scheme (6.95), (6.96) with the operators
0, B* = B under the condition

r
G=B- -A> 0
2

(6.102)

the following a priori estimate
(6.103)
is valid.

Proof. Taking the dot product of equation (6.99) with 2rYt,k. and
taking into account that the operator A is self-adjoint, we obtain the
energy identity
(6.104)
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Using the generalized Cauchy inequality, we find for the last term in the
right hand side the estimate
(6.105)
Substituting the obtained estimate into identity (6.104) and summing
then over all k = 0,1, ... , n, we arrive at the required estimate (6.103).
Let us apply the formulated conditions for stability to the scheme
with weights
D Yn +1 - Yn
T

+ A{aYn+l + (1 -

a)Yn)

= lPn, n = 0,1, ... ,

(6.106)

with Yo = 0 which approximates problem (6.88), (6.89). Scheme (6.106)
can be rewritten in the canonical form (6.95) with the operator
B=D+aTA.

(6.107)

The estimate (6.98) for the difference scheme (6.95), (6.96), (6.107) is
valid by virtue of conditions (6.97) when A ~ b..D if
a ~

1

'2 -

1
b..T·

Similarly, from condition (6.100) with operator (6.107) it follows that if
for scheme (6.95), (6.96), (6.107) the condition
l+c

1

a- >2- - -b..T
is satisfied then the following estimate (6.101) is valid.
On the basis of Theorem 6.4 under ordinary restriction that a
from estimate (6.103) one can obtain the inequality
n

~

0.5

n

LTIIYk+1T- Yk

lib ~ LTIIIPkll~-l'

k=O

(6.108)

k=O

which is the difference analogue of inequality (6.94) for the differentialdifference problem.
According to the embedding theorem [Samarskii and Goolin, 1973]
relation (6.108) yields also the estimates for the solution both in the
uniform metric
n

IIYn+1ll~ ~ tn+1 L

k=O

TlilPk II~-l'

(6.109)

and in the integral in time norm :
n+l

n

LTIIYkll~ ~ t~+1 LTIIIPkll~-l.
k=O

k=O

(6.110)
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We apply the obtained estimates of stability on the right hand side
to investigation of convergence to a generalized solution of the simplest
boundary value problem for a parabolic equation.

3.2

A Differential Problem

In the rectangle

Qr = { (x, t):

0<t <T }

x EO = (0,1),

we consider the following heat conduction equation:

a2u

au
at

= ax2 + f(x, t),

(x, t)

E

(6.111)

Qr,

with the initial conditions

u(x,O) = uo(x),

x

0,

(6.112)

0 < t < T.

(6.113)

E

and the boundary conditions

u(O, t) = u(l, t) = 0,

For the functions u = u(x) set on 0, we introduce the Sobolev space
Wi (0) with the norm

Ilull~JC!1) = lI uIlL C!1) + lIu'IILC!1)' lI uIlL C!1) =

J
!1

u 2 (x)dx,

and for the functions u = u(x, t) set on the rectangle QT we determine
the space W~,t3 (QT) with the norm

J
T

lIuIlLCQT) =

lIu(x, t) IIL(!1)dt.

o
o

The quantities wi (0) and Wi~(Qr) denote the subspaces of Wi(O)

and wi,1(Qr), respectively, in ~hich the smooth functions are compact
sets vanishing at x = 0 and x = 1 [Ladyzhenskaya, 1973].
DEFINITION 6.1 ([LADYZHENSKAYA, 1973]) The generalized solution
of problem (6.111}-(6.113) in the space Wi,l(Qr) is the element u of a
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space wi~ == Wi,l (QT) n wi~ (QT) satisfying almost everywhere in the
rectangle' QT equation (6.111) and being equal to Uo (x) when t = O.

6.4 ([LADYZHENSKAYA, 1973, MIKHAILOV, 1983]) The problem (6.111)-(6.113) is uniquely solvable in WJ~(Qr)
if f E L 2 (Qr),
,

LEMMA
o

Uo EWi (0,1), with the inequality

Ilullwi,l(QT)

(1Iuollwi(O,l) + IlfIIL2(QT») ,

:S M

being valid and M, a positive constant, being independent of Uo, f.

3.3

Difference Scheme

In Qr we introduce the uniform grids

wr={tj=jr,
Wh

= { Xi = ih,

i

j=O,jo-l,

= 1, N

- 1,

Nh

jor=T},

= 1 },

WhT

= Wh

X

W7"'

Below we use Steklov's averaging operators. First, we define the onedimensional averaging operators acting in every direction x and t:
x+O.5h
Sxv(x, t)

=

J v(~, t)d~,

~

x-O.5h

Stv(x, t) =

~

J

J

t

0

t+7"

1

v(x, t')dt' =

f(x, t

+ ()r)d().

We introduce the operator of iterated averaging over the direction x by
the relation
x+h ~

=

S;v(x, t)

~2

JJ

v(ry, t)dryd~.

x

~-h

From here, using the formula of integration by parts, we can obtain the
following representation: [Samarskii et al., 1987, p.57]

J(
J
x+h

1
Sx2 v ( x, t ) = h

1-

lx' h- xl) v ('
x, t )dx

x-h

1

=

(1 - Isl)v(x + sh, t)ds.

-1

I

(6.114)
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For the averaging operators the following basic properties hold:

(6.115)
We approximate problem (6.111)-(6.113) by the following difference
scheme with the weighting factors
Yt -- Yx(0-)
x

y(x,O)

3.4

f
+ S2S
x t ,

= S;Uo(X), x E Wh,

(x, t)

y(O, i)

(6.116)

E Wh."

= y(1, i) = 0, t

E Wr .

(6.117)

Approximation Error and Convergence

We define L2(WhT) as a grid analog of L 2(QT) with the norm

IIvkl12 =

N-l

L

hv2(Xi, tk).

(6.118)

i=l

Here the question can be posed of the convergence difference scheme in
the grid norm L 2 ,h(Whr). We use u = S;u to denote the averaging of
the exact solution of problem (6.111)-(6.113), with the solution being
extended oddly through the lines x = 0, x = 1:

-U(-x,t),
{
u(x, t) = u(x, t),
-u(2 - x, t),

XE(-I,O],
x E [0,1]'
x E [1,2).

(6.119)

It is easy to show that

Ilull~i.l(1~h) = 31Iull~i·l(QT)'

QT = {(x, t) : x E

(-1,2), 0 < t < T}.

Thus u(x, t) E wi,l.
We compare the approximate solution y with the averaging u. Substituting y = z+u into equation (6.116), we obtain the following difference
problem:
Zt

z(x,O)
where

=

z~~) + 1jJ(x, t),

= 0, x E Wh,

z(O, i)

./.
- S2S
'f/ x tf

(x, t) E

= z(1, i) = 0, t
-

-Ut +_(0-)
U xx

(6.120)

Wh."

E w."

(6.121)
(6.122)
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is an approximation error. We transform it to a divergent form. For this
purpose we apply the operator S;St to the differential equation (6.111)
and taking into account the properties (6.115) we obtain

Ut

= StUxx

+ S';Sd.

Substituting now an expression from the latter inequality for S;Sd into
transformed relation (6.122) we obtain
(6.123)
o

0

We show that f/ E 11h, where 11h is the space of grid functions defined
on the grid Wh and equal to zero at the boundary nodes x = 0, x = l.
Taking into account that the integral of the antisymmetric function
over the symmetric interval is equal to zero, we obtain

J
1

f/(O, t)

=

J
1

u(O, t + (}T)d() - 0'

o

(1 -Isl)u(sh, t

+ r)ds

-1

J
1

- (1 - 0')

(1 - Isl)u(sh, t)ds = O.

-1

Similarly we can show that f/(1, t)

= o. Because of this the functions z
o

and f/ belong to the same space of the grid functions 11h. We rewrite the
problem for the error of a difference scheme in an operator form
zt

+ Az(u) =

Af/,

t E w ..,

Zo = 0,

(6.124)

where the operator A : 11h ---+ 11h is defined by formula (6.18) with
a(x) == 1, Zn = (zl, ... ,zN_l)T, f/n = (f/l, .. ·,f/N_l)T. Since A = A'" >
> 0 and A-I does exist, then, using the identity z(u) = z + O'TZt and
acting by operator A-I onto the equation (6.124), we transform the
problem for error to the canonical form
Ezt + Az

= f/,

ZO

= 0,

(6.125)

with E = A-I + O'TE, A = E, E* = E.
To apply the a priori estimate in the integral in time norm (6.101),
we show that

c-

1 + TA =A -1
B-2-

e) TE

1+
+ ( 0'- -2-

~ CI~II

-

(0' - 1 ;

e) T) E ~

(6.126)

O.
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Since by virtue of relations (6.29) IIAII < 4/h 2 it follows that inequality
(6.126) is satisfied whenever the constant weighting factor satisfies the
condition
1 +€
h2
U ~ Ug ,
Ug = - - - -.
(6.127)
2
4T
Further, by virtue of Theorem 6.3 we have

0<
It now remains to estimate the error
we need

'f}

€

(6.128)

< 2.

in the norm

II . Ilhr.

For this

6.5 For the grid function (6.123) the following a priori estimate

LEMMA

(6.129)
is valid, where e = (x - h, x
does not depend on T, h.

+ h)

x (t, t

+ T),

and the constant M

>0

Proof. Using the transformation
s = (x' - x)/h,

() = (t' - t)/T,

(x', t') E e,

we map the cell e onto the domain

e={(s,()):

-l<s<l,

O<()<l}.

We denote v(s, ()) = u(x + sh, t + ()T) and rewrite the grid function
the form
'f}

= StU -

J

u(u) =

StU - u - UTUt

1

=

u(x, t

o

J
1

+ ()T)d() -

J

(1 - Isl)u(x + sh, t)ds

-1

1

- UT

(1 - Isl)Ut(x + sh, t)ds

-1

'f}

in
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J

J

1

Since

1

dO

=

(1 - Isj)ds

1,

o

=

1, then the latter expression can be

-1

represented also in the form

JJ
J
1

'f/

=

1

(1 -lsi) [v(O, O)-v(s, O)+v(s, O)-v(s, 0)] dsdO

o

-1

(6.130)

1

(1 - Isl)Vt(s, O)ds = It + 12 + 13 .

- aT

-1

Here for the integrals we use the notation

JJ
JJ
1 1

It =

(1 -lsI) [v(O, 0) - v(s, 0)] dsdO,

o

-1

1

12 =

1

(1 - lsi) [v(s, 0) - v(s, 0)] dsdO,

o

-1

I3 ~ -u J(1 -

lsI)

-1

(J iJv~ ~) d~)

ds.

0

Using Taylor's formula with the reminder term in the integral form

+ (x -

f(x) = f(xo)

+ (x x

Rm+1(x) =

+ ...
~o)m f(m) (xo) + Rm+l(X),
xo)f'(xo)

(6.131)

m.

~! J(x -

e)mf(m+1) (e)de

xo

we obtain

+J
s

v(s,O) = v(O, 0) + s8v
8s (0, 0)

o

2
(s - e) 8
8ev2 (e, O)de.

(6.132)
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Applying the Cauchy inequality, the identity

o

1

/ (1 - Isl)sds

= 0,

1/2

/(s_~)2~

= ~lsI3/2,

s

-1
1

1 4
/ -(1 - Isl)lsI 3/ 2ds = -1

)3

5)3'

and relation (6.132), we estimate the integral

h =

oS

Ij
Ij

(I-lsI) (-,

(1-lsl)

=

5~

<

_4

- 5)3

~~ (0,0)+ ls - </~~~ 0) <1<) dsdO

! -<)'<1< U(a'~~<; )'<1<) 1/:,de
(s

IU(~~)'

1/2

<1<) 1/2 de

0)

(6.133)

[/1 /1 ({J2v(~,()))2
d~d()l1/2
ae
o

-1

The functionals h, 13 can also be estimated using the Cauchy inequality
and Taylor's formula (6.131):

(6.134)
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(6.135)

~

V2 II av II
J3CI

a'T]

L2(e) =

V2 CIT II au(x, t) II
J3 JhT
at L2(e) .

Combining estimates (6.133)-(6.135), we prove Lemma.
We show now that
(6.136)
Indeed, by definition

JJ
t+rx+h

IlvIIL(e) =

v 2(x, t)dxdt,

x-h

t

therefore from the estimate (6.129) we have

I~I' S 2~'

(r'/I (:)'

dxdt+

h'l}h(~:~)'

Summing the latter inequality over all the grid nodes

Whr

dxdt) .

we find that

Consequently inequality (6.136) is satisfied. Taking it into account in
the error estimate (6.128), we obtain

where c = MV2.
Thus, we have
6.5 Letu(x,t)
under the condition that

THEOREM

E

wii, f
'

1+E

o

E

L2(QT), Uo
h2

a>---2
4T

E

Wi

(0,1). Then

(6.138)
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the difference scheme with weighting factors (6.116), (6.117) converges
to a genemlized solution of problem (6.111)-(6.113), and for any 7, h
we have estimate (6.137).
In accordance with Theorem 6.2 the following result is valid.
6.6 Let u(x, t) E wi~, f(x, t)
Then under the condition that '

THEOREM

1
- 2

o

E

L 2(QT), uo EWi (0,1).

h2
47

a>--the difference solution of the scheme with weights (6.116), (6.117) at
half-integer nodes Yn+l/2 = ~(yn+l + yn) converges to a genemlized solution of the initial problem, and the estimate
(6.139)
is valid. Here z* = Yn+l/2 - S~Un+l/2.

Proof. Since in the problem for the error (6.125) A* = A > 0,
jj* = jj and the condition of Theorem 6.2 jj > 0.57 A is satisfied for

a 2:

1

:2 -

~

47' then from estimate (6.98) we have

-

~ II ~ (Zk+l + Zk) 112 ~ 111]II~T·
7

(6.140)

Substituting estimate (6.136) into the latter inequality we obtain the
desired result.

4.

Difference Schemes for Non-stationary
Convection-Diffusion Problems

The stability of difference schemes for a model two-dimensional convectiondiffusion problem in a rectangular area is investigated. Symmetric approximations of convective terms by means of central differences are
used. The unconditional stability of classical schemes with weighting
factors is shown. Attention is specially paid to schemes with explicit
convective and implicit diffusive transfer.

4.1

Introduction

Convection-diffusion problems are basic in modeling the problems
of hydrodynamics and heat transfer [Roache, 1982, Patankar, 1980,
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Temam, 1979]. When solving numerically attention is specially paid to
approximation of convective terms. Schemes with directed differences,
hybrid schemes, and schemes with directed differences of higher order
are widely used. The main drawback of the classical schemes of the second order of approximation with central differences is associated with
stability violation.
At the present time the characteristics of specific difference schemes
are studied mainly experimentally on the basis of numerical calculations in solving some test problems [Patel and Marcatos, 1986, Shyy,
1985J. Theoretical investigation is usually performed using the principle
of maximum. The methods are also used which are based on the Fourier
transformation and the Neumann method [Siemieniuch and Gladwell,
1978, Morton, 1980, Richtmyer and Morton, 1967]. This allows consideration of difference schemes only for the simplest one-dimensional
convection-diffusion problems with constant coefficients.
This section (see also [Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995a, Vabishchevich and Samarskii, 1997, Vabishchevich, 1994a, Vabishchevich and
Samarskii, 1998]) is devoted to investigation of difference schemes for
convection-diffusion problems on the basis of the general theory of stability of difference schemes. We consider the model Dirichlet boundary value problem for a non-stationary convective diffusion problem in
a rectangle, with the convective terms being taken in a symmetrical
form (a half-sum of the convective terms in divergent and non-divergent
forms),and approximated by central differences with the second order of
approximation. The main properties of difference operators of convective
transfer are determined; on the basis of which the stability of various
difference schemes for the convection-diffusion problem is investigated.

4.2

Model Convection-Diffusion Problems

It is convenient to consider the problems of construction, investigation and solution of convection-diffusion problems on elementary cases
that retain the main specifics of general multi-dimensional problems of
continuum mechanics.
In the parallelepiped QT = n x [0, T]
n={X=(Xl,X2),

O<xa<lcx,

n=nur,

a=1,2},

a solution is sought for the parabolic equation

au + ~
au
L..J vcx(x)~ -

~

ut

a=1

uXcx

~

k L..J

a2u2 =

cx=1 uXcx
.Q

0,

x

E

n,

t

> 0.

(6.141)

Here k = const is the diffusion coefficient, vcx(x), a = 1,2 are the velocity components that determine stationary convective transfer in a
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non-divergent form. We supplement equation (6.141) with elementary
homogeneous boundary conditions of the first kind:

u(x, t) = 0,

x

E

r, t>

0

(6.142)

and with the initial condition

u(x,O)

= UO(X), x

E

n.

(6.143)

Equation (6.141) with non-divergent convective terms is the basic one
in investigation of boundary value problems for parabolic equations of
the second kind. From the viewpoint of applied mathematical simulation
greater attention is to be paid to the problems with convective terms in
a divergent form:

au

at

+~
a(v",(x)u)
~
",=1

ax",

_ k ~ a 2u - 0
~
2 - ,
",=1 ax",

x E

n, t > O.

(6.144)

In the divergent form (6.144) the equation of convection-diffusion
explicitly represents the corresponding conservation law.
In considering the problems of hydrodynamics, one may often restrict
ourselves to the case of an incompressible medium. Using the incompressibility condition
2

·
~ av",
0
d IVV=~~=
,
",=1

uX",

x E

n,

we may rewrite equation (6.141) in the equivalent form (6.144) and vice
versa. For such problems, the representation of convective terms in a
symmetrical form is especially important when the convection-diffusion
equation has the form
(6.145)
x E

n, t>

O.

Here the convective terms are combined in both divergent and nondivergent forms.
A solution of difference problems must inherit the basic properties
of the set differential problem (6.141)-(6.143) (or the problem (6.142)(6.144) and (6.142), (6.143), (6.145)); the difference operators must have
the same basic properties as the differential ones. Above all, this applies
to the stability in the corresponding norms. Therefore we begin our considerations from obtaining ordinary a priori estimates for the differential
problem.
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The Stability of the Solution for the
Continuous Problem

Let 'H = L 2 (0) be the Hilbert space with the inner product

(v, w) =

J

v(x)w(x)dx

n

for the functions v(x) and w(x) vanishing on r. Let Ilvll = ~ be
the norm in 'H.
We write the convection-diffusion problem (6.141)-(6.143) as the Cauchy
problem for the evolution equation of the first order:
du
dt

+ Cu + 1)u = o.

(6.146)

The operator of diffusive transfer
1)u

2

cPu

= -k '~
"ax
'2
0<=1

(6.147)

0<

is self-adjoint and positively defined in 'H, i.e.,
1) = 1)* ~

kAoE,

(6.148)

where E is the identity operator and AO > 0 is the smallest eigenvalue
of the Laplace operator.
For the operator of convective transfer we have
(6.149)
Using the convection-diffusion equation in the form of (6.144) we obtain
(6.150)
Therefore, for the operator of convective transfer in a symmetrical form
(see equation (6.145)), we have
(6.151)
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Taking into account the uniform boundary conditions (6.142) we obtain

Thus the conjugation is established with accuracy to the sign of the
operators of convective transfer in divergent and non-divergent forms,
and the skewness of the operator of convective transfer a in symmetric
form, i.e.,
(6.152)

If the incompressibility condition is satisfied, the operators of convective transfer in a non-divergent (6.149) and divergent (6.150) form
are also skew-symmetrical. A fundamental moment in constructing discrete approximations for operators of convective transfer is that of the
property of skew-symmetry for the operators Co holds for any va{x) and
a = 1, 2, including those which do not satisfy the incompressibility condition.
For the operators (6.149) and (6.150) of the convective transfer we
have

and therefore
(6.153)
where

Ilwlle =

max Iw(x)l·
xESl

Then for the operators of convective transfer defined in (6.149), (6.150)
(C = Ca , a = 1,2), we have
(6.154)
where the constant Ml depends only on divv and is defined in (6.153).
We also show that the operator of convective transfer is subordinate
to the diffusion operator, i.e.,
(6.155)
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where the constant M2 depends on the velocity. For the non-divergent
operator of convection (6.149), we have

IIC, u ll' =
:S

I (f v.!uJ dx ~ fl v~ (ao:J dx
2

2

2m:x{llv;llc}~ t

j (:xueJ dx
2

k

a=lo

:S

2

k m:x{llv;llc}(Vu, u),

i.e., for C = C1 in inequality (6.155) one can put

2
2
M2 = km;X{llvallc}.
For C = C2 (see formula (6.150)) we obtain

IIC,ull' =

I(f v.::.

:S 2

+ div

vu) dx
2

j (tva:x:)2 +2 j(diVV)2u2dX.

o

a=l

0

Taking into account the Fridrichs inequality

with the constant Mo depending only on the domain and equal to

MOl = 7r 2(l12 + l2"2),
in the case of a rectangle
and

M2 =

n we obtain the estimate

(6.155) with C

= C2

~(2m:x{llv;llc} + Molldivvllb)·

Similarly, for C = Co we have

M2 =

~(3m:x{llv;llc} + Molldivvllb)·

Estimates (6.154) and (6.155) serve as a reference point in investigation
of difference analogs of the operators of convection-diffusion.
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To obtain an a priori estimate, in 'Ii we take a dot product of equation
(6.146) with u, taking into account the above estimates (6.148) and
(6.154) and obtain
(6.156)
whence we have the estimate

Ilu(x, t)11 :s; exp((Ml -

k-Xo)t)llu(x, 0)11,

(6.157)

which guarantees the stability of the solution of the convection-diffusion
problem with respect to the initial data. To avoid unwieldness in the
presentation, we restrict our discussion to the case of

Ml -

k-Xo :s;

o.

Taking as a reference point inequality (6.155) and taking into account
that
M2
2
1
2
-(Cu, u) :s; 411ull + M211Cuil
we obtain

d~~" :s; ~211ull

instead inequality (6.156) and thus the estimate
(6.158)
is valid.

Estimate (6.158) can also be obtained in a stronger norm. For this
purpose, we take the dot product of equation (6.146) with du/dt. Taking
into account the independence of the operators C and 1J of time and of
the inequality
du
du 2 M2
-(Cu, dt) :s; I dt II + 4 (1Ju, u),
we have

dllull~
. Iluliv2 =
dt -< M211ul12
2
V

(1Ju,u).

Thus the estimate

M2

Ilu(x,t)llv:S; exp ( 4 t )llu(x,0)llv
is proved.

(6.159)
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Other forms of the operators of convective transfer can be used. One
of them is the representation of the operator Co in the form [Temam,
1979]

Co = C1

+ ~diVV.

(6.160)

~diVV.

(6.161)

Analogously we may put

Co = C2 -

In this case the operator Co is also skew-symmetric for any v and the
corresponding estimates of the solution of the Cauchy problem for equation (6.146) are simplified. Nevertheless, the symmetric form (6.151) is
more convenient for the construction of difference operators of the convective transfer with the skew-symmetric property than representations
(6.160), (6.161).

4.4

Difference Operators of Convection and
Diffusion

In the rectangle n we introduce a grid with the steps ha, 0: = 1,2,
i.e., uniform one with respect to both variables. Let Wh be the set of the
inner nodes of the grid:
Wh

'h

= {x =

= iaha,
0: = 1, 2},

(Xl, X2), Xa

Nah a

=

la,

ia

= 1,2, ... , Na

- 1,

and
be the set of boundary nodes. We denote a difference solution of
the convection-diffusion problem for the moment t as y(x, t), x E WhU,h,

t>

o.

'h

For grid functions vanishing at
we define the Hilbert space H.
The inner product and the norm in it are introduced by the following
relations:
xEw

For R = R* > 0 HR denotes the space H with the inner product
(y, W)R = (Ry, w) and the norm IIYIIR = V(Ry, y).
The difference operator of diffusive transfer on the set of the functions
y E H is defined by the expression
2

Dy = -k 2:yx a x a
a=l

,

y = 0,

if

x E

,h.

(6.162)

The quantity D is the self-adjoint operator in H and the following estimate holds (6.148):
D = D* ~ k8E,
(6.163)
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(1fha)
2la .

2

a=l a

The upper estimate [Samarskii and Nikolaev, 1978] for the difference
operator D
(6.164)
is useful too.
Let us approximate the convective terms in the convection-diffusion
equation with the second order using central differences. Expression
(6.149) infers that
2

Cy

= C 1 y = "bayo
.
~
x'"

(6.165)

a=l

In the simplest case of smooth enough speed components and solution
of the differential problem, we select ba(x) = va(x), a = 1,2. The
difference operator
2

Cy

= C2Y = "(bay)o
~
x'"

(6.166)

a=l

is used for the convection-diffusion equation with the convective terms
in a divergent form (see representation (6.150)).
Similarly to (6.151) we obtain

i.e.,
(6.167)
We must be more cautious in constructing of difference convective operators using formulas (6.160), (6.161). In particular, this becomes clear
if we investigate the properties of the skew-symmetry of the difference
operator

We note now the main properties of the introduced difference operators of convective transfer in H. To find an operator adjoint to C 1 we
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consider the expression
2

(ClY, W) =

LL

a=1 XEWh

ba(x)Yt, w(x)h1h2.

On the set of grid functions vanishing on "/h, we have the equality

1

= :2

L

b1(x)(Y(Xl

+ hI, X2) -

Y(XI - hI, x2))w(x)h2

xEWh

1

=:2

L

y(x)(b1(Xl- h1,X2)W(Xl - h1,X2)

xEWh

- b1(Xl

+ hI, X2)W(XI + hI, x2))h2

= - "L-t y(x)(b1(x)w)oXl h1h2.
XEWh

Then

2

Ciy

= - "(ba(x)y)o
,
L-t
a=1

Xc>

and, just as in the continuous case, for representations (6.165) and
(6.166) we obtain
(6.168)
Direct calculations easily show that there is no difference analog of
estimate (6.153) for the difference operators considered. Therefore the
use of symmetrical approximations (6.167) of convective transfer seems
to be more preferable. One has to limit ourselves to rougher upper
bounds of the convective transfer operator in a divergent and a nondivergent form. Taking into account the inequality

we obtain the estimate
(6.169)
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with

Ilw(x)llc =

max Iw(x)l·
XEWhU"Yh

Thus we have the difference analog of inequality (6.154):

I(Cy,y)1 ~ MIilyIl2,

(6.170)

where the constant M1 is defined in accordance with inequalities (6.169).
We also deduce a difference analog of inequality (6.155):
(6.171)
For the non-divergent difference operator of convective transfer we have

IIC,yll' =

I~. (t, ba(X)Y;.), h,,,,
2

~ 2 L L b;(x)(y~)2h1h2
a=1xEwh
1

2

~ 2m;x{lIb;lIc} L L 4(Yx a + Yx.,)2h lh2
a=1 xEwh
2

~ m~x{lIb;lIc} L L ((Yx.,)2
a=lxEwh

+ (yx.,)2)h1h2

Therefore, when C = Gl, in the subordination inequality (6.171) we may
put

2
2
M2 = km;X{lIball c }.

With C = C2 we obtain the estimate (6.171) on the basis of the
inequality

Just as in the continuous case, we have

IIC,yll' =

"~. (t, (b (x)y);. )
a

2 h,h,

4
2
~ k m;x IIb;(x)IIc(Dy, y) + 211 L(ba(x))~)MYIl2.
a=1
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There is the well known [Samarskii and Andreev, 1976] Fridrichs inequality

Ily11

2

2 :::;

Mo(- LYxaxa,Y),
a=1

where the constant Mo is independent of the grid steps:

MOl

= 8(l12 + 12"2).

Thus, we obtain the desired inequality (6.171) for the operator C = C2
with

M, ~ ~

(2m;X{lIb~IICl+ Moll t.(bQ(X))~.II~) .

Similarly, for the operator C = Co in inequality (6.171), we have

Thus for the difference operators of convective transfer the subordination estimates (6.171) are satisfied and the constants M2 are completely
coordinated with those of the continuous case provided that for the divergence approximations central differences are used.
For the approximation of convective terms in a divergent and a nondivergent form, the constant M1 depends on a grid (see inequality (6.169)).
Because of this the problem of approximation of convective term in a
divergent and non-divergent forms requires additional consideration. It
is natural to construct approximations with the constant MI in (6.170)
to be coordinated with the constant M1 in inequality (6.153).
Taking into account relations (6.160) and (6.161) we define the convective operators in the divergent and the non-divergent form by the
following relations:

~divv,

(6.172)

C2 = Co + ~diVV.

(6.173)

C1 = Co -

Using expressions (6.172), (6.173)we assume that
1 2

C1

= Co - '2 L(ba(X))~a'

(6.174)

a=1

(6.175)
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For operators (6.174), (6.175) the inequality (6.170) with the constant

1 2
MI = 21Il:(ba(X))~<>llb
a=1

is valid. Here MI does not already depend on the computational grid and
it does completely coordinated with the constant MI in the continuous
case.

4.5

Difference Schemes for Non-Stationary
Problems

After sampling with respect to space we obtain the solution of the
differencEHiifferential equation

dv
dt

+ Cv + Dv =

0,

x E Wh,

t > 0,

(6.176)

with the initial condition

v(x,O) = uo(x),

x

E Who

(6.177)

For solution of problem (6.176), (6.177) the following estimates, of the
type of (6.157), (6.159), are valid, i.e.,

Ilv(t)1I ::; exp((MI - kO)t)llv(O)II,
Ilv(t)IID ::; exp

(~2t) Ilv(O)IID,

(6.178)
(6.179)

where M I , M2 are constants in the bounds (6.170) and (6.171), respectively.
The constant Ml in inequality (6.170) is equal to zero whenever the
symmetric approximation of convective terms (6.167) is used. For problems with divergent and non-divergent operators of convective transfer
the following approximations (6.174), (6.175) are the reference points in
optimization of the constant MI. Let us construct difference schemes
for approximative solution of problem (6.176), (6.177) with C = Co and
investigate the stability of this schemes considering the problem with
convective terms in a symmetrical form.
With T > 0 being a time step, we take Yn to denote the difference solution at the moment tn = nT. For problem (6.176), (6.177) we consider
the following two-level difference scheme with weighting factors:
Yn+! - Yn
T

+ CO(O"IYn+! + (1 - O"I)Yn)
+ D(0"2Yn+! + (1 - 0"2)Yn) = 0,

x E Wh,

n = 0,1, ... ,

(6.180)
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and the complementary initial condition

yo(x) = uo(x),

x

E Who

(6.181)

To investigate the stability, we rewrite scheme (6.180) in the canonical
form
B Yn + 1 - Yn + AYn = 0, n = 0,1, ....
(6.182)
T

The grid operators B and A here have the form
B

= E + 0"1 TCo + 0"2T D,

A

= Co + D.

(6.183)

The operators A and B in the previous difference scheme with weighting
factors are non-self-adjoint.
We consider the class of schemes (6.182), (6.183) with equal weighting
factors:
(6.184)
6.7 The difference scheme (6.180), (6.181), (6.184) is stable
in H provided that
1
(6.185)
T :S TO = 11(0.5 _ 0")'

THEOREM

where

II = 2M2

+ 2ktl,

(6.186)

and the constants M2 and tl are defined by formulas (6.171) and (6.164).

Proof. By virtue of representations (6.183) and condition (6.184)
we have the relations

B=E+CJTA,

A#A*.

(6.187)

The difference scheme with weighting factors (6.182), (6.187) and operator A > 0 is stable in H (see estimate (6.178)) and in HR, R = BB*,
provided that the following operator inequality
(6.188)
is valid.
The inequality (6.188) is obviously satisfied for 0" ~ 0.5, and the
difference scheme is absolutely stable. It is conditionally stable for 0" <
0.5. Assume that the estimate

IIAyI1 2 :S II(Ay, y)

(6.189)
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is valid. Then inequality (6.188) is valid on condition that
1

1

u>--- 2
vr'
or when estimate (6.185) is valid. Let us define more specifically the
conditions (6.189) when scheme (6.182), (6.187) is used. Taking into
account estimate (6.164) for the diffusion operator and subordination
inequality (6.171), we have

IIAyI1 2 = II (Co + D)YII 2 :-:; 2(IICoy1I 2 + IIDYII2)
:-:; 2M2 (Dy, y) + 2kfl(Dy, y).
Taking into consideration that the operator Co is skew-symmetric, we
obtain for the constant v expression (6.186), i.e., v = O(h12 + h'22) and
it depends on the velocity of convective transfer. Expressions (6.185),
(6.186) yield, for instance, sufficient conditions for the stability of the
explicit scheme (u = 0).
Among the schemes with weighting factors (6.180), (6.181) attention
should specially be paid to the scheme with convective terms taken from
the previous level, i.e.,
(6.190)
In the implicit-explicit scheme (6.180), (6.190) only a symmetric operator of the diffusion

B

= E+urD, A = Co +D

(6.191)

is considered on the upper level. Consider the conditions of stability for
scheme (6.182), (6.191).
6.8 For difference scheme (6.180) with conditions (6.181),
(6.190) and u ~ 0.5, the following estimate

THEOREM

IIYn+lI1D:-:;

(1 + ~2r) IIYnliD

(6.192)

is valid.

Proof. By virtue of the skew-symmetry of the operator Co and
symmetry of the operator D, scheme (6.180), (6.181) corresponds to the
scheme (6.182) with the operator

B= E

+ urAD,

A = AD + A},

(6.193)
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where Ao and Al are symmetrical and skew-symmetric parts of the operator A, i.e.,

Ao =

~(A + A*),

Al =

~(A -

A*).

Let us consider the stability of scheme (6.182), (6.193) in sufficiently
general conditions of subordination of the skew-symmetric part of the
operator A:
(6.194)
When Ao > 0

r

B - -A
> eE
2 ,

e> 0,

(6.195)

and for inequality (6.194) satisfied, the estimate
(6.196)
for difference scheme (6.182), (6.193) is valid.
Taking the dot product of (6.182) with 2rYt = 2(Yn+! - Yn) we obtain
the energy identity

r((2B - rA)Yt, Yt)

+ (AoYn+l, Yn+!) -

(AoYn, Yn)

+ 2r(AIYn, Yt) = O.

(6.197)
Taking into account inequality (6.197) and condition (6.195) we have
the inequality

The right hand side can be estimated with allowance for condition (6.194)
as follows:
(6.199)

On substitution of the latter estimate into inequality (6.198) we obtain
the relation

M
(AoYn+l, Yn+!) ~ (1 + 2e r)(AoYn, Yn).

From this estimate and the inequality

)1/2 < 1+-r
M

M
( 1+-r
2e

-

4e
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the desired estimate (6.196) of the stability follows.
The proved statement now will be used to investigate the implicitexplicit difference scheme (6.180), (6.181), (6.190). It can be rewritten in the canonical form (6.182), (6.193). Then Ao = D, Al = Co
and from condition (6.171) we have M = M2 in inequality (6.194).
For u ~ 0.5 in inequality (6.195) one can put € = 1. Then, estimate
(6.192) with u ~ 0.5 is valid for the implicit-explicit scheme (6.180),
(6.181), (6.190). Estimate (6.192) expresses unconditional p-stability of
the implicit--explicit scheme and is completely consistent with estimate
(6.158) for the solution of the differential-difference problem.
Various other classes of difference schemes for the problems of convective diffusion are considered likewise. In particular, this refers to the
problems of convection-diffusion with the convective operator in a divergent and a non-divergent form, to construction of economic schemes
for multi-dimensional problems with splitting by spatial variables, to
three-level schemes, and so on.

5.

Korteweg-de Vries Equation

We carry out an analysis of difference schemes for the Kortewegde Vries (KdV) equation to verify the fulfilment of conservation laws.
We use the notion of L2-conservative difference scheme [Akrivis, 1993,
Akrivis et al., 1997J whose solution satisfies the grid analog of the conservative law:

J
I

u 2 (x,

J
I

t)dx =

u 2 (x, O)dx,

t

E

(0, T),

o
0
which is valid for the initial differential problem. This principle is used
to construct new classes of three level difference schemes with weighting
factors. Using the general theory of the stability of operator difference schemes, a linear analysis of the schemes constructed is performed
[Samarskii et al., 1997b].

5.1

Introduction

At the present time nonlinear wave processes are comprehensively investigated in various branches of science and technology (optics, plasma
physics, radiophysics, hydrodynamics).
For the investigation of waves of small but finite amplitude the KdV
equation is frequently used. The equations which for the first time was
derived in 1895 [Korteweg and de Vries, 1895J by expanding of an ideal
incompressible fluid in small parameters. However, it was only in the
sixties of this last century that the KdV equation attracted great atten-
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tion. The pioneers in this field were Zabusky and Kruskal [Zabusky and
Kruskal, 1965] who constructed an explicit three-level scheme with the
order of approximation O(h2 + T2). A fundamental result in the study
of the properties of the KdV equation was the joint paper by Gardner,
Green, Kruskal and Miura [Gardner et al., 1967] who found an exact
solution of the KdV equation on a real axis. In their subsequent papers
[Gardner, 1971, Kruskal et al., 1970, Miura, 1968, Miura et al., 1968, Su
and Gardner, 1969] many of the properties of the KdV equation were
revealed that were typical of the whole class of solvable equations in
partial derivatives. Complete enough analysis of the results pertaining
to the KdV equation was performed by Miura [Miura, 1976]. In 1976
Greig and Moris suggested a 'black and white' scheme which has a less
strong stability condition in comparison with the scheme of [Zabusky and
Kruskal, 1965]. Further investigation and stability analysis of implicit
and explicit difference schemes for the KdV equation were undertaken
by U.A.Berezin [Berezin, 1972, Berezin, 1982]. Conditions of nonlinear
stability and convergence of difference schemes were investigated, for
instance, by Newell [Newell, 1997] and LD.Turetaev [Turetaev, 1992].

5.2

Formulation of the Problem and Basic
Properties of Its Solution

In the rectangle QT = {(x, t): 0::; x ::; l, 0 ::; t ::; T} we consider
the Korteweg-de Vries equation

au
au
a3u
at + u ax + (3 ax 3 = 0,

(3 = const

> 0,

(6.200)

with the periodic, with respect to space, conditions

u(x,O)

= uo(x),

0::; x::; l,

u(x, t) = u(x + l, t),

t ~

(6.201)

o.

(6.202)

To construct effective numerical methods it is desirable that the grid
analogs of the properties of the differential problem were satisfied in
them.
LEMMA

6.6 Let condition (6.202) be satisfied. Then for the nonlinear

operator
(6.203)

the relations
(Lku, u)

= 0,

k

= 1,2;

(Lu, u)

= 0,

(6.204)
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are valid. Here

J
I

(u, v) =

u(x, t)v(x, t)dx.

o

Proof. In fact, taking the dot product of the operator Lu (6.203)
with 2u, and applying the formula of integration by parts we have

(Lu, u) = J(l, t) - J(O, t).
Here

2 3
(au) 2
a 2u
J(x, t) = -au - {3 ax + 2{3u ax 2 ·

For solutions periodic in space (see conditions (6.202)), we have J(l, t) =
J(O, t) and (Lu, u) = o. The equalities (Lku, u) = 0, k = 1,2 can be
proved likewise.
For construction of conservative and completely conservative difference schemes [Samarskii, 1989, Samarskii and Popov, 1980]' it is very
important to know the integral characteristics of the differential problem
which do not vary with time.
LEMMA 6.7 For the solution of problem (6.200)-(6.202), the following

conservative laws hold

J

(6.205)

J

(6.206)

I

El(t) = E1(0),

El(t) =

u(x,t)dx,

o
I

E2(t) = E2(0),

E2(t) =

u 2(x, t)dx.

o

Proof. Relation (6.205) is obvious. To validate equality (6.206)
we take the dot product of equation (6.200) with 2u, and applying the
periodic condition (6.202) ,and we obtain the identity
(6.207)
Integrating it over t we have proved the statement of the lemma.

5.3

A Model Equation

Major moments in construction of effective algorithms for the nonlinear KdV equation will be illustrated on the model equation

au
at

au

&u

+ a ax + {3 ax 3

= 0,

a, {3 = const > 0,

(6.208)
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with conditions (6.201), (6.202). In selecting a model problem we demand first of all the linearity of the equation and then the preservation
of the basic properties of the initial nonlinear problem. For instance,
following Lemma 6.6, for the linear analog of the operator Lu

one can easily show that the property (6.205) is valid. In other words,
the operator Lo is a skew-symmetrical one, and

Lo = -L'O.

(6.209)

For the model problem select as a reference point for our considerations of numerical methods the following explicit difference scheme:
Yt

+ ayox + (3y-xxx =
0

0,

i = 0, N,

t E

Wr ,

(6.210)

with periodicity conditions on the previous level
Yi+N = Yi,

y(x,O) = uo(x),

x E

Wh,

(6.211)

where Wh and wr are the spatially and temporarily uniform grids with
the steps h and T, respectively.
Note that under conditions (6.211) we obtain an approximation of
differential conjugation conditions:
Yo = YN,

yox, 0

= yox, N'

Yxx,o

= Yxx,N·

(6.212)

We show that in the explicit scheme (6.210) the conditions (6.212) are
valid also for t = t n+1· Since yox, 0 = yox, N'
Yxx~,o =

Y2 - 2Yl

+ 2YN-l 2h3

YN-2

= Yxx~,N'

equation (6.210) implies the equality Yo = fIN. Assuming now that
(6.213)
we obtain the approximation of conjugation conditions (6.212) on the
level (n + 1).
To analyze the properties of the difference scheme (6.210) we bring it
into the canonical form

B Yn+1

T

- Yn

+ AYn = 0,

Yo = uo,

(6.214)
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where Yn = (Yo,yr, ···,y'Nf E H, Uo E Hand H = Oh is the space of
the grid functions defined on the grid Wh and satisfying the periodicity
condition Yi = Yi+N· Then in equation (6.214) we have

(6.215)
Yl - YN-l
(A1Y)i

=

{

fori = 0,

2h

yo.
x,,
Yl - YN-l

2h

fori

= 1,2, ... ,N -1,

fori

= N,

Yxx,l _ Yxx,N-l

2h
2h

2h2

Y xx3:,i
Yl - YN

2h3

Yxx,l

fori = 0,

2h

Yxx,2 _ Yx,l

+ Yo -

YN-l

2h3

Yx,N
-

2h2 -

(6.216)

Yxx,N-2

Yxx,N-l

2h

2h""" - -2-h-

= 1,
fori = 2,3, ... , N - 2, (6.217)
fori

fori = N -1,
fori = N.

We supply the linear space Oh with the inner product

(6.218)
and the norm Ilyll = Jf.ii:ij).
To investigate the properties of the operator A, we need the following
Lemma.
LEMMA 6.8 For the arbitrary grid functions u, v E

Oh, the equality

(Uo,V)
= -(u,vo).
x
x

(6.219)

is valid.
Proof.
parts

Equality (6.219) follows from the formulae of summing by
N-l

L

N

hUx,iVi

=-

i=l

i=l

hUiVx,i

+ UNVN -

hUiVx,i

+ UN-IVN -

UIVO,

i=l

N-l

L

L

N-l
hUx,iVi

=-

L

i=O

UOVo
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and from the identities

%(UNVx,N + UOVx,O) = %(UNV~,N + UOV~,O)'

~(UN-1VN -

uNvN

= uovo,

-% (U~,OVO + U~,NVN ) .

U1 VO) =

Similarly, it can be proved that for any grid function v E Oh we have

(V_xxxQ'V)

(6.220)

= O.

Indeed, assuming in relation (6.219) that U = Vxx E Oh we obtain

(vxx~' v) =

- (vxx,

v~)

=

-l

(v;,o N-1 h

v~,o)

-l

(V;,N -

V~,N)

- "L.J -2 (v~X,t'+1 - V~X,t.) = O.
i=l

We show now that the equality

(Ay, y) = 0,

(6.221)

is valid for arbitrary y E Oh, i.e., A is the skew-symmetrical operator.
Indeed, in accordance with formulae (6.219), (6.220), we have identities
(6.222)
(A 1 y, y) = 0, (A 2 y, y) = O.
Thus equality (6.221) is proved.
Owing to the divergence of the scheme, a grid analog of the differential
conservation law (6.205) is valid and the scheme is conservative.
We call a difference scheme L 2-conservative if the scheme satisfies the
grid analog of the integral conservation law (6.206) which is valid for the
initial differential problem.
We check now whether scheme (6.210) is L 2-conservative. For this
purpose we take the dot product of the operator equation (6.214) with
27Y. By virtue of equality (6.221) we have the following energy identity:
t

Ily(t) 112 -

L

7

2IIYf(t') 112 = IIY(O) 11 2,

t

E WT •

t'=T

The negative disbalance points out to the violation of the corresponding conservation law and generally calls in question the stability of the
scheme in the L 2(Wh) norm of the space H.
In fact, since the operators A and B are constant and the operator
B-1 = E exists, then in accordance with Theorem 3.1, the necessary
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and sufficient condition of the stability of scheme (6.214) in HB. B is
equivalent to the inequality

BA*

+ AB*

~

TA*A.

Since the operator A is skew-symmetric and A = -A* (B = E), the
latter inequality is equivalent to A* A::; o. Thus the necessary condition
of stability in H is not satisfied, and both of schemes (6.214) and (6.210)
are absolutely unstable in the L2 norm.

5.4

Three-Level Difference Schemes

To approximate equation (6.208) let us use the simplest explicit threelevel difference scheme

yot

+ ayox + f3y-xxx = 0,

(x, t)

0

E WhTl

(6.223)

with the initial conditions

y(x,O) = uo(x),

Yt(x,O) = uo(x)

(6.224)

and the periodic conditions Yi+N = Yi. For the second initial condition
(6.224), one can use, for instance, the differential equation (6.208) for
t = o. We rewrite scheme (6.223), (6.224) in the operator form

yot

+ Ay = 0,

t

E Wr ,

Yo = Uo,

Yl

= uo,

(6.225)

where Y = Yn E Oh, and A is the skew-symmetric operator defined by
formulae (6.215)-(6.217). We show that this scheme is stable provided
that

TIIAII < 1,

and the following energy identity [Samarskii, 1989]

E(t) = E(O),
with

E(t) =

t

E

(6.226)

W Tl

IIyl12 + 2T(y, Ay) + IIyI1 2> 0, y =

y(t + T)

is valid for it. To prove this we rewrite the differential equation (6.225)
in the form

y + TAy = Y -

TAy

and compute the square degrees of the left hand and right hand sides:
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Adding IIyI1 2 to both parts and taking into account that A is the skewsymmetric operator
(Ay, y) = -(y, Ay),
we have E(t)

= E(t - r) = ... = E(O).

E(t) ~ 11:011 2 - 2rll:OIIIIAyil

We show that E(t) > O. Indeed,

+ IIyl12 ~

lIyl12 - r211AYl12 > 0,

provided that r11A11 < 1. For the stronger condition

0 < c < 1,

r211A112:::; 1 - c,

(6.228)

equalities (6.226) and (6.227) imply the stability of scheme (6.223),
(6.224) in the grid L2-norm, i.e., for any t E W T the a priori estimate

IIyl12 :::; _l_E(O)
1-c

(6.229)

is valid. Thus the principal distinction of the three-level scheme (6.223)
from the two-level one (6.210) consists in its stability in the space H =
Dh provided that condition (6.228) is satisfied.
To obtain the conditions of stability which could be useful in numerical
practice let us estimate a norm of the operator A = aA I + ,6A2 from the
above. From definition 6.216), it follows that
N-I

IIAl yl12 =

L

hy~ . + 41h(YI -

i=l

CE

~ 4~2
oS

~,

x,~

YN_I)2

h(Y'+1 - Y'-l)' + h(!/1 -

[H'E

hyr+1

+

'E

hYf- l )

YN-l)')

1~ ~,IIYII'

+ ~ (yl + Y~f-1)

Since Al is a linear operator in the Hilbert space and

IIAIII = sup

(AlY,AIy)

(y, y)

yEnh

the inequality IIAlyl1 :::; Ilylllh implies that

IIAIII:::;

1

h,"

To estimate the norm of the operator A2 we consider the quantity
N-2

h2
2
2
10 + hil2 + '"'
IIA2yli 2 = -2
~ hy_xxx,t. + hIN _I
0

i=2

•

h2
+ -2IN,

(6.230)
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where in accordance with Definition (6.217) we have
1

lo

= IN = 2h (Yxx,l - Yxx,N-l) ,

h

=

1 (

2h

Yxx,2 -

1 (

IN-l = - 2h

Yx,l

h +

Yxx,N-2 -

Yo - YN-l)
h2

hYx,N + Yl -h2YN)

.

Using the algebraic inequality

(t,a

k )'

~ p t,a~,

we consider the third summand on the right hand side of equality (6.230):

~
2
~ hyxxg, =
i=2

1

~

4h6 ~ h(Yi+2 - 2Yi+l
i=2

N-2

: ; :6 L

i=2

h (YT+2

+ 2Yi-l -

Yi-2)

+ 4YT+l + 4YT-l + YT-2)

2

.

Similarly,
h 2 + IN)
2
2
2
2"(l0
::; h16 [h (4Yl
+ Y22 + YN-2

hli ::;
hlJ..r_l::::;

:6
:6

[h (2Y5

2)]
+ 4YN-l

,

+ 4y~ + yj + Y~-l + 2y~)]

,

[h(2y5+yr+ 4 yJ..r-2+yJ..r-3+ 2 yJ..r)].

Summing the estimates obtained we arrive at the following relation:

From the triangle inequality it follows that

IIAII ::; <p(h),

<p(h) =

a

,eV1O

h + ---,;,3.

(6.231)

The stability of the explicit three-level difference scheme (6.223)-(6.225)
with respect to the initial data have been proved when TIIAII < 1. Using the estimate (6.231) of the operator norm we obtain the equivalent
requirement
(6.232)
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In other words, the explicit scheme (6.223), (6.224) is conditionally
stable. Inequality (6.232) is often called 'Courant's criterion of stability'
and the quantity rk is 'Courant's number'.
We show now that the solution of the difference scheme (6.225) satisfies a grid analogue of the integral conservation law (6.206):
(6.233)
where E2h (t) = (y(t+r), y(t)), y(t) E Oh. Indeed, taking the dot product
of equation (6.225) with 2ry and using the identities

2r (Yt' Y) = E2h (tn) - E2h (tn-I),

2r(Ay, y) = 0,

we obtain equality (6.233).

5.5

Schemes with Weighting Factors

In the case of the model equation consider a multi-parameter set of
schemes

where

Yt

+ Ay(Ul,U2) =

(71

and

(72

t E Wr,

0,

Yt,O = uo,

(6.234)

are real parameters, and

y(Ul,U2) = (71Y + (1
THEOREM

Yo = UO,

- (71 -

(72)Y + (72Y.

6.9 Let for the scheme (6.234) A

i= A(t),
(6.235)

Then the difference scheme is stable and the following inequality is valid:
n

IIYn+1ll~ + L2r2((71 k=1

(72)IIYt,kI12 =

IIYIiI~,

(6.236)

where

IIYII~

= 0.5 (11y11 2+ IIYlI2) + 0.5r2((71 + (72 - 1)IIYtI1 2,

yo = 0.5(Yt + Yt) = (Yn+l - Yn-l)/(2r),
t

Yt = (Yn - Yn-l)/r.

Proof. Since A is a skew-symmetrical operator and y(Ul,U2) E Oh,
from the inner product of equation (6.234) with 2ry(Ul,U2) we have
(6.237)
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Substituting the equality (6.237) into the identity
y(Ul,U2)

~ + = ~ + 7(0"1 -

2

2

+ 72
t

0"2)Yo

(0"1

+ 0"2 -

l)Yft,

(6.238)

we obtain the relation

This completes the proof of the statement.
Thus, we have proved the absolute stability of scheme (6.234) (i.e.,
without restrictions on the relations between the steps 7 and h), provided
that the weighting factors 0"1, 0"2 satisfy conditions (6.235).
THEOREM 6.10 Let 0"1 = 0"2 = 0.25. Then scheme (6.234) is L 2-conservative and the following energy identity is valid:
(6.239)

Proof. U sing the identity
y(Ul,U2) = Y + 7(0"1 - 0"2)Yo
t

+ 0.572(0"1 + 0"2)Ytt,

the three-level difference scheme (6.234) can be transformed into the
following two-level one:
Vt

+ Av(o.S) =

0,

Vo = 0.5(yo + yd,

(6.240)

where Vn = (Yn + Yn+d/2.
Taking the dot product of equation (6.240) with 27V(O.S) in Oh, and
taking into account the equalities
27 (Vt,V(O'S)) =

IIvll 2 -llvI1 2 ,

(Av(O.S),v(O'S)) = 0,

we arrive at the discrete analog (6.239) of the integral conservation law
(6.206). It is valid for the grid solution on the half-integer level Yn+1/2 =
0.5(Yn + Yn+1)'
REMARK 6.1 Scheme (6.234) with any 0"1,0"2 is conservative with regard
to the solution Yn+1/2 too.
Indeed, summing scheme (6.234) for every x E
account that Y E Oh we obtain
( Yn

+ Yn+1

2'

1)

= (YO

+ Y1

2"

1)

Wh

and taking into
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5.6

Nonlinear Schemes

In this Section completely conservative (conservative and L 2 -conservative) difference schemes with weighting factors are constructed. These
schemes preserve the main properties of a differential problem. Corresponding estimates for a nonlinear case are also obtained.
A difference scheme must reflect the basic properties of a continu-'
ous medium. Therefore it is natural to expect that a scheme satisfies the difference analogs of conservative laws (6.205), (6.206). This
kind of schemes are customarily called conservative. Importance of
the requirement that the schemes be conservative was noted in the
50s by A.N. Tikhonov and A.A. Samarskii [Tikhonov and Samarskii,
1959]. They formulated the integro-interpolational method (lIM) for
constructing conservative difference schemes and constructed an example of a nonconservative scheme that had the second order of accuracy
for the smooth enough coefficients and diverging for discontinuous ones
[Tikhonov and Samarskii, 1961].
To construct a conservative difference scheme for the nonlinear KdV
equation, we, along with lIM, use Steklov's averaging of the function u 2
[Abrashin, 1986, Samarskii et al., 1997b]:
U

2

rv

1
--u+-u

J
u+

U

2

du

u

3

(u )x
1 2
2
= -31 - = -3 (u+ + uu+ + u ),
Ux

(6.241)

where u± = U(Xi±l, t), t E Wr . Applying formula (6.241) we construct
an explicit three-level scheme of the second order of approximation

yo
t

+ -61

((y3)x)
-Yx

x

+ f3y-xxx =
0

0,

(6.242)

Algebraically it is equivalent to the grid equation [Zabusky and Kruskal,
1965]
yot + yyox + f3y-xxx = 0, i = 0, N.
(6.243)
0

The initial and periodic conditions are approximated exactly:
(6.244)
where y = (y+ + y + y_) /3. We note that by the virtue of the divergence
of the difference equation (6.242) for any n = 0,1, ... , No - 1
' " h Yn
~

xEWh

+ Yn+1
2

= ' " h Yo
~

XEWh

+ Yl

2'

i.e., the difference scheme (6.243) is conservative.
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6.11 The non-linear difference scheme {6.243} is L2-conservative
and it is solution satisfies the grid analog (6.233) of the integral conservation law {6.206}:

THEOREM

(6.245)
Proof. We rewrite scheme (6.243) in the operator form

yo
t

+ Ay =

(6.246)

0,

where the nonlinear operator

Ay = yA1y + (JA 2 y
is defined by formulae (6.216), (6.217). By analogy with the differential
problem (see equalities (6.204)) we show that

(Ay, y) = 0,

(6.247)

provided that y E fh. It is enough to prove that (yA1y, y)
the identity
_
1
1 2
yyox = -3YYox + -3 (y )0x

= 0. Using

and Lemma 6.8, we obtain

Hence equality (6.247) is satisfied. Now taking in Oh the dot product
of equation (6.246) with 2TY, and using the property (6.247), we obtain
the grid analog of the integral conservation law (6.245).
REMARK 6.2 The drawback of the grid law (6.245) is that the expression of E2h does not represent any grid norm that approximates

J
I

u 2 (x, t)dx. In this sense, the relation (6.245) cannot be called the a

o
priori estimate.

We also note that the expressions
the form

E2h (t),

t

E

w.,., can be rewritten in
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Implicit Conservative Schemes

We consider the following class of three-level schemes with weighting
factors:
(6.248)
yo + -(a,a)
Y
Yo(a, a) + f3Y (a,a) - 0
t

x

0

xxx

-

•

The grid equation (6.248) approximates the initial one with the order
O(h2 + T2).
6.12 Difference scheme {6.248} with spatially periodic solutions is conservative, L2 -conservative and for its solution there are the
following grid analogs of differential conservation laws {6.205}, {6.206}:
THEOREM

(6.249)

(6.250)
(6.251)

Proof. Just as in the proof of Theorem 6.11 one has to take the dot
product of the difference equation (6.248) with 2Ty(a,a) = 2T(Y+O"T 2Ytt).
Then, the L 2 -conservative nature of the scheme follows from formulae
(6.249)-(6.251) at 0" = 1/2 and 0" = 1/4, respectively
It is interesting to note that energy relations (6.249) are also a priori
estimate for 0" ~ 1/2 and 0" ~ 1/4, respectively. Equality (6.249) for
k = 3 can be interpreted as the a priori estimate for difference equation
at the half-integer nodes Yn+1/2 = (Yn + Yn+1)/2.
U sing the representation of convective terms in a divergent and a
non-divergent form (see [Vabishchevich and Samarskii, 1998]), one can
construct the following class of L 2 -conservative difference schemes:
(6.252)

This is now already the nonlinear scheme. For 0"1 = 0"2 = 0 it coincides with the previously investigated explicit scheme (6.243). Using the
identity (6.219) we have
(yyt 1 ,a 2) + (yy(al,a2))~ ,yh,a2)) =

o.

Hence for the solution of the difference scheme (6.252), (6.224) Theorem
6.9 with 0"1 ~ 0"2, 0"1 + 0"2 ~ 1 gives the a priori estimate (6.236). In
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accordance with Theorem 6.12, scheme (6.252) with 0"1 = 0"2 = 0.5 is
L2-conservative with respect to functional (6.249). For 0"1 = 0"2 = 0.25
the solution at a half-integer level satisfies the conservation law
E (O.25) (t)
3h

t

= E(O.25) (0)

3h'

E

Wr ·

REMARK 6.3 Unfortunately the scheme (6.252) has lost its conservative
nature. It can be considered as a linearization method
k+1

va
t

(kk+1))
_ 0
+ -13 (kk+1
V va + V V
a
+ p",+1
V
axxx
X

X

(6.253)

of the nonlinear scheme
yo
t

with
k+1

Yo =
t

( k+1
Y

+ y(a1,a2)y~a1,a2) + (3y(a~a2) = 0,
x

(6.254)

xxx

V)j (27),

- Y

If the iterative process converges (lim

k-+oo

y = Y)

then it gives the so-

lution of the conservative and L2-conservative scheme (6.248).

6.

A Boundary Value Problem for a Hyperbolic
Equation of the Second Order

Difference schemes for a wave equation are constructed and investigated. In particular, the convergence of difference schemes in a class of
piecewise smooth solutions is considered.

6.1

Difference-Differential Problem

We consider the first boundary value problem for the hyperbolic equa-

tion

aat2 u =Lu+f(x,t), Lu= ox
a ( k(x,t)ax
au) ,O<x<l,
2

o<t-:::;.T,

u(O, t) = u(l, t) = 0, 0 < t -:: ;. T,
au
u(x,O) = uo(x), at (x, 0) = uo(x),
0< C1 -:::;. k(x, t) -:: ;.

(x, t)

C2,

E

Qr;

C1,

(6.255)
(6.256)
(6.257)

C2 = const,

(6.258)

0 -:: ;. t -:::;. T.

(6.259)

in the rectangle

Qr =

n x [0, TJ, n =

{

x: 0 -:: ;. x -:: ;. l} ,
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Since the solution to be found is continuous, the corresponding conditions for the coordination of the solution are assumed to be satisfied.
In particular,

Uo(x) = uo(x) = 0,

f(x, t) = 0,

x E f;

x EfT,

(6.260)

where f is a boundary of 0 and fT is a lateral surface of QT.
On the uniform spatial grid Wh we replace the initial problem by the
difference-differential one:
d2 v

dt 2 + Av = 'P(t),

dv(O)

Vo = Uo,

_

~=uo.

(6.261)

In accordance with formulae (6.18), (6.19) we have

(AV)i = -(avx)x,i,

= 1,2, ... , N -

i

'P = ('PI(t), 'P2(t) , ... , 'PN-I(t)f,

wt

1,

Vo = VN = 0,

'Pi(t) = f(Xi, t),

(6.262)

where a = a(x), x E
is the standard stencil functional defined by one
of the formulae (6.15)-(6.17); A : H - t H, where the linear space H =
Oh consists of a set of the vectors of the form (VI(t), V2(t), ... , VN-I(t))T.
The inner product and norm in H are specified in the usual fashion:

N-I
(y, v) =

L

YiVi h ,

IIYII = vI7Ji:Y).

i=1

We note that according the condition (6.14) the difference operator
approximates the initial differential operator with respect to space with
the second order O(h2) at every inner node x E Who

6.2

Difference Schemes
Over the segment [0, T] we introduce the temporarily uniform grid:

Wr

= { tn = nT, n = 0,1, ... , No;

TNo = T } = Wr U {T}.

(6.263)

For numerical solution of the difference-differential problem (6.260), we
consider a class of difference schemes with the weighting factors
YEt

+ Ay(u,u) = 'P,

t E

where

A*(t)

=

Wr ,

Yo = Uo,

A(t) > 0,

t E

YI

= UI,

Wr ,

y(u,u) = af) + (1 - 2a)y + ay,
YI

= Yo + TUo,

Uo = {UI' ... ,UN-I},

(6.264)
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uo(x) = TIo(x)
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+ 0.5T(LuO + f(x, 0)),

x E

Who

From Taylor's formula it follows that
(6.265)
Thus the operator-difference problem (6.264) is formulated.
We represent it in the canonical form

DYft + Byot
with

D=E

+ Ay = <p, Yo = UO, Yl = Ul,

(6.266)

+ T 2 aA, B = 0, A*(t) = A(t) > O.

(6.267)

We consider the conditions of the stability of the difference scheme
with respect to the initial data. To simplify our investigations we assume
that the coefficient k is independent of t, or that the operator A is
a constant operator. We prove the stability of the explicit difference
scheme. From (6.264) with a = 0 it follows that

Yft+Ay=O,
THEOREM

yo=uo,

Yl=Ul·

(6.268)

6.13 Let the coefficient k be independent oft (k

=

k(x)). If

(6.269)
then the explicit difference scheme (6.268) is stable in H A and the following energy identity is valid:

II Yn +2Yn - 1

I[ + IIYf,n II~_

1":

A

= II Yl ; Yo

I[ + IIYf,lll~_

1"42

A

(6.270)

Proof. To apply Theorem 4.1 one has to show (see inequalities
(4.2.1)) that the condition
T2

D>-A

(6.271)

4

is valid. Since we have
4C2

IIAII < h,2'
it is obvious that the condition (6.271) holds, provided that T:S h/JC2.
The necessary and sufficient conditions of the stability of scheme (6.268)
with respect to the initial data are also satisfied, since in the scheme
(6.268) the operator B == o. Thus the inequality (4.2.11) yields the
required relation (6.270).
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REMARK

6.4 For a more restrictive constraint on time step

form

J2

T-<y'C2
-h ,

we obtain D

T

of the
(6.272)

T2

= E > 2A. The following energy identity
E(t)

with

E(t) =

E(O),

=

t E

(6.273)

Wr ,

~ (IIYII~ + Ilyll~) + IIYtll~_ 7"; A'

(6.274)

is valid.
The conservation law (6.273) follows from the equality (6.270) and
from the identity

E(t n ) = II Yn +2Yn+111

2
A

+ II Yt,n 112E- 7"2 A·

(6.275)

4

We pass to studying the problem of stability with respect to the right
hand side. Up to now we have assumed for simplicity that the coefficient
k depends only on x. We consider now the case of the coefficient k =
k(x, t) being Lipschitz continuous with respect to t, i.e.,

Ik(x, t) - k(x, t - T)I ::::; Tck(x, t - T).

(6.276)

We specify the value of the stencil functional a:
a

= k(Xi-l/2, t).

(6.277)

We show that in conditions (6.276) the operator A = A(t) is Lipschitz
continuous with respect to the variable t. Indeed, using the definition of
the operator A and taking into account Green's formula, we have

((A(t) - A(t - T))Y, y)

=

~

k), Y~l
Tc(a,Y~l = Tc(A(t - T)Y, y).
((k -

(6.278)

We use now Theorem 4.24. It is obvious that conditions (4.4.36) for the
scheme with weighting factors (6.264) are satisfied when
1+E

h2

4

T C2'

a> - - - -2 -

E

> Ois any number.

(6.279)
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Then the a priori estimate (4.4.37) yields the inequality

II Y.+ .11 A" '" M.
REMARK

\p ; 0 (11Yo II

A,

+ II Yt,o IIE+~' A +

t.

Til 'P' II).

(6.280)

6.5 It follows from inequality (6.279) that if

T::; 2h/J(1 + e)c2,

e> 0,

(6.281)

the explicit difference scheme (0" = 0) is stable with respect to the initial
data, the right hand side in the Hilbert space H A, and that for its
solution the a priori estimate (6.280) is valid.

6.3

An Approximation Error and Convergence

Assuming y = Z + U in the operator-difference scheme (6.264) we
obtain the problem for the error

(E + O"T 2 A)ztt + Az = 'l/J(t) ,
= 0,

Zo

Zt,O

=

t

(6.282)

E Wr ,

(6.283)

V,

where

'l/Ji =

-Utt,i

+ (au~u,u))

.'

X,t

Vi

= UO(Xi)

- Ut(Xi,

0), i

= 1,2, ... , N -

1,

are the approximation errors for the difference scheme (6.264) and for
the second initial condition on the solution of the differential problem
(6.255)-(6.258). Everywhere below we assume that there are all necessary bounded derivatives with respect to the variables x and t. Then
from formulae (6.265) we have
v(u,u) = v

+ O"T2Vtt,

_ _ ()2u(Xi' t n )
Utt,i at 2
(aUx)x,i =

(Lu)i

+

O( 2)

T,

+ O(h2)

and hence the inequalities
n

'"
TII'l/Jkll? ::; t n l 1/ 2 l<t<N-l
~ax I'l/Jil::; c (h 2 + T2),
~

(6.284)

I Zt,OIIE+ur 2 A? ::; c (h 2 + T2)

(6.285)

k=l

--

hold. Here and hereafter c is a constant independent of h,
approximative solution.

T

and of the
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Now using the a priori estimate (6.280) for a solution of the problem
(6.282), (6.283) we find that
max
Ilz(t)IIA(t-r) ::;
tEw.,.

Ml)1 +

c

(1lzt ollE+ur2A + ~
rll1/Jkll) .
~

c'

k=l

Substituting the estimates (6.284), (6.285) into the latter inequality one
can see that the difference scheme with weighting factors (6.264) converges as O(h2 + r2). Thus for the solution of problem (6.282), (6.283)
the estimate
max Ilz(t) IIA(t-r) = max Ily(t)
tEw.,.

tEw.,.

-

u(t) IIA(t-r)

::; c (h 2 + r2)

(6.286)

is valid. From Lemma 6.1 and from (6.286) a convergence follows in a

uniform norm too.

6.4

Problems with Piecewise Smooth Solutions

Many problems of mathematical physics that describe shock processes
in gases, liquids, and solids lead to the problem of seeking non-smooth
solutions for hyperbolic type equations of the second order. The simplest
representative of this class of equations is the following equation:

a
at

(au)
a ( k au)
P at = ax
ax

+ f{x, t),

(x, t)

E QT,

(6.287)

with a given boundary and initial conditions

u(O, t) = u(l, t) = 0,
u(x, 0) = uo(x),

au
at (x, 0)

t > 0,

= uo(x), x

E

(6.288)

[0, l].

(6.289)

For the simplicity of further representation we assume that k and
p are positive constants and that k / p = a 2 . Below we restrict our
consideration to piecewise smooth solutions, i.e., we assume that the
first derivatives ~:, ':: and the initial data of the problem f (x, t), uo (x)
suffer discontinuous of the first kind such that in the neighbourhood of
the finite number of discontinuity lines Xk = Vk(t), k = 1,2, ... , m, and
outside these lines they are sufficiently smooth functions; uo(x) is also
piecewise smooth function. These lines can be represented only by the
characteristics x ± at = const, along which the solutions are weakly
discontinuous [Tikhonov and Samarskii, 1972].
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As a typical example the following model problem can be considered
[Moskal'kov, 1974]:

< 1,

0< t

u(x,O)

= x,

0< x

u(O, t)

= t,

u(l, t)

=1-

t,

~

0.5,

au
at (x, 0) =

-1;

= Ix - tl is the exact (generalized) solution of this problem. In the
vicinity of the characteristic x = t the first derivatives of the solution
are discontinuous.
For the above described class of piecewise smooth solutions that satisfy problem (6.287), (6.288), (6.289) in the entire domain QT, in the
generalized sense the following integral conservation law holds [Tikhonov
and Samarskii, 1972, Godunov, 1971]:

u

f (~~dx+a2~~dt) II
=

C

jdxdt,

(6.290)

G

where G c QT is the arbitrary domain bounded by the piecewise smooth
curve C.
In particular, from relation (6.290) it follows that the problem stated
above can be formulated in the following form. We are to find the
function u(x, t) continuous in QT and satisfying the differential equation
(6.291)
and initial and boundary conditions (6.288), (6.289). On the lines of
weak discontinuity Xk = Vk(t), k = 1,2, ... , m, the following conjugation
conditions must be satisfied:

[~~]

[u] = 0,

where [g] = g(v + 0) - g(v - 0) for v
We introduce the uniform grids

= ±a [~~] ,

(6.292)

= x ± at.

Wh={Xi=ih, i=O,I, ... ,N; h=lIN}
and

W-r

= {t n = nT,

n

= 0,1, ... ,No; T = TINo}.

We substitute the differential problem by the difference one:

YEt =

Ay(UI,(T2)

+ <p,

x E Wh,

t E W-r,

t > 0,

(6.293)
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Yo = YN = 0,
yO = UO(X),
(

E-

T

20"1

+2 0"2 A )

Yt(x,O)

t ~ T,

(6.294)

x E Wh,

(6.295)

= uo(x) + 2"T [Auo + f(x, 0)],
(6.296)

Here Ay = (ayx)x, and the right hand side is to be selected, for instance,
as follows:

J Jf(~, TJ)d~dTJ·

x+~t+~

cp =

1
Th

x-~ t-~
o

In the space of grid functions f2h vanishing for i

= 0, N we introduce

the operator A = -A. As shown above, A * = A > O.
We cite some a priori estimates for the difference solution. We reduce
scheme (6.293)-(6.296) to the canonical form of the three-level difference
schemes:

DYft + Byot + Ay = cp,

Yo = uo,

DYt,o =

V.

(6.297)

Furthermore, investigating the convergence rate of the difference scheme
(6.293)-(6.296) that approximates a differential problem with piecewise
smooth solutions, we need an a priori estimate in a negative norm both
with respect to space and time [Moskal'kov, 1974].
THEOREM 6.14 Assume the operators of scheme (6.297) independent of
n and satisfy the conditions

A* = A > 0,
B~

0,

BD-1A>
- 0,

f3E, f3 > 0,
D >1-+c
- T2A c> O.

D* = D

-

~

4

'

(6.298)
(6.299)

Then for the solution of problem (6.297) the estimate

Ily(t)11 $.M {lly(O)IID+ IIDYt(O)IIA-l+ II'PIilo,-1 + 11'P2I1A-l,O}, (6.300)
is valid. Here

{2(1+c)
T/2 J1+c}
M -max
f3 e
,
,
c
c

'PI = 'P2 = 'P

and
T

lIy(t)llA-l,O

= LTlly(t')IIA-l,
t'=o

T

Ily(t) 116,-1 = LTII~(t')112,
t'=T

(6.301)
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y(t)

= ~t,

~(O)

= o.

Proof. Since the scheme (6.297) is linear, it is sufficient to consider
three problems for which: a) <p = 0 (stability with respect to initial
data); b) <p = <P1, Yo = Y1 = 0; c) <P = <P2, Yo = Y1 = O.
Since conditions (4.3.29), (4.3.30) are satisfied the validity of the estimate (6.300) for the problems with the conditions (b) follows from
Theorem 4.13. Indeed, the inequality (6.299) can be rewritten in the
equivalent form
(6.302)
From the conditions (6.298) we have D 2": /3E. Thus from the relation
(6.302) the inequality
T2

D- -A>
4 - 28E ,

8=

/3c

2(1

+ c)

follows.
Since for B 2": 0 the conditions of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied, from the
a priori estimate (4.2.37) with p = 1 it follows that

IIYn+1IIA:::; Vfl+€
~-c- (1lyollA + IIYt,oIID).

(6.303)

To apply the above estimate to the problem with the condition (a) we use
substitution w = D1/2y and multiply the resulting equation by D 1/2 A- 1
from the left. As a result we transform the operator scheme (6.297) to
the following form:

-

-

DWtt + Bwo
t

Wo = D1/2yO,

- = 0,
+ Aw

(6.304)

Wt,O = D 1/ 2Yt,O,

where

i5 =

D1/2 A -1 D1/2,

(6.305)

A=E,
Now applying the estimate (6.303) to problem (6.304) we obtain

Ilw(t)11 :::;
Since

Ilwll = IIYIID
Ilwtllb =

Jl; c (Ilwoll + Il wt,oll15)'

(6.306)

and

(D1/2A-1D1/2Wt,Wt)

= IID1/2Wtll~_1 = IIYtll~-l'
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then the required estimate for cp = 0 follows from inequality (6.306).
Similarly, from Theorem 4.15 we have

Applying the triangle inequality one can ensure the validity of estimate
(6.300).
REMARK 6.6 In the case of the commutative operators A and D, the
condition BD-1 A 2: 0 is satisfied for A > 0, D > 0, B 2: o.

For the error z = y - u we have a problem
(6.307)

Zo = ZN = 0,
zO = 0,

(E _ T20"1; 0"2

A) Zt(X,

(6.308)
0) = 'ljJ0,

(6.309)

where 'ljJ = 'ljJn = -Uft + AU(Ul,U2) + cp, n = 1,2, ... , No - 1, is an error
of approximation for the difference equation (6.293) on the solution of
problem (6.287)-(6.289), and
'ljJ

°=uo- (E-T

2 0"1

+2 0"2 A ) Ut(X,O) + "2T [Auo +f(x,O)]

(6.310)

is an error of approximation for the initial condition. Transforming
problem (6.307)-(6.309) to the form of (6.297) one can see that

D = E+T 20"1 +
2 0"2 A, B = T(0"1-0"2)A,

°

Zo = 0, Dzt,o = 'ljJ . (6.311)

Let us estimate 'ljJn. Letting
G = Gin = {Xi ~
i

X

~ Xi+1, tn ~ t ~ t n+1},

= 1, N - 1; n = 1, No - 1,

in identity (6.290) and dividing by Th, after obvious transformations, we
obtain

(6.312)
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where Xi = Xi - h/2, tn = tn - 7/2.
Add the expression for 'l/Jn to the equality (6.312) and represent the
error of approximation in the form 'I/J = 'l/Jl + 'l/J2, where

'l/Jr = ~f, ~ = ~(Xi' tn) = ~

J:

:&i+1

Ut,

(6.313)

a2u~CTl,CT2)

(6.314)

(x, t n+1)dx -

Xi

'l/J2 =

'f/x,

'f/ = 'f/{Xi, t n ) =

~

J

tn+1

a2~~ (Xi, t)dt -

tn

We assume that the solution satisfies the condition

J auat

x+h/2

~(x, 0)

=

h1

(x, 7/2)dx -

Ut,O

= 0,

(6.315)

x-h/2

We need the following:
LEMMA 6.9

If f{x) is a piecewise continuous function over the segment

[a,b], then

~

Jf{~)~ =
x

0(1),

x E [a + h, bJ,

x-h

but if f{x) is a smooth function then

~

Jf{~)~ =
x

f (x -

~) + CI>{x) ,

CI>{x)

= 0{h2).

x-h

Using the Lemma we estimate

At the points of the smoothness of integrand expressions we have
0{h2+ +72).
If the line x = vet) of the discontinuity of the derivative

~~

~ =

intersects

the rectangle Gi ,n+1/2, then from the Lemma we have ~ = 0(1) . The
number of points for any fixed t = tn, such that ~ = 0(1) in the vicinity
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'.. ,-+----t--+---+-~-f__

,,---'l----,.L------jf-----k---+---j___
Z='II(tn)

Figure 6.1.

of one of the lines of discontinuity of derivatives can be estimated as
below (see. Fig. 6.1):

Since the number of the lines of the discontinuity of derivatives points
is assumed to be finite, than the total number of the points wp on the
level t = tn, with ~ = 0(1) is equal in order to O(h + 7)jh.
From the above we have
T

T

11?/JIi!6,-1 = L 7 L
t'=r

he(x', t') + L 7

L

he(x't')

x'Ewp

TIT

hO(h2 + 72)2

= L7h h O(7 + h) + L7 L
t'=r

t'=T

X'EWh \wp

Similarly, with the use of (6.59), (6.301) the term

?/J2

is estimated as:

11?/J211~-1 ,0 = 0(7+ h).
To estimate

?/Jo

assume

?/Jo = ?/J~ +?/J~ +?/JR + ?/J2,

where
r

1Jau
?/J1 = uo(x) - Ut(x, 0) = au
at (x, 0) - -:;:
at (x, t)dt,
o
0-

o

?/J2 = -7

0"1

+ 0"2
2

AU(X,7),

0

?/J3 = 7

o 7 jx
(
?/J4="2
,0).

0"1

+ 0"2 2

1

Au(x, 0),
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°

Just as in the estimation of ~, we have 'ljJ~ = 0(1), provided that the
discontinuity line for the derivative au/at intersects the segment :S

t:S

7, X

= Xi.

But if

at ~ M then 'ljJ~ = 0(7), and therefore,
la2u
l
2

11'ljJ~IIA-l,O = 0(7 + h).
Now estimate

If the discontinuity line au/ax intersects the segment Xi-l :S x :S Xi,
t = 7, then u1 = ux(x, 7) = 0(1), and therefore 11'ljJ~11~-1 = 0(7 2 h). A
similar reasoning gives 11'ljJ~11~-1 = 0(7 2 h). Moreover, 11'ljJ211~-1 = 0(7 2 )
and then
Thus we have proved:

6.15 With the assumptions made concerning the solution of
problem (6.287)-(6.289) and with the conditions

THEOREM

0'1

+ 0'2
2

1+€

~ -4- -

1-

f3

7211AII'

€

> 0,

°< f3:S

1,

being satisfied, the solution of the difference problem (6.293)-(6.296)
converges on the average to a generalized solution of the differential problem (6.291), (6.288), (6.289), and for any t E WT , the following estimate
is valid:

Ily(t) - u(t)11 :S M(..fii + vir),

Here M = const >

°is the constant independent of hand

7.

6.5

A Multi-dimensional Degenerative Equation
with Dissipation
Assume now that n = {o < Xex < lex, a = 1, p} is a p-dimensional

parallelepiped with a boundary r, X = (Xl, X2,
continuous function u(x, t) satisfying in QT =
initial-boundary problem:

a (au)
a (P2 U )
PI at + at
at

=

Lu + f(x, t),

X E

... ,

xp). We need to find

nx

[0, Tj the following

n,

t E

(0, Tj,

(6.316)
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CI ::;:

a = 1,2, ... ,p;

ka(x) ::;: C2,

u(x,O) = uo(x),

PI

ul r=

Pm(x)

~

au
at (x, 0) = uo(x),

0,

t E

0, m = 1,2,

x E 0,

(6.317)
(6.318)

(0, T].

Just as in Section 6.1, we consider over the segment [0, T] a uniform
grid wr with a step 7 in time. In the parallelepiped 0 we introduce the
grid Wh = Wh U Ih which is uniform in every direction Xa. Let Ih be a
set of boundary nodes

We approximate the operators La U by the following difference operators:

where the stencil functionals are defined by formulae (6.15)-(6.17).
To approximate problems (6.316)-(6.318) we apply a three-level difference scheme with constant weighting factors
O'm ::;: 1, m = 1,2:

°: ;:

(6.319)

Y(O) = Yo,

DIYt(O) = Yo·

o

(6.320)

0

Here Yo, Yo, y(t), <p(t) E Oh, t E Wr, and Oh is a set of grid functions
defined on W h and vanishing at the boundary nodes

y(a1,lJ 2) = O'l'Y + (1 - O'I - 0'2)Y + 0'2Y,
DI = diag{pl1, P12, ... , PIN-d,
BI = diag{p21' P22, ... , P2N-d

L Aay,

(6.321)

p

Ay =

Aa = -Aa,

a=1

AaY = -(aaYxJx" ,
Yo = Uo

x

E Wh,

+ 0.57 (LU + f -

y(x) = 0,

x

P2 ~~) (x,O).

E Ih,
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By analogy with formulae (6.73), we introduce, as usual, the following
inner products and norms:

Ilvll~ =

No. Nf3-1

p

L: Ilvllt, Ilvllt = L: L:

a=1

io.=1

IIAvl12 = L:

XEWh

h 1 ... hp

if3=l

aa vt h 1 ... hp,

(6.322)

f3¥o.

(t (aavxJxo.) 2
0=1

The most natural reference point in investigation of three-level difference schemes with a degenerating operator D 2': 0 is the canonical
form

DYtt

+ BYt + Ay = 'P,

y(O)

= Yo,

Yt(O)

= Yo·

(6.323)

THEOREM 6.16 Let the constant operators A, B, D satisfy the conditions
(6.324)
A = A* > 0, B 2': 0, D 2': o.

If 'P

= 0 then the condition
T

B>
-A
- 2

(6.325)

is sufficient for the stability of the scheme (6.323) with respect to the
initial data in HA, and the estimate
(6.326)

is valid.
Proof. We take the dot product of the operator equation with 2TYt.
For any t = tk we obtain the energy identity

((B - 0.5TA)Yt,k+1,Yt,k+1)

+ (DYt,k+1,Yt,k+1) + IIYk+1ll~
= IIYkll~ + (DYt,k> Yt,k).

Summing this identity over all k = 1,2, ... , n and taking into account the
condition (6.325) and identity Yt,1 = Yt(O) we obtain the statement of
Theorem.
REMARK 6.7 We note that canonical form (6.323) follows formally from
(4.1.4) provided that one has used the identity
T

Yt = Yt - "2Ytt.
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Nevertheless, unlike Theorem 4.6, the condition of self-adjointness for
the operator B is not used in the investigation of the stability of scheme
(6.323) with respect to the initial data.
To prove the stability of the explicit scheme
D 1Yft

+ B 1Yt + Ay = cp,

P2

= const >

°

(6.327)

that follows from (6.319) with 0'1 = 0'2 = 0, we apply Theorem 6.16.
Obviously, in the conditions (6.317) the relations (6.324) are satisfied.
Moreover, the inequality

7) A> °

7
7
(P2
B 1 - -A
= P2E - -A>
- -

2

is valid for

7

2

~ 2p2/IIAII.

-

Since A

IIAII

=

2

t Ac)!,

(6.328)

-

IIAo:l1

~ ~~2, the explicit

0:=1

0:

difference scheme (6.327), (6.320), for the initial differential problem
(6.316)-(6.318) with the coefficients
Pl(X) ~ 0,

P2(X)

= P2 = const > 0,

(6.329)

is stable in the space HA with respect to the initial data, provided that
cp = 0,
P2 h2
(6.330)
7 < -h = minho:.
- 2PC2'

0:

For the solution of the difference scheme the a priori estimate (6.326) is
valid.
If the coefficient P2 degenerates, i.e.,
Pl(X) ~ PI = const > 0,

P2(X) ~ 0,

one has to apply Theorem 4.4. Conditions (4.2.27)

A=A*>O,

D> (1 +c)72A
-

4

'

c > 0,

that ensure the stability of the explicit scheme in HA are obviously
satisfied for
(6.331)
Moreover, in accordance with inequality (4.2.37) the a priori estimate
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is true.
If both coefficients can be degenerated, i.e.,

then one has to use the schemes with weighting factors (6.319). From
Theorem 4.14 one can infer that under the conditions

the difference scheme (6.319), (6.320) is stable with respect to the initial
data and right hand side, and for the solution of the scheme the estimate

IIYn+lIIA ~

fl+€(
Ve--e;-

IlyollA + IIYt(O)IID

+ O~k~n
max (1lcpklik1 + II CPt 'kIIA-l))
is valid.
The a priori estimates of stability with respect to the initial data and
right hand side are used in investigations of the stability of difference
schemes for degenerating equations in proper classes of smoothness.

7.

Hyperbolo Parabolic Problems

In the mathematical simulation of physico-chemical processes in composite solids it is often required to use mathematical models based on
different types of equations in separate parts of a computational domain.
Here attention is specially paid to conjugation conditions on the interfaces of sub-domains. The questions of the existence and uniqueness of
the solution of the boundary value problems for mixed type of equations are actively studied in the literature (see, for example, [Bitsadze,
1981, Godunov, 1971]).
Among the noted classes of problems we single out boundary value
problems for hyperbolo parabolic equations, whose single-valued solvability in the class of generalized solutions was established in [Korzj uk ,
1968, Korzjuk, 1970]. In this Section the questions of numerically solving
these problems are considered in relation to the simplest one-dimensional
boundary value problem. A uniform difference scheme relating to a class
of schemes with variable (discontinuous) weight factors is constructed.
The classes of unconditionally stable schemes are singled out, and investigation of the convergence rate of an approximate solution to the exact
one is carried out [Samarskii et al., 1998a].
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Statement of the Problem

In the rectangle (see Fig. 6.2)
Qr

= Ql U Q2'

Ql

= {(x, t):

°x
<

<~,

°t
<

~ T} ,

Q2 = {(x, t) : ~ < x < l, 0< t ~ T}

we consider the boundary problem on the conjugation of the equations

t
T~--------~------~

1

x=1;

x

Figure 6.2.

of hyperbolic and parabolic types:

(x, t)

E

Ql,

(6.332)

(6.333)
where Pm(x) are strictly positive functions in Qm, 0< Cl ~ km(x) ~ C2
(m = 1,2). We supplement these equations with the boundary and
initial conditions:
u(O, t)
u(x,O)
au
at (x, 0)

= u(l, t) = 0,
= uo(x),
= Ul(X),

t

~

°

~ x ~ l,

~ ~ x ~ l.

On the interface between two sub-domains, x
gation conditions hold:

[u]=o,

[k~:]

=0,

(6.334)

0,

=

~,

(6.335)

the following conju-

x=~, t~O,

(6.336)
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where

[u] =

u(~

+ 0, t) -

k(x) = {k 1(X),
k 2 (x),

u(~

- 0, t),

°< x < ~,
~<x<l.

The construction and investigation of the difference schemes for the
conjugation problem formulated will be carried out using the following
assumption: the coefficients Pm (x), km (x), f m (x, t) (m = 1, 2) suffer a
discontinuity of the first kind on the straight line X = ~, and outside
the discontinuity line this functions are sufficiently smooth. Under such
assumptions about the properties of the input data the questions of the
existence and uniqueness of the strong solution were studied in [Korzjuk,
1968, Korzjuk, 1970]. Furthermore, we shall assume that the solution
u(x, t) of the problem (6.332)-(6.336) is a piecewise smooth function:
outside the line x = ~ the solution has all the necessary (for the analysis)
bounded continuous derivatives, and on the straight line x = ~ satisfies
the conjugation conditions (6.336). We note that the dependence of
the coefficient pm, km on one variable x, and also the uniformity of
the boundary conditions (6.334) are assumed only for the simplicity of
arguments.

1.2

Difference Schemes

We introduce the uniform grids
Wh = {Xi = ih,
Wr = {tn = nT,

i = 0,1, ... , Nj

hN = l},
n = 0,1, ... , No - 1; TNo = T}.

Let the point of the discontinuity of the coefficients
~ = xp =

ph E Wh,

2 ~ P ~ N - 2,

be a node of the uniform spatial grid. In addition, in the domains Ql
and Q2 we shall consider the following grids:

where
Wlh={Xi=ih,

i=I,2, ... ,p-l},

W2h = {Xi =ih,

i=p+l,p+2, ... ,N-l}.
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The differential problem is approximated by the three-level difference
scheme

PlYt = ((ayx )(CTl, CT2)

t+

P2Ytt = ((aYX)(CTl,CT2)t

(6.337)

+ c.p, (X,t) E W2,

(6.338)
(6.339)

0,

Yt(X,O) = UO(X),

Y(X,O) = UO(X),

(x, t)

E WI,

YO = YN =
Y(X,O) = UO(X),

c.p,

Yt(X,O) = UI(X),

x E WIh U {O},

(6.340)

X E W2h,

(6.341)

with the constant weights O"a., a = 1,2.
Just as in the case of the third boundary value problem for a onedimensional heat equation [Samarskii, 1989, c.95], the conjugation conditions (6.336)is approximated with the second order of approximation
with respect to the spatial variable:

Here

Pk = Pk(Xi), a = k(Xi-O.5),
a+ = a = k(XHO.5), c.p = 0.5Ui-O.5 + fHO.5),
Uo = Pll(x)(Luo(x) + f(x, 0)),
UI = UI(X) + 0.5TP2 I (x) (Luo(x) + f(x, 0)),
Lu = :x (k ~:),

f(x, t) = {h(X, t),
h(x, t),

(6.343)
(6.344)

(x, t) E QI,
(x, t) E Q2.

It is convenient to write the approximation of the conjugation conditions
(6.342) in the form

0.5 (PlYt

+ P2Ytt) =

((a Yx)( CT l. CT2)t + c.p,

x =~.

(6.345)

We also note that the second initial condition Yt(x,O) = Uo for the
parabolic equation have been obtained on the following grounds. Since
for the use of the three-level scheme it is required to assign one more
initial condition,y(x, T) it is natural to approximate it with the second
order of approximation 0 (h 2 + T2). The idea is that we seek the value
y(x, T) in the form [Samarskii, 1989, c.97]

y(x, T) = uo(x) + TJ..L(X).
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The term f-L is selected so that the error y(x, T) - u(x, T) has the order

o (T2 + h2).

We substitute the value

au
at

into the formulas
t=O

using the differential equation
Pl

au
at

= Luo + It (x, 0),

0

<x<

~.

t=O

Then we obtain
f-L

= (Luo + It (x, 0)) / Pl ( x ) .

Whence we obtain the approximation (6.340).
We note also the second possible way of the representation of the value
y(x, T) with the accuracy order 0 (h 2+ T2). The first step in the domain
(x, t) E Wl we implement following the two-level scheme
1

°

Pl Y ~ Y = ((a y x )(1/2,O)t

y(x,O) = uo(x),

y(O, T) = 0,

+ cpO,

0

< x < ~,

y(xp, T) = uo(xp) + TU1(Xp).

(6.346)
(6.347)

We note that for the determination of the second boundary condition y(xp, T) at the conjugation point of the two problems we take into
account the given initial condition for the wave equation Yt(x, 0) = Ul
from formulae (6.341) at the point ~ = xp.
Using the mentioned approximation for the parabolic equation in the
domain Wl the scheme (6.337), (6.346), (6.347) is reduced to the scheme
with the variable weight factors. This question is discussed in more detail
below. The implementation of the difference schemes suggested above
(like in the case of inhomogeneous conditions) is carried out provided
that (}l i- 0 in a standard way using the sweep method.

7.3

Stability of the Difference Schemes with
Constant Weights

In the study of stability we shall use the canonical form of the threelevel operator-difference scheme (4.1.4)
DYtt

+ Byot + Ay = cp,
y(O) = Yo,

0

<t

Yt(O) = Yo,

E Wr,

(6.348)
(6.349)
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where Y E H, and H = Oh is the real finite-dimensional Hilbert space
with ordinary inner product and norm (see 6.1); A, B, D : H -+ H
is the linear operator in H. As before, by HD (here D = D* > 0) we
denote the Hilbert space with the inner product (y,v)D = (Dy,v) and
the norm iiyiit = (y, y)D·
We note that taking into account Theorem 4.14 under the conditions

D* = D > (1 + £)r2 A
4
'

A* = A > 0,

B? 0,

£

> 0,

(6.350)

for the solution of the difference scheme (6.348), (6.349) the following a
priori estimate holds:

iiYn+1iiA:S

V~(
~-£- iiy(O)iiA + iiYt(O)iiD

(6.351)

+ O~k~n
max (ii4?kiiA-l + ii4?tkiiA-l)).
'
In order to reduce scheme (6.337)-(6.341), (6.345) to a canonical form,
let us define the operator A in a standard way according to expression
(6.262), and the operators B, D as follows:

D

=

S

s(x)

B

=

r2

+ 2" (0"1 + 0"2) A,
=

{

S

0.5rp1(x),
0.25rp1(x)
p2(X),

G + (0"1 - 0"2) rA,

g(x)

~{

=

diag {Sl' S2, ... , sN-d,

+ 0.5p2(X),
G

=

x E W1h,
x =~,
x E W2h;

diag{gl,g2, ... ,gN-d,

P1(X),
0.5p1(X),
0,

(6.352)

(6.353)
(6.354)

x E W1h,
x = ~,
x E W2h.

Also we define the initial conditions by the relations

Yo

= uo,

x E W1h,
-(
0) -_ { 'Uo(x)
y x,
_ ( ), x E W + ,
u1 x ,
2h

(6.355)
(6.356)

Then using the identity
(6.357)
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we reduce difference schemes (6.337)-(6.341), (6.345) to the canonical
form of three-level operator-difference schemes with the operators A, B,
D, the right hand side <p and the initial data Yo, Yo, defined by the
corresponding relations (6.262), (6.352)-(6.356).
The following statement holds:

6.17 Let for the difference scheme (6.337)-(6.341), (6.345)
the following conditions be satisfied:

THEOREM

(6.358)

Then the scheme (6.348), (6. 34 g), (6.352)-(6.356) is stable with respect
to initial data and the right hand side, and for its solution the estimate
(6.351) holds.
Proof. Taking into account the conditions of the theorem 0"1 ~ 0"2,
we obtain A = A* > 0, D = D* > 0, and B ~ o. Consequently, to
prove the theorem it is sufficient to be convinced in the correctness of
the inequality

c

1 + T 2A _ S
D - -4-

+ (0"1 +2 0"2

1+

c)

- -4-

T

2A

0

~.

(6.359)

Obviously it holds under the conditions (6.358).

7.4

Difference Schemes with Variable Weighting
Factors

We have already note above that difference schemes with constant
weights for the considered problem on conjugation of polytypic equations arise in the case of the three-level scheme (6.337) for parabolic
equation with the initial conditions (6.346), (6.347). In addition, in approximating a parabolic equation computing practice usually employs a
two-level scheme (in this case 0"2 = 0), and a three-level scheme is used
for approximating a hyperbolic equation.
We define the variable weights 0"1, 0"2 by the following relations
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Here CT, CTi, CT2 are constants. Then the problem (6.337)-(6.341), (6.355)
can be written in the form

PIYt

+ P2Yft =

((aYx)<lT1(X),lT2(x))) x + cp,
y(O, i) = y(l, i) = 0,

y(x,O) = uo(x),
where W =

Wh X Wr

x

rih,

E

t

(x, t)

E

wr ,

Yt(x,O) = UI(X),

and the coefficients

E w,

(6.360)
(6.361)

x

E

wih'

(6.362)

Pk are defined by the expressions
x E
X

WIh,

=~,

x E

W2h,

x E

WIh,

X =~,

x E

(6.363)

(6.364)

W2h.

The study stability of the scheme is carried out according to SubsecI

tion 5.3. Let nh be the space of the grid function defined on Wh and
satisfying the condition vg = 0. Along with the Hilbert space H let us
introduce into consideration the space HI as the set of vectors in the
form Vn = (Vr,v2\ ... ,v"Nf. In the space HI we give the inner product
and the norm
N

(y,v] = LYiVih,
i=1

We show that the operator A =

(AY)i = -(aYx)x,i,

i

Ily]1 = v1Y,YT.

(6.365)

nh -t nh ,

= 1,2, ... , N - 1, Yo = YN = 0,

(6.366)

allows their presentation in the form A = T*T. Let Y = Yn =
(yr,y'2, ... ,Y"N-I) E H, dimH = N -1. The linear operators T: H-t
HI, T* : HI - t H are defined by the expressions, respectively:

(TY)i = ylaiYx,i, i = 1,2, ... , N, Yo = YN = 0,
(T*V)i = -( y'aV)x,i, i = 1,2, ... , N - 1.

(6.367)
(6.368)

Note that the operators T and T* are joined with each other as regards
the inner product (6.365). Actually, in accordance with the formula for
summing by parts for any Y E H, v E HI, we have

N
N-I
(v,Ty] = LViylaiYx,ih = L -(y'aV)x,iYih = (T*v,y).
i=1

i=1

(6.369)
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We now define the operators Band D in the following way:

+ TT* (1::1 -

(6.370)
(6.371)

1:: 2) T,
G = diag{pu, Pl2, ... , PIN-I},
D = C + 0.5T2T* (1::1 + 1::2) T,
B = G

C = diag{ ct, c2, ... , cN-d,

ci

(6.372)

= 0.5PliT + P2i,

(6.373)
1::k : HI ----t HI, 1::k = diag{ITkl' ITk2, ... , ITkN-l}.
Obviously the difference scheme with the variable weighting factors
(6.360)-(6.362) is reduced to the canonical form (6.348), (6.349) with
the operators A = T*T, B, D defined by (6.366)-(6.373) and with

__ {Pl1(AYCU)

Yo -

+ cp),

if x E

-Ul ( X ) , I X
'f E

Wlh,

(6.374)

+.
W 2h

It has been shown that the operator A is positive and self-adjoint (see
6.1). Since IT, ITi, IT2 are positive constants, we obtain that the operators
L: 1, 1::2 are non-negative and D = D* > O. By the structure B ~ 0
provided that L:l ~ 1:: 2. In order to use the a priori estimate (6.351)
we verify the fulfilment of the sufficient stability condition (6.350). We
note that

+-cT 2 A=C+ T2 T * ( 1:: 1 +L: 2 -1+-E
c )
D -1 4
2
2
provided that L:l

+ L:2 ~

T~O

1; c E. The latter inequality and also the

condition 1::1 ~ L:2 is satisfied when ITI(X) + IT2(X) ~ 0.5(1 + c:) and
ITl (x) ~ IT2 (x), respectively. Consequently we have proved the following
statement.

6.18 Let for the difference scheme (6.360)-(6.362) the following conditions be correct:

THEOREM

Then the scheme is stable with respect to initial data, the right hand side,
and for the solution the estimate (6.351) holds.
Taking into account the imbedding (see (6.27), (6.39))

from inequality (6.107) the corresponding a priori estimates in the seminorm
and in the uniform metric follow.

Wi
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Truncation Error and Convergence

We study the convergence of the difference scheme with the variable
weighting factors (6.360). By analogy with [Samarskii and Fryazinov,
1961] let us formulate the conditions used below.

A. The functions k:n, k~, P'm, f:n, u~, (kmu')" (m = 1,2) satisfies the
Lipschitz condition with respect to x in both sub-domains Qm,

0;:

~~

satisfy the Lipschitz condition with respect to t in Ql, and
satisfies the Lipschitz condition with respect to tin Q2. Here we use the
notation v' = av / ax.
B. The limiting values on the left and right of the functions fm, f:n,
f::' (m = 1,2), u', u", u'" satisfy the Lipschitz condition along the
straight line x = ~ with respect to t provided that 0 ~ t ~ T.
Let y E H be the solution of problem (6.348), (6.349), (6.367)-(6.373),
u(x, t) the solution of the differential problem (6.332)-(6.336). We write
equation for the error z = y - u. Substituting y = z + u into (6.348),

(6.349) we obtain
DZft

+ Bzot + Az = 'l/J,

z(O) = 0,

zt(O) = v(x).

(6.375)

Here z, 'l/J, v E H, where
'l/Ji

= -PlUt,i - P2 Uft,i + ((au x )(Ul,U2)) . + 'Pi

(6.376)

X,t

is the truncation error of equation (6.332), (6.333) and the conjugation
conditions (6.336), and

v = {-P1u t

+ (aux)~U) + 'P,

Ul(X) - Ut(x,

0),

x E

Wlh,

x E

wth'

(6.377)

defines the truncation error of the second initial condition.
By analogy with Section 6.1 we transform the expression for disparity.
For this we take equations (6.332), (6.333) at the time moment t = tn
and integrate the results with respect to x within the limits from Xi-D.5
to XHD.5:

WHD .5 - Wi - D.5 +

Os
XJi+ . (
Xi-O.S

h(x, t)-Pl(X)

au(x,t))

at

dx = 0,

(x, t)

E

WI,
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~

Wp +o. 5 - Wp -

t))
j (fI (x, t) - PI (x) au(x,
at
dx

+

O.5

Xp -O.5

+

XjP
+O.5 (

a2 u(x, t))

h(X,t)-P2(X)

{)t2

dx=O,

x

~

W i -Hl5 - W i -

(6.378)

7"'

+

O. 5

=~,

(h(x, t) - P2( x)

a2~~~, t)) dx ~ 0,

(x, t) E W2,

Xi-O.5

where W = ku'.
We divide each of identities (6.378) by h and subtract results from
the equality (6.376). Then we obtain

1 Xji+O.5(

-PIUt + <p- y;,

fI (x, t) - PI

au(x, t))
at
dx,

Xi-O.5

-0.5 (PI Ut

+ P2Utt) + <p-

j (fI(x, t) - PI au(x,
at t)) dx~

-y;,1
Xp

1

-y;,

-O.5

XjP
+O.5 (

h(x, t) - P2

~

- P2Uft

+ '1'-

fT'(

a2 u(x, t))
at 2

j,(x, t) - P2

dx,

8'~~~' t)) dx,

Xi-D.S

By virtue of the smoothness conditions we have

1

y;,

j

Xi+O.5

Xi-O.5

f(x, t)dx =

<p

2_

+ 8h

f'x,i

+ 0 (h 2 ),

x-C
-<,.,

(x, t) EW2.
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PI

{)u

1

f

Xi+O.5

at dx + h

({)U
()2u)
at + P2 ()t2 x=~

{)2u
P2 {)t2 dx =0.5 PI

~

Xi-O.5

h2 ,
2
+sPx,p+O(h ),
p(x, t) = {

PI (x) ()u~:, t)

(x, t) E QI,

,

()2u(x, t)
P2(X) {)t 2 '

(x, t) E Q2.

Consequently the truncation error can be rewritten in the form

TJ=TJI+~2(p'_f'),

'I/J=TJx+'I/J*,

'I/J*,'I/J;=O(h2+r).

We turn to the determination of the accuracy order of the scheme.
For the solution of problem (6.375) on the basis of relation (6.351) the
following estimate holds:

Il zn+1IIA::;

Jl;

€

(lIzt(O)IID+

o~~ (11'l/JkllA-l + II'l/Jt,kIIA-l)).

(6.379)

By direct computations we obtain

Ilzt(O)llb = Ilv(x)llb = (Cv, v) + 0.5r2 ((~l + ~2) Tv, Tv).
Since C,

~l, ~2

are bounded operators it follows that

Ilv(x)IID ::; CO (11v112 + r21IVilI2)1/2 ::; c (h 2 + r),

(6.380)

where CO, c are constants independent on h, r. Similarly, according to
the estimate (6.59) we obtain

11'l/J11A-1 ::;

~ (11TJ11 + 2~11'I/J*11) ::; c (h 2 + r),

(6.381)

II'l/JtllA-l ::; c (h 2 + r).
THEOREM 6.19 In both sub-domains Qm (m = 1,2) let the conditions
A and B be satisfied. Then, under the conditions
O'I(X) ~ 0'2(X),

O'I(X)

+ 0'2 (x)

1+€

~ -2-'

x E Wh,

the solution of the difference scheme (6.360)-{6.362) converges to the
solution of the differential problem (6.332)-{6.336), so that the following
estimate holds

max Ilz(t)llc ::; c (h 2 + r).
tEwr

Proof.

The statement of the theorem follows from inequalities

(6.379)-(6.381) and the imbedding (6.39).

Chapter 7

SCHEMES ON ADAPTIVE GRIDS

1.

Introduction

At the present time various methodical techniques can be used for
improving the accuracy of the approximate solution. Often an exact
solution has singularities in a part of the computational domain. An
example can be furnished by the behaviour of the solution near the
boundary between media with different characteristics. It is necessary
to make additional effort not to lose accuracy because of this kind of
singularities of the solution.
The traditional approach uses a finer computational grid in the region
in which the singularity of the solution occurs, for example, in that part
of the computational domain in which the solution is not sufficiently
smooth. There are well known difficulties of using these approaches.
One of them is that because of the inhomogeneity of the grid used the
homogeneity of the computational algorithm can be violated (the problem of computational implementation).
The second, not so obvious, problem is related to a possible loss of
accuracy in the approximate solution if we use such non-uniform grids.
In fact, we use these kind of computational grids in a part of the domain in order to increase the accuracy of a numerical method, but often
apply inappropriate tools. Here the main topic of research concerns the
questions of theoretical and methodical investigations of the accuracy of
such adaptive computational algorithms.
Unfortunately the problem of complete theoretical justification of
computational algorithms on adaptive meshes applied to the approximate solution of problems in mathematical physics is far from being
resolved. There are few strong results on the accuracy of difference
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schemes on locally refined computational grids. Some questions of theoretical analysis of numerical methods on locally refined grids are considered in this chapter. This research is based, first of all, on the use of
the results of the theory of stability of difference schemes with operator
multipliers.
In solving non-stationary problems of mathematical physics one can
use grids locally refined in space (the so called space adaptation), grids
locally refined in time (adaptation in time), and, in a more general case,
grids which are locally refined in both space and time. It is necessary
also to emphasize the following. The adaptation zone in non-stationary
problems often changes in time (the singularities of the solution are localized in different parts of the computational domain at different time
moments). Therefore in these cases we must speak about dynamic adaptation, that is, about changes in the space of the subregions where the
grid is refined in space and (or) in time.
First we consider difference schemes, with the use of adaptive grids
in time, for solving boundary value problems for second-order parabolic
equations. In a part of the computational domain we find the solution
by using finer grids in time. The computational implementation of such
techniques is based on special organization of computations for inversion
of one-dimensional (in space) grid operators. To solve many-dimensional
problems additive difference schemes with splitting into space variables
are used.
In considering schemes on locally refined meshes attention is mainly
paid to the approximation of equations on the boundaries of the adaptation zone, precisely, to the formulation of the interface conditions.
The difference schemes under consideration are interpreted as operatordifference schemes with variable weighted factors. Based on the previously obtained results on the stability of schemes with operator factors,
we investigate the accuracy of difference schemes on locally refined grids,
amongst others, for problems with low order smoothness of an exact solution.
A similar range of problems is considered in solving boundary value
problems for a second-order hyperbolic equation with a self-adjoint space
operator on locally refined grids in time. Separate research is carried
out for conservative and non-conservative schemes, which are related to
different types of difference schemes with operator factors. As before, for
a parabolic problem we obtain estimates of the unconditional stability
of the considered difference schemes in different norms.
We construct also the second class of difference schemes on locally
refined grids in time, which are more convenient for implementation on
a computer. However, the accuracy of these difference schemes depends
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on the width of the transition zone (from a coarse to a finer mesh). For
schemes without overlapping (without this transition zone) we arrive at
schemes for which the convergence rate falls; the schemes of this class
are referred as to conditionally convergent schemes.
Furthermore, we touch upon the questions of constructing and studying difference schemes on dynamic locally refined grids in space. The
essence of the problems arising is discussed in detail with an example
of the simplest problem for a one-dimensional parabolic equational with
constant coefficients. One of the key questions is about the approximation of the equation in an additional node on a new time level (dynamical
adaptation, in this case the adaptation zone changes). We obtain a priori
estimates of the conditional convergence of such schemes under different
conditions.
We have great possibilities for increasing the accuracy of the approximate solution if we use the usual difference schemes on non-uniform
grids. For problems with static adaptation (the adaptation zone is fixed)
it is most natural to use simple non-uniform grids, for example, with
constant step sizes in the adaptation zone and outside it). We note
that it is possible to construct difference schemes on non-uniform grids
in a non-standard way, by approximating the equation not at a mesh
point, but at some interior point. By using this methodical technique
we construct schemes for some one-dimensional and many-dimensional
boundary value problems for parabolic and hyperbolic equations of second order.

2.

Difference Schemes on Grids Adaptive in Time
for a Parabolic Equation

In part of the computational domain in which a solution has singularity we can use difference schemes with a smaller step in time to increase
the accuracy of approximate solution. One possible approach to the development of the difference schemes on grids locally refined in time is
suggested [Matus, 1990, Matus, 1991, Matus, 1993b, Matus, 1994].

2.1

Non-Conservative Schemes

The concept of the suggested approach to the construction and implementation of the unconditionally stable schemes on time adaptive grids
will be illustrated by an example of numerical solution of the first-kind
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boundary value problem for the heat conduction equation:

au
a ( k(x, t) au)
at = ax
ax

°<

Cl :::;

+ f(x, t),

k(x, t) :::; C2,

u(x,O) = uo(x),
u(O, t) = Jll(t),

(x, t) E QT,

x

(x, t)

E

E

QT,

n,

u(l, t) = Jl2(t),

(7.1)

(7.2)
t > 0.

(7.3)

Let us bring into consideration the uniform spatial grid with the step
h

Wh = {Xi = ih, i = 0, N, hN = l}

and time grids with the steps T and TO = Tjp (p
respectively:

~

1 is an integer),

wr={tn=nT, n=O,l, ... ,No; TNO=T}=wrU{T},
wro = {ta = t n+a/p = (n + ajp)T, a = O,p, n = 0, No - I}.
We represent the domain Qn =
form

nx

Qn = Qi U Q2,

(7.4)

[tn, t n+1J for every fixed n in the

Qi

=

Qn\Q2,

Q2 = {(x, t) : xmi < x < xm2" ta-l :::; t :::; t a , a = 1, p} .
The set of the nodes of the grid Whro
Q'2, will be denoted by w'2, where

w2' = {(Xi,t n+a/ p ):

= Wh

mi < i < m2, a =

X

O,p,

wro ' lying in the domain

mi ~ 1,m2:::; N -I}.

Then wi = Whro \w'2 is a set of nodes of the grid Whro that belong to the
domain Q1. The interior nodes

xmi = mih,

xm2' = m2h

also pertain to this set. The grid described is presented in Fig. 7.l.
A priori we assume that the solution u(x, t) is a sufficiently smooth
function in the domain Qi, and has a singularity in Q'2 moving with
respect to time. The latter leads to the necessity of using a certain
sufficiently small time step TO in calculations.
We set the problem of constructing unconditionally stable difference
schemes which would allow one to find a solution of a difference problem
provided that a < p only in the domain of the existence of the assumed
solution singularity W2, and to use a sufficiently large step T in wi.
Solution of this problem will make it possible to substantially reduce
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Figure 7.1. Adaptive grid

the amount of necessary calculations in mathematical simulation of the
problems which admit the singularities of solutions.
To make the discussion clear we limit ourselves to a detailed description of the calculating process in determining the solution on the fixed
(n + l)-th time level. At the nodes Xi (i = O,N), provided that t = tn,
let us find the values of the approximate solution Yi. On the grid introduced for the original problem we construct the following difference
scheme:
n+l

Yi

n+OI./p

r

n

- Yi = (Ay)~+1
+ n +1,
••

7'

n+(01.-1)/p

Yi

- Yi

Ay

= (ayx ) x'

7'0

=

(Ay

n
(x , t) E w 1,

+ J)(U) ,

(x, t) E

w2,

(7.5)
(7.6)

where
V (u)

= (J'v n +OI./p + (1 - (J')v n +(01.-1)/p,

~ 0, a is the pattern functional determined by the values k(x, t)
[Samarskii, 1989J.
Thus it is logical to use a purely implicit scheme with the step in the
domains of assumed smoothness, and an ordinary scheme with weights
in the domain W2. If we know the boundary conditions at the nodes
(xm,,{,tn +OI./p) and (xm2 , t n +OI./p) , a = 1,p-1, then the scheme (7.5),
(7.6) in conjunction with the approximation of boundary conditions (7.3)
is implemented by the usual scalar sweep method. The basic difficulty
(J'
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consists in exact (but not approximate) obtaining of these boundary
conditions. We note that the techniques of interpolation and extrapolation sometimes used in practice for obtaining conditions on the interior
boundaries of the sub-domains can lead to restrictions on the grid steps
(conditional stability).
We turn to the determination of the grid solution in the domain W2
which contains the assumed singularity. For this we use an idea of the
opposite direction sweep method for the ordinary three-point equation
and special approximation of the derivative with respect to time outside
the adaptation zone:

(7.7)
On the whole grid of the nodes Wh xWr ", we approximate the differential
problem (7.1)-(7.3) by the difference problem:
n+OI./p
n
Yi
- Yi
CXTo

=

(Ay)~+01./p
o

n+OI./p
Yo

+ f.n+OI./p,

n+OI./p

= /11

0

WI,

n

(7.8)

(x, t) E W2',

(7.9)

(x, t ) E

(7.10)

,

We note that if there is no need to use an adaptive grid, then setting
fJ = P = 1 we obtain a usual purely implicit scheme whose properties is
well known.
We consider in detail the implementation of the difference scheme.
Obviously the difference equations (7.8), (7.9) on every fractional level
t = tn+OI./p are reduced to the three-point equation

(7.11)

i = 1,N -1,

where the operators and right hand side are determined as follows:

Co = 1 + k + Eo,
o

Pi =

0

0

n

A.t -_ TOfJOI.,i
h 2 a n+OI./p
,
i

n
fn+OI./p
Yi + TOCX i
,

i = 1, ... , mf, m2',

y~+(OI.-l)/P + TO (fi(a)

+ (1 - fJ) (Ay)~+(OI.-l)/P)
i = mf + 1, ... , m2' - 1,

1

... ,N ,

1,
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n

_

CTOt ' i -

{a,
CT,

if i=1, ... ,mi,m2,m2+1, ... ,N-1,
= m 1n + 1, ... , m2n - 1 .

(7.12)

1' f 'Z

The coefficients defined in this way are independent of the values of
the desired grid function at the 'fictitious' points of the domain wi.
Let us calculate the necessary sweep coefficients for determining the
boundary value y":nt Ot / p (in what follows,the superscript n for ml, m2
will be omitted):

Bi

i=1,ml;

al=O,

(7.13)

-i = 1, ml;

{3
n+Ot/p ,
1 = J.tl

(7.14)

i = N -1,N - 2, ... ,ml

+ 1;

i = N - 1, N - 2, ... , ml

+ 1;

(N

= 0,

(7.15)

(7.16)
Following the opposite direction sweep method we obtain

n+Ot/p _ {3ml+l + aml+l1]ml+l
Ymi
1
t
.
- amI +lc"ml +1
Now the solution at the points (Xi, t n +Ot / p), i
determined by the left sweep formulas:

=

(7.17)
ml

+ 1, ... , m2,

i = ml, ... , m2 - 1.

is

(7.18)

Letting consecutively a = 1,2, ... ,p, from formulas (7.13)-(7.18) we find
the solution in the domain W2, i.e., at the nodes (Xi, t n +Ot / p), i = ml, m2.
The solution at the points (Xi, t n +1), i = m2 + 1, ... , N - 1 provided
that a = p is calculated by formula (7.18), where i = m2, ... , N - 2, and
at the nodes (Xi, t n +1) , i = 1, ml, by the right sweep formulas
i = ml - 1, ml - 2, ... ,1.

(7.19)

By analogous reasoning, at first we can determine y":n~Ot/p, and for
finding the solution at the points (x, t) E w2 we use the right sweep
formulas (7.19).
Actually, the algorithm stated above generalizes in a sense the opposite direction sweep method on the non-stationary case. Note some
merits of the method suggested. Since in the domain of the smooth solution wi it is not required to calculate the values of the grid solution,
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we have an economy of 2(N - (m2 - ml) - 3) arithmetical operations
on every fractional level tn+o</p. This fact allows one to save 12-40%
of machine time provided that m2 - ml - 3 « N (depending on the
structure of the equation coefficients [Hockney and Eastwood, 1981]).
In the nonlinear case, when it is necessary to use an iterative process,
the economy can be more significant [Matus, 1993a]. Moreover, during the transition from the level tn+1 to tn+2 position of the adaptation
domain can be changed depending on motion of the singularity of the
solution in the calculation process (see Fig. 7.1).
Further, during the study of stability the following lemma about the
equivalence of the difference schemes which allow the reduction of the
scheme (7.8) to the form (7.9) will often be used.
LEMMA

7.1 The difference scheme
Yeo<) - yn
aTo

= (A + f)
Y

(7.20)

(0<)'

for any a = 1,2, ... ,p, is algebraically equivalent to the scheme
Yf,o<

where

= (Ay + 1)(0<) ,

(7.21)

Yeo<) = Yin+o<~ ,Yf,o< = ( Yeo<) - Y(o<-I) )/ TO·

(7.22)

Proof. We consider the grid equation (7.20) provided that a = 2:
Y(2) - yn
TO

=

2 (Ay

+ 1)(2) .

(7.23)

Using equation (7.20), provided a = 1, let us reduce the left-hand side
of the last equality:
Y(2) - Y(l)
TO

+

Y(I) - yn
TO

= _ + (A + I)

-

Yt,2

Y

(2) .

Substituting the latter into equation (7.23), we obtain
Yf,2 = (Ay

+ 1)(2) .

The proof is by induction over a. Assume the lemma holds for all a =
3, ... ,p - 1. We demonstrate the algebraic equivalence of the schemes
also for a = p. For equation (7.20) a = p can be written in the form
Y(p) _ yn

---"-'--- = p (Ay + I)(p) .
TO

(7.24)
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By the induction assumption we have

r;

n

~l

Y

Y

~l

p

+ L (Ay + f)(a)

= LYt,a = Yt,p
a=l
= Yt,p

a=l

+ (p - 1) (Ay + f)(p-l) .

Consequently equation (7.24) can be written in the form
Yt,p

= P (Ay + f)(p) + (1 - p) (Ay + f)(p-l) = (Ay + f)(p) .

This completes the proof of the lemma.
By virtue of Lemma 7.1 the difference scheme (7.8), (7.9) can be
transformed into the scheme with a variable weight
Yt,a

= (Ay + f)(U a ) ,

(x, t)

E

WhTo'

(7.25)

where the weight O"a = O"a(Xi, t n +a / p ) is determined by formula (7.12).
If the process of changing the weighting factor a > 1 has already been
fixed, then we may select order of the parameter 0" 2: o. Moreover, in
the domain W2 we can obtain the scheme of the prescribed properties.
To simplify the study the boundary conditions will be assumed homogeneous (J.Ll = J.L2 = 0). Defining the self-adjoint operator A: H ~ H in
a standard way with respect to formula (6.1.15) in the space H of the
grid functions that vanish when x = 0, l" with the inner product and
the norm
N-l

(y, v) =

L

Ilyll =

YiVi h ,

V(y, y).

(7.26)

i=l

We transform the difference scheme (7.25) into a scheme with operator
weighting (see (3.1.19»:
Yt,a

+ (AY(a») (I:) = <p(t),

(7.27)

y(O) = uo,

(7.28)

where

<p =

f(I:),

~(t) = diag {O"~+l,l' 0"~+l,2'···' O"~+1,N-d

.

In order to use Theorem 3.5 it is necessary to show that

A(t) 2: 8E,

8> 0,

II(A(t + r) - A(t» ull

A~

~

-=1=

~A,

rco IIAull,

t E W rO '

t E wro.

(7.29)
(7.30)
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Note that the positiveness of the operator A(t) follows from the imbedding (6.1.21) provided that we have 8 =

~~l.

By their structure the

operators A(t) and ~(t) are not commutative. Now show that for the
operator Ay = - (ayx)x the Lipschitz continuity condition of the operator A(t) with respect to variable t (7.30) holds provided that

I(CLta-l)xa+1 ~ C3,
for all (x, t) E Wh
constants. Really,
1/

(A - A) yl/ =

X W TO

T

,

lata-II ~ C4,

a+ = a(x

+ h, t),

a ~ CI > 0,
where C3,

C4

(7.31)
are positive

II(atYx)xll =

T

II (CLta-l)x a+yx + at a- l (aYx)xll

~

T

(C3

IIYxli + c411Ayll) .

From the sequence of inequalities

it follows that

IIYxll

l2
~ -8 IIAYII .

(7.32)

CI

Consequently the Lipschitz condition (7.30) is satisfied with the constant
Co

c3 l2

= -8
+C4·
CI

Let us examine the correctness of the sufficient condition of stability

~(t) ~ ~E.
Using (7.12), (3.1.24) we conclude that the given operator inequality
is correct for u ~ 0.5, and for any T, h for the solution of the difference scheme (7.8), (7.9) with the homogeneous boundary conditions the
following a priori estimate holds:
max IIAYII ~ MI11Aoyo11

tEWTo

+ M2 tEw
max (11cpll + Ilcptll).
TO

(7.33)

The earlier investigated scheme (7.8), (7.9) has only the first order
of approximation on the variable t. To solve of the original differential
problem, we apply the difference scheme of the form
n

(x, t) E wi,

Y(a)-Y(a-l)

(A)
(
) (A )
IY (a) + 1- u
IY (a-I)' (x, t) EW2',

Y(a)-y =uI(A1Y)(a)+(1-UI) (A1yt,
aTo

--'-"----"---'- = U
TO

A1y = Ay + cp,

(7.34)
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which on an adaptive-time grid (see Fig. 7.1), provided UI = U = 0.5,
has the second order of approximation "p = 0 (h 2 + TJ) . Below, the
corresponding accuracy estimates of the given scheme will performed.
Everywhere further we assume that the solution u(x, t) and the coefficients of equation (7.1) have the bounded derivatives necessary in the
course of consideration of bounded derivatives. In investigating the rate
of convergence of a solution for the difference scheme it would be natural
to use the a priori estimate (7.33) that expresses unconditional stability
with respect to both initial data and the right hand side. However, as is
shown below, the difference scheme (7.34) even for smooth solutions does
not approximate the original problem in the norm (7.33). The existence
of this paradox significantly complicates the study of the convergence of
the above-analyzed schemes with variable weights.
Using Lemma 7.1, we write scheme (7.34) in the form

= UI (AIy)(O:) + (1 - UI) (AIyt , (x, t) E wi,
Yf,o: = U(AIY)(o:) + (1 - u) (AIY)(o:_l) , (x, t) E W2',
Yf,o:

Y(Xi,

0) = Uo ()
xi,

Y(o:),O

= J.LIn+o:!p ,Y(o:),N = J.L2n+o:!p .

(7.35)
(7.36)

To simplify calculations, in what follows we assume that
UI

= u,

a

= k(Xi-0.5, t),

'P

= j, t

E wro'

(7.37)

Substituting Y = z + u into the scheme (7.35), (7.36) we obtain the
problem for the error of the method:

+ u(l - a) (AZ)(o:_l)
u)Azn + "pl(o:) , (x, t) E wi,

zf,o: =ua(Az)(o:)

+ (1 Zf,o:

= u(Az)(o:) + (1 -

u) (Az)(o:_l)

+ "p2(o:) ,

Z(o:),O = Z(o:),N = z(x, 0),

(x, t) E

(7.38)

w2',

(7.39)

E Who

(7.40)

i= 0.5,
= 0.5.

(7.41)

x

It can be easily seen that
"p
k(o:)

=

{O(h 2 + TO),
0(h2

+ TJ),

ifu
ifu

However, it will now be shown that "pu,o: = 0(1). To simplify the reasoning we assume in the scheme (7.38) that u = 1. Then "pl(o:) can be
represented in the form
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Tal,

'f/lf,a

and since (a)f,a =
we obtain
= 0(1). Consequently in the
norm (7.33) the difference scheme does not approximate the original
problem. The latter does not allow the use of the a priori estimates,
obtained above, for investigating the convergence rate of the difference
scheme.
For the grid functions prescribed on Wh, we define the inner products
and the norms:

(u,Vh

m2- 1

N-1

l:

=

hUivi,

(u,vh =

;=1

i;l'm1 +1 •...• m2-1

N-l

IIuI1 2 =

l:

hUivi,

mk = mk,

i=m1+1

Ilull~ + Ilull~ = l: hU;,
i=1

IIZ(a) II~ =

(a(a), Z[a)x] ,

Q~a) = Ilzca)ll~ + Toaa\\(Az)(a)\\~ + T 11- al\\(Az)(a)\I:·
We prove the following statement:
7.1 The difference scheme (7.35), (7.36) converges unconditionally in the norm C with the rate 0(h2 + TO) provided that

THEOREM

1 - 2(1 - e) < a < 1 + 2(1 - e)
p+3 p-1'

0

< e <_ 1,

so that under sufficiently small TO < TO for all a = 1,2, ... ,p, n
0,1, ... , No - 1 the following estimates hold:

=

IIZ(a)ll~ + TO 11- alll(Az)(a)11 2 ~ c(h2 + TO)2,

IIY(a) - u(a) IIC(Wh) ~ c(h2 + TO) .

Here and hereafter c > 0 is a constant independent of h and TO, Yea) and
every specific case has its own constant.
Proof. Without restricting generality we assume that the heat conduction coefficient depends only on variable the x. Taking the dot products of equations (7.38), (7.39) with -2TOAz(a) in the corresponding
domains and summing both results, we obtain the energy equality

Ilz(a)ll~ -lIz(a-1)1I~ + T61Izf,all~ + 2Toa (aIIAZ(a)ll~ + IIAZ(a) liD
= -2To {(Az(a),a(1- a)AZ(a_1) + (1 - a)Azn + 1/11(a)\
+(Az(a), (1- a)AZ(a_1)

+ 1/12(a»)2}'
(7.42)
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We apply the Cauchy inequality with e to the inner products from the
right hand side (7.42):

-2ToO"(I-

a)(Az(a),Az(a-l))l :s; ToO"(a -1) (IIAZ(a)ll~ + IIAZ(a-l) liD,

-2To(l-

0") (AZ(a) ' Azn)l

- 2To(l- 0")(AZ(a),AZ(a-l))2

:s; TO 11- 0"1 (1IAZ(a)ll~ + IIAznlli),
:::; TO

11- 0"1 (1IAZ(a)ll~ + IIAZ(a-l) liD '

- 2TO( (AZ(a) , 'f/11(a)) 1+ (AZ(a) , 'f/12(a)) 2)
:::; Toe

11'f/1(a) 112 =

C 1

(1IAZ(a) II~ + 21IAZ(a) liD + TO 11'f/1(a) 11 2,

(11'f/11(a) II~ + O.511'f/12(a) liD:::; c(h2 + TO)2 •

Substituting the estimates obtained into equality (7.42) and taking into
account the fact that on satisfying the condition of the theorem

we obtain the recurrence relation

Summing the latter expression over a = 1, 2, ... ,p and using the inequality 0" 2: 11 - 0"1 , we obtain

Ilzll~ + T 11- 0"1IIAzl12 :::; Ilzll~ + T 11 - 0"1liAzI1 2+ T lsasp
max 11'f/1(a) 112.

(7.44)
It is from relations (7.43), (7.44) that the required estimates of accuracy
follow.

2.2

Conservative Schemes

We have considered above the method of construction and implementation of unconditionally stable difference schemes in the sub-domains
by using an adaptive grid with respect to a time variable. The given
method guarantees fulfilment of grid analogies of conservation laws in
every computational domains. However, in the whole of the grid the
property of conservatism is violated, because in the case of the variable
weight 0" = O"(x), X E wh we have
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Here conservative unconditionally stable difference schemes on adaptive grids of composite type will be constructed and investigated. It is
of interest to note that despite the presence of conventional approximation, at the points of joining the calculated sub-domains one succeeds in
proving the unconditional convergence of the considered schemes in the
metric C with the rate O(h2 + Fo).
We turn again to the first-kind boundary value problem for the heat
conduction equation with variable coefficients (7.1)-(7.3). Employing an
integro-interpolational method [Samarskii, 1989], the original problem
on the grid WhTo = Wh X wro introduce above is approximated by the
difference one:
(7.45)
Yio = Uo ()
Xi,

Yon+o./p = J-Ll (tn+o./p) ,

where
(Tn. =
o.,t

{a,
(T,

n+o./p
(
)
YN
= J-L2 tn+o./p ,

ifi=I,2, ... ,ml+l,m~, ... ,N,
ifi = mi + 2, ... ,m~ - l.

(7.46)
(7.47)

Here (T = const > 0 is a variable numerical parameter selected on of
stability grounds, a = a(xi' tn) is a certain pattern functional. The
conservative scheme constructed relates to a class of difference scheme
with a variable weight (To. depending on the node of the grid (Xi, tn+o./ p)'
We show how by means of the indicated difference scheme the solution
can be found on fractional levels tn+o./ p , 0 < a < p only in the domain
w~ (see Fig. 7.1). We note that provided (x, t) E wI

and by virtue of Lemma 7.1, scheme (7.45) can be transformed as
Y(o.) - yn _ (A
y
aTo

Y(o.) - Y(o.-l) =
TO

+ I) (01.)'
Ay(O"a)

+ I(O"a) ,

(X,t)

Ewi,

(x, t) E

(7.48)

w~.

On every fractional level the difference equations (7.48) are reduced to
the system of three-points equations:
i = I,N -1;

(7.49)

moreover, the condition of the stability of the sweep method (Ci =
1 + A + B i ) and requirement of scheme conservatism Ai = Bi-l are
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satisfied. It is easy to see that the right hand side of equation (7.49)
does not depend on the values of the grid function Y(a-I) provided that
(x, t) E wI' Consequently to find the solution for a < p only in the
domain w2: (i = ml,' .. , m2:) we can use the opposite direction sweep
method. For a = p it is required to find the solution yn+1 for all x E Wh,
which is done in a standard way.
To study the stability of the difference scheme (7.45) with homogeneous boundary conditions, we write it in the canonical form of two-level
difference schemes:
Ba-IYf,a + (AY)a_1 = CP(a-I),

t = ta-I,

(7.50)

y(O) = Uo·

In the case considered we have
B = B(t) = E
(AY)a-1

+ ToR,

(RY)a-1 = - (O"aa(a)Y(a-l)x)x'

= Aa-IYa-1 = -

A a- I = A(ta-I)'

(a(a"')Y(a_l)x) x'

Y = 0,

x E 'Yh,

x E

xE

Wh,

Wh,

CP(a-l) = j(u",).

To use Theorem 2.17 it is necessary to show that
1° A(t)

= A*(t),

B(t)

> 0 for all t

E

wTO ;

2° the operator A(t) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to t.

To be explicit, we assume later that the stencil functional a(xi, t),
t E wTO is defined by one of the simplest formulas
a = k(Xi-O.5, t)

or

a = 0.5 (k(Xi-l, t)

+ k(Xi, t)),

(7.51)

and the heat conduction coefficient k(x, t) is Lipschitz continuous in t
with a constant co:
Ik(x, t) - k(x, t - To)1 :::: TOCOk(X, t - TO).

(7.52)

Then self-adjoint character of the operator A = A* follows from the
difference analogy of the second Green's formula. Let us prove the positiveness of the operator A(t). Previously we note that for TO < (O"aCO)-1
we have the relation
a(u",)

= aa-I + TOO"aaf,a

~ (1 - TOCOO"a) Cl ~

Consequently, on the basis of the imbedding
obtain the estimate

IIYxll

C3

> O.

~

2V2llyllll

we
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i.e., A(t) > O. Since UOl) a(o) > 0 we have that the positiveness of the
operator B (t) follows from the inequality

((BY)(O_I)

,Y(O-l») = IIY(o-l) 112 + TO (UOa(o) , yfo-I)X]
2: (1 + TOC4) IIY(o-l) 112 ,

where C4 = 8u*cl/l 2 > 0, u* = min{l,u}.
The proof of the Lipschitz continuity for the operator A(t) is based
on application of inequality (7.52) and the identity

So the conditions 10 , 20 are satisfied. In the case of variable operators
A(t), B(t) let us define the norms

We check the correctness of the following sufficient condition of stability:
B(t) 2: €E + 0.5ToA(t) , t E W rO ' 0 < € ~ l.
Employing the Green difference formula, we obtain that

((B - €E - 0.5ToA)o-1Y(o_l) , Y(o-l»)

IIY(O-l) 112 + TO (uOa(o) - 0.5a(u yfo-I)X]
= (1 - €) IIY(o-l) 112
+ TO (a~~·:) (Uo - 1/ (2 + ToaCLI)al,O)) ,yfo-I)X] .
= (1 -

€)

Q

),

cal,

Consequently, for U o 2: Uo, Uo = 1/(2 - TOCO), TO ~
the sufficient
condition of stability of the difference scheme (7.50) is satisfied, and on
the basis of Theorems 2.17, 2.21 the a priori estimates hold
I

IIY(O-I)II~Q_l ~ Mf { IIYoll~o,o + 2€

pn+o-l
[;

TO

}
11'P(TOk)112,

(7.53)

IIY(o-I)IIAQ_ ~ MI (1IyoIIAO'O\~k~~O_1 (11'PkIIA;l + II'Pl'kIIA;l))'
1

(7.54)
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where

AI<

= A(toJ = A(tn+ajp),

Ao,o = A(O),

Ml = eO. 5eT ,

0 <€::; 1.

7.1 In the case of A f A(t) (constant operator) the operators
A and B in a scheme (7.50) can be represented in the conservative form

REMARK

(3.80):

A = T*T,

B = E

+ ToT*GT,

(7.55)

where T*, T are defined in Section 6.6, and

Sufficient conditions of stability with respect to initial the data and right
hand side (see (3.3.7)):

G(t)

~

1

aoE,

ao =

'2 -

agE,

ag =

'2 -

1

TO

II All '

and (see (3.3.18))

G(t)

~

1

1- €
TO

IIAII ' o < €

::;

1,

are satisfied provided that

1

h2

a>---- 2
1

1- € h2

a> - - - - -2

(7.56)

4ToC2'
4C2 TO'

0

<€

::;

1,

(7.57)

respectively.
Taking into account the a priori estimates (3.3.16), (3.3.17) we conclude that the conservative difference scheme on the adaptive time grid
(7.45), (7.46), provided J.Ll(t) = J.L2(t) = 0, t E wro , is absolutely (without restrictions on the sufficient smallness of the steps TO, h) stable with
respect to the initial data, right hand side, and for its solution under
condition (7.56) the following estimates hold:

when the parameter a satisfies restriction (7.57).
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Let us study the error of approximation and convergence of the difference scheme considered. Substituting y = Z + u into equations (7.45),
(7.46), we obtain the problem for an error
Zf,o: = Az((Icx)
Z(o:),O

+ 7fJ(0:-1) ,

= z(o:),N = 0,

x E Wh,

z(x,O)

= 0,

t E wro ,
x E

(7.58)

'Ch,

where

Obviously, under the sufficient smoothness of the solution u(x, t) and
initial data we have
ifi =J m 1 + 1,m2 -1,
ifi = m 1 + 1,m2 -1,
i.e., at the points of joining of the grid domains with the different time
steps the truncation error has a conditional character. In order to employ
the estimate of the truncation error in the negative norm, containing no
differentiation with respect to t, we use the balance equation on the
interval Xi-O.S ::S x ::S Xi+O.S for t = t n +(o:-l)!p which takes the form

O

=.!.h

J at

~~5

au(

ax

fld _(kau(Xi-O.S,t))
x, t) x
x

Xi-O.S

-.!.h

J

~~.5

f( x, t)
fld
x,

Xi-D.S

and the identity v((Icx) = V(o:-l)
can then be written as follows:

J

+ TOO'o:vf,o:.

The truncation error 7fJ(0:-1)

Xi+O.5

+ h1

au
at (x, t)dx - uf,o:·

Xi-O.S

Obviously, for all (x, t) E Whro we have
1](0:-1)

= O(TO),

7fJ1(0:-1)

= O(h2 + TO).

(7.59)
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Then under the conditions
U

~

0.5(1 + e),

0<e

~

1,

(7.60)

the difference scheme (7.45), (7.46) unconditionally converges in the
metric C such that for sufficient small TO < TO' and for all a = 1,2, ... ,p;
n = 0,1, ... , No - 1 the following estimate is valid:

_~
Il zn+a/pll C(Wh)

C

(h2

+ Fa) .

(7.61)

Proof. Unfortunately, to obtain the estimates of accuracy without
limitations on the grid steps we cannot use the a priori estimate in the
negative norm, because by virtue of dependence the of the weight U a on
the variable t E Wro the relation 'f/f,a = 0(1) holds.
We take the dot product of the equation for scheme error (7.58) with
2ToZf,a. It is readily seen that
2To (Zf,a,Az(uo<)) =-TO (1IzIIOf,a +TO
-

2T~

(at,OI.lZ~a-l)x]

((ua - 0.5) a(a), Z~f,a]

+ 2T~ (Zxf,OI.l (1 - ua)at,aZ(a-l)x] ,

I.

where IIZ(a)II I = Ila~~~Z(a)x] Since laf,al ~ COaa-l, then applying the
e-inequality to the last term of the previous energy relation and summing
the estimates obtained, we obtain the inequality
2To Il zf,al1 2 + 2To (a (01.) (ua - 0.5 - e/4) ,Zif,a] + IIZ(a) II~

~ (1 + TOCI) IIZ(a-l) II~ + 2To (Zf,a, 'I/J(a-I)) ,

(7.62)

where CI = CO (1 + 4coTO'e-l(p - 1)2). Using the expression for 'I/J(a-I),
the formula of summation by parts, the Cauchy inequality and e-inequality, we estimate the last term an the right hand side of (7.62):
2To (Zf,a, 'I/J(a-I)) = - 2To (Zxf,a, 'f/(a-I)] + 2To (Zf,a, 'l/J1(a-I))

~ 0.5T~e

(a(a) , Z~f,a] + 2To Il zf,al1 2 + TO 11'l/J2(a-l) 112 ,

where 1I'l/J2(a-l) 112 =2 (ToeCI)-IIl'f/(a_I)] 12 +0.511'I/JI(a_I)1I2=0(h2+Fo)~
Substituting the estimate obtained into (7.62) and taking into account
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the theorem condition (7.60), we obtain the recurrence relation
(7.63)
Summing the last inequality over all
mate

et

= 1,2, ... ,p, we obtain the esti-

Ilzn+1ll~ ::; e (1Iznll~ + 1~!t 111fJ2(a-1) 112) .
TCl

T

By virtue of the arbitrariness of n we have

Consequently from relation (7.63) we immediately obtain

111 2v'clFfII (a) IIC(wh) it is follows that the

From the imbedding IIZ(a) ~
required estimate of accuracy of (7.61).

Z

REMARK 7.2 Theorem 7.2 is valid also for the difference schemes of
more general form

Yea) - yn
etTo

Yea) - Y(a-1)
TO

= u(Ay + J)(a) + (1- u) (Ay + It,

(x, t) E

= Ay(O"") + 1(0",,),

(t)
x,

wi,

n
E W2,

that approximate the original problem with the order O(h2 +TO) provided
that u :I 0.5 and with the order O(h2 + T6) provided that u = 0.5,
i :I mi + 1, m2 - 1.
It is shown above that the non-conservative difference schemes converge unconditionally in the uniform metric with the rate O(h2 + TO),
and the conservative ones have the accuracy order 0 (h2 + Fa). The
loss of accuracy in the latter case is owed to the presence of conditional
approximation at the points of joining the grid domains, which in turn
is explained by discontinuity of the weighting function u a determined by
formula (7.47).
REMARK 7.3 The convergence rate of conservative difference schemes
on adaptive grids can be raised by smoothing the function ua(x), for
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example, in the following way:
a,

a-a
a + --(x a,

6

0<X~Xml+l,Xm2 ~x<l,
Xm1+l),

Xm1+l ~ X ~ Xm1+l
Xm1+l

+6

+ 6,

~ X ~ X m2

-

6,

(7.64)

In this case it is assumed that the singularity of the solution at t = tn is
localized in the domain

w'3 = {(x,t n +a / p ), x m1 +1 +6 ~ X ~ X m2 -

6,

a

= O,p}.

The difference solution of problem (7.45), (7.46), (7.64) can be found
by the algorithm described above. In calculations it is reasonable to
select the 'spreading' zone width 6 in proportion to the quantity ph.
The present difference schemes will be more effective at large p's. The
conservative schemes with the smoothed weight (7.64), like in the nonconservative case, converge in the metric C with the rate O(h2 + TO).

2.3

Difference Schemes for a Problem with Weak
Solutions

For the non-conservative (7.8)-(7.10) and conservative (7.45)-(7.47)
difference schemes on the adaptive time grids (see Fig. 7.1) whro constructed above the corresponding unconditional estimates of the rate
of precision are obtained on the assumption of sufficient smoothness of
the solution and input data. Below, a new class of the schemes is constructed. For these schemes the accuracy estimates on the weak solutions
U

E

wi,l

(see Section 6.2) are established. To simplify the presentation

we consider the differential problem

{)u

{)2u

°

°

at = {)x2 + f(x, t),
< x < l,
< t < T,
u(x,O) = uo(x), x E n, u(O, t) = u(l, t) = 0, 0< t < T.

(7.65)

The given differential problem (7.65) will be approximated by the
difference one:

S2fdt'
x
,
(7.66)

y(x,O)=S;uo(x), XEWh,

y(O,t n +a / p ) =y(l, t n +a / p ) =0, tEwTO '
(7.67)
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ifO < x ::::; x m1 +1, X m2'-l
ifxm1+l < x < X m 2'-l,

_ {a,

(TQ -

(T,

J (1- lx' ~ xl)

::::;

x < l,

x+h

S~f(x,t') = ~

f(x',t')dx',

x-h

where (T > 0 is a variable numerical parameter selected so as to ensure
stability.
The difference scheme constructed is related to the class of schemes
with variable weighting factors, where the grid function (TQ depends on
both the number of the fractional level t n +Q / p (a = 1,p) and the node
x E Who
We consider the question about the organization of a calculational
process [Samarskii et al., 1997aJ. We show in which way the solution
on the fractional levels can be obtained only in the domain of the nonsmooth solution ZJ2. For this, in formula (7.66) it is necessary to exclude
the values of the approximate solution on the level tn+(Q-l)/p. For this
we need the following:
LEMMA

7.2 The difference scheme

Y(Q) - Y(O)

+A

aTo

1 t+JQ'TO Sx2 fdt'

_

Y(Q) = 'P(Q)'

'P(Q) = aTo

(7.68)

is algebraically equivalent to the equation
Yf,Q

+ aAY(Q) + (1 -

a)AY(Q_l)

=

(7.69)

'P(Q).

Proof. We write the difference scheme (7.68) in the form
Y(Q) - Y(Q-l)

+ Y(Q-l) -

TO

Y(O)

TO

+ a A Y(Q) = a'P(Q).
-

(7.70)

From the considered scheme (7.68) it also follows that
_Y(,-Q_-l....:...)_-_Y....:.(O....:...) = -(a - l)AY(Q_l)
TO

+ (a -

l)'P(Q_l).

(7.71)

Substituting expression (7.71) into equation (7.70), we obtain
Y(Q) - Y(Q-l)
TO

+

Y(Q-l) - Y(O)
TO

+ a A Y(Q) + (1 -

= a'P(Q) - (a - l)'P(Q-l)·

a

)A

Y(Q-l)

(7.72)
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It remains to estimate the expression on the right hand side of (7.72):
t+aTO
J

82 j dt' x

t

=

1
TO

..!..
TO

t+(a-I)To
8 2j dt'

J

x

t

t+JaTO 8;jdt'

(7.73)

= <pea).

t+(a-I)To

Then from formulas (7.73) and (7.72) the statement required follows.
By virtue of the proved lemma about the equivalence of the difference
schemes, equation (7.66) can be reduced to the form

+ A Yea) = -<P(a) ,
+ A (IT",) _

Yea) - YeO)
""
a,o
Yea) - Y(a-l)
TO

Yea) - <P(a) ,

(x,t) EWi,
(x, t)

E

w'2.

The present system of equations for the function v = O'aY(a) is reduced to
the three-point difference scheme and realized by the opposite direction
sweep method.
Following the paper [Samarskii et al., 1997a] it can be shown that
under the condition
2

3 < c < 2,

(7.74)

for the difference scheme 7.66), (7.67) the a priori estimates are correct

liy(t)11

n

~ Ii Yo I + IIA-l<p(O) II + IIA-1<p(t)11 + LT

IIA-

1 <pl,kll

'

k=l

(7.75)
which express stability with respect to the right hand side and initial
data.
Similarly to estimate (6.2.50) under conditions (7.74) for the error of
the difference scheme the following inequality, which expresses convergence of the scheme, holds
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2.4

Difference Schemes for Multi-dimensional
Equations
Assume it is required to find the function u(x, t) satisfying in QT =

oX

[0 ~ t ~ TJ, where

0= {x

=

(X1,X2), 0< x(3 < l(3, (3

=

1,2},

the initially boundary value problem

au
at = Lu + f(x, t),
L = L1

+ L2,

L(3u =

0<

x

a~(3

C1 ~

E

k(3(x, t)

J.t(x, t),

~

C2,

x

E

r, t

x E

E

(7.76)

(0, Tj,

:x~),

(k(3(X, t)

u(x,O) = uo(x),

ul r =

t

0,

(3

= 1,2,

0,

E

(0, Tj.

(7.77)
(7.78)

Just as in the one-dimensional case, on [0, Tj we shall consider uniform
grids with the steps T and TO = T /p, respectively:
Wro

= {t n +a / p = (n + a/p)T,

The domain Q n
domains:

a

= O,p, n = 0, No - I} .

= 0 x [tn, tn+lj will be represented as a sum of two

Qn

=

0'2 =

Qnl UQn2,
{x : X~i31

~

0'2

x [tn,tn+l]'

~ X~i32'

(3 = 1,2} .

Q'2
x(3

=

Q;

Let it be known a priori that the solution u(x, t) in the domain
is
a sufficiently smooth function, and in Q'2 it has the singularity moving
with time. To simplify the calculations, in the rectangle 0 we introduce
into consideration the grid [ih = Wh U 'Yh, uniform with respect to each
direction x(3, where
Wh -

2)) x(ii3) {x., -- (x(i1 ll 'x(i
- (i 3
h(3,
2 ' (3

i(3

= 1,2, ... , N(3 - 1,

h(3N(3 = l(3, (3 = 1,2}.
The set of the nodes x

En; will be denoted by W2h' with
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f3 = 1, 2, m~l ~ 1, m~2 :'S

N/3 - I} .

Then Wh \w2h is the set of interior nodes lying in the zone of the smooth
solution Q;, with the nodes situated on the interior boundaries belonging to this set. Using the integro-interpolation method and special
approximation of time derivative outside the adaptation domain
au

at '"

on the whole grid W
scheme:

u n+a / p

=

Yea) - yn _
-

aT

-

/p

un

a=1,2, ... ,p,

Wh X Wro we construct the following difference

(A

aTo

Y

+ I) (a)'

Yea) - Y(a-l) = (Ay

(7.79)

+ 1)(0") ,

X

TO

y(x,O)

= Uo(x),

X E

Wh,

Yea) l'Yh

n t Ew ,
E w2h,
ro

= p,(x, t n+a/ p ) ,

X

E'rh,

(7.80)

(7.81 )

where
2

Ay

= I.: (a/3YX(3)X(3 = -Ay,

af3

= k/3(x(-o.Sf3) , tn),

13=1

For the realization of the given scheme, analogous to the one-dimensional
case, we may use both direct algorithms (the opposite direction sweep
method) and different iterative methods [Matus, 1991].
To study the stability of the difference scheme on an adaptive grid we
assume in (7.81) that p,(x, t) = 0, X E 'rh, t E Wro' Then, using Lemma
7.1, similarly to (7.27), (7.28), we obtain the problem
Yf,a

where

+ ( AY(a) ) (r;) = cp(t),

t = t n+a/ p ,

= -Ay, X E Wh,
I:v = O"(x, t)v(x, t),

Ay

O"(x, t)

={

a,
0",

y=O
x E wh,

y(O)

if

= uo,

x E 'rh,

t E w ro '

if x E Wh \w2h ,
if
x E w 2h .

(7.82)
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:z

Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.3.

By analogy with (7.33) it is easy to prove that, provided (J' ~ 0.5, the
difference scheme (7.79)-(7.81) is stable in the norm HA2 with respect
to both the initial data and the right hand side.
Let us study the opportunity of constructing economical difference
schemes. To simplify calculations, we consider the heat conduction equation of the form
(7.83)
with the initial and boundary conditions (7.77), (7.78). As previously,
in the domain n we introduce the grid Wh uniform with respect to x{3
and having the steps hI = iI/NI , h2 = l2/N2 on the interval [0, T] we
shall use the uniform grid wr with the step T. In addition, we consider
the grids (see Fig. 7.2)
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To avoid confusion in the notation, here the fractional levels t n+OI./p are
replaced by the integral ones t n+OI.' Furthermore, we shall use the standard notation. In the domain of the smooth solution Lih, to construct the
difference scheme we use the coarse step 7p = t n+p - tn = p7, and in the
zone W2, containing the assumed singularity of the solution, the smaller
step tn+1 - tn = 7. Let us construct economical difference schemes with
the aid of which it will be possible to determine the solution only at the
nodes (x, t) E W2, 0 < a < p, and for t n +p at the points x E Wh U 'Yh.
On the basis of the method of alternating directions, on the grids
represented in Figs. 7.2,7.3 the differential problem (7.83), (7.77), (7.78)
is approximated by the difference one:
n+0I.+1/2

Y

n

- Y = () A y n+0I.+1/2

(a + 1)7

Yn+OI.+I _ yn+0I.+1/2

I

=---.,--........:.~-- =

(a+1)7

7

+ (1 _ ()2 )A2 yn ,

(1 - (}1)A Iy n+0I.+1/2

(x, t) E W\W2,
n+0I.+1/2
_ yn+OI.
Y

=-------=--

I

a = O,p - 1,

= (}IA I y n +0I.+1/2

Yn+OI.+I _ yn+0I.+1/2

=------='---- = (1 7

(x,t)

(7.85)

AkY = YXkXk'

+ (1 -

(}1)AlY n +0I.+1/2

EW2,

+ (}2A2yn+0I.+1,

(7.84)

(}2)A 2y n+0I.,

(7.86)

+ (}2A2yn+0I.+1,

(7.87)

a=O,p-1,

= p,n+OI.+1 if i2 = 0 and i2 = N 2, a = O,p - 1,
yn+0I.+1/2 = Ii if il = 0 and i l = N I , a = O,p - 1,
Ii = CTIp,n+OI.+1 + (1 - CTI)p,n+OI. - 7A2(CTICT2p,n+0I.+1-

yn+OI.+1

-(1 - (}1)(1 - (}2)p,n+0I.).
For t = tn let the values of the grid function yn = Y4 i 2 be known at
all the nodes of the grid Wh U 'Yh. We consider the way in which using
scheme (7.84)-(7.87) it is possible to pass from the level tn to the level
t n +p . When a = 0 equations (7.84), (7.86) can be written in the form

Since yn is determined for all x E Wh U 'Yh, it follows that we can find the
difference solution by means of the opposite direction sweep method in
the direction OXI:
i2 = 1,2, ... ,N2 -1.

(7.88)
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We now consider equations (7.85), (7.87):

only for il = mll + 1, ... , ml2 - 1; i2 = 1, N2 - 1. According to (7.88),
applying the opposite direction sweep method in the direction OX2 for
each fixed il = mll + 1, ... , ml2 -1, we can determine the grid function

y~t2l

for

il

= mll + 1, ... , ml2 -

1,

i2

= m2l, ... , m22.

(7.89)

For a = 1 from system (7.84), (7.86) we obtain

= ml1 + 1, ... , ml2 - 1,

il

i2

= m2l + 1, ... , m22 -

1.

According to (7.89) the functions y~t}, A 2yn+1 for the il, i2 mentioned
are defined. Consequently by analogy with (7.88) we find yn+3/2 for all
i l = mll, ... , ml2, i2 = 1,2, ... , ... , N2 - 1. For the same reason we
successively determine the values of the desired function yn+o. for all
il = mll + 1, ... ,ml2 -1; i2 = m21, ... ,m22; a = O,l, ... ,p-1. We
consider now the passage from the level tn+p-l to the tn+pth level when
it is necessary to define the values already for all x E Who For a = p - 1
the corresponding equations on the fractional level can be written in the
form
y
y

n+p-l/2

n+p-l/2

Tp
- y
T

- y

n

n+p-l

= O"lAlyn+ p-l/2

+ (1 -

0"2)A2yn,

= O"lA ly n+ p-l/2

+ (1 -

0"2)A 2y n+ p-l,

(x, t)

E W\W2,

(x, t)

E W2.

Since the grid function yn is defined for all the nodes of Wh and the
. -- ml1 + 1, ... ,ml2 - 1·, ~2
. -- m2l,· .. , m22, t h en
·
func t IOn
y n+p-l f or ~l
from the latter system of equations we determine yn+p-l/2 for all x E
Wh by sweep method. To find yn+p, x E Wh in (7.85), (7.87), we set
a = p - 1. Solving the obtained system of equations by one-dimensional
sweep methods in the direction X2 for each fixed i l = 1,2, ... , Nl -1, we
find the solution on the level t n+p for all x E Wh U th. We note that to
determine the solution on the integral levels tn+o., a = 1, 2, ... , p - 1, at
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the grid nodes belonging to W2 (Fig. 7.2), we used the solution from the
fractional level t n+o:- 1/ 2, calculated in the wider domain (see Fig. 7.3).
In addition, to find the solution yn+o:, a = 1,2, ... ,p - 1, at the integral
nodes, in contrast to the one-dimensional case, for m12 - mll « N1 only
O(N2) is required instead of the O(N1N 2) operations.
Using the summary approximation method, on the grid domains introduced above (see Fig. 7.2, 7.3) it is not difficult to construct the
economical additive schemes for equation (7.65) of the following form:
n+o:+1/2 _ yn

Y
-=---,-_----:---=-_
= A 1yn+o:+1/2,

(a + I)T

a = O,p-l,

(7.90)
Yn+O:+1/2 _ yn+o:

_______ = A 1yn+o:+1/2,

Yn+o:+1 _ yn+o:+1/2

- - - - - - - = A2yn+o:+1,
T

T

(x, t) E W2,

a = O,p -1,

(7.91)
Yn+m/21

'Yh

-- J.L (x,t n+m/2 ) ,

m =

1, 2p. (7.92)

Just as in the case of the method of alternating directions, the solution
on the intermediate levels yn+a+1/2 is determined on the grid represented
in Fig. 7.3, and on the integral levels tn+o:, a = 0, p it is fined at
the nodes of the grid W2 (see Fig. 7.2). The locally one-dimensional
scheme (LOS) mentioned can be obtained from (7.84)-(7.87) provided
that 0"1 = 0"2 = 1.
The following statement holds [Matus, 1991]
7.3 Let problem (7.83), (7.77), (7.78) in the domain Qr has
82u
84u
83u
the unique solution u = u(x, t) and the derivatives J'l 2 '
2
2' - - 2

THEOREM

ut
8x 18x 2 8t8xf3
exist continous in Qr. The LOS (7.90)-(7.92) converges uniformly.
Moreover, for the error z = y - u the following estimate holds:

max Ilz(t)llc(w ) ~ c (hi
tEwr

3.

h

+ h~ + T),

C

= const

> 0.

Schemes with Adaptation with Respect to
Time for a Wave Equation

The schemes with local refinement with respect to time for the hyperbolic equation of the second order are considered. The presentation
is based on the papers [Matus, 1993b, Matus, 1994].
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Non-Conservative Schemes

In the rectangle QT we consider the first-kind boundary problem for
the equation of the second order of hyperbolic type:

(x, t)

au
at (x, 0) = uo(x),

u(x,O) = uo(x),

(7.93)

x E fl,

t > 0.

u(l, t) = J.t2(t),

u(O, t) = J.tl(t),

E QT,

(7.94)

On the grid W = Wh X wro ' introduced in 7.1.1, we approximate the
problem (7.93), (7.94) by the difference problem
Ylt,a

Yt,o(x,O) = uo(x),

=

(ayx)x

+ 1) (0'1a,0'2a) ,

(7.95)

uo(x) = uo(x) + 0.5To(Lu + J) !t=o .

(7.96)

Here the following notation is used:
Ylt,a

=

Y(a+l) - 2Y(a)

V(0'1a,0'2a) =

2

+ Y(a-l)

TO

£Tlo:V(o:+l)

+ (1 -

a(Xi, t) = 0.5(k(Xi-l, t)
£Tl a

£Tlo: -

£Tl,

0'0:-1,

£T2a = {

=

Y(a+!) - Yea)
TO

£T20:)V(0:)

+ k(Xi' t)),

0'0:+1,

= {

Yt,a

'

£T2,

,

+ £T2V(a_I) '

t E W rO '

if i E ltn,
if i E 12n,
(7.97)

if i E ltn,
if i E 12n,

= 1,p-1,
O'a = 0.5a(a -1), £TIp = £Tl, £T2p = £T2,
a

ltn = {1, ... ,ml,m2, ... ,N -1},
Yea)

= y n+a/ p = Y(Xi' t n+a/p),

£T1,£T2

= const > 0,

12n = {ml + 1, ... ,m2 -1},
YeO)

= yn,

Y(p)

= yn+!.

From the construction of the difference scheme (7.95) it is seen that for
(x, t) E w 2 the usual three-level scheme with the constant weights 0"1, 0"2
is used. The form of the weights O"o:+! and 0"0:-1, defined outside of the
adaptation domain, will be written below, when realization of the given
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t
t=t,,+ 1+1IP
t-t,,+

,

t-t" +(p-J)/p
t=I,,+ (a+J)Ip
~TO

OJ;

OJ",

X",~

I-TO:;:

1

Figure 7.4.

scheme will be considered. We turn to finding the approximate solution
yn+OI./p provided that a = 2,3, ... ,p - 2 only in the domain of assumed
singularity of the solution (Fig. 7.4).
Let for t = tn, t = t n+1/ p the values of the desired function yn, yn+1/p
are known for all x E Who We note that scheme (7.95) can be written in
the form (a = 1,p - 1)
Ytt,OI. = (Ay

+ j)(o-"'+l,(j"'-l),

Ytt,o. = (Ay + j)(U 1,U2 ),

wI,
(x, t) E w'2.
(x, t) E

(7.98)
(7.99)

In order to avoid computation of the approximate solution in the
domain w\W'2 it is necessary in the formulas (7.98) to exclude the values
of the approximate solution on the levels n + a/p and n + (a - l)/p. It
can be realized by means of the following lemma about equivalence of
the difference schemes.
LEMMA 7.3 Scheme (7.98) for any a = 1,2, ... ,p - 1 can be reduced to
the form

Y(OI.+1) - (a + l)Y(l)
2
(To.+ITO

+ ay(O)

_ (A + f)
Y
(01.+1).

-

(7.100)

Proof. Let a = 1, then 0"2 = 1, 0"0 = 0 and expression (7.100) can
be rewritten in the following form:
Ytt,l = (Ayt+2/p,

Ay = Ay + f.

(7.101)

Consequently, provided a = 1, the difference schemes (7.98) and (7.100)
are equivalent, and provided a = 2, equation (7.100) is reduced to the
form
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According to formula (7.101), we have
(7.102)
We consider now scheme (7.100) provided that a = 3:
(Y(4) - 4Y(1)

+ 3y(o») /TJ

= Yft,3

+ 2Yft,2 + 3Yft,1

= 6(AY)(4)·

If we replace Yft,2, Yft,l by their values from equations (7.101), (7.102) in
the latter expression we obtain the equality
-

-

Yft,3 = 6(AY)(4) - 6(AY)(3)

-

+ (AY)(2)

-

(6,1)

= (AY)(3) .

The latter equation can be rewritten as follows:

This completes the proof of the theorem for a = 3. Furthermore, the
proof is by induction on a. For a = 4,5, ... ,p - 2 there is nothing to
prove. Let us demonstrate the equivalence of scheme (7.98) to (7.100) for
a = p-l. By direct testing we may convince ourselves of the correctness
of the identity
(yn+1 _ pyn+1/p + (p _1)yn)

/T6 = Yft,p-l + 2Yft,p-2 + ... + (p -

1)Yft,1.

On the basis of the latter equality and on the inductive assumption,
from expression (7.100) we obtain
p-3

- (2(1 - O"p-l - O"p-3)

+ 30"p_2) (AY)(p_2) - :L[(P -

(a + l))O"a

Using the identity -20"a = 1 - O"a+1 - O"a-1 we can write the previous
equation in the form

-- (A- y)(iTp ,iTp _ 2 ) .
Ytt,p-l
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Taking into account Lemma 7.3, we reduce the difference equations
(7.99), (7.100) to the system of three-point equations
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tn+1lp

tn+(d.+1)lp

Figure 7.5.

where

Ai = TJO"laa(aH)d h2 ,

Bi =

Ci = 1 + A

TJO"laa(aH)iH/h 2 ,

+ Bi,

and the right hand side Pi depends for (x, t) E wi only on YeO), Y(l). Applying now the opposite direction sweep method, we define the boundary condition y(mlh, t a + l ) and find the solution in the domain w2 if
i = ml, m2 on the levels n + alp, a = 2,3, ... ,p - 2 by means of the
formulas of the left sweep method. For t = t(p_l), t = tn+l' t = t n+1+l/p
it is necessary to calculate the solution for all x E Who Thereafter the
process described is repeated.
7.4 It is of interest to note that the term on the left hand side
of equation (7.100)

REMARK

YeaH) - (a

+ 1)Y(1) + ay(O)

O"a+l TO

=

1
(Y(aH) 0.5( TO + Tl)
Tl

Y(l) _ Y(l) -

.
. 0 f t h e second denvative
·
.
represents approXImatIOn
grid represented in Fig. 7.5.

3.2

Y(O))

TO

aat2 U2

.1'
on t h e non-unllorm

Stability and Convergence

Defining in the ordinary way the operator A : H -+ H and assuming,
for the simplicity of calculations, the homogeneity of the boundary conditions and independence of the coefficient k (x) from the variable t, we
write scheme (7.95), (7.96) in the operator form

YEt

+ (Ay)(~I,~2)
y(O)

= Uo,

= <p(t),

Yt(O)

t E wro '

= uo.

In this case we have

Yt = (y(t + TO) - y(t))/TO,

YE = (y(t) - y(t - TO))/TO,

(7.103)
(7.104)
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Yft = (Yt - Yl)/TO.
Here we use the notation Y = (YI, ... , YN_I)T E Hj moreover,
cP E H,

and (J/3(X, t), f3

I:{3(t)

cp(x,t) = f(ul(x,t),u2(x,t)),

x E wh,t E W TO '

= 1,2, are defined by formulas (7.97), and let

= diag{O"/31 (t), ... , O"{3N-I(t)}, f3 = 1,2, t

E wTO '

The scheme with the operator weighting (7.103) is reduced to the canonical form of three-level schemes:

DYlt + Byo
t

+ Ay =

cp

with the operators

D

= E + 0.5T2 AGl,

B = TAG2,

GI

= I:I + I:2, G2 = I:I - I:2,

which have been considered in Section 5.2.
We obtain the estimate with respect to the right hand side in the norm
such that it should yield convergence of the corresponding difference
scheme in the case of variable and non-differentiable weighting factors.

Let in the difference scheme (1.103), (1.104) A = A* >
o be a constant operator, cP = CPI + T~/2 CP2 and the following conditions
be satisfied:
THEOREM 7.4

I:2(t)=I:;(t)~- T2IfAII E , I:l(t)~I:~O.5) + 1

;e e>
E,

O.

(7.105)

Then for the difference solution the a priori estimate is correct:
max IIAy(t) II ~MI (IIAy(O) II + IIAYt(O) IIR(To) + IIcpI (0) II)

tEw'To

+ IlcpI(t)11 + M2 O<!P::;~TO (IICPIl(t') II + ~IICP2(t')II)

,

(7.106)

where R

= A-I + TJ(I: 2 + 2E) and MI = V2eO. 5T , M2 = M1"/T.

Proof. By analogy with the proof of Theorem 5.6, using the identity
V(~1.~2) = v

+ T(I:I Vt -

I: 2 Vl) ,

we rewrite the original scheme in the form (see problem (5.1.49))
(7.107)
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We take the dot product of the operator equation (7.107) with 2ToAYt.
Similarly to equality (5.1.54) we obtain the energy identity

2T611AYtll~3

+ T2 (QAYft, AYft) + (QAYf, AYf)
= (QAYf, AYf) - IIAyI1 2 + IIAyI1 2 + 2To(AYt, cp),

(7.108)

where

~3(t) = ~l(t) - ~~0.5)
Since cP
that

=

CP1

+ T~/2cp2'

-

0.5E > 0,

Q = A- 1 + T6~2 ~ O.

then according to inequality (5.1.56) it follows

IIAyI1 2 -IIAyI1 2 + 2To(CP1,AYt)

::; -IIAy - CPll12

+ (1 + To)IIAy -

CPtli 2 + To(l

+ To)llcp1fI1 2.

Applying the Cauchy inequality with c, we have

Substituting the estimates mentioned into formula (7.108) and rejecting
the positive terms on the left-right side of the inequality obtained, taking
into account the conditions of the theorem, we derive

IIYII~l) ::; (1 + TO) (1IYII~l) + To(llcplfl1 2 + ~llcp2112)) ::; ...
::; et

(1IY(TO)II~l) + ttmax(llcp1fl12
+ !llcp2112))
Ew.,.o
c

or

Here we have used the notation IIYII~l) = IIAy - CPll12
Taking into account the inequalities

+ (QAYf,AYf).

IIYn+tIi(l) ~ IIAYn+1II-IICP1nll,
IIY(TO)II(1) ::; V2I1Ay(O) II

+ IIAYt(O)IIR + V2llcp1(0)11,

we obtain the estimate required from (7.109).
We apply Theorem 7.4 to the study of the stability and convergence
of the difference scheme (7.95), (7.96). According to the definition of
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the weighting factors (7.97) and of the estimate of the operator norm
(6.1.27)
0"0+1

2: 1,

IIAII~ ~~,

a = 1, ... ,p - 1;

we conclude that the operator inequalities (7.105) are satisfied provided
the constant weights 0"1, 0"2 in the domain w'2 satisfy the inequalities
(7.110)

O<c~1.

Consequently under conditions (7.110) the scheme with variable weighting factors (7.95), (7.96) is stable in HA2 and, provided cP = CPl, homogeneous boundary conditions for the solution of the scheme, the a priori
estimate (7.106) holds.
We now study the convergence of the solution of the difference scheme
to the solution of the differential problem (7.93), (7.94). Substituting
y = z + u into equations (7.95), (7.96) we obtain the problem for error
of the method of the form (7.103), (7.104):

Zlt

+ (Az)(El,E2) = 'lj;(t) ,
z(O) = 0,

(7.111)

t E wTO '

Zt(O) = 'lj;0,

(7.112)

where

1jJo(x) = uo(x)
'lj;

+ 0.5To ((k(x)U~(X))' + f(x, 0) -

= 'lj;l + T~/2'lj;2'

+ f)

- Ult,

0"2 ((aux)x

+ f)l·

'lj;l = ((aux)x

'lj;2 = T~/2 (O"l(aux)x

+ f)t -

Ut(x, 0),

To derive the given problem we have used the identity

V(Ul,U2) = v + T(O"lVt - 0"2Vl).

(7.113)

In the case where
u(x,t)

E

C4,4(Qr),

uo(x)

k(x) E C3(O),

E

C4(O),

uo(x)

E

C 2(O),

f(x, t) E C 2,1(Qr),

(7.114)

it is not difficult to show that the following estimates are valid:

IIA'lj;°IlR(TO) = 0(T5),

1I'lj;11l

= 0(h2 +T5),

1I'lj;211 = 0(T~/2).

1I'lj;1l11

= 0(h2 +T5),
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Using the a priori estimate (7.14) we conclude that for any t E
inequality holds

IIAz(t)11 ::; c(h2 + 7'~/2),

Wro

the

C= const > O.

THEOREM 7.5 For the differential problem (7.93), (7.94) let the conditions (7.114) be valid. Then on satisfaction of inequalities (7.110)
the solution of the difference scheme (7.95), (7.96) converges unconditionally to the exact solution u(x, t) and the following estimate of the
convergence rate in the grid space Wi(wh) holds:
max

tEwro

lIy -

ullW:2(Wh) ::;
2

c(h 2

+ 7'~/2).

REMARK 7.5 By virtue of the imbedding Wi(wh) into C(Wh) the following estimate for the error of the method is valid:

3.3

Conservative Schemes

We have constructed and investigated above the non-conservative difference schemes for the hyperbolic second order equation which retain
the conservatism property in separate sub-domains. And it is shown
that on smooth solutions the difference scheme converges unconditionwith the rate O(h2 + 7'~/2). Loss of the method's accuracy is
ally in
explained by the impossibility of using the difference Green's formulas
(and, consequently of bringing the norm Wi into the investigation), and,
on the other hand, by virtue of the dependence weight on the number of
the fractional level by the lack of the scheme approximation (expression
for l11/Jtll) even on smooth solutions.
Below we construct the difference schemes for a wave equation that
preserve the conservatism property in w. However, at the points of joining of grid domains the approximation has only a conventional character
(both in the norm C and in the norm £2). Nevertheless, it can be proved
that the scheme has unconditional convergence in Wi also with the rate
O(h2 + 7'~/2).
On the grid w we replace the differential problem (7.93)-(7.95) by the
difference one

wi

(7.115)
with approximation of the boundary and initial conditions in the form of
(7.96). The weights O"la, 0"2a are determined by formulas (7.97); more-
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over,

hn = {I, 2, .", mf + 1, m'2, ... , N -I},
hn = {ml + 2, ... ,m'2 -I}.

(7.116)

The three-level scheme (7.115) with the variable weighting factors 0"10:,
0"20: is a conservative scheme.
Now let us find the approximate solution yn+o:/ p provided that a =
2,3, ... , p - 2 only in the domain w'2 (see Fig. 7.4). Let at t = tn,
t = t n+1/p values of the grid function Y(O), Y(l) be known for all x E Who
We consider equation (7.115) at (x, t) E wf
Yt-t,o:

= (Ay

+ f) (Ua+bua-d , ,;. = 1, ... , mn1, mn2' mn2 + 1, ... , N - 1.

In accordance with Lemma 7.3, the latter equation is transformed like

+

+

Yo:+1 - (a
I)Y(l) ayo
----........,,-2-''-'--70

(A
f)
= 0"0:+1
Y + (0:+1))'

(7.117)

Equations (7.115) (i = m"i + 1, ... , m'2 - 1), (7.117) are reduced to the
system of three-point equations (7.11), where the right hand side does
not depend on Y(o:-l), Yeo:) for the values i = 1,2, ... , m"i, m'2, ... , N - 1
from the domain of the smooth solution. Using the opposite direction
sweep method we find the boundary condition y(m"ih, t n+(o:+1)/p) , and
also a solution in the domain w'2 on the levels n+a/p, a = 2,3, ... ,p-2,
by the formulas of the left sweep method. Provided that a = p - 1, p the
solution Yep-I), y, Y(I) is computed for all x E Who Then the procedure
described is repeated.
Now we consider stability of the conservative difference scheme. To
simplify calculations we assume that the coefficient k(x) =fi k(x, t) in
equation (7.93) does not depend on t, and JL1(t) = JL2(t) = O. Defining in
an ordinary way the grid function y(t) = (Yl(t), ... , YN_l(t))T, provided
o

that yo(t) = YN(t) = 0, t E W TO , i.e., y(t) E Oh, and introducing the
Hilbert space H = Oh, we write the difference scheme (7.115), (7.96) in
the operator form

YEt + T*(Ty)(~l'~2) = <p,
y(O)

= Uo,

Yt(O)

t

E

= uo,

wro ,

(7.118)
(7.119)

where YEt = (y(t + 70) - 2y(t) + y(t - 70))/76.
The operators T* and T are given by formulas (6.6.36), (6.6.37), and
the operators E.a(t), {3 = 1,2, are defined as in scheme (6.6.42).
To investigate stability of the scheme with operator weighting (7.118)
we could apply the results obtained in Section 5.3 to three-level schemes
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(see (5.3.26), (5.3.27))
DYtt

+ Byot + Ay =

(7.120)

'P

with operators of conservative type

D

= E + 0.5r6T*GIT,

= roT*02T,

B

A

= T*T.

(7.121)

In fact, using the identity
= v

V(I;1,I;2)

+ rO(~1 -

7. 2

~2)Vt + ~ (~l

+ ~2)Vft,

we reduce scheme (7.118) to the form of (7.120), (7.121) with

GI = ~l

- ~2'

02 = ~l

To study convergence of the scheme with
to time and space, weighting factors of the
a priori estimates for the operator scheme
~,8(t) are not Lipschitz continuous in the
commute with the operator A.
Below we need the notation

Al

= T*(~l -

~3 = ~l

-

IIYII~

0.5E)T,

~~O.5)
=

-

A2

lIyll~ + IIYtll~,

~~O.5) = 0.5(~(t) + ~(t + ro)),

discontinuous, with respect
form (7.115), we obtain the
(7.118), when the operators
variable t and they do not

= T*~2T, Mn = exp(tn ),

Q= E

0.5E,

+ ~2.

II'PII~

+ r6A2' R = Q + r6A,
=

1

II 'PI 112 + ~1I'P2W,

II· liD =~,

D = D* 2:: O.

The following statement is valid:
7.6 Let in scheme (7.118), (7.119) T be a constant operator
and T-I exist, and variable weighting operators satisfy the inequalities

THEOREM

~ (t) > ~(O.5)
I

-

2

+ 1 + CE

2'

C> 0,

~2(t) = ~2(t) 2:: - r61~AII E,
'P =

'PI + r~/2T*'P2'

(7.122)

(7.123)

Then for its solution for any ro the estimate holds
(7.124)
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Proof. First let us show that under the conditions of the theorem
the operator Q(t) ~ O. In fact, since for the self-adjoint operator E ~
A/IIAII, it follows that

Q

== T* ( ~2 + T61~AII E) T + ( E - 111 1 )

~ o.

Now using the identity
V(El,E2) =

v(0.5)

+ TO(~I -

0.5E)vt - TO~2Vt,

we rewrite the difference equation (7.118) in the form

Ytt

+ Ay(0.5) + ToAIYt -

ToA 2Yt

= <PI + T~/2T*<P2.

(7.125)

We take the dot product of the latter equation with 2ToYt and consider
individual inner products

+ TAIYt)
= To(IIYtI1 2+ Ilyll~)t + T5(llynl1 2+ 21IYtll~1)'
2To(Yt, <PI) ::; ToIIYtl1 2+ T611Yttll 2 + To(l + To)II<pIil 2,
2TO(T~/2T*<P2' Yt) = 2TO(T~/2<p2' TYtl ::; T5£IIYtll~ + TO 11<p2112.
£
2To(Yt, Ytt + Ay(0.5)

Adding the estimates obtained, similarly to (5.3.39) we obtain the recurrence relation
(7.126)
Summing it over k

= 1,2, ... , n - 1 and taking into account that

we obtain the theorem's statement.
According to the inequalities (7.110) we conclude that the conservative
difference scheme on the adaptive time grid (7.115), (7.116) under the
conditions

o< £

::;

I,

(7.127)

is stable with respect to the initial data and right hand side in H A , and
for its solution for any TO the estimate (7.126) is correct with <PI = j(a 1cd 7 2 o<),
<P2 = o.
It now remains to consider the truncation error and investigate convergence of the conservative difference scheme. Substituting y = z + u
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into equations (7.118), (7.119), similarly to equalities (7.111), (7.112) we
obtain the problem

Zit

+ T*(Ty)(E 1 ,E2) = 1/;, t E wTO '
z(O) = 0, Zt(O) = 1/;0.

(7.128)

(7.129)

By means of identity (7.113) the truncation error can be written in the
form

+ 7~/2T*1/;2'
1/;1 = -Uit + (aux)x + f(a 1 ,a2) = 0(h2 + 70),
1/; = 1/;1

1/;2 = _7~/2 (0'1 (aux)t - 0'2(aU x )f) = 0(7~/2).
The application of Theorem 7.6 for the solution of problem (7.128),
(7.129) yields

IIznll~ oS M (11"'01l~(") + t~ 70 (11""112 + ~1I"'2112) ) .

(7.130)

Let the smoothness conditions (7.114) be satisfied. Then obviously

111/;°II~(TO) = 0(76),

111/;111 2 = 0(h4

+ 7~),

111/;2]1 2 = 0(70).

Consequently the following statement holds.
7.7 For the differential problem (7.93), (7.94) let the conditions (7.114) be valid. Then under conditions (7.127) the solution of the
difference scheme (7.115), (7. 96) converges unconditionally to the exact
solution u(x, t) and the estimate of convergence rate holds:

THEOREM

max Ily - uilA ::; c(h 2

tEw'To

+ 7~/2),

Ilzlic(wh'To)::; c(h 2

+ 7~/2).

Among the more important generalizations of the given fundamental
result we note the possibility of obtaining similar estimates of 7.6 for the
multi-dimensional wave equation.

4.

Difference Schemes of Domain Decomposition
on the Grids Locally Refined with Respect to
Time

The schemes on the grids locally refined with respect to time for
parabolic equations on the basis of decomposition of a computational
domain on each time level are investigated [Vabishchevich, 1995]. The
schemes constructed can be interpreted as the schemes with interpolation of solution on the adaptation zone boundary.
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Introduction

An increase in the accuracy of an approximate solution in the problems of mathematical physics is often achieved by means of local refinement of a grid with respect to space [Babuska et al., 1986, Flahertyet al.,
1989, McCormick, 1989J. In many non-stationary problems an increase
in the accuracy of an approximate solution can be achieved by refining a grid with respect to time. This kind of time-adaptive numerical
methods constructed for example, in [Davis and Flaherty, 1982, Osher
and Sanders, 1983, Revilla, 1986J. These methods use a time step in the
adaptation zone (in a part of the computational domain) substantially
smaller than outside of this zone. Let us recall the main approaches to
construction of difference schemes on grids locally refined with respect
to time.
The unconditionally convergent difference schemes with adaptation
with respect to time have been constructed above. In this case a computational effect is achieved owing to the special order of calculations
outside of the zone of adaptation.
The schemes with adaptation with respect to time can be considered
as the schemes on substantially non-uniform grids with respect to time.
In this interpretation we have a scheme with fictitious (equal to zero)
time steps. On this methodological basis the time-adaptive schemes
for parabolic problems were considered in [Abrashin and Lapko, 1993,
Vabishchevich and Matus, 1994, Matus and Vabishchevich, 1994J.
Traditionally, wide use is made of the algorithms with interpolation
on the boundary of the zone of adaptation (see, e.g., [Drobyshevich,
1995, Ewing et al., 1989]). The same approach is often used for refining
grids with respect both to time and space [Ewing et al., 1992, Ewing
et al., 1990J. In this case, only conditional convergence of these difference
schemes can be determined [Ewing and Lazarov, 1994J.
Here we follow the paper [Vabishchevich, 1995J where the schemes on
grids locally refined with respect to time for parabolic problems were
investigated on the basis of decomposition of a computational domain
on each time level. The schemes constructed can be interpreted as the
schemes with interpolation of solution on the boundary of the zone of
adaptation. Different types of exchange boundary conditions are used.
The investigation of stability and convergence in Hilbert grid spaces
is based on the general theory of difference schemes [Samarskii, 1989,
Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995aJ.
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4.2

Model Problem

As an illustrative example we will consider the boundary a value problem for one-dimensional parabolic. Since basic to this is the operator
formulation of the problem, the conversion to more general problems is
in great part editorial. In the domain n = (0,1) we find a solution of
the parabolic equation

au
a ( k(x) au)
at - ax
ax = f(x, t),

x E

n, t >

°

(7.131)

supplemented with the simplest homogeneous boundary conditions of
the first kind
(7.132)
u(O, t) = 0, u(l, t) = 0, t >

°

and the initial condition

u(x,O) = uo(x),

x

E

n.

(7.133)

In the domain n we introduce a uniform grid with the step h. By w
we denote a set of interior nodes. Using the standard notation of the
theory of difference schemes, on a set of the grid functions v E H such
that v(x) = 0, x¢:. w we define the grid operator A

Av = -(a(x)vx)x,

x

E w.

(7.134)

Here, e.g., a(x) = k(x - 0.5h). In the Hilbert space H we introduce the
scalar product and the norm by the relations

(y, v) = Ly(x)v(x)h,
xEw

Ilyll =

V(y, y).

°

In the space H we have A = A * >
for the operator A defined in
accordance with relation (7.134). From problem (7.131)-(7.133) we pass
to the equation

dv
dt

+ Av =

cp,

x Ew

(7.135)

with prescribed v(x, 0), x E w. Let us assume that in a certain selected
sub-domain n* c n (the zone of adaptation), for some reason, it is
necessary to use substantially smaller time step (equaled to T / p, p > 1)
than outside this zone where we can use the time step T.

4.3

Decomposition Operators

Let tn = nt (n = 0,1, ... ) be the grid with respect to time. To
bring into effect the passage from time level tn to tn+! we introduce a
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finer grid in the sub-domain n*. Typical of non-stationary problems is
the situation with dynamical singularities, i.e., the zone of adaptation
unique in each time moment (n* = n*(t)). For formal selection of
the adaptation sub-domain we introduce the function X(x, t) such that
X( x, t) = 1 in 0* (t) = W u an*. We select the transition domain
n**(t) outside of the zone of adaptation. This domain is adjoined to the
boundary an*. The function X(x, t) is changed from unity to zero in the
domain n** and X(x, t) = 0 outside of it (at a certain distance from the
zone of adaptation n*(t)). In the important limiting case of the absence
of the transition domain we have X(x, t) = 0, x ~ W(t).
Let us construct difference schemes for equation (7.135) on the basis
of additive splitting of the operator (7.134):

(7.136)
Let us couple the zone of adaptation (the function X(x, t)) with the operator A (1). We shall use three main methods of construction of the
operator A(1) in (7.136) by analogy with the schemes of domain decomposition for parabolic problems (a more detailed discussion is suggested
in the next chapter).
Two general classes of the decomposition method are connected with
the definition of the decomposition operator A (1) in accordance with the
conditions
A(l) = X(x, t)A,

(7.137)

A(l) = AX(x, t).

(7.138)

Moreover, in the case of a second-order parabolic equation we can define
the operator A (1) in accordance with the condition

(7.139)
where a1(x) = X(x - 0.5h, t)k(x - 0.5h)). In this case A(f3) = (AUn)* 2:
0, (3 = 1,2, but for (7.137), (7.138) the operators Ace), (3 = 1,2 are not
non-negative and self-adjoint.
We shall construct the schemes on grids locally refined with respect
to time on the basis of the splitting of the form (7.136) with the decomposition operator defined in accordance with (7.137)-(7.139).
To construct schemes with additional steps, we introduce the following
notation. Let Yn+a/p be an approximate solution at the time moment
t n+a/p = tn + aT /p, a = 1,2, ... , p. In the zone of adaptation we shall
use the simplest purely implicit scheme
Yn+a/p - Yn+(a-1)/p
T/p

+A

_

Yn+a/p - 'Pn+a/p·

(7.140)
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It may be noted at the outset that one could also turn to using a more
general class of two-level schemes with weights.
Far from the zone of adaptation (outside of the transition domain
0** (t)) calculations are carried out with a large step, and therefore by
analogy with the implicit scheme (7.140) we have
Yn+1 - Yn

-=---'----=-T

+ A Yn+ 1 =

(7.141)

'Pn+!·

Here the solutions on intermediate levels can be obtained by interpolation of the grid functions Yn and Yn+!. Linear interpolation seems to be
the most natural. In this case we have
a
(7.142)
Yn+a/p = Yn + -(Yn+! - Yn), a = 1,2, ... ,p - l.
p
It is convenient to use a representation like that of equations (7.141),
(7.142) in the form of the scheme
Yn+a/p - Yn+(a-1)/p
T/p

+A

Yn+1 = 'Pn+1·

(7.143)

Thus on the basis of the schemes (7.140), (7.143) it is possible to try to
construct a scheme on grids locally refined in time. Sewing of solutions
in the transition zone is carried out by selecting of another one operator
of decomposition. Define the approximate solution on the whole spatial
grid by means of the difference scheme
Yn+a/p - Yn+(a-1)/p
T

/p

where
cPn+a/p

+ A (1)

n Yn+a/p

+ A (2)

_

n Yn+1 -

cP

n+a/p'

(7.144)

= X(x, tn)'Pn+a/p + (1 - X(x, t n ))'Pn+1

and A}f) = A(/3)(t n ), (3 = 1,2. Taking into account the relations (7.136)(7.139), we have A~2) = A far from of the zone of adaptation. This, in
accordance with scheme (7.143), defines the approximate solution on
intermediate levels by means of linear interpolation of solutions on the
integral time levels. The choice of different decomposition operators
corresponds to specification of different boundary conditions on the interface boundary 80* (t). In the case of X( x, t) = 0, x ~ !1*, the boundary value problem in the zone of adaptation is solved subject to these
or other boundary conditions on the boundary 80* that are calculated
using interpolated solution outside of the zone of adaptation. In particular, if A(1) is specified in accordance with formula (7.137), then we
obtain the ordinary boundary conditions of the first kind. The boundary
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conditions of the second kind are actually implemented when operator
(7.139) is used.
Scheme (7.144) is not quite convenient for computation since, it is
necessary to know the solution at the time moment tn+l to find the
solution on the transition step. The questions of construction of iterative
algorithms for this class of problems were discussed, e.g., in the papers
[Ewing and Lazarov, 1994, Ewing et al., 1993].

4.4

Stability

Let us show the unconditional stability of scheme (7.144) in the corresponding Hilbert spaces HD, D = D* > o. In these spaces we define the
scalar product by (u, V)D = (Du, v). We will carry out detailed study
on specification of the operators A «(3), f3 = 1, 2 according to formulas
(7.136), (7.137). In this case, scheme (7.144) can be written in the form

Yn+a./p - Yn+(a.-l)/p
r /p

+ (

t)A

X x, n

Yn+a./p

+ (1-X(x, tn))AYn+1 =cPn+a./p,

xEw,

(7.145)
a=1, 2, ... ,po

Let us consider scheme (7.145) as a scheme with variable weights. It
belongs to a class of symmetrizable difference schemes. Before obtaining
the corresponding a priori estimate we introduce the following notation
for the difference scheme (7.145):

va. = Yn+a./p,

V[,a. =

va. - Va.-l
r/p

where Vo = Yn, vp = Yn+1. We rewrite the difference scheme (7.145) in
the form

(E + ~XnA) Vf,a. + ~XnA(va. + Va.-I) + (1- Xn)Avp = cPn+a./p,
X E

w,

a

= 1,2, ... ,po

(7.146)

Taking a dot product of each equation (7.146) with (2r/p)Av[,a.
2A(va. - Va.-I) and summing them, we obtain the equality

2

p

2

-.!... 2: (Av[,a., V[,a.) + ~

p

2: (XnAv[,a., Av[,a.)

p a.=1
a.=1
+ (XnAvp, Avp) - (XnAvO, Avo)
+ 2((1- Xn)Avp, Avp) - 2((1- Xn)Avp, Avo)

(7.147)
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Taking into account the inequalities
2((1 - Xn)Avp, Avp) - 2((1 - Xn)Avp, Avo)
2: ((1 - Xn)Avp, Avp) - ((1 - Xn)Avo, Avo),

(AW,(» 1>n+o:/p) ::::; (AVf,D:l W,o:)

1

+ 4(A1>n+o:/p, 1>n+o:/p) ,

from equality (7.147) we obtain
T

(Avp, Avp) ::::; (Avo, Avo)

+2

p

2)A1>n+0:/p, 1>n+o:/p)'
p 0:=1

Thus we obtain the desired a priori estimate for the scheme (7.145):
1

I AYn+111 2 ::::; IIAyO 112 + 2

n

p

L L (A1>k+o:/p, 1>k+o:/p)'

p k=O

T

(7.148)

0:=1

We consider similarly scheme (7.144) on specifying the operators of
decomposition according to formulas (7.138), (7.139). It allows us to
formulate the following statement concerning the stability of scheme
(7.144) with respect to initial conditions and right hand side.
Thus we have proved the following statement:
7.8 The difference scheme (7. 136}, (7.144) is unconditionally stable in HD where D = A2 with the decomposition operator defined
in accordance with relation (7.137), with D = E under condition (7.138)
and D = A under condition (7. 139}. The following estimate for the difference solution is correct:
THEOREM

IIYn+1IID : : ; IlyollD + 1""
L
L(DA- 1>k+o:/p,1>k+o:/p)'
n

p

1
(7.149)
T
k=O 0:=1
Thus with the different ways of defining decomposition operators we
obtain the schemes which have stability in different norms.
2

4.5

2

2p

Convergence of Difference Schemes

The dependence of the accuracy of an approximate solution on interface boundary conditions is important for investigation of convergence of
schemes on locally refined grids. In our case, we talk about the influence
of the function X(x, t) on the accuracy of the difference scheme (7.144).
Let zn+o:/p = Yn+o:/p - un+o:/p be an error of approximate solution at
the corresponding time moment. From scheme (7.144) we arrive at the
following difference problem for the error:

zn+o:/p - zn+(0:-1)/p
T

Ip

+ A(1)
+ A(2)
n Zn+o:/p
n Zn+1

_ 0/'
- 'l-'n+o:/p'
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where 1/Jn+or./p is the truncation error. Let us limit ourselves again to
consideration of the decomposition operators (7.136), (7.137):
zn+or./p - Zn+(or.-l)/p
T/p

+ X {x, t)A
n zn+or./p

+(1-X{x, tn))AZn+l =1/Jn+or./p,

x

E w,

a = 1,2, ... ,po

(7.150)

Taking into account that zo{x) = 0, x E w, we obtain the following
estimate for the difference scheme (7.150) {see (7.148)):
(7.151)
For the truncation error we have
1/Jk+or./p =¢k+or./p -

+

un+or./p - un+(or.-l)/p
/
- AUn+1
Tp

(1 - ~) X{x,
p

t n ) Un+l - Un+(or.-l)/p .
(1- a/p)T

Taking into account this statement on sufficiently smooth solutions of
the problem (7.131)-{7.133) we obtain

(a)p

1/Jk+or./p = O{T + h 2 ) + 1 -

TX{X, tn)A au
at·

(7.152)

Substituting the expression (7.152) into inequality (7.151) we obtain the
desired estimate for the error

II AZn+1 II

~ M1{T + h 2) + M2T IIXA::

t·

(7.153)

The first item on the right hand side of estimate (7.153) is the usual
error of a purely implicit scheme, and the second one is conditioned by
the use of the grid locally refined in time.
We can similarly consider variants of the decomposition operator
(7.136), (7.138) and (7.136), (7.139).
Thus the following statement is correct:
7.9 For the difference scheme (7.136), (7.144) the estimate
of the convergence rate has the form

THEOREM

(7.154)
where D = A 2 ,E,A with the use of the operators (7.137}-(7.139), respectively.
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In the case ofthe absence of the transition zone (X(x, t) = 1, x E O*(t),
X(x, t) = 0, x rt O*(t)), from estimate (7.154) it follows that the rate
of convergence is conditional and determined by the value O( T + h2 +
Th- 1/ 2 ).

In the above the investigation of different classes of schemes on grids
locally refined in time has been carried out on the operator level (for the
evolution equation of the first order (7.135)). Therefore the results are
extended to far more general problems than (7.131)-(7.133). The boundary value problems for the evolution equations of the second order (in
particular, for hyperbolic equation) can be considered in the same way.
Mention might also be made of the schemes with grids locally refined in
time for equations (7.135) with a non-self-adjoint positive operator A.
As an independent object we can single out problems with the subordinate skew-symmetric part of the operator A. As regards computational
realization, the schemes in which calculations in the zone of adaptation
and outside of it are different deserve particular attention.

5.

Difference Schemes on Dynamical Grids
Locally Refined in Space

The questions of construction of difference schemes with local refinement of a grid in space are considered. Investigation of convergence of
difference schemes for the simplest non-stationary problems of mathematical physics is carried out.

5.1

Introduction

The correct choice of a computational grid in the problems of mathematical physics has always been the most important component of a
numerical solution. A coarser grid can be used in the areas of a quite
smooth solution and coefficients and a more detailed one can be used
near various singularities [Vabishchevich, 1989a, Dar'in et al., 1988, Matus, 1993b].
At the present time two main trends in constructing adaptive grids for
non-stationary problems can be singled out: the method of dynamical
locally refined grids (it consists in local addition of grid nodes in the areas
of low precision of solution and their possible elimination in other areas)
and the method of moving grids (see, e.g., the paper [Dar'in et al., 1988]).
The advantages and disadvantages of moving and rectangular grids were
discussed, e.g., in [Gropp, 1987, Hedstrom and Rodrique, 1960j.
With the first approach certain difficulties arise in approximation of
time derivatives at new nodes. In [Bayarunas and Ciegis, 1991] this
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problem is solved by using a difference scheme of the 'predictor-corrector'
type and interpolation of solution on different grids.
In the present section, using as an example the simplest parabolic
equation, we study the problems of construction and investigation of
difference schemes on locally refined grids. On the basis of the general
theory of operator-difference schemes the estimates of stability and convergence of the grid methods in strong energy norms are obtained. These
a priori estimates show that it is necessary to apply the interpolation
carefully to avoid the instability of a difference scheme or the divergence
of difference solution [Vabishchevich and Matus, 1995, Vabishchevich
et al., 1995].

5.2

Statement of the Problem

Let us illustrate the problem of construction and investigation of difference schemes on dynamical locally refined rectangular grids by means
of the simplest one-dimensional problem
au
a 2u
at = ax2

+ f(x, t),

x E

n,

(7.155)

t> 0,

supplemented with the simplest homogeneous boundary conditions of
the first kind
(7.156)
u(O, t) = 0, u(l, t) = 0, t >

°

and the initial condition
u(x,O)

=

uo(x),

x E

n.

(7.157)

Let us introduce into consideration the uniform grids

lih =
Wh/2

= ih,
= {Xi+a/2 =
{Xi

= O,N,
(i + a/2)h,
i

h

= liN},
i = 0, N - 1;

a

= 0,1;

XN

= l}

with the steps hand hl2 with respect to the spatial variable and the
step T with respect to the time variable:
Wr =

{t n

=

nT,

n=0,1, ... ,No -1,

TNo=T}.

We shall use a more detailed grid in the part of the computational domain where the desired solution has a singularity.

5.3

Construction of a Scheme with New Nodes
on the Upper Level

In the mathematical simulation of elliptic problems with singularities
we can use non-uniform grids to achieve the necessary accuracy by refining them in the domains with high gradients. When we use locally
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Figure 7.6.

refined grids for non-stationary problems the situation is complicated,
since the area of irregularity usually, changes in time. This makes it
necessary to use own non-uniform grids with respect to a spatial variable on each time level,i.e., to the disappearence and appearence of new
nodes. This circumstance leads to certain problems in approximation at
the new nodes, since on the previous time level the approximate solution
was not computed at those nodes.
For the simplificity of discussion let us assume that on the level tn =
nT we know the approximate solution at all the nodes of the grid Wh:
Xi = ih, i = 0,1, ... , N. It is necessary to find the solution on the level
tn+1 at the additional node (the minimal zone of adaptation)
Xj+1/2 = (j

+ 1/2)h.

We note the main moments which arise in construction of a difference
scheme with new nodes on the time level tn+1:
1) interpolation at the node (Xj+l/2' tn);
2) scheme at the node (Xj+1/2' tn+l)j
3) scheme outside of the zone of adaptation (i

~

j - 1, i ~ j

4) scheme at the boundary of adaptation (i = j, j

+ 2)j

+ 1).

Let us consider the problems 1)-4) separately.
1) To determinate the solution Yj+l/2
we apply the natural interpolation

= Y(Xj+1/2' tn)

on the level tn
(7.158)

This solution is used to find the solution by means of the difference
scheme at the additional node. Let us note that this expression can be
written in the form
(7.159)
AYj+1/2 = 0,
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A.

_ YJ+1 - 2Yj+1/2

YJ+1/2 -

(hj2)2

+ Yj

(7.160)

'

It defines the second difference derivative on the grid wh/2' The solution
at the fictitious nodes (Xi+1/2' t n+1) , i = 0, N - 1, i =1= j, on the level
t = tn+1 will also be defined by means of interpolation like (7.158):
(7.161)
2) At the node (XJ+1/2' t n+1) we use the following purely implicit
schemes to determine the approximate solution
(7.162)
3) Outside the zone of adaptation at integer nodes we shall use the
approximation
y~+1 - Yi

~+l _
Yt+1

T

2y~+1
t
h2

+ yn+1
t-1 =

f!,+1
t

(7.163)

.

In the scheme (7.163) we transform the operator
A

n+1 _ _
OYi
-

y~+l
t+1

_ 2yn+1
t
h2

+ yn+1
t-1

taking into account interpolation in accordance with formula (7.161) at
the neighboring nodes. We obtain

(7.164)

It allows us to write the difference scheme (7.163) in the form

(7.165)
4) We consider the approximation of the difference equation (7.155)
at the boundary of adaptation i = j:
yn+1 _ yn
J

J

T

_

1 (y~+1

_

n

_ yn+1
J+1/2
J
hj2

_

y,:+1 _ yn+1)
J
J-1
h

= jn+1
J

'

(7.166)
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where n = 0.5(h/2 + h) = 3h/4.
operator with respect to space:
A

Let us separately investigate the

. __ ~ (Yj+1/2 - Yj _ Yj - Yj-l)
lYJ 3h
h/2
h'

Taking into account interpolation of the solution at the half-integer node
= 0.5(Yj + Yj-l)) we have

j - 1/2 (Yj-l/2

2(1

Yj - Yj-l
h
=

h

Yj - '2(Yj

+ Yj-l)

)

=

Yj - Yj-l/2
(h/2)
.

Therefore

A

. - _~ (Yj+l/2 - Yj _ Yj - Yj-l/2) - ~A .

lYJ -

3h

h/2

h/2

- 3 YJ'

Thus we obtain the following difference equation at the boundary of
adaptation:
n+l

Yj

The scheme for i = j

n

- Yj

T

n+1 + ~A
3 Yj
-

fn+1
j

(7.167)

.

+ 1 can be written similarly:

n+l
n
Yj+1 - Yj+1
T

+ ~A

n+1 _ fn+1
3 Yj+l - j+l'

(7.168)

The foregoing arguments allow us to use the unified notation of difference schemes on a grid locally refined in space.

5.4

o

A Priori Estimates

Let nh/2 be a set of grid functions y(x, t) defined for each t E wT on
the grid Wh/2 and be equal to zero for x = 0, x = l. The operator A can
be defined like formula (6.1.5):

(A ).

_ _ _.

Y t+a/2 i

_ Yi+(a+1)/2 - 2Yi+a/2 +Yi+(a-l)/2

Yxx,t+a/2 -

= 0,

Q

= 1;

yo(t)

(h/2)2

i

= 1,2, ... , N

= YN(t) = 0,

- 1,
t E

= 0,1;

Q

WT

'

(7.169)

•

Furthermore, let Yn = (y''i/2,yr, ""YN-l/2f be the desired vector. We
define the Euclidean space H = nh / 2 by a set of these vectors with the
scalar product and the norm
N-l

(u,v)

h

N-l

h

= L 2"UiVi + L 2"Ui+l/2Vi+1/2, Ilull = v(u,u),
i=l

i=O
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respectively. Then the difference schemes (7.161), (7.162), (7.166)(7.168) can be written in the canonical form
BYt + Ay

= 'P,

Yo

= Uo,

(7.170)

where

B

= S + rA, S = diag{ 81/2,81, ... , 8N-l/2},

8*/2

~ {~/2

for
for
for
for

a
a
a
a

'P='Pn = ('P~/2' 'PI, ... ,'PN-l/2) T,

(7.171)

= 1, i f= j,
= 1, i =j,
= 0, i = j, j + 1,
= 0, i f= j, j + 1,
'Pi+a/2 = 8i+a/2fi~~1/2.

(7.172)

Clearly the following relations are correct:

A = A* > 0,

B = B* >

o.

(7.173)

Let us control the fulfilment of the condition
B

~

0.5rA.

(7.174)

This condition is necessary and sufficient for stability of the scheme with
respect to the initial data in the energy space HA (see Section 2.2). In
fact, we have
B - 0.5r A = S + 0.5r A > 0
and, on the basis of Theorem 2.16, scheme (7.170) is stable with respect
to the initial data and the right hand side, and the following a priori
estimate for the solution of the problem holds:
n

//Yn+1I1A ~ /lYo/i

+ /I'PO/lA-l + /I'Pn/lA-l + Lr/l'Pf,k/iA-l.
k=1

Let us find an estimate of the stability with respect to the right hand
side which does not involve the difference differentiation by t necessary
in studying the accuracy on locally refined grids. In this case we can not
also use the well known inequality (see (2.3.47))
2

2

/lYn+1/iA ~ /lYo/iA

1 ~
2
+ 2£
L.J r/l'Pk/i .

k=1

(7.175)
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The condition (2.3.46) B ~ cE + 0.5r A under which estimate (7.175)
was obtained is not satisfied for scheme (7.170) for an arbitrary c > 0
(which is independent of r and IIAII).
Assume that the operators in the operator-difference scheme (7.170)
satisfy the conditions

B(t) > 0,

t E

A#A(t),

Wr ,

A=A*>O.

(7.176)

Furthermore, let H be the Euclidean space with the scalar product

(y, v)

= L (y(a) , v(a»)
2

(7.177)

a=1

and the norm lIyll = v'(y, y), i.e., the space H = HI EB H2 can be represented as a direct sum of the Euclidean spaces HI(t n ) and H2(t n ). In
other words, the space H is defined as a set of the vectors v = {v(I), v(2)},
v(a) E H a , a = 1,2; the addition and multiplication by a number are defined coordinatewise. In the difference scheme (7.170) we consider that
the operators B(t n ), A act from H to Hand
(7.178)
is the defined function of the discrete argument tn with values in H. Let
us also define the operator (projector) P in the following way:
(7.179)
Thus the following statement is correct:
THEOREM

B

~

7.10 Let conditions (7.176)-{7.178) be satisfied and

cP + 0.5r A,

c be an arbitrary real number.

(7.180)

Then the following a priori estimate for solution of problem (7.170)
holds:

IIYn+lll~ ~ IIYoll~ + 21ct

k=O

rllcpkl1 2 .

(7.181)

Proof. Taking the scalar product of (7.170) with 2rYt, we obtain
the energy identity
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Let us estimate the second item of the right hand side 2T( <p, Yt) using the
generalized Cauchy inequality and the €-inequality. Taking into account
formulas (7.177)-(7.180) we obtain

2T( <p,

yt) = 2T (<p(l) , yP)) ~ 2T€ IlyP) 112 + ~ I <p(l) 112 .

Substituting this estimate into the energy identity, we obtain estimate
(7.181).
We show that for 0 < € ~ 1 the estimate of stability with respect to
the right hand side (7.181) holds for scheme (7.170), where the operators
B, A and the right hand side are defined by formulas (7.171), (7.169),
(7.172), respectively. Let us consider the expression

B - €P - 0.5TA = S - €P

+ 0.5TA 2:

(1 - €)P

+ 0.5TA.

Since the operator P 2: 0 is non-positive, the following statement holds:
7.11 The difference scheme (7.170), (7.171), (7.160), (7.172)
is absolutely stable with respect to the initial data and the right hand
side, and for 0 < € ~ 1 the following a priori estimate for the solution
of problem is correct: (7. 181}.

THEOREM

5.5

Convergence

Further we shall assume that the solution of the differential problem
(7.155)-(7.157) exists and is unique and that it has limited derivatives
necessary in the course of discussion. We shall carry out the investigation
on the basis of the method of energy inequalities. For this purpose we
determine the error of the method in a standard way z = y - u at all
computational nodes and by the formula

at fictitious nodes where interpolation is realized in accordance with
(7.158). Substituting y = z + u or y = z + u into the corresponding
equations like (7.170), we obtain the problem for the error of the method:

BZt + Az = 1/J,

Zo = 0,

where the operator B is determined by (7.171), and the truncation error
is determined in the following way. At the fictitious nodes (Xi+l/2' t n +1) ,
i = 0,1, ... , N -1, i i= j we assume

1/Ji+1/2 = 0;

(7.182)
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at the node (Xj+l/2' t n+l) by the formula
nl,n+l
n
'f'j+l/2 = -Ut ,j+1/2

=0

(

h2

+ u n+l
f n+1
h 2 n+l
xx,j+l/2 + j+1/2 + 87 Uxx,j+1/2

+ 7 + ~) ;

(7.183)

+ 1 by

for i = j, j

1/1j ="2 -Ut,j+r;, (
3

(

1

n

U~+1 _u,,!,+1
3+1 / 2
3

h/2

(7.184)

= O(h+7),

1/1.

- ~ (_

3+1 -

2

n.

Ut.J+1

+~ (Ujti-Ujtt _Ujtt-Uj:t/2)+r+~
h

1'1,

= O(h+7);

and at the integer nodes i =f:. j, j

1/1.~ =2

n .+
( _ut,t

h/2

hi 2

(7.185)

+ 1 by

un+I_2un+l+un+l
HI

j+1)

i-I

+ r+1
t

)

=O(h2

+ 7) •

(7.186)

From formulas (7.182)-(7.186) we determine that

1I,p1l oS M

(r+ h'/2 + h~2) ,

(7.187)

where M > 0 is the constant of approximation.
From the a priori estimate (7.181) for 0 < c ~ 1 we arrive at the
following inequality:
2
1 ~
2
IIZn+1IIA ~ 2c L.J 7111/1kll .

k=O

Substituting the estimate (7.187) into this inequality we obtain the relation

The optimal estimate is obtained for

7 ,.....,

h 5 / 4 , and

max IlznllA = O(h 5 / 4 ).
n

(7.188)

Thus the essential loss of accuracy arises from the use of a non-uniform
adaptive grid.
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Other Type of Interpolation

We note that scheme (7.162) which is used to obtain the solution on
the level tn+l for the unknown YJ+l/2 from the lower level is equivalent
to the well known scheme
Yi - 0.5(Yi-l

+ Yi) = Yxx,i
~
+ ipi·

~----'"'--~---':""'!"

7

(7.189)

By means of the principle of maximum it can be easily shown that this
scheme is absolutely stable in the norm C and can be reduced to the
equivalent form
h2
Yt = Yxx + 27Yxx + ip,
i.e., the local approximation holds only for 7 > h2 • Since this scheme is
absolutely stable it can converge to an incorrect solution rather than to
a solution of the original problem. This means divergence for 7 « h2 •
We remove this drawback. In the above mentioned scheme, instead
of equation (7.162) we use the following approximation:
(7.190)
where
Yxx,j+l/2 =

Yj+1 - 2Yj+l/2
(h/2)2

+ Yj-l

By virtue of the identity
~

1

'2 (Yt,j + Yt,j+1) = Yt,j+1/2 + 8'Ytxx,j+1/2
equation (7.190) can be reduced to the scheme
Yt,j+1/2

with the weight

(1

(0')

~

= Yxx J+1/2 + fj+l/2

(7.191)

2

= 1- h . Now, if we define the operator of the second

87

difference derivative on the non-uniform grid Wh
standard way

Ay

= -Yxx,

x

E Wh,

A

= Wh U {Xj+1/2}

in the

= A* > 0,

we can reduce the difference scheme (7.163), (7.166), (7.168), (7.191) to
the scheme with operator weighting
Yt

+ (Ay)(I:) =

ip,

YO =

UQ,
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where

O"i

={

I
1-

h2
8r

for i

= 1,2, ... , N - 1,
1

for ~ = J + "2'
••

Checking the sufficient conditions of stability in

HA2

1

E> -E
- 2

'

we see that it is necessary to fulfill the following inequality:
h2

T>-.
- 4
Thus the difference scheme is unconditionally stable and converges for
not very small steps in time.

5.7

The Case of Variable Coefficients

Let us consider the boundary value problem for the parabolic equation
with variable coefficients

a;: = :x (k(X) ~:) + f(x, t),
u(O, t) = 0,

xE

u(l, t) = 0,

u(X, 0) = uo(x),

x

E

n, t> 0,

(7.192)

t > 0,

(7.193)

n.

(7.194)

As before, the main stages in the construction and investigation of the
difference schemes with locally refined of grid with respect to the spatial
variable will be stated on the assumption that on the level tn = nT the
approximate solution is known at the all the grid nodes wh: Xi = ih,
i = 0, N. It is necessary to find the solution on the level tn+l at the
additional node xj+l/2 = (j + 1/2)/h (Fig. 7.6). Let us consider the
following questions in detail:
1. Interpolation at the node (Xj+l/2' t n ).

2. The difference scheme at the node (Xj+1/2' tn+1)'
3. The scheme outside of the neighborhood of the additional node (i S
j - 1, i 2: j + 2).
4. The scheme near the additional node (i = j, j

+ 1).
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Let us approximate the flux W

= -k ~~

in the interval [xj, Xj+lJ by

_
Yj+l - Yj
qj,j+l - -aj+l/2
h
'

(7.195)

and in the intervals [Xj, Xj+1/2], [Xj+l/2' Xj+lJ by the relations
%,j+1/2

= -aj+l/4

qj+1/2,j+1 = -aj+3/4

Yj+1/2 - Yj
h/2
'

(7.196)

Yj+l - Yj+1/2
h/2
'

(7.197)

respectively.
To determine the value Yj+1/2 = Y{Xj+l/2' t n) on the level tn, which
is used for finding the solution by means of the difference scheme in the
area of singularity of the solution, let us apply the natural conditions of
continuity of the flux:
%,j+1/2 = qj+l/2J+1>

qj+l/2,j+1 = qj,j+1'

(7.198)

From the first relation of (7.198) we obtain
Yj+1/2 =

+ aj+3/4Yj+1
aj+1/4 + aj+3/4

aj+l/4Yj

(7.199)

Note expression (7.199) can be written in the form
AYj+l/2

= 0,

(7.200)

where the grid operator
AYi

1

(

= - h/2 ai+3/4

Yi+l - Yi+l/2
Yi+1/2 - Yi)
h/2
- ai+1/4
h/2

(7.201)

is an approximation of the differential operator

a( au)
ax

Lu= - - k{x)-

ax

(7.202)

on the uniform grid Wh/2'
From the second condition of (7.198) we obtain
2aj+l/4{Yj+l/2 - Yj) = aj+1/2{Yj+l - Yj)·

(7.203)

Substituting expression (7.199) into formula (7.203), we may note that
the given equality is satisfied only when the following condition is imposed on coefficients of the difference operator (7.201):
(7.204)
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Note that the stencil functional [Samarskii, 1989] of the form

aHllp

~

:h i

Xj+2/v

(

-1

k~:)

,~

)

p

2,4;

satisfies relation (7.204). We will determine the solution at the fictitious
nodes (Xi+1/2' tn+l) for i = 0,1, ... , N - 1, i f= j on the level t = tn+1
also with the aid means of the interpolation (7.199), (7.204), i.e., as a
solution of the difference equation:
(7.205)
At the additional node (Xj+1/2, t n+1) we shall find the approximate
solution by means of the clearly implicit scheme
n

n+l

Yj+l/2 - Yj+1/2
T

+A

n+l

_

C"':'I1

(7.206)

Yj+l/2 - 'Pj+l/2'

where 'P is some stencil functional of f.
Outside of the neighborhood of additional node the approximate solution at the integral nodes is determined from the difference equation
Yin+l - Yin
T

1 (

=-;;,

ai+1/2

yn+l
_ yn+l
y~+1
_ y~+1)
HI
i
t
t-l
C"':'I1
h
-ai-l/2
h
='Pi·
(7.207)

Here we transform the difference operator

1
AOYi = h 2 (Qi,i+1 - Qi,i-d
using the second equation of (7.198). Taking into account the representation (7.201) we have
(7.208)
Using equality (7.208), we rewrite the difference scheme (7.207) in the
form
y~+1 _ y"-"
1
t
t + -AYi = Cjl!'.
(7.209)
T
2
t
Let us return to the approximation of the differential equation (7.192)
near the additional node. For i = j (see Fig. 7.6) we have
yj+1 - yj
T

1 (

-

h, aj+l/4

yj:t/2 - yj+1
yj+1 h/2
- aj+l/2
h

yj~l)

C"':'I1

= 'Pj'
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where
space

n = ~ (~ +

h)

=

~h.

Let us study the operator with respect to
4

A1y = 3h (%,j+1/2 - qj-l,j)

separately. Since at the half-integer node j -1/2 the flux is interpolated
by the rule
qj-l,j-l/2 = qj-l,j,

we obtain the relation
A1y

Thus, for i

2

= JAy.

= j, j + 1 the difference scheme takes the form
Yn+1
i

7-

yn
i

2

+ ;JAy~+1 = cpf.

(7.210)

The difference scheme (7.205), (7.206), (7.209), (7.210) is written in
the canonical form (7.170)-(7.172) with the operator A defined by formula (7.201) like the case of constant coefficients. Since
B - eP - 0.57 A ~ (1 - e)P + 0.57 A,

P

~

0,

A

=

A*

> 0,

the following a priori estimate for solution of the difference problem
holds in accordance with Theorem 7.11:
2
1 ~
2
IIYn+lIIA::;
IlyollA2 + 2e
L.J 711<pkll,

k=O

0 < e::; 1.

(7.211)

To obtain the estimates of accuracy let us define the error of the
difference scheme at all computational nodes by the standard way z =
Y - u. Taking into account (7.199) we find the error at the fictitious
nodes in accordance with the rule
Zi+l/2 = Yi+1/2 - Ui+l/2,

_
ai+l/4 u i + ai+3/4 u i+1
ui+1/2 =
ai+1/4 + ai+3/4

Similarly to scheme (7.170) we obtain the problem for z:

BZt + Az = 'l/J,

Zo = 0,

where

'l/J=

o

at the fictitious nodes,

o (h2 + 7 + ~)

at the node (Xj+l/2' t n +1) ,

O(h + 7)
O(h2

+ 7)

at the boundary of adaptation,
at the integer nodes.

(7.212)
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Hence it follows that
11.p11 <; M

(r + h + h~'),
3/'

M

~ const > O.

(7.213)

From the a priori estimate (7.211) the inequality follows

Taking into account estimate (7.213) we obtain the estimate required for
the error

The optimal estimate is again achieved for

6.

T

tV

h 5/ 4 .

Schemes of High Order of Approximation on
Grids Non-Uniform with Respect to Space

We shall consider difference schemes on ordinary non-uniform grids
with a high order of local approximation. The most important moment
of investigation is connected with the approximation of equations at the
non-calculating nodes of the computational domain.
Furthermore, we shall follow the papers [Ananich, 1998, Samarskii
et al., 1998c, Samarskii et al., 1996a, Samarskii et al., 1996b, Samarskii
et al., 1998b].

6.1

Introduction

In constructing adaptive numerical algorithms for approximate solution of the problems of mathematical physics it is often necessary to use
non-uniform grids. In transition from a uniform grid to a non-uniform
one the order of local approximation is usually decreased. For example,
the approximation of the second derivative on an ordinary three-point
stencil [Samarskii, 1989] has only first order in a uniform norm and in
the grid norm L 2 . Only using a negative norm we can prove the second
order of accuracy of corresponding difference schemes on non-uniform
grids.
The accuracy of approximation can be very easy increased by means
of expanded stencils or on a narrower class of functions (on the solutions
of differential problem) [Samarskii, 1989].
We note that the accuracy of the method can be increased with the
help of the approximation of the original differential equation at some
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intermediate nodes of a computational domain rather than at the nodes
of a calculating grid. Such an approach has the common points with the
superconvergence in the theory of the method of finite elements [Krizer
and Neittaanmaki, 1987]. An increase in accuracy on approximation of
the second derivative on a non-uniform grid at a special node has been
noted even in [Berkovsky and Polevikov, 1988].
In the present section we consider different schemes of high order
of approximation for one-dimensional and multi-dimensional equations.
We prove convergence with the second order with respect to spatial
variable in stronger norms than the well known ones in the theory of the
difference schemes [Samarskii, 1989].

6.2

Difference Schemes for a Parabolic Equation

Let us consider the boundary problem of the first kind for the parabolic
equation

au a 2u
at = ax2

u(x,O)

+ f(x, t), (x, t)
=

uo(x),

u(O,t) = 0,

x

E

u(l,t) = 0,

E QT,

(7.214)

n,

(7.215)

t> 0,

(7.216)

in the rectangle
QT

=

nx

n = {x:

[0, T],

0:S x :S l}.

Let us define the arbitrary non-uniform spatial grid

= Xi-l + hi, i = 1,2, ... ,N,
= Wh U {xo = 0, XN = l}

th =

{Xi

and the time grid with the constant step

wr={tn=nT, n=O,l, ... ,No;

Xo

= 0,

XN

= l}

(7.217)

T

TNo=T}=wrU{T}.

We define the grid operator with respect to space

A-~

Au-uxx _ _

to.

(Ui+l- Ui _ Ui-U i - 1 )

h

h'
i

(~i+l

Let us approximate the differential problem (7.214)-(7.216) on the grid
iJh X wr by absolutely implicit difference scheme (for the simplicity of
further investigation we assume that hi+1 ?: hi):
Yt

+

h+ - h
3 Ytx = Yxx

y(x,O) = uo(x),

A

x E Wh;

+ f(x, t),
_

A

Yo = YN = O.

(7.219)
(7.220)
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Here we use the notation

_
x

_

1

= xi = 3(Xi+1 + Xi + Xi-I) = Xi +

hi+1 - hi
3

= X+

h+ - h
3 . (7.221)

Let us note that in the case of a uniform grid (hi+1 = hi) the difference equation (7.219) is degenerated to a usual scheme. Using Taylor's
formula we obtain the following expansions:

a2 u

a2 u

Uxx,i - ax2 (Xi, t n+1) = ax2 (Xi, tn+l)
hi+1 - hi (f3u
a 2u _
2
2
+ 3 ax3(Xi,tn+1)- ax2(Xi,tn+1)+O(ni) = O(nJ,
( Ut,i

+ hi+l3-

hi

Utx,i

)

au _
- at (Xi, t n+1)

= O(ni2 + r),

(7.222)

(7.223)

owing to which the discrepancy of the scheme has the form
_)
hi+1 - hi
(2) (
)
,¢(Xi,tn+1 =-Ut,i3
Utx,i+uxx,i+f(xi,t) = 0 ni+ r . 7.224
A

_

A

Consequently the difference scheme (7.219), (7.220) approximates an
initial differential problem on an arbitrary non-uniform grid with respect
to space with the second order

11,¢lle ~ M(h 2 + r),
Here II·

h

= max
hi.
i

(7.225)

lie = m~I·I·
XEWh

Let us give some a priori estimates for a difference solution. We define
the scalar products and the norms on a non-uniform grid as
N-I

(y,v)*= LniYivi,
N

(y,v]= LhiYiVi,
i=1

N-I

(y, v) = L

i=1

Ilvxlle=max
Ivx(x)1,
xEw+

hiYivi,

i=1

(7.226)

w+=whU{xN=l},

respectively.

For any grid function y(x) defined on the non-uniform grid
(7.217) and equaled to zero for X = 0 and X = l the following inequalities
are correct:

LEMMA 7.4

(7.227)
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where Ml = E + ll4 + l2(1 + cl)/(8E), E> 0 is an arbitrary real number
and the constant Cl satisfies the inequality
(7.228)
Proof. Using the first Green's difference formula and the imbedding
[Samarskii and Goolin, 1973, p. 37]
(7.229)
we obtain the inequality

IIYx]1

2

l
= - (Yxx,Y)* :S IIYxxll*llyll* :S 21IYx]IIIYxxll*.

Hence using estimate (7.229), the first inequality from (7.227) follows.
The third inequality is a consequence of the imbedding [Samarskii and
Andreev, 1976]

IIYxllc :S EIIYxxll; + ((1 + cl)/(2E) + Ill) IIYx]1 2
and the estimates (7.227).
Let us discuss the stability of difference scheme in the energy norm of
We shall not consider the weaker norms, because such estimates of
stability and accuracy can be obtained for ordinary conservative methods
of the first order of local approximation with the use of the technique of
negative norms [Samarskii, 1989].

Wi.

7.12 The difference scheme (7.219), (7.220) is stable with
respect to the initial data and the right hand side, and the following
estimate holds

THEOREM

where the constants M2 =

eO. 5T ,

M3 = M2Tl/2, and 7k = f(x, tk).

Proof. Taking the dot product of equation (7.219) with -2TniYtxx,i
and summing over all the nodes of the grid Wh, we obtain the energy
identity

2T

(1IYtx]1 2 =

(h+ 3- hYtx, Ytxx)J
-IIYxxll;

+ IIYxxll; - T21lYtxxll; - 2T (Ytxx,

i) .

(7.231)
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Using the £-inequality -ab ~ _w 2 - :£ b2 with £ = 1, we transform the
expression entering into identity (7.231)

-

(h+3~ h, YtxYtx -

Y;x) *

~ (h+3~ h , Y;x) * - (h+3~ h, Y;x + ~Y;x ) *
1 N-l

= -12 L

2

(h+ - h)Ytx,i

i=l

=

1 N
-12 L(h - h-)Y;x,i
i=2

=-112 (h-hh_,y;x] , ho=hl.
(7.232)
Substituting the expression obtained into identity (7.231) we obtain the
inequality
2
2
~
(7.233)
o ~ -IiYxxli* + IIYxxll* - 2r{Ytxx, fk
A

Using estimate (5.1.56) and the latter inequality, we have

Hence the a priori estimate required follows.
To obtain the estimates of accuracy let us substitute Y = z
equations (7.219), (7.220). We obtain the problem for error

zt

+

h+-h
3 ztx = Zxx

z{x, 0) = 0,

A

+u

into

+ 'IjJ(x, i),
_

zo = ZN = 0,

where the truncation error 'IjJ is defined in accordance with formula
(7.224). Using the a priori estimates (7.230), (7.225), (7.227) for the
solution of this problem and assuming the existence of the corresponding limited derivatives, we obtain the following estimates of the rate of
convergence:

IIzxxll* ~ c(h2 + r), IIzxllc ~ c(h2 + r),

c = const > O.

Using Lemma 7.4 we can obtain a priori estimates in other norms.
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REMARK 7.6 The difference scheme (7.219) was constructed and investigated on refinement of the spatial grid 6 h to the beginning of the
interval. On arbitrary refinement the approximation of the derivative

~~

must by carried out taking into account the directed differences
Yt

where

+ 0.5 (h + Ihl) Ytx + 0.5 (h - Ihl) Ytx = Yxx + I(x, i),
h = (h+ -

(7.234)

h)/3.

We consider the following scheme of the second order of approximation
(we assume that hi+l ~ hi)
Yt

+

h+ - h
_ (0")
3 Ytx - Yxx

+ <p,

(7.235)

We shall say that this difference scheme is called the 'downstream'
scheme. By the formulas
(AY)i

= -Yxx,i,

(AlY)i =

i

= 1,2, ... , N - 1,

hi+l - hi
3
Yx,i,

Yo = YN = 0,

i = 1,2, ... , N - 1,

YO=YN=O,

(7.236)
(7.237)

o

we define the grid operators A and A l , respectively. Let Oh be a set of
the grid functions defined on 6 h and equal to zero on the boundary. We
define the vector Y = y(t) = (Yl(t),Y2(t), ... ,YN_l(t))T and the linear
space H = Oh as a set of such vectors with the scalar product and the
norms determined by formula (7.226). Since A = A* > 0, then HA will
denote the Hilbert space which consists of the elements of the space H
and has the scalar product and the norm
N

IIYII~ = (Ay, Y)* =

IIYxll = 2: hiyi,i·
2

(7.238)

i=l

Then the difference scheme (7.235), (7.220) can be written in the canonical form
(7.239)
BYt + Ay = <p,
Yo = Uo,
B=D+uTA,

D=E+A l .

(7.240)

LEMMA 7.5 For arbitrary relations on the grid steps T and h (h+
the following operator inequality holds:
2
Al >
- --E.
3

~

h)
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Proof. We consider the scalar product
(Dy, y)*

Since h+

=

IIYII~ + (h;h~ h, y+y _

=

( 2h+ + h
3h+' Y

2) * -

y2) *

(h+ - h
)
3h+ y+, Y *'

(7.241)

hand

~

from equality (7.241) we obtain
(D

) > (2h+h
y, Y * -

+ 3h2 + h+h_ 2) > ~II 112
6hh+

* - 3 Y *.

'Y

Taking into account the relation D = E + Al we obtain the inequality
required.
Checking the sufficient condition of stability

B - 0.5TA

~ ~E + (0' -

0.5)TA

~ (311~1I + (0' -

0.5)T) A

~ 0,

we have the following limitation on 0':

Taking into account [Samarskii and Goolin, 1973]

4

4

IIAII <- l:5i:5N-I
max - - < - 2
hihi+1 - h '

h = m~nhi'
•

the following statement is correct in accordance with Theorem 2.16.
7.13 The difference scheme (7.235), (7.220) is stable with
respect to the initial data, the right hand side, and under the condition

THEOREM

1
- 2

h2
12T

0'>---

(7.242)

the following a priori estimate holds:
n

IIYn+1I1A

~ lIyoliA + lI'PoIIA-l +

lI'PnllA-l + LTII'Pl,kllA-l.
k=1

(7.243)
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From condition (7.242) it follows that the explicit scheme (0" = 0) is
h2
stable in HA for r ~ 6.
Let us now consider conservative schemes. On the non-uniform grid
W = Wh X W-r we consider a class of difference schemes with the weights
Yt

h2 ) _
+ ( 6Ytx
x-

(0")

Yxx

+ I(u)(-)
x, t .

(7.244)

Since for smooth solutions
Ut

h2)

+ ( 6Utx

x = Ut

+

h+-h
3 Utx

au_ + O(Ti2 + r),

h2

+6

Utxx = at (x, t)

then on the basis of relation (7.224) we conclude that scheme (7.244) has
the second order of approximation with respect to the spatial variable

1jj = 0(Ti2 + r).

We define the grid operator
Yo

= YN = o.

Scheme (7.244) is then reduced to the canonical form (7.239) with selfadjoint operators B and A:

B = D+O"rA,

(7.245)

We show that the operator D > 0 for hi+! ;::: hi, i
fact,

(Dy, Y)* =
Since

Ilyll*2- (h2
6' Yx2]
1

=

= 1,2, ... , N

1
Ilyll*2- (illY
- y-JI 2.

2

2

-1. In

(7.246)

2

-(illY - Y-li ;::: -311yll ,
from equality (7.246) the inequality required follows:

(Dy,y)*

=

- h
( 3h+6Ti'Y

2) * > O.

Consequently the operator inequality

B - 0.5rA = D + r(O" - 0.5)A;::: 0
holds for all 0" ;::: 0.5 and the conservative difference scheme (7.244) is
unconditionally stable for h+ ;::: h in the energy norm of HA.
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It is necessary to specially pay attention to the case of variable coefficients. Instead (7.214) we consider the more general equation
(7.247)
On the non-uniform grid w = Wh X Wr let us approximate the differential
equation (7.247) by a difference one (we consider that h+ ~ h)

Yt

+ h+ ;- h Ytx = k(x)yxx + r(x)Ytf + I(x, i),

where

Ytf =

(7.248)

~ (Yx + Yx + Y~) ,

Yi+l - Yi-l
=
.
hi
hi+l
x
hi+1 + hi
We show that on an arbitrary grid non-uniform with respect to space
the difference scheme (7.248) approximates the initial differential equation (7.247) with the second order O(Ti2 + r). It is sufficiently to make
certain that the following relation holds:
Yx

= Yi - Yi-l , Yx = Yi+1 - Yi , yo

au
2
r(x)uox - r(x)-a
(x, t) = O(Ti ).
X

(7.249)

In fact, expanding the difference derivatives Ux, u x , Uox in the Taylor
series in the neighborhood of the node (Xi, t), we obtain

Ux,i

au _

= ax (Xi, t) -

2hi+l

6

+ hi a 2u

_
2
ax 2 (Xi, t) + O(Tid,

au _
hi+l + 2hi a 2u _
2
UX,i={}X(Xi,t)+
6
{}X 2 (Xi,t)+O(Ti i ),
au _
hi+l - hi a 2 u _
Uox,~. = -a
(Xi,
t)
+
6
a X 2 (Xi, t)
X

2

+ O(Tii )·

It follows that

au
Ux,i + Ux,i + Uo . au
Uo . - -a (Xi, t) =
3
X,l -a (Xi, t) = O(Ti~).
~
x
x
Consequently by virtue of relations (7.222), (7.223), (7.249) the truncation error of scheme (7.248)
'1/1 (X, i) = - ( Ut

+ h+ 3-

+ r(x)uox

h Utx )

+ k(x)uxx

+ 1(x, i) =

O(Ti2 + r)

has the second order with respect to the spatial variable.
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6.3

Difference Schemes for a Hyperbolic Equation

Let us consider the wave equation

fJ 2u
fJt 2

=

fJ 2u
fJx2

+ f(x, t),

0

< x < l,

0

<t

S;

T.

(7.250)

At the initial time the following conditions are defined:

fJu
fJt (x, 0)

u(x,O) = uo(x),

=

uo(x).

(7.251)

For the simplicity of the discussion we shall consider the boundary conditions to be homogeneous:

u(O, t) = 0,

u(l, t) = O.

(7.252)

Using the notation
•

Y=Y
Ay = Yxx,
V±

_A

n-1

, Yt = (f; - Y)/T,

Yl = (y - Y)/T,

Y-)'
n (Y+h+- Y_ Y-h

~

-

Yxx -

Ylt = (Yt - Yl)/T = (fj - 2y + y) /T2,

= Vi±1,

we substitute the following expressions for derivatives in (7.250):

V(0"1,0"2) = 0"1 V

+ (1 -

0"1 - 0"2)V

+ 0"27).

We consider the family of the schemes with constant weights

Ylt

h2

(0",0")

(7.253)

y(x, 0) =uo(x),

Yt(x, 0) =uo(x). (7.254)

)

+ ( 6 Yltx x = Yxx + 'P,

y(O, t + T) =y(l, t + T) = 0,

We note that uo(x) is chosen so that the approximation error of the
second initial condition is O( T2):

uo(x)

=

uo(x)

+ 0.5T(U~(X) + f(x, 0)).
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Since
uft

h2)

+ ( 6Uftx

x

h2

h+-h
3 Uftx

= Utt +

+ 6Uttxx

h2

{)2u

+ 6Uttxx + O(n2 + T2),

= {)t 2 (x, t)

for the sufficiently smooth function it follows that
Utt,i

+ (~2 Uttx) , . X,t

~:~ (Xi, tn) =

O(nr + T2).

Using the identity
(7.255)
and formula (7.222), we conclude that the following relation is correct:

u~i~) - ~~ (Xi, t) + <pi -

f(Xi, tn)

= O(nr + T2).

Thus the difference scheme (7.253), (7.254) approximates the differential
problem with the second order, i.e.,
1/J(Xi, tn) = O(nr

+ T2).

To obtain the a priori estimates of stability let us reduce the difference
equation (7.253) to a form convenient for further investigation. Using
identity (7.255) we have the representation
(
h 2 Yftx )
( Yx(0',0') - 6
x = Yx

+ T2
h?

ali = a - 6;2'

(

h2

a - 6T2

)

)

Yftx x =

(

(0'1,0'1))

Yx

X'

a = const ~ O.

Thus the difference scheme (7.253) is reduced to the scheme

+
- . = (y~O'li'O'li))
Ytt,t
X
,.,..t
(Il'

x

(7.256)

with the spatially variable weights.
1

Let f!h be a set of the grid functions vi = V(Xi, tn) defined on the grid
iih and satisfying the condition = O. Side by side with the Hilbert
space H let us introduce the space H* by a set of vectors of the form
Vn = (vf, v~, ... , vNl In the space H* we define the scalar product

va

N

(vn,wnl

= Lhiviwi.
i=l

(7.257)
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Obviously, the operator A : H

->

H,
for i

= 1,

for i = 2,3, ... , N - 2,
for i = N -1,
(7.258)
defined in accordance with formula (7.246) can be represented in the
form
A = T*T,
(7.259)
where the linear operators T : H

(T Y)i = Yx,i = Yi - hiYi-1 '

i

->

H*, T* : H*

H have the form

->

= 1,2, ... , N, Yo = YN = 0,

- i
Vi'
(T*v)'t = -v'X,t. = - Vi+1n

z. = 1 , 2, ... , N

(7.260)

- 1.

(7.261)

In fact, using the definition (7.260), (7.261) we have
-,. - (A ).
(T *TY).t -- _ (TY)i+1n.- (TY)i -- _ YXX,t
Y t,

i

= 1,2, ... ,N-1.

t

We show that the operators T and T* are conjugate to each other.

In fact, in accordance with the formula of summation by parts for any
Y E H, v E H*, we have
N
(v,Ty] = LhiviYx,i
i=1

=-

N-1
L nivi,iYi

= (T*v,yk

i=1

Let us write scheme (7.256) in the canonical form of three-level operatordifference schemes of conservative type (5.3.1)

DYtt + Ay = cp, tn E W r , Yo = uo, Y1 = U1,
"L... = d'lag { 1711,1712, ... ,aIN,
}
"H*
D = E + 7 2 T* "T,
L...
L...:

->

H* .

(7.262)
Let us control the fulfilment of the sufficient condition of stability

D > 1 + c: 7 2 A
-

Note that

4

'

c: > 0 is any real number.
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under the condition
Since
O"li ~

~ > 1 +e E
4
.

~ is the diagonal operator, the latter inequality is satisfied for
1+10
-4- or

0"

h~

~ 61'2

1 +10

+ -4-'

i = 1,2, ... ,N -1.

(7.263)

Thus by virtue of estimates (6.6.19), (6.6.20) the following statement
is correct:
7.14 If condition (7.263) holds then the difference scheme
(7.253), (7.254) is stable with respect to the initial data and the right
hand side and the following a priori estimate for its solution is correct:

THEOREM

IIYn+lI1A ,;

V

i :

£

(IIY(O) IIA + IIYt(O) liD +

t.

rlll'nIlD-') .

Note that in the case of a uniform grid the conservative scheme (7.253)
can not be reduced to the classic unconditionally stable scheme for 0" < 1.
It is the drawback of this scheme.
Let us consider the class of the schemes with spatially variable weights
Y(Wl,W2)tt

(0"1,0"2)
= Y xx

where the weights

+ 'P,

Y(W1,W2) =WliYi+l

Wli, W2i

)
+ (- 1
Wli - W2i Yi + W2iYi-l,

have been chosen from the condition

V{Xi) - V(Wl,W2)

= O{fin),

n ~

2.

To simplify the later investigation we confine ourselves to consideration of the purely implicit scheme (0"1 = 1,0"2 = 0)
Y(W1,W2)ft

= Yxx + 'P,

'P

= f(x, i).

(7.264)

Let us give examples of difference schemes of the second order of ap1
proximation with respect to the spatial variable. For WI = W2 = - we
3
obtain the simplest scheme
Yft,i-l

Assuming that

WI

+ Ytt,i + Ytt,i+1
3

= 0, W2

A

= Yxx,i

h+3~ h,

+

'Pi·

(7.265)

from the implicit scheme

(7.264) we obtain for h+ ~ h the scheme with a directed difference {see
(7.219))
(7.266)
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Varying the variable weights

Wli, W2i

we can obtain an approximation

of the derivative ~~ with regard to the non-computational node (Xi, tj)
and the order higher then 2. For example, for

(7.267)
by representing the interpolation residual in the Lagrange form it is easy
to show that

au (Xi
)
at , t) - U(Wl,W2)t,i = 0 (3
Iii + 7 .

The local truncation error of schemes (7.265), (7.266), (7.264), (7.267)
is the value O(li2 + 7). In the case of the uniform grid Wh the difference
equation (7.266) degenerates to the classical approximation of a wave
equation.
Let us formulate the conditions of stability with respect to initial data.
If <p = 0, then scheme (7.264) is reduced to the equation

Taking the dot product of this equation with -27Ytxx we obtain

To estimate the scalar product we shall use the inequality

Using the Cauchy inequality with c we have
- 27 (Ytxx,wlh+Yttx - W2 h Yftx)*

~

-7

211Yftxl1 2-

2h2 c2 (1IwIiI~

+ Ilw211~) IIYtxxll~·

Clearly,

Summing the estimates obtained we arrive at the recurrence inequality
(7.268)
where
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I(y) = (72- 2h2 c2 (1IwIiI~ + Ilw211~)) IIYtxxll~·
Note that I(y)

~

0 under the condition
7

(7.269)

~ C3h,

where C3 = .j2C2 (1IwIII~ + Ilw211~)1/2, h = maxi hi.
Thus if condition (7.269) is satisfied the difference scheme with variable weights (7.264), (7.254) is stable with respect to the initial data,
and the following a priori estimate holds:

Let us consider the conditions of stability with respect to initial data
for specific difference schemes of the second order of approximation. For
the scheme (7.265) (WI = W2 = 1/3) it follows from the condition (7.269)
that the step 7 must satisfy the inequality
7

(7.270)

~ (2J'Ci/3)h,

and the non-conservative scheme (7.266) is stable with respect to the
initial data under the condition

When obtaining above the a priori estimates of stability in the energy semi-norm
we saw the necessity of satisfying relations on the
grid steps 7 and h of the form (7.269), (7.270), i.e., we have obtained the
inverse Currant condition. We show that under these conditions the corresponding estimates of accuracy hold. To simplify the investigation we
confine ourselves to consideration of scheme (7.266). The corresponding
problem for error of the method Z = Y - u has the form

wi,

h+ - h

+ 3
z(O, t + 7) = z(l, t + 7) = 0,
Zit

,

Zttx = Zxx

z(x,O)

~

+ 'I/J,

= 0,

We recall that the truncation error of scheme
dition

(7.271)

zt(x,O)

'I/J,

= lI(x).

(7.272)

lI(x) satisfies the con-

THEOREM 7.15 Ifa unique solution of problem (7.250)-{7.252)u(x,t) E
Ct(QT) exists, then the solution of the difference scheme (7.266), (7.254)
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is conditionally convergent to the solution of the difference problem, and
under the condition
(7.273)
the following estimates of accumcy hold:
max Ilzxxll* ~ c4(h 2 + r),
tEwT

C4

= const >0,

max IIzxllc ~MIC4(h2
tEwT

+ r).

Proof. Taking the dot product of the equation for error of the
method (7.271) with -2rztxx, similarly to inequality (7.268) we have
the energy relation

IIZfxW + IIzxxll~ + II(Z)

~ IIztxW

+ IIzxxll~ - 2r(ztxx, 'l/J)*.

(7.274)

By virtue of condition (7.273)

h(z) = (r2 - h 2c2l1h+ - hll~/9) IIztxxll~ ~

o.

Now let us estimate the scalar product with the truncation error:

-2r(ztxx,,,fJ)* = -2(zxx,,,fJ)* +2(zxx,'l/J)* +2r(zxx,'l/Jt)*
~ -2r ((zxx, 'l/J)*)t + rllzxx + 'l/JII~
+ rll'l/Jtll~ - 2r('l/J, 'l/Jt)*.
Substituting this estimate into inequality (7.274) and taking into account
the identity
which is correct for an arbitrary grid function, we obtain the recurrent
relation
IIzlI~ ~ (1 + r)lIzll~ + rr(1i 2 + r),
where r > 0 is the constant of approximation,

By virtue of the arbitrariness of n, from latter inequality the estimates
required follow.

6.4

Difference Schemes for a Two-Dimensional
Parabolic Equation

Let it be required to find the function u(x, t), x
satisfies the boundary value problem
au
a 2u
at = ax~

a 2u

+ ax~ + f(x, t),

XE

n,

= (Xl, X2)

t E (0, TJ,

which

(7.275)
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u(x,O)

=

uo(x),

xE

in the domain

QT =

ul r =

n;

n x [0 ~ t

t

0,
~

E

(0, T]

(7.276)

T],

where n = {O ~ Xl ~ tt, 0 ~ x2 ~ l2} is the rectangle with the boundary
r. In the rectangle n let us introduce the arbitrary non-uniform grid

ia

= 1,2, ... ,Na -1,

x~ = 0, x;ta = la,

a

= 1,2},

Na

where

2:= h;; = la, a = 1,2. By Wh denote a set of interior nodes of the
ia=l

grid "&h. BY'Yh we denote a set of the boundary nodes. In the domain
QT we introduce the spatial-time grid in the standard way:

W=Wh x Wr , wr = {tn = nT, n = 0,1, ... ,No; TNo=T}=wru{T}.
The simplest difference scheme of the first order of approximation on
the non-uniform stencil 'cross' has the form [Samarskii, 1989]
Yt

= YXd;l + YX2X2 + f(x, t),

y(x,O) = uo(x),

x E Wh;

(x, t) E w,

yl,),h = 0,

t E

Wr ·

(7.277)
(7.278)

Here we use the following indices-free notation of the theory of difference
schemes:

YXa

= :a

(Y - y(-la)),

v(±11l -- V·tl ±l't2'

na = 0.5(ha + ha+),
V(±12) -- v't1'2
, ±l .

The difference scheme of the second order of approximation on the
non-uniform grid W has the form

(7.279)
where
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Y(2)

= Y(Xl, X2) = Y + htYx2 + h"2Yx2'

h~

= 0.5

(ha ± Ihal) .

We note that the values of the grid function Y at the non-calculating
nodes (Xl, X2), (Xl, X2) are averaged by means of formulas of the second
order of approximation taking into account the directed differences. A
derivative with respect to time may be approximated similarly. In the
case of a uniform grid (h~ = 0), the scheme (7.279) is reduced to the
classical absolutely implicit scheme of the second order of accuracy with
respect to spatial variables
Yt =

YX1Xl

+ YX2X2 + f(x, i).

To investigate the approximation error we assume that there exists a
unique essentially smooth solution of the problem (7.275), (7.276). Let
us write the discrepancy of the scheme in the form
(7.280)

Taking into account the relations

we obtain
(7.281)
To estimate the expression
lowing expansion:

6

=

(U(2) - u(Xl, x2,i)) X1Il we use the fol-

Here the bar denotes that the values of arguments are taken at the
corresponding intermediate nodes (in the given case in the intervals
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U(2) = U +
A

A

-h

2

au + TO,
-a
X2

Taking into account that

we obtain the following representation of 6:

6 = T2xIXll

T2

= TO -

TI

= O(1i~).

Since

it follows that

6

= O(1i~). Similarly we have

161 = I(U(I) -U(XI,X2,i))x2 x2 I ~ 1i~ Ila~;
211 _ .
Xl X2 C(QT)
Furthermore, let us use expansion (7.222) in the form

_

"

U(XI,X2,tjx2x2-

a2U(XI,X2,i)
a2

2

=O(1i2)·
X2
On the basis of the foregoing we conclude that if the fourth derivatives
of the solution u(x, t) are bounded then the error of approximation has
the first order of smallness with respect to T and the second order with
respect to

hG: = ~axh~,
t",

a = 1,2,

(7.282)

i.e., such constant MI exists that

111fJllc(w) ~ MI (h~ + h~ + T) ,
where MI is independent of hI, h2 and

T.

(7.283)
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To simplify further investigation, let us consider grids with respect
to variables Xl and X2 which are refined to the beginning of the corresponding segment:
(7.284)
Therefore, the scheme (7.279) has the simpler form

Yt

+

h l + - hI
3
Ytxl

+

h2+ - h2
~A
3
Ytx2 + Ay = c.p,

(7.285)

where

A=A+Ao,
Aoy

=

A=Al+A2,

AkY=-Yxkxk'

h2+ - h2
hl + - hI
3
A lYx 2 +
3
A 2yx l'

c.p

= f(x, i).

(7.286)
(7.287)

For scalar products and norms we shall use the standard notation of
the theory of difference schemes:

(v,y)* =

Nl-l N2-l

Nl-l N2-l

il =1 i2=1

il =1 i2=1

2:= 2:= n~ln;2vili2Yili2 = 2:= 2:= nln2 v y,
Ilyllc = m~ ly(x)l·
xEwh

For the difference Laplacian on a non-uniform grid we define the following norms:

IIYII~l = (Aly, y) =

IIYII~2

= IIYx2l1 2 =

Nl N2-l

IIYxlll 2

=

2:= 2:= h~ln;2Yil,ili2'

Nl-l N2

2:= 2:= n~lh;2Yi2,ili2'

IIYII~ = Ilyll~l + IIYII~2 = IIYxJI 2 + IIYx2lI 2,
IIYxlx2l1 2 =

Nl N2

2:= 2:= h~l h;2yi1x2,ili2'

il=l i2=1

Let us produce the subsidiary results.

y(x) be defined on the nonuniform rectangular grid ih and be equal to zero on the boundary "th.
Then the following relations are correct:

LEMMA 7.6 Let the arbitrary grid function
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Proof. Using the first Green's difference formula in the one-dimensional
case [Samarskii and Goolin, 1973, p.35]

(y, VXX )* = -(Yx, vx] + YNVx,N - YOVx,l,

(7.290)

we have the expression
Nl-1

-L

Nl

rhYxlxl Y =

L

h1Y~1 .

Multiplying it by n2 and summing for all i2 = 1,2, ... , N2 - 1, we obtain
the first identity of (7.288). The second equality can be proved similarly.
The last equality of (7.288) is the algebraic corollary of the first two.
Furthermore, by definition of the norm I . 11* we have
(7.291)
Using the Green's formula (7.290) with respect to the variable Xl and
taking into account that the grid function YX 2 X2 is equal to zero for
i1 = 0, N 1 , we obtain
Nl

(YxIXl' YX2X2) * =

-

N2-1

L L

h1 n2Yxl YXIX2X2·

il =1 i2=1

Using Green's formula with respect to the variable X2 and taking into
account that YXI = 0 for i2 = 0, N 2, we obtain energy relation
(YxIXl' YX2X2)* = IIYxIX2]1 2.

Substituting this relation into equality (7.291), we obtain identity (7.289).
7.7 Let conditions (7.284) hold. Then the following inequality for the arbitrary grid function Y(X1, X2) defined on the non-uniform
rectangular grid 6 h and equal to zero on the boundary 'Yh is correct:

LEMMA

(h2+ 3- h, AlYx" AIY) •+ (hH ; h, A2yx" A,Y).

(7.292)

2
2)
~ -3 IIAlYll* + IIA 2 yll* .
2 (

Under the additional assumption
hk - h k2hk

+

h k+ - hk
2
6h k
~ 3' k=1,2; ik=1,2, ... ,Nk, hl=h~, (7.293)
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the following estimate holds
(h2+ ;- h2 A IYx2, A 2y

)*+(

)* ~ _~ IIYxlx2ll: (7.294)

h1+ ;- hI A2Yx l ' Aly

Proof. Inequality (7.292) can be proved similarly to the one-dimensional
case (see Lemma 7.5). Now let us prove estimate (7.294). Using the
Green difference formula in the direction Xl and the algebraic inequality
3 2 1 2
-(a - b)a > --a --b
2
2'
we obtain

Now using condition (7.293) for k = 2, we obtain
( h2+ 3- h2 AlYx2' A 2y ) * ~

2

2

2

2

-'3IIYxlx2ll .

Similarly we can show that
( h1+ 3- hI A 2yx l ' Aly) * ~

-'3IIYxlx2l1 .

Summing the last two inequalities we obtain the estimate required (7.294).
7.7 Let a grid be refined in the direction Xk in accordance
with the geometric progression h~k+1 = qkh~k with the constant qk ~ 1.
REMARK
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Let us determine such qk that it satisfies condition (7.293). Taking into
account the assumption formulated, we have

Thus inequality (7.293) is satisfied for all 1 :S qk :S 3.
We apply Lemmas 7.6, 7.7 proved above to the investigation of the
stability of the difference scheme with respect to the initial data.
THEOREM

7.16 Let inequalities (7.284), (7.293) be satisfied and
(7.295)

Then the difference scheme (7.285), (7.278) is stable with respect to the
initial data and the right hand side and the followin9 estimate holds:

m~
IlyIII :S
tEw.,.

Iluolll + 3vTmax
Ilfll*,
tEw.,.

(7.296)

i

where

Ilyili = Ilyll~ + IIAyll;·

Proof. Taking the dot product of equation (7.285) with 2rAy and
taking into account Lemma 7.6 and the identity

2r(vt, v)* =

Ilvll; - Ilvll; + r 21l vtll;

we obtain the energy relation

Ilyll~

-

IIYII~ + r211Ytll~

+ 2r (

h1+- h l
3
Ytxl

+

A)

h2+-h2
3
Ytx2 ,Ay *

(7.297)

+2r(Ay,Ay)* =2r(cp,Ay)*.
Using the Cauchy inequality with c and the second condition (7.295),
we estimate the item on the left hand side of a relation (7.297)

A)

h1+ - hI
h2+ - h2
2r (
3
Ytxl +
3
Ytx2' Ay *

~ -~rIIAYII; - r (11(h1+ -

~ -~rIIAYII; -

rC4

hl)Ytxlll; +

m:x Ilhk+ -

II(h2+ -

hkllbIIYtll~·

h 2 )YtxJ;)
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Taking into account identity (7.289) and inequalities (7.292), (7.294) we
obtain

+ (h2+ ;- h2 At;l/x2' A 2Y) *
+(

h1+ - h1 A A A A) }
3
2Yxll 1Y *

~~rIIAYII;.
Now let us estimate the scalar product on the right hand side:

2r(cp, Ay)*

~ ~IIAYII; + 9rllcpll;·

Substituting the estimates obtained into identity (7.297) we obtain the
inequality
IIYn+11Ii ~ IIYnlli + 9rllfn+111;·
From this inequality there follows the required estimate of stability
(7.296).
To obtain the estimates of accuracy let us substitute Y = z + u into
equation (7.285), (7.278). We obtain the problem for error
Zt

+

h1+ -h1
3
ZtXl

z(x,O)

+

h2+ - h2
3
Ztx2

= 0, x E Wh,

+ Az = 'l/J,
-A

21 'Yh = 0,

t

E WT

•

(7.298)
(7.299)

Here the truncation error is defined in accordance with (7.280). On
satisfying conditions of Theorem 7.16 we have the a priori estimate for
the solution of problem (7.298), (7.299):
II z l11 ~ 3VTmax 11'l/J11*.
tEw.,.

(7.300)

Taking into account inequality (7.283) we obtain

Ilzll~ + illAzll; ~

c(hi

+ h~ + r)2.

Consequently the solution of the difference scheme (7.285), (7.278) converges to the solution of the differential problem (7.275), (7.276) in the
norm II . 111 with the rate O(hi + h~ + r).

Chapter 8

DIFFERENCE SCHEMES OF DOMAIN
DECOMPOSITION FOR NON-STATIONARY
PROBLEMS

1.

Introduction

In solving multi-dimensional problems of mathematical physics in
complex computational domains one uses two main approaches of transition to problems in regular simpler domains. The first of them (the
method of fictitious domains) is based on imbedding the original irregular domain into a regular domain with some continuations of the
coefficients of the original equation into the adjoining domain and corresponding choice of boundary conditions on the boundary of the extended
domain.
The second approach is applied when an irregular computational domain can be represented as a union of regular sub-domains. In domain
decomposition (DD) methods the computational algorithms are thus
based on solving problems in separate sub-domains. We can distinguish
a variant of a DD method in which sub-domains do not overlap, whilst
generally it is necessary to use a DD method with the overlapping of
separate sub-domains.
Based on the domain decomposition method, computational algorithms can be constructed which are oriented to the use of computers
with a parallel architecture. In this case of geometrical parallelism the
solution of a problem in a sub-domain is related to a separate computing
unit (processor, elementary computer of a network). The main problems
here are generated by formulation of the interface (exchange) conditions
on the boundaries of the involved sub-domains and by organization of
the computational process.
Domain decomposition methods are widely discussed in the literature.
Attention is mainly focused on elliptic boundary value problems and
321
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iterative methods of 'large block' grouping for solving large systems of
linear algebraic equations. In this book we confine consideration to
non-stationary problems of mathematical physics, which are different
and distinguished in form from stationary problems. Their principal
distinction is that the solution changes slightly when we pass from one
time level to another. In particular, the exchange boundary conditions
vary slightly as well. Taking this into account one can construct noniterative domain decomposition schemes.
At first we give a general description of domain decomposition methods in solving problems of mathematical physics. We briefly discuss
methods of solving non-stationary problems on parallel computers. As
a basic object for research we choose a model boundary value problem
for a parabolic equation in a rectangle for decomposition (splitting) with
respect to separate variables.
The construction of domain decomposition schemes for non-stationary
problems is based on using schemes of splitting (additive schemes). So
these schemes are called regionally additive difference schemes. In the
theory of additive schemes we distinguish the case of two-component
splitting when the original space operator of the problem is decomposed
into the sum of two operators. This case occurs in the domain decomposition method when the original domain is partitioned into two subdomains, each of which is the union of disjoint sub-domains. For the
model problem in a rectangle this corresponds to decomposition with
respect to one variable.
We consider three main types of domain decomposition which is related to a certain organization of data exchange on the interface boundaries. In particular, we can assign the Dirichlet conditions, the Neumann
exchange boundary conditions. After having decomposed the domain,
we can use some kind of additive difference schemes when passing to
a new time leveL Attention is focused on the analysis of accuracy of
regionally additive difference schemes.
The accuracy of decomposition schemes depends on the width of
the overlapping region, and in the limiting case of nonoverlapping subdomains (the most attractive variant from the viewpoint of parallelization) we have conditional convergence. It is shown that we obtain the
most admissible estimates if we use regionally additive schemes with twocomponent splitting. The convergence is established in norms that are
consistent with the choice of decomposition operators (in other words,
with the choice of exchange boundary conditions).
In this chapter, we consider such regionally additive schemes as alternating direction schemes, two-component factorized schemes, additive
schemes of multicomponent splitting. We also study regionally additive
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schemes based on vector additive schemes. Among most principal generalizations, we emphasize the construction of regionally additive schemes
for second-order hyperbolic (evolutionary) equations.

2.

Methods of Domain Decomposition

We consider general approaches to construction of parallel algorithms
for numerical solution of multi-dimensional non-stationary problems of
the mathematical physics on the basis of the decomposition of a domain
into a set of sub-domains.

2.1

Introduction

Methods of decomposition of a domain into sub-domains are used
for approximate solution of boundary value problems of the mathematical physics in complex irregular domains. These methods are also used
for constructing efficient computational algorithms for modem computational systems with a parallel architecture. Nowadays the methods of
domain decomposition for the second-order elliptic equations have been
developed the most (see, e.g., [Agoshkov, 1991, Quarteroni, 1991, Quarteroni et al., 1994, Smith et al., 1996, Le Tallec, 1994]). We consider
iterative methods of domain decomposition when separate sub-domains
are overlapped or not. We study different types of boundary conditions
on the boundaries of sub-domains, the so called exchange boundary conditions. Attention is specially paid to the development of asynchronous
(parallel) algorithms which allow one to realize independent calculations
in separate sub-domains on each iterative step.
To construct the methods of domain decomposition for non-stationary
problems we suggest the following approaches .
• The first (see, e.g., [Kuznetsov, 1988, Le Tallec, 1994]) is based on
the use of classical implicit schemes and methods of domain decomposition for numerical solution of a grid elliptic problem on a new
time level.

• In the second approach the special features of non-stationary problems (the solution changes little in passing to a new time level) are
taken into account more completely. The different types of the corresponding non-iterative schemes of domain decomposition (the so
called regionally additive schemes) are studied in [Vabishchevich,
1989b, Laevskii, 1992, Dryja, 1990, Laevsky, 1990, Vabishchevich,
1994b]. Below, we shall note some later works in this field.
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• Decomposition schemes with a special approximation of exchange
boundary conditions, the so called inhomogeneous schemes, are considered (see [Dawson et al., 1991, Dawson and Dupont, 1992]) .
• Parallel versions of standard splitting schemes (see, e.g., [Johnson
et al., 1987]): schemes of alternating directions, factorized schemes,
locally one-dimensional schemes (schemes of component-wise splitting) are constructed.
In the approximate solution of non-stationary problems of mathematical physics, attention should mainly be paid to non-iterative versions
of the decomposition method, the so called regionally additive schemes.
These algorithms most fully take into account the specific features of
non-stationary problems when the passage to a new time level involves
the solution of a set of the separate problems in the sub-domains. A
theoretical analysis of the schemes of domain decomposition has been
carried out using classical and new additive schemes (splitting schemes).
The consideration is based on the modern theory of stability and convergence of operator-difference additive schemes of splitting [Samarskii,
1989, Samarskii and Goolin, 1973, Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995a].
We shall consider the construction of the schemes of domain decomposition on the example of the simplest two-dimensional second-order
parabolic equation. Some fundamental aspects of the generalization of
the results to more general problems will be mentioned separately.

2.2

Model Problem

A boundary value problem is considered in the rectangle 0 with the
sides parallel to the axes. The solution of the following parabolic equation is sought:

ou~o(
at - ~ oXa ka(x)

au)
oXa =0,

(8.1)

Equation (8.1) is supplemented with the homogeneous boundary conditions (the Dirichlet problem)

u(X, t)

= 0,

x

E

00,

t > 0,

(8.2)

and the initial condition

u(X,O) = uo(x),

x

E

O.

(8.3)

Let us introduce a grid uniform in each direction Xa with the steps
ha, a = 1,2 in the area O. Let w be a set of interior nodes. More general
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problems with non-uniform rectangular grids are considered similarly.
We define a set of the grid functions v E H so that v(x) == 0, x ~ w, and
the grid operator A is

(8.4)

Aav = -(aa(x)VX)x,

x

E w.

Here we use the standard notation of the theory of difference schemes.
For the problems with sufficiently smooth coefficients we accept

al(X) = 0.5(k 1 (x)

+ k1(Xl -

a2(x) = 0.5(k2(x)

+ k2(Xl, X2 -

h1 ,X2)),
h2)).

In the Hilbert space H we introduce an inner product and a norm by
the relations

(y, v) = Lyvh 1 h2,

Ilyll

=

VCii:iJj.

xEw

respectively. The operator A is self-adjoint and positive in the space H,
i.e., A = A* > O.
If v(x, 0), x E w is given then from problem (8.1)-(8.3) we obtain the
equation
dv
(8.5)
dt + Av = 0, x E w.
We shall use the method of domain decomposition for the approximate
solution of the Cauchy problem for equation (8.5). In this case the
computational algorithm is based on the solution of problems in separate
sub-domains of the computational domain on each time step.

2.3

Domain Decomposition

Let the domain

n consist of p separate sub-domains:

which can overlap one another. The method of working of separate computational nodes of a parallel computer involves the solution of separate
problems in each sub-domain. We think that precisely the decomposition
of the whole domain into separate sub-domains allows an efficient use
of parallel computers for the approximate solution of multi-dimensional
problems of mathematical physics. The method of domain decomposition makes it possible to adapt computational algorithm to a parallel
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Figure B.l.

Decomposition with respect to one direction

Figure B.2.

Links between separate processors

computational system with any organization of memory and arbitrary
links between separate computational nodes.
Figure 8.1 schematically illustrates the decomposition of a computational domain (the rectangle n) into separate sub-domains overlapped
by the straight lines Xl = const. This decomposition corresponds to the
simplest architecture of a parallel computational system like 'line' when
separate processors (elementary computational machines) are connected
consecutively with two nearest neighbors (Fig. 8.2).
Separate sub-domains can group for solving a separate subproblem
on a separate processor. The grouping can be carried out only for two
sub-domains 0 1 and O2 . Each consisting of several disconnected subdomains. Here we may talk about the two-coloring of the domain. Figure
8.3 illustrates a more complex decomposition which corresponds to fourcoloring. In this case we must use the 'lattice' of processors (Fig. 8.4).
The idea of domain decomposition for approximate solution of nonstationary problems of the mathematical physics is most simply realized
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Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.4.

Decomposition in two directions

Architecture of parallel computer like 'lattice'

by the use of explicit difference schemes. Let Yn be a difference solution
at the time moment tn = nT, where T > 0 is a time step. For the model
problem (8.5) we have
Yn+1 - Yn
T

+ AYn = 0,

x E w.

(8.6)

In this case the real width of the superposition area is minimal and is
equal to hI or h2 . The exchanges between the elementary machines are
also minimal. The fundamental difficulties of the use of explicit difference schemes for the approximate solution of non-stationary problems
are also well known. First of all there are rigorous limitations on the
relationships between grid steps. In the case of applied mathematical
simulation, when the coefficients of equations change significantly, it is
necessary to try to use implicit schemes. Let us consider the possibilities
of constructing parallel difference schemes which are unconditionally stable like implicit schemes, but like the mentioned explicit schemes (8.6)
as regards computing implementation .
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Iterative Difference Schemes

The second simple approach to constructing difference schemes for
solving non-stationary problems is the use of traditional (scalar) schemes.
For instance, instead of the conditionally stable explicit difference scheme
(8.6) we can use the unconditionally stable implicit scheme
Yn+l - Yn
T

+ AYn+l = 0,

x

Ew.

(8.7)

It is implemented by solving on each time level the grid elliptic problem

(E + TA)Yn+1 = Yn,

X

E w.

(8.8)

To solve equation (8.8) approximately use is made of the modern iterative methods [Samarskii and Nikolaev, 1978, Hackbush, 1993, Hageman
and Young, 1981, Axelsson, 1994]. Computational algorithms are conveniently constructed on the basis of domain decomposition for parallel
implementations. In this connection we additionally recall the reviews
[Chan and Mathew, 1994, Demmel and van der Vorst, 1993, Xu, 1992].
Here we note the fundamental feature of the grid elliptic problem (8.8)
associated with the presence of a small parameter T which, generally can
substantially influence the number of iterations. The classical versions of
iterative methods are considered in [Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995a]
and of the methods of domain decomposition are studied in [Kuznetsov,
1988, Le Tallec, 1994]. With an ample width of the superposition area it
is sufficient to perform only one iteration for the consistency of the iterative method error with the accuracy of the implicit difference scheme.
It allows the construction of non-iterative schemes of domain decomposition for the approximate solution of non-stationary problems.

2.5

Schemes of Splitting with Respect to Spatial
Variables

Various classes of economical difference schemes have been developed
for numerical solution of multi-dimensional non-stationary problems of
the mathematical physics [Samarskii, 1989, Samarskii and Goolin, 1973,
Marchuk, 1990, Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995a]. Realization of
such schemes of splitting by spatial variables involves the solution of
one-dimensional problems. We consider the following basic classes of
economical schemes:
• schemes of alternating directions (the Peaceman-Rachford scheme,
the Douglas-Rachford scheme);
• factorized schemes;
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• schemes of summarized approximation (schemes of component-wise
splitting) .
To construct an additive difference scheme we rewrite equation (8.5)
in the form
(8.9)
where, taking into account the form of the grid operator (8.4), we have

For instance, we consider the factorized economical scheme for equation
(8.9):
(8.10)
If (T = 0.5 then the factorized scheme (8.10) corresponds to the classical Peaceman-Rachford scheme. If (T = 1 then we have the DouglasRachford scheme (the scheme of stabilizing correction). Under the usual
conditions of (T 2: 0.5 and Aa 2: 0, a = 1,2, the factorized scheme (8.10)
belongs to a class of unconditionally stable schemes.
Realization of economical schemes (e.g., scheme (8.10)) on parallel
computers is provided by the use of parallel algorithms for solving systems of difference equations with the simplest three-diagonal matrices.
This problem is widely considered in the linear algebra (see, e.g., [Ortega, 1988]). The most interesting versions of the sweep method (the
Thomas algorithm) for systems of linear equations with a tape matrix
are based on the ideas of domain decomposition. In this connection we
note the pioneer paper [Yanenko et al., 1978] on parallelizing the sweep
method.
To construct algorithms for three-dimensional non-stationary problems, we can apply the splitting with respect to a part of the variables.
For instance, in equation (8.9) let the operator Al involve the difference
derivatives by the variable Xl, and the operator A2 by the remaining
variables (X2 and X3). We may then talk about locally two-dimensional
difference schemes (see, e.g., [Sukhinov, 1984]).

3.

Regionally Additive Schemes of
Two-Component Splitting

We begin investigation of the schemes of domain decomposition from
consideration of regionally additive schemes in the case of two-component
splitting, i.e., a computational domain is decomposed into two subdomains. In this case it is natural to use splitting schemes such as
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the classical schemes of alternating directions [Vabishchevich, 1994c].
Factorized schemes of domain decomposition [Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1996a, Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1997b] also belongs to a class
of two-component splitting schemes.

3.1

Problem Statement

We consider in the rectangle

au
-a t

n the boundary value problem

a
au
2 -a ( ka(x)-a )
L
a=1 Xa
Xa

= 0,

xE

n, t> 0,

= 0, x E an, t > 0,
u(x,O) = uo(x), x E n.

u(X, t)

(8.11)
(8.12)
(8.13)

Carrying out discretization with respect to space we obtain the Cauchy
problem
dv
(8.14)
dt + Av = 0, x E w,

v(x,O)

= uo(x), x

E

w.

(8.15)

The self-conjugate and positive operator A is defined by the following
identity on a set of functions that vanish at the boundary nodes:
2

Ay = - L(aa(X)Yx)x,
a=1

x E w.

(8.16)

The coefficients are given in a standard way.

3.2

Difference Operators of Domain
Decomposition

Let the domain

n consist of two separate sub-domains:

Each of these sub-domains contain a set of non-intersecting sub-domains.
This corresponds to two-color (red-black) splitting. This kind of splitting
is implemented in decomposition of the original computational domain
in one direction.
Construction of regionally additive schemes is based on the special
representation of the operator of the original problem (8.16) and the use
of these or other splitting schemes. The choice of a splitting operator and
a splitting scheme corresponds to the choice of a certain computational
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scheme in separate sub-domains, in particular, to the choice of exchange
conditions on the boundaries of the sub-domains.
Let Wa be the nodes of the grid W lying in the sub-domain 0 01 , a = 1,2.
We shall construct schemes of domain decomposition on the basis of unit
splitting of the domain o. Introduce the functions

(8.17)
where

X1(X)

+ X2(X) =

1,

(8.18)

x E O.

In considering the class of decomposition schemes when for the operator A there is the additive representation

(8.19)
the operators A a , a = 1,2 are coupled with separate sub-domains, which
split (8.17), (8.18), and with the solution of separate subproblem in
the sub-domains 0 01 , a = 1,2. The simplest difference decomposition
scheme is given by the following definition of the operators A a , a = 1,2:

Aa

= XaA, a = 1,2.

(8.20)

We can also suggest the following representation of decomposition operators:

Aa = AXa,

(8.21)

a = 1,2.

It is clear that for such splittings that Aa 1= A~, a = 1, 2.
Traditionally the symmetrical splitting (8.18), (8.19) is used when
2

AaY = - ~)a~(x)Yx.a)x.a'

x E w,

a = 1,2.

(8.22)

(3=1

The grid operators A a , a
elliptic operators

= 1,2 approximate the generating differential

a (k(3Xa(x) ~
au) ,
- (3=1
L~
vX(3
vX(3
2

a=

1,2,

where the coefficients a~ are defined by analogy with a(3. Under the
choice of (8.18),(8.19), (8.22), we have Aa = A~ ~ 0, a = 1,2.
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Difference Schemes

It is simple to construct unconditionally stable difference schemes for
solving equation (8.14) with the initial condition (8.15) when we use
the splitting (8.18), (8.19). In this case we use the decomposition operators (8.22), and the operators A a , a = 1,2, are self-conjugate and
non-negative. Among such schemes we note the corresponding analogies of difference schemes of alternating directions, factorized schemes,
schemes of summarized approximation. In this connection the questions
of accuracy of an approximate solution and its dependence on the superposition domain fh = fh n O2 , on the functions Xa(x), a = 1,2 are
of great interest. Schemes with non-symmetrical decomposition operators require special investigation. Here we consider the analogue of the
classical Douglas-Rachford scheme , the so called scheme of stabilizing
correction) we denote by Yn the difference solution at the time instant
tn = nT, where T > is a time step. Passage to a new time level involves
the scheme

°

Yn+1/2 - Yn

----'--+ A l Yn+1/2 + A 2Yn =
T
Yn+l - Yn+l/2
T

+ A 2 (Yn+l- Yn ) --

0,

°
.

(8.23)

It is well known that if Aa = A~ ~ 0, a = 1,2, then the scheme
(8.23) is unconditionally stable (see, e.g., [Samarskii, 1989]) and for the
difference solution the following estimate holds:
(8.24)
If we define decomposition operators by formulas (8.20), (8.21) then
the difference scheme (8.23) belongs to the considered class of schemes
with operator factors, to symmetrizable difference schemes.
At first we consider scheme (8.23) with splitting of the form (8.19),
(8.20), i.e.,
Yn+1/2 - Yn
T

+ Xl (x)AYn+1/2 + X2(x)AYn = 0,

Yn+1 - Yn+1/2
T

+ X2(x)A(Yn+1 -

Letting Al/2Yn+a/2 by Vn+a /2, a
by Al/2, we obtain

Yn) = O.

(8.25)

= 1,2, and multiplying equation (8.25)

Vn+l/2 - Vn
----'--+ Al
Vn+1/2 + A 2vn = 0,
T
Vn+l - vn+l/2

------.:.....!...T

+ A- 2 (vn+1 -

vn ) = 0,

(8.26)
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where
(8.27)

For the symmetrized difference schemes (8.26) as well as for the scheme
(8.25) the following estimate like (8.24) is valid:
(8.28)

The difference schemes (8.23) with the operators (8.19), (8.21) is considered similarly:
_Yn_+,-I..:.,./2_-_Y_n
T

+ AXI(X)Yn+1/2 + AX2(X)Yn =

Yn+1 - Yn+1/2
T

+ AX2(X)(Yn+1 -

0,
(8.29)

Yn) = O.

In order to reduce the difference scheme (8.29) to the form (8.26) we can
accept A -1/2 Yn +0I./2 = V n+0I./2, a = 1,2 and multiply one from the left
by A-I/2. Then we have

. 401. = A- I / 2XOI.(x)A- I/ 2, . 401. =..4~ ~ 0,

a

= 1,2,

and the corresponding estimate of stability takes the form
(8.30)

The estimates of stability obtained (8.24), (8.28), (8.30) for the splitting scheme (8.19), (8.23) with decomposition operators in the form
(8.22), (8.28) and (8.21) allow us to formulate the following statement.
8.1 For the difference decomposition scheme (8. 19}, (8.23)
with the operators A a = 1,2 in the form (8. 22}, (8. 28}, (8.21) the
followin9 estimate of stability with respect to the initial data holds:
THEOREM

Q ,

(8.31)

where D = A, A-I, and E, respectively.

3.4

Accuracy of Difference Solution

Generally convergence of difference schemes is investigated by means
of the corresponding estimates of a difference solution with respect to the
right hand side. For simplicity we shall assume that an exact solution
of the difference problem (8.11)-(8.13) is sufficiently smooth.
To study the accuracy of the decomposition scheme (8.19), (8.22),
(8.23) we write the corresponding problem for the error Zn = Yn -
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Un, Un = U(x, t n), X E w. Assuming Zn+1/2
from scheme (8.23) we obviously obtain

=

Yn+1/2 - Un+1, Zo

=

0,

zn+1/2 - Zn A
----"--+ 1Zn+1/2 + A 2Zn = ¢n(1) ,
T
ZnH - Zn+1/2
T

+ A 2 (Zn+1

_ ) _ .,,(2)
Zn - 'f/n .

(8.32)

For the truncation errors we have

(1)
¢n

= -

Un+1/2 - Un

¢~2)

= -A2(UnH - Un).

A 1u nH/2 - A 2u n ,

-

T

(8.33)

LEMMA 8.1 For the scheme (8.32) with Aa 2: 0, a = 1,2, the following
estimate of stability with respect to the right hand side holds:
n

II(E + TA2 )znHII S I: T(II¢k1)11 + II¢k2) II)·

(8.34)

k=O

Proof.
form

To obtain estimate (8.34), we write scheme (8.32) in the

(E + TA 1)znH/2 = (E - TA 2)zn + T¢~l),
(E + TA 2)znH = znH/2

+ TA2Zn + T¢~2).

(8.35)
(8.36)

Taking into account equality (8.35) we can represent the right hand side
of equation (8.36) in the following form:

znH/2

+ TA 2zn =

znH/2

= znH/2

1

+ 2(E + TA 2)zn -

1
2(E - TA2)Zn

1

+ 2(E + TA2)Zn

- t(E + TA1)znH/2 -

~¢~1)

l I T (1)
= 2(E + TA2)Zn + 2(E - TA 1)znH/2 - 2¢n .

Substituting the previous expression in the formula (8.36), we obtain

(E + T A 2)znH
l I T (1)
(2)
=2(E+TA2)Zn+2(E-TA1)ZnH/2-2¢n +T¢n .
For any operators S 2:

°the following estimate is valid:

II(E -

S)YII S

II(E + S)YII·

(8.37)
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From (8.35) we obtain

II(E + rA1)zn+1/211

::;

II(E -

rA2)Znll

+ rll'ljJ~I)II·

With (8.37) taken into account, it follows that

II(E + rA2)Zn+111
::; ~II(E + rA2)Znll + ~II(E + rAl)Zn+l/211 + ~11'ljJ~I)11 + rll'ljJ~2)11
::; II(E+rA2)Znll +rll'ljJ~I)11 +rll'ljJ~2)11·
Thus for scheme (8.32) the inequality

holds, which yields the estimate of stability (8.34).
Consider a truncation error of the difference solution of the decomposition scheme (8.23). Let us write the truncation error (8.33) in a more
convenient form. Taking into account the equality

for sufficiently smooth solutions we have

'ljJ~I) =

O(r+

Ih1 2) +rA2 (;~ + o(r))

,

'ljJ~2) = -rA2 (;~ +o(r)) ,

(8.38)

where Ihl 2 = hi + h~.
Taking into account the representation (8.22) we have the inequality

IIA2

8

2

8~11 ::; MIll L IX2(xh,,111 ::; MIIIx2(x)IIA.
<:>=1

Therefore estimate (8.34) for the error takes the form

Thus the convergence rate of the difference decomposition scheme
depends on the width of the sub-domains 0 1 and O2 superposition (the
term with Ilx2(X)IIA in estimate (8.39)). In the limiting case of the
minimal sub-domains superposition, when the width of the superposition
area is O(lhl), the convergence rate is 0(lhl-1/2r + IhI 2).
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For the error of the decomposition scheme (8.19), (8.20), (8.23) we
have the difference scheme
Zn+1/2 - Zn

(1)

--'---+ X1 Azn+1/2 + X2Azn = 'l/;n ,
T
Zn+1 - Zn+1/2 + A(
_ ) _ ./.(2)
X2 Zn+1
Zn - 'f'n ,

(8.40)

T

where from representation (8.20) and formula (8.33), we have
(1)
Un+1/2 - Un
'l/;n = T
- X1 Aun+1/2

'l/;~2)

= -X2A(Un+1 -

+ X2 Aun,

(8.41)

Un).

By virtue of this representation we obtain for the error

Carrying out symmetrization (see (8.24), (8.25)), from the difference
scheme (8.40) we obtain the estimate for the error:
n

II(E + TA2)Zn+11IA :::; 2: T(II'l/;k1)IIA + II'l/;k2) IIA).

(8.42)

k=O

Taking into account formula (8.41), from inequality (8.42) we obtain the
estimate which is similar to (8.39):

From the study of the difference scheme (8.19), (8.21), (8.23) we obtain the estimate

Thus we have just proved the following statement:
8.2 For the difference decomposition scheme (8.19), (8.23)
with the operators A a , a = 1,2 in the form (8.20), (8.21), (8.22) the
estimate of the difference solution error is correct

THEOREM

where D

= A,

A-1, and E, respectively.
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3.5

Factorized Schemes of Domain Decomposition

The schemes of domain decomposition mentioned above involve classical schemes of alternating directions, or schemes of stabilizing correction. A more general class of schemes of alternating directions is a
class of factorized schemes [Samarskii, 1989]. In this case in splitting
the problem operator into two operators (two-component splitting) the
factorized scheme has the form
(E

+ (n A1)(E + OT A2) Yn+1

7

- Yn

+ AYn = 0,

n

= 0,1, . . ..

(8.44)

If (5 = 1 the scheme (8.44) corresponds to the scheme (8.23) mentioned
above. If (5 = 0.5 then we have the analogue of the classical PeacemanRachford scheme . Similarly to the case (5 = 1 considered above we can
show unconditional stability of the factorized scheme (8.44) under the
standard restriction (5 ~ 0.5 and conditional convergence in the sense of
fulfilment of the estimate like (8.43).
It is possible to construct schemes of domain decomposition like (8.44)
when the general theory of stability works directly. To this end we define
the decomposition operators by the relations
(8.45)
We note specially that in this case equality (8.19) is not correct.
We shall carry out the study of the regionally additive scheme (8.44)
with the operator (8.45) with the help of the general theory of stability
of difference schemes with the use of the results mentioned above for the
usual schemes with weights. We write scheme (8.44) with the operator
(8.45) in the canonical form of two-level difference schemes:
B Yn +1

7

-

Yn

+ AYn = 0,

n

= 0,1, ... ,

(8.46)

where the operator
(8.47)
The operator AXl - XlA is skew-symmetric. Taking into account the
definition of the functions (8.17), (8.18), it is clear that the last term in
relation (8.47) is non-negative. Hence B ~ E + (57 A. Consequently the
following statement is valid:
THEOREM

8.3 Assume

1

1

(5)---

- 2

~7'

(8.48)
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where A ~ D..E. Then for the regionally additive factorized scheme
{8.46} with the opemtor {8.41} the estimate of stability with respect to
the initial data is correct

(8.49)
In order to estimate the accuracy of the schemes of decomposition
we need to engage estimates of stability with respect to the right hand
side in addition to inequality (8.49). For the error of solution Zn =
Yn - Un, X E w, we have

B_Zn_+;....l_-_Z_n + A Zn --

.1.
lPn,

T

n= 0,1, ... ,

(8.50)

where the truncation error is
.1. _
IPn -

_

B Un+ 1 -

Un _

T

AUn·

(8.51)

It is natural to assume that Zo = 0, i.e., we can confine ourselves to the
corresponding estimate of stability of the difference solution with respect
to right hand side only.
If inequality (8.48) holds then for the difference scheme (8.50) the
following estimate of stability with respect to the right hand side is
valid (see theorem 2.16):
n

Ilzn+1IIA ~ II1/Joll'A-l + II1/JnllA-l+ LTII1/Jt,kllA-l.

(8.52)

k=l

For the truncation error we obtain
2

2

1

au

au

1/Jn = O(T + Ihl ) + (0" - 2')TA at + o"TAX1at + ....
Thus in general the choice of 0" = 0.5 does not allow us to increase
the accuracy. Substitution of 1/Jn into estimate (8.52) is reduced to the
following statement.

8.4 For the error of the factorized scheme {8.46} with the
opemtor {8.41} under condition {8.48} the following estimate is correct:

THEOREM

IIZn+1IIA ~ M(T + Ih l2 + Tllx2(X)IIA).

(8.53)

Thus the accuracy of the factorized scheme of decomposition is the
same as the accuracy of the regionally additive schemes considered above
which were constructed by analogy with the classical schemes of alternating directions. It is necessary only to note the essential circumstance
that the estimate (8.53) was obtained in the norm not associated with
the splitting operators.
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4.

Regionally Additive Schemes of Summarized
Approximation

We consider difference schemes of domain decomposition for the approximate solution of non-stationary problems of the decomposition of
the initial domain into a large number of sub-domains. We investigate
(see [Vabishchevich, 1997J) two classes of difference schemes: schemes of
component wise splitting (operator analog of the ordinary locally onedimensional schemes) and additive averaged schemes in which for the
most part the specific features of parallel computers is considered.

4.1

Model Problem

Approaches which use non-iterative schemes (regionally additive difference schemes ) are developed. We have considered above the regionally
additive analogs of the classical schemes of alternating directions for the
problems when splitting into two operators is possible. With the use of
modern high-power multiprocessor systems it is necessary to use schemes
with splitting into a larger number of operators (multicolor decomposition). This situation occurs in decomposition with respect to two and
more variables.
For such problems it is necessary to use the analogs of unconditionally stable locally one-dimensional schemes (schemes of component wise
splitting). Here we consider two basic classes of regionally additive difference schemes. The first of these [Samarskii, 1989J involves the use
of two-level schemes of component wise splitting with variable weight
factors. We study the dependence of accuracy on weight factors and
on domain decomposition. We can obtain similar results for additive
averaged difference schemes of domain decomposition [Gordeziani and
Meladze, 1974, Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995aJ which are actually
parallel version of the schemes of component wise splitting. We can consider the schemes of component wise splitting as one-iteration implementation of usual implicit schemes by means of the classical synchronous
(additive) version of the Shwarz method. In this sense the additive averaged schemes can be associated with nonsynchronous (multiplicative)
version of the Shwarz method.
Let us consider a model two-dimensional problem for the parabolic
equation

(8.54)
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supplemented with the simplest homogeneous boundary conditions of
the first kind:

u(x, t) = 0,

x E an,

t>0

(8.55)

n.

(8.56)

and the initial condition

u(x,O) = uo(x),

x

E

After discretization with respect to space we obtain a differentialdifference problem for the equation

dv
dt

+ Av =

(8.57)

x E w,

0,

with the initial condition

v(x,O) = uo(x),
and the operator A

4.2

x

E

n,

= A * > 0 in the space H.

Regionally Additive Schemes

Let the domain

n contain p separate sub-domains:

Let Wa. be the nodes of the grid w, lying in the sub-domain na., a
We define the functions

xa.(x) >0,

Xa.(x) =0,

xEna.,

where

a=1,2, ... ,p,

x~na.,

= 1, 2, ... ,po
(8.58)

p

L Xa.{x) = 1,
a.=1

xEn.

(8.59)

We consider a class of decomposition schemes in multi-component
splitting when
(8.60)

a.=1
We shall again use the following three basic classes of decomposition
operators:
(8.61)
Aa. = Xa.A, a = 1,2, ... ,p,

Aa. = AXa.,

a

= 1,2, ... ,p,

(8.62)

2

Aa.Y = - L(a3(x)Yxp )xp,
(3=1

x E w,

a

= 1,2, ... ,po

(8.63)
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In the latter case the grid operators AI<, a = 1,2, ... , p approximate the
differential degenerate elliptic operators

a ( k(3Xa(x) -;::;au ) ,
- L -;::;2

(3=1 uX(3

a=1,2, ... ,p.

uX(3

In using of the scheme of component wise splitting for approximate
solution of the Cauchy problem for equation (8.57), (8.58) the passage
to a new time level is realized with the help of the scheme
Yn+a/p - Yn+(a-1)/p
T

+

A (

a ()Yn+a/p

+

()

)

1 - () Yn+(a-1)/p = 0,

(8.64)

a=1,2, ... ,p,
where 0 :S () :S 1 is a constant weight.
If we define the decomposing operators by (8.61), then scheme (8.64)
takes the form
Yn+a/p - Yn+(a-1)/p
T

+ Xa A

(

()Yn+a/p

+

()

1 - () Yn+(a-1)/p

)

= 0, (8.65)

a=1,2, ... ,p.
The difference scheme (8.65) can be interpreted as a scheme with a
variable time step (the local step is equal to TXa).
The difference scheme (8.65) belongs to the class of symmetrizable
difference schemes. Letting A 1/ 2Yn+a/p = v n + a / p , a = 1,2, ... ,p, and
multiplying on the left (8.65) by A 1/2, we obtain the scheme
v n + a / p - v n +(a-1)/p
---'-=-----'-----"~
T

)
)
+ A-a (()Yn+a/p + (
1 - () Yn+(a-1)/p =

0,

(8.66)

a=1,2, ... ,p,
where
(8.67)
The general results of the theory of stability are used for investigation
of stability of scheme (8.66) with symmetric difference operators of the
form (8.67).
8.5 The domain decomposition difference scheme of component wise splitting (8.64) is stable in the space HA under the condition
that () ~ 0.5, and for the difference solution the following estimate holds:

THEOREM

(8.68)
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Proof. After symmetrization of (8.65) we obtain the scheme (8.66).
For each a = 1, 2, ... , p the following estimate (see Theorem 2.8) is valid:
(8.69)
From the latter inequality the statement of the theorem about stability
of the regionally additive scheme (8.64) with respect to the initial data
follows,
In addition to the scheme of component wise splitting (8.64) the additive averaged scheme is worthy of separate consideration. This scheme
has great possibilities of parallelizing. Passage to a new time level is realized in the following way. At first we determine the auxiliary functions
Yn+OI./p, a = 1,2, ... ,p, from p problems:
Yn+OI./p - Yn+(01.-1)/p

---'-'-----'--~...;;,..

r

+A

01.

( a-Yn+OI./p

)
)
+(
1 - a- Yn+(01.-1)/p = 0,

(8.70)

a=I,2, ... ,p,

and then we determine the approximate solution at a new time level
1 p
Yn+1 = Yn+OI./p·
p 01.=1

L

(8.71)

It is most essential that stage (8.70) is carried out in each separate
sub-domains regardless of other sub-domains. This asynchronicity is
fundamental for constructing parallel algorithms.
8.6 The additive averaged difference scheme of domain decomposition (8.70), (8.71) is stable on the condition of a- ;:::: 0.5 in the
space HA, and for difference solution estimate (8.68) holds.

THEOREM

Proof. Investigation is carried out completely similarly to the case
of the scheme of component wise splitting (8.64).

4.3

Convergence of Schemes of Decomposition

In investigation of the regionally additive schemes we must pay main
attention to the question of accuracy, in particular, to the dependence
of an approximate solution error on decomposition, on the functions
XOI., a = 1,2, ... ,p. For the schemes of two-component splitting we
obtain above the optimal estimates of convergence rate of the decomposition schemes which have the form O(rlhl-1/2) under the minimal
superposition.
Assume that the exact solution of the differential problem (8.54)(8.56) is sufficiently smooth. In order to investigate the accuracy of the
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difference scheme of component wise splitting (8.64), we write down the
corresponding problem for the error Zn = Yn - Un, X E w. We can
consider this scheme not as the scheme of summarized approximation,
but as the scheme of total approximation. In addition we interpret it as
the scheme with locally variable time steps.
We shall consider the grid function Yn+a/p as the approximate solution
of the initial problem at the time moment
tn+a/p(X) = t

X,8(x)tn+1

,8=1

+

(1-

t

X,8(X)) tn·

.8=1

For error on the intermediate steps we denote zn+a/p
where
Un+a/ p = tX,8(X)Un+1
,8=1

+

(1-

t

= Yn+a/p -

X.8(X)) Un·

u n+a /p'

(8.72)

.8=1

From scheme (8.65) we obtain the following difference scheme for the
error:
Zn+a/p - Zn+(a-l)/p

----'~---'--~..:....
T

)
)
+ Xa A((}Zn+a/p + (
1 - a zn+(a-l)/p =

a

= 1,2, ... ,p,

.1.
'f'n+a/p'

(8.73)

where for the truncation error we have
1/Jn+a/p = -

Un+Ot / p - Un+(a-l)/p
T

(
()
)
- Xa A aun+a/ p + 1 - () Un+(a-l)/p .
(8.74)

8.7 Assume a 2:: 0.5. Then for the error of the difference
scheme of decomposition (8.64) the following estimate is valid:

THEOREM

(8.75)

where the constant M does not depend on the grid.
Proof. Taking into account representation (8.72), we reduce expression (8.74) to the form
(8.76)
Un+l - Un
(
1/Jn+a/p = - A(aun+a/ p + 1 - a)un+(a-l)/p)'
T

(8.77)
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From (8.72) it follows that
aun+ex/p + (1 - a)un+(ex-1)/p
Un+1- Un
= O'TXex
+ Un+(ex-1)/p
T

= Un+12+ Un
where

~ex(X)

!))

(_
+ (c..ex ()
X + a
2

= a(Xex(x) - 1) +

T

Un+1 - Un
T

'

ex-1

L X,8(X).

,8=1

Taking this into account in formula (8.77), we obtain the estimate
;Pn+ex/p = 0 ( (a -

~) T + T2 +

Ih 12 )

+ T A ( ~ex C;;;)

,

(8.78)

where the first term on the right hand side is truncation error in using
the usual scheme with weights without domain decomposition. From
estimate (8.78) we see that the value ;Pn+ex/p has the first order by T
regardless of the choice of the weight a.
Let us obtain the corresponding estimate for the error considered as
the solution of equation (8.73). We shall use the special representation
of the truncation error in the form of (8.76). We denote
w n+ex/ p = azn+ex/p + (1 - a)Zn+(ex-1)/p

_( _!)

-

Ztex
=
,

a

2

Tzt,ex +

zn+ex/p - zn+(ex-1)/p

zn+ex/p - Zn+(ex-1)/p
T

2

'

.

If a ~ 0.5, then multiplying equation (8.73) by Awn +ex / p scalarly we
obtain

2~ (lIzn+ex/pll~ - IIZn+(ex-1)/plI~) + IIX~2 Awn+ex/p Il 2 ~
~ (Xex;Pn+ex/p, Awn+ex/p)·
For the right hand side of the latter inequality we have the estimate

112 .
(Xex 'l/Jn+ex/p,
Awn+ex/p) ~ II Xex1/2 Awn+ex/p 112 + 4:111 Xex1/2'l/Jn+ex/p
Therefore
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It follows that

Thus on the strength of the equality

IlzollA = a we obtain

n

p

k=1

a=1

Ilzn+1ll~ ~ L ~ L IlxZ/ 2",bk+a/p II 2 .
Taking into account representation (8.78) for the truncation error, we
obtain the estimate of convergence (8.75) which is being proved.
In the limiting case of the minimal superposition of sub-domains
(the width of superposition region is O(lhl)) the convergence rate is

O(lhl- 3 / 2 T + IhI 2 ).

Similar statement holds for the convergence rate of the parallel version
of regionally additive schemes.
8.8 Let (J' ~ 0.5. Then for the error of the additive averaged
scheme of decomposition (8.70), (8.71) estimate (8.75) holds.

THEOREM

Proof. For the error we have the problem
zn+a/p - zn+(a-l)/p
-'---'-.:....---'-'.-~
T

_
)
)
+ Xa A ((J'zn+a/p
+(
1 - (J' Zn+(a-l)/p = 1/Jn+a/p,
a= 1,2, ... ,p,

(8.79)
(8.80)
where

We denote
Un +a / p

= PXa(x)un +1 + (1 -

PXa(x))un .

(8.82)

Formula (8.82) conforms to splitting (8.59) and to definition of approximate solution on a new time level by formula (8.71).
Substituting expression (8.82) into formula (8.81), we obtain for the
truncation error representation (8.76) with
.7.

_

'l-'n+a/p - -

Un+l - Un
T

- A ( Un +12+ Un

+ ( Xa (X) + ((J' _ ~) )

T Un +1T- Un ) .
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In what follows we reason by analogy with the proof of Theorem 8.7.
We have paid most attention to the decomposition schemes with the
choice of splitting in the form of (8.59)-(8.61). The versions with decomposition operators defined by formulas (8.62), (8.63) are considered similarly. Convergence is established not in the space HA but in HD, where
D = A-I and E, respectively. In addition, it is natural to interpret the
corresponding schemes as the schemes of summarized approximation.

5.

Vector Additive Schemes of Domain
Decomposition

At the present time various classes of additive difference schemes of total approximation under arbitrary multi-component splitting of a problem operator have been constructed. Here we consider the construction of schemes of domain decomposition on the basis of vector additive
schemes [Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995b]. It is necessary to pay
special attention to schemes of second-order approximation with respect
to time.

5.1

Problem Statement

We have constructed above different types of schemes of domain decomposition like the classical difference schemes of alternating direction, locally one-dimensional schemes (schemes of component wise splitting). Having in mind parallel implementation of decomposition methods, we must consider regionally additive schemes (schemes of splitting
into sub-domains) with an arbitrary number of sub-domains (groups of
sub-domains). At the same time, most strong results are obtained in the
convergence of approximate solution for schemes like that of alternating directions, i.e., under two-component splitting. Schemes like locally
one-dimensional (schemes of component wise splitting) are constructed
on the basis of the concept of summarized approximation. In general,
these schemes have a low accuracy.
In the theory of splitting schemes (see, e.g., [Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1997a]) significant attention is paid to new classes of multicomponent schemes which in contrast to the schemes of component wise
splitting are related to schemes of total (not summarized) approximation.
In the papers ofV.N. Abrashin and A.N. Iakoubenia (see, e.g., [Abrashin,
1990, Abrashin and Mukha, 1992, Abrashin and Iakoubenia, 1988, Iakoubenia, 1988]) a class of unconditionally stable schemes of total approximation is suggested for arbitrary multi-component splitting. Such
schemes are studied in the paper [Vabishchevich, 1996] with the help of
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the general theory of stability of difference schemes. Here we shall consider this class of schemes using the methods of domain decomposition.
The accuracy of regionally additive difference schemes of the first- and
second-order approximation with respect to time is investigated. We
consider model boundary value problem for the second-order parabolic
equation.
We study the Cauchy problem for the following differential-difference
first-order equation:
dv
dt

+ Av = 0,

v(x,O)

= uQ(x),

x E w,

(8.83)

x E w.

(8.84)

°

The operator A is positive and self-adjoint, i.e., A = A* > in H. After
decomposition of the domain into p sub domains one has the additive
representation
(8.85)
The specific form of the decomposition operators is mentioned above
when the schemes of domain decomposition were considered using twoand multi-component splitting. We shall use the symmetric splitting
when Acl< = A~ ~ 0, 0: = 1,2, ... ,po

5.2

Vector Scheme

When we study vector additive schemes the problem for the vector
= {v(l), v(2), ... , v(p)} is considered instead of the problem (8.83),
(8.84). Each component of the vector V is defined by solving the onetype problems
V

dv(o.)

--;J,t +

2: A,8v(,8) = 0,
P

0< t ~ T,

(8.86)

,8=1

v(o.)(O)=UQ,

0:=1,2, ... ,p.

(8.87)

It is obvious that v(o.)(t) = v(t), and so any component of V(t) is a
solution of the original problem (8.83), (8.84).
We begin the consideration from the simplest difference scheme with
weights for the system of equations (8.86), (8.87)
(0.)

(0.)

(E + CTT Ao.) Yn+1 ; Yn

P

+ L A,8Y~) = 0,
,8=1

0:

= 1,2, ... ,po

(8.88)
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Passage to a new time level in scheme (8.88) involves inversion of the
operators E+O'TA a , a = 1,2, ... ,p, on each time step like the standard
(scalar) versions of additive difference schemes.
Let an approximate solution of problem (8.83), (8.84) be the function
y defined by the following formula:
p

Ay = LAay(a),
a=1

(8.89)

rather than the separate components of the vector Y = {y(1), y(2), ... , y(P)}.
Then scheme (8.88) is absolutely stable on the condition that 0' ~ p/2,
and for the approximate solution the following estimate holds:
(8.90)
Thus stability is established in the norm of the Hilbert space Hn, D =
A2.

5.3

Convergence of the Scheme of Decomposition

The study of the convergence of difference schemes for non-stationary
problems is based on stability estimates of difference solution with respect to the right hand side. The special features of the vector additive
schemes of decomposition considered do not allow us to use the simplest estimates with respect only to the right hand side which follow
immediately from solution stability with respect to initial data.
We determine via z~a) = y~a) - Un, a = 1,2, ... ,p,the error of the
corresponding solution component at the time moment tn, where Un =
u(x, t n ), X E w, is an exact sufficiently smooth solution of the original
differential problem. Substituting y~a) into (8.88), we obtain the system
of equations for the errors
(a)

(E

+ O'TAa) Zn+1 -

T

(a)
Zn

p

+ L ArjZ~) = 'lj;~a),

a

= 1,2, ... ,po (8.91)

{3=1

For the truncation errors we have

Hence
(8.92)
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In order to obtain the corresponding estimate of convergence of the
difference scheme (8.88), we rewrite the system of equations (8.91) in
the form
(a)

(a)

(E + (rrA a ) Zn+1 - Zn
r

p

~

p

+ ~2 L...J
~ A(3(z«(3) + z«(3») _ 2: ~ A(3Zn+1 n+1
n
2 L...J
r
(3=1

~

Zn

(3=1

= .I.(a)

'l"n ,

a= 1,2, ... ,p.
Taking the dot product of the each of the equations (a = 1,2, ... ,p) with
the term 2rAaz1a), z1 a ) = (Z~~1 -zia»)/r, and then summing them, we
obtain the equality

a=1

For the right hand side of expression (8.93) we use the estimate

L (Aazia), ~~a») :::; L (Aaz~a), zia») + ~ L (Aa~~a), ~~a»).
p

p

p

a=1

a=1

a=1

(8.94)

Taking into account the inequality

we have
20"

~ (A.,.(.) •A• • (.)) - (~A.,

.(.).~

A.,.(.) )

p

~ (20' - p) 2)Aav(a), Aav(a») ~ 0,

a=l

(8.95)
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under the above-mentioned constraint

2: p/2. In addition,

(1

(t, A.(z~~, + z~·»), t, Aa(Z~~, z~.»))
~ (~A.( Z~~" t, A.(Z~~l) - (t, A.( z~·), t, A.(Z~.»)
-

= IIAzn+1jj2 -IIAznIl2,

where, similarly to (8.89),
p

- -- "
A o:zn(0:) ,
A Zn
L..,;

(8.96)

0:=1

i.e., zn = Yn - Un. Taking into account (8.94), (8.95), we can pass from
the equality (8.93) to the inequality
p

IIAZn+1112:::; IIAznll2 + ~ L(Ao:1jJ~O:), 1jJ~0:)).

(8.97)

0:=1

Using (8.92), from (8.97) we obtain the desired estimate for the error.
8.9 Assume that (1 2: p/2. Then the vector additive scheme
(8.85), {8.88} of domain decomposition converges unconditionally, and
for the error (8.96) the following estimate is valid:
THEOREM

(8.98)
where the constants M1 and M2 depend only on the exact solution of the
problem.

Proof. To establish the correctness of inequality (8.98) it is necessary to substitute representation (8.92) for the truncation error in the
estimate (8.97) and to take into account the choice of the decomposition
operators.
The result mentioned represents the essential dependence of the convergence rate of the vector scheme of domain decomposition on splitting
and on the width of the superposition sub-domains. It makes sense
to single out the limiting case of non-overlapping sub-domains. Then
from estimate (8.98) we obtain the estimate O(Tjhl- 3 / 2+ +lhj2) for the
accuracy of the difference solution. Notice that in the case of p = 2
the schemes like that of alternating directions have substantially higher
accuracy: O(Tjhj-1/2 + IhI 2).
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5.4

Other Decomposition Operators

Consider the use of vector additive schemes like (8.88) in the case of
non-self-adjoint decomposition operators. The decomposition operators
A a , a = 1,2, ... ,p, can be given in the form

Ao<= Xo<A,

(8.99)

a=1,2, ... ,p.

We can also use the following representation for the decomposition operators:
(8.100)
Ao< = AXa, a = 1,2, ... ,po
It is clear that for splitting (8.99) and (8.100) we have Aa =I A~, a =
1,2, ... ,p. It should be recalled once again that the different types of
definition of the decomposition operators conform to the different types
of boundary conditions on the sub-domain borders.
Investigation of the stability and convergence of the vector additive schemes of domain decomposition (8.85), (8.88), (8.99) and (8.85),
(8.88), (8.100) is carried out on the basis of symmetrization of these
schemes. For instance, consider the scheme (8.85), (8.88), (8.99) which
has the form
(0<)

(0<)

(E + o"TXo<A) Yn+1 ; Yn

P

+ L X/3Ay~) = 0,

a

= 1,2, ... ,po

(8.101)

/3=1

Let us define the functions v~) = A 1/2y~). Multiply each of equations
(8.101) by A1/2. Then we can rewrite system (8.101) in the form
(0<)

(E

+ aT AD<) Vn+1 ;

(0<)

Vn

P

+ 2: A.ev~) = 0,

a = 1,2, ... ,p,

(8.102)

/3=1

where Ao< = A1/2Xo<A1/2, and also Ao< = A~ ~ o. Scheme (8.102) belongs
to the class of the schemes mentioned above. In particular, similarly to
formula (8.89) we define ii from
p

AV

= LAo<V(O<).
0<=1

Therefore we may say that the function

y defined by the formula

p

Ay= LXo:Ay(O:),
0:=1

is an approximate solution of the original problem.
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In the same way, from the decomposition scheme (8.85), (8.88), (8.100)
we obtain the scheme (8.102), where v}f) = A-1/2y}f) and Aa =
A-1/2 Xa A-1/2, and the approximate solution is defined by the simplest
formula
a=l

The following statement is valid.

8.10 Assume (J" ~ p/2. Then the vector additive scheme of
domain decomposition (8.85), (8.88), (8.99) and (8.85), (8.88), (8.100)
converges unconditionally, and for the error the following estimate is
correct:

THEOREM

(8.103)

where D = A for scheme (8.85), (8.88), (8.99), and D
(8.85), (8.88), (8.100).

= A-I for scheme

Comparing (8.98) and (8.103) we conclude that the use of different
decomposition operators allows one to obtain schemes convergent in different norms.

5.5

Schemes of Second-Order Approximation
with Respect to Time

The accuracy of the vector schemes of first-order approximation mentioned above depends strongly on the domain decomposition. We now
consider schemes of second-order approximation with respect to time.
We investigate only the simplest three-level schemes.
For problems (8.86), (8.87) with the self-adjoint operators of decomposition Aa, a = 1,2, ... ,p we shall use the scheme
(a)
(a)
Yn+1 - Yn -1

2

T

(a)

+ (J"T2Aa Yn+1 -

2 (a)
Yn
T

+

2

(a)
Yn -1

p

+ '"'
A
({3) = 0
L..J {3Yn
,
{3~

(8.104)

a=1,2, ... ,p.
If (J" ~ 1/4 then the scheme (8.85), (8.104) is unconditionally stable.
The corresponding problem for the error takes the form
(a)
zn+1 ;

(a)
zn-1
T

(0<)

+ (J"T2 Aa zn+1 -

2 (a)
z~

+

(a)
zn-1

T

a=1,2, ... ,p,

+L
p

A{3z}f)

= 1/J~a),

{3=1

(8.105)
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where

Similarly to expression (8.92) we obtain

'ljJ~0:) =

-(J'T

2
2Ao: 88tu2

+ 0(r2 + IhI 2),

a = 1,2, ... ,p,

(8.106)

i.e., the original problem is approximated with the second order in time.
It is convenient to introduce the following notation:

such that w(o:)
n+l
(0:)

+ w(o:)
n

wn+1
1

= v(o:) _ v (0:) .

n+l

n·

(0:)

+ Wn + aA

2r

0:

(w(o:) _ w(o:»)
n+l
n

p

+_
"A{3(v({3) + v({3) _
4~
n+l
n
(3=1

(w({3) _ w({3»)) = .1.(0:)
n+l
n
'f'n ,

a=1,2, ... ,p.
Taking the dot product of each equation with the term A(w~11 +w~o:»),
and summing them up, we obtain
p

~ "(A(w(O:) + w(o:») w(a) + w(o:»)
2r

n+l

~

0:=1

n ' n+l

n

p

+ (J L(jIA(w~11112 _IIA(w~a)112)
a=l

LAwn+l

-~(
+~( LA
P

2

')

P

LAw~O:)
a=l

(0:)

0:=1

2

p

(0:)

Vn+l

p
~AV~O:)

')

0:=1

p

= L

a=l

('ljJ~0:) , A( W~11 + w~a»)).
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Taking into account the relation
p

p

"(ol.(a) A(w(a) + w(a»)) <~ "(A(w(a)
LJ 'Pn'
n+l
n
-27 LJ
n+l
a=1
a=1

+ w(a»)
w(a) + w(a»)
n ' n+l
n

p

+ ~ L(Aa'ljJ~a),'ljJ~a»),
a=1

we obtain the inequality

Cn +1 ~

p

cn + ~ L

a=1

(Aa'ljJ~a), 'ljJ~a»),

(8.107)

where
p

p

p

a=1

a=1

a=1

cn = ~II LAaV~a)1I2 + 0" L II Aawia) 112 - ~II L

AaW i a)1I2.

Using the relation

a=1

a=1

we obtain the estimate

Cn ~

~II tAaV~a)1I2,

(8.108)

a=1

provided that 0" ~ P/ 4.
Using the inequalities (8.107), (8.108) and the expression for the
truncation error (8.106) with the corresponding definition of a ) , a =
1,2, ... ,p, we obtain the desired estimate for the error. Thus we have
just proved the following statement:

yi

8.11 The vector additive scheme of domain decomposition
(8.85), (8.104) converges unconditionally for 0" ~ p/4, and for the error

THEOREM

the following estimate is valid:

(8.109)
Thus the regionally additive scheme constructed has the second order
of approximation with respect to time. If we use the decomposition
without superposition of sub-domains, then we have the estimate like
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O(T2Ihl- 3 / 2+lhI 2). Such schemes of decomposition can be recommended
for use in practice.
Likewise regionally additive schemes of second-order approximation
in time with the decomposition operators (8.99), (8.100) are considered.
Similarly to Theorem 8.10, their convergence is established in the space
HD, where D = A and D = A-I, respectively.
Note that the investigations developed can be continued if we consider problem (8.83), (8.84) with a non-self-adjoint operator A. Then
(see [Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995b]) decomposition operators are
constructed by considering the self-adjoint and skew-symmetric part of
the operator A.

6.

Schemes of Domain Decomposition for
Second-Order Evolutionary Equations

The problems are studied which deal with the construction of domain
decomposition schemes for second-order evolutionary equations. As an
example, we consider the boundary value problem for the wave equation.
Unconditionally stable vector additive schemes are constructed.

6.1

Introduction

Various classes of regionally additive difference schemes have been
constructed above for approximate solution of boundary value problems
for parabolic equations. The schemes of summarized approximation for
first-order evolutionary equations are used. First of all, we note the
schemes of component wise splitting (locally one-dimensional) of the
first and the second order of accuracy. Note also the additive averaged schemes which can be considered as asynchronous (parallel)versions of the schemes of component wise splitting. The vector additive
schemes (multi-component schemes of alternating directions) relate to
the schemes of total approximation, i.e., each intermediate problem approximates an original one.
Certain difficulties occur when we try to construct the splitting schemes
for the second-order evolutionary equations. In this connection mention
should be made of the main paper [Samarskii, 1964]. The later researches have been summarized in the paper [Samarskii and Gordeziani,
1978]. In particular, the advantages of the vector additive schemes are
evident from the observation that the problems of constructing splitting
schemes for the second-order evolutionary equations (see, e.g., [Asmolik,
1996]) are not much more complex than for the first-order evolutionary
equations.
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Here we consider the Cauchy problem for the second-order evolutionary equation with its self-adjoint operator in the real grid Hilbert space.
Investigation is performed with the help of the theory of stability of
operator-difference schemes and the general methodological principle of
constructing the difference schemes given capacity the principle of regularization [Samarskii, 1989, Samarskii, 1967b]. For the vector problem
obtained three-level schemes of splitting are constructed. The corresponding estimates of stability with respect to initial data are proved
and are on the right hand side. As a typical example, we take the multidimensional wave equation for which we construct regionally additive
schemes (schemes of domain decomposition).

6.2

Problem Statement

We shall consider real grid functions y which act in the finite-dimensional
real Hilbert space H with the usual notation of scalar product and norm.
We seek the solution u(t) E H of the Cauchy problem for the secondorder evolutionary equation

d2 u

dt 2

+ Au = J(t),

with the initial conditions

0

<t

~ T,

(8.110)

u(O) = Uo,

(8.111)

du
dt (0) =

(8.112)

Ul·

Let us study only the simplest case when the operator A is stationary,
positive and self-adjoint, i.e., A =I A(t) = A* > O.
In constructing difference schemes we shall use the following estimate
of stability with respect to the initial data and right hand side for problem (8.110)-(8.112):

J
t

Ilu(O)II* ~ lI uoliA + lI ulll +
where

IIJ(s)lIds,

(8.113)

°

lIull~ == lIull~ + II ~~ 112

In order to prove the estimate it is sufficient in the space H to take the
dot product of equation (8.110) with du/dt.
The problem of constructing additive schemes for problem (8.110)(8.112)is formulated. Assume that for the operator A the following ad-
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ditive representation is valid:

=L
p

A

A(a),

A(a):f= A(a)(t)

= (A(a»)*

;::: 0,

a

= 1,2, ... ,po

a=1

(8.114)
Additive difference schemes are constructed on the basis of representation (8.114). In order to pass from one time level tn to another time
level tn+1 = tn + T, where T > 0 is the time step, we solve the problems
for the separate operators A(a), a = 1,2, ... ,p, in the additive expansion (8.114). Therefore the original problem reduces to p more simple
subproblems.

6.3

Vector Problem

Given the vector u = {u(1),u(2), ... ,u(P)}, each separate component
is defined by problem solution of the same type problems
(8.115)
with the initial conditions

du(a)

~(O)

u(a) (0)

= uo,

= Ul,

a

(8.116)

= 1,2, ... ,po

(8.117)

It is clear that u(a)(t) = u(t), and therefore as a solution of the original
problem (8.110)-(8.112) we can take any component of the vector u(t).
Let us carry out a preliminary transformation of the system of equations (8.115). Multiplying each of equations (8.115) from the left by
A(a) , a = 1,2, ... ,p, we obtain the system of equations
d2u

D dt 2

+ Au = <p(t),

0 < t ~ T,

(8.118)

where for the operator matrix A we have the representation A == [A (a) A (.8)J,
and for the vector on the right hand side we have <p(t) = {A(1) f(t), A(2»)f(t),
... , A(P) f(t)}, D == [A(a)8a.8J is the diagonal operator matrix, where 8a.8
is the Kronecker symbol.
Taking into account conditions (8.116), (8.117) we supplement the
system of equations (8.118) with the initial conditions

u(O) = uo == {uo,uo, ... ,uo},

(8.119)
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(8.120)

It is natural to consider problem (8.118)-(8.120) in the vector Hilbert
space HP, where the scalar product is defined by the expression
P

(u, v) = L(w(a), v(a»).
a=l

Since the operators A(a), a = 1,2, ... ,p are self-adjoint the operator A
in the space HP is also self-adjoint. Furthermore we immediately see
that
(8.121)

From (8.121) it follows that the operator A is non-negative. With the
splitting of (8.114) the operator D is also non-negative and self-adjoint.
We arrive at the vector problem (8.118)-(8.120) with the operators satisfying the conditions

D = D* ~ 0,

A = A* ~

o.

(8.122)

It is characteristics of the vector problem considered that the operators D and A are non-negative. This circumstance does not allow one
to use directly the general results of the theory of stability of three-level
difference schemes.

6.4

Difference Schemes with Weights

Let us give the estimate of stability with respect to the initial data
and the right hand side of the usual scheme with weights for problem
(8.110)-(8.112). For the approximate solution of this problem we shall
use the second-order scheme
Yn+1- 2Yn+Yn-1 A( o-Yn+1
';:"":':"':"':;;"'--'':::-2'--''---+
T

+(
1- )
20- Yn + o-Yn-1 ) = f n,

n= 1, 2, ... ,
(8.123)

where Yo, Y1 are defined.
For the difference scheme (8.123) the following a priori estimate holds:
(8.124)

where

IIYn+1ll; == IIYn+1 - Yn 112
T

E+(u-i)T2A

+ llYn+! + Yn 112
2

A

.
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Estimate (8.124) is consistent with estimate (8.113) for the solution of
differential problem. If (J 2: 0.25 then it provides unconditional stability
of the difference scheme with weights (8.123) with respect to the initial
data and the right hand side.
For the proof it is convenient to introduce the new functions

Vn

=

Yn +Yn-l

where

Yn =

2

Vn+l

+ Vn

2

wn =

Yn - Yn-l

r

r 2 Wn+l - Wn
4
r

Using this notation we can rewrite scheme (8.123) in the form

BWn+l-Wn
r

+ A (vn+l2+vn) = f n,

where the operator

B = E + ((J -

n = 1,2, ... ,

(8.125)

41 )r2 A.

Taking the dot product of equation (8.125) with

r(wn+1 + wn) = 2(vn+1 - vn),
we obtain the equality

The left hand side of this equality can be represented in the form

Ilwn+ll1~ -lIwnll~ + IIVn+ll1~ -lIvnll~
= (IIYn+1l1* -IIYnll*)(IIYn+1l1* + IIYnll*),
and for the scalar product on right hand side we obtain the estimate

From this follows the a priori estimate (8.124) being proved on the basis
of which the convergence and accuracy of the difference schemes are
investigated.

6.5

Additive Schemes

We shall use the general methodological principle, the so called principle of regularization, for constructing the difference schemes of the
given capacity [Samarskii, 1967b, Samarskii, 1989]. In order to obtain
an unconditionally stable schemes we:
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• select some simplest (generating) difference scheme which is not unconditionally stable;
• write the scheme selected in a canonical form for which tests of stability are known from the general theory of stability of operatordifference schemes;
• construct an unconditionally stable scheme with the help of perturbation of operators of the generating difference scheme according to
the tests of stability.
It is natural to use an explicit scheme for constructing vector additive
schemes. For problem (8.118)-(8.120) we obtain the scheme
+Yn-l +A _ ""
D Yn +1 - 2Yn
2
Yn - ':i'n,

n= 1,2, ... ,

l'

(8.126)

which is obtained from the explicit scheme
(0<)

Yn+1 -

2 (0<)
Yn
1'2

(0<)

P

+ Yn-l + '"'
A «(3) «(3) - f
L..J
Yn - n,

n= 1,2, ... ,

(8.127)

(3=1

for problem (8.115)-(8.117).
Let us introduce
Yn +Yn-1
Vn

=

2

'

Wn =

Yn - Yn-1
l'

.

Then the vector difference scheme (8.126) can be written in the canonical
form
B Wn +1l'- Wn

+ A(Vn+12+ Vn) =

""n,
':i'

n = 1,2, ... ,

(8.128)

where the operator B satisfies the relation
B=D-

If B

~

0, i.e.,
D

1 2

41'

A.

~ ~1'2A,

(8.129)

by analogy with the proof of Lemma 2 we obtain the estimate
(8.130)

where
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In order to explain conditions (8.129) upper estimates of the operator
terms A (a), a = 1,2, ... ,p are used. Let the following conditions hold
(A (a)u(a) , u(a)) :::;

and D.

D. (a) Ilu(a) 11 2 ,

a

= 1,2, ... ,p,

= max D. (a). Then for the non-negative self-adjoint operators
a

A(a),a =

1,2, ... ,p we have
(A (a)u(a) , u(a))

2: ~IIA (a)u(a) 11 2 ,

a = 1,2, ... ,p.

Taking into account representation (8.121) we rewrite the inequality
(8.129) in the form

(Du, u) -

1

"4T 2(Au, u)

~ ~ (A la)ula), u la )) - iT2 ( (~A la)u la)), , 1) 2> O.
(8.131)
From the inequality

(~ Ala)ula)), :s; p ~ (A la)u la)), ,
and relation (8.131), we obtain
p

2)A(a)u(a) , u(a)) a=l

2:

(~ - ~T2) ~ IIA(a)u(a) 112 2: o.

Therefore for the explicit scheme (8.127) we obtain the following restrictions on the time step:
(8.132)

It is natural to compare conditions (8.132) with the usual restrictions
on an admissible time step for the explicit scheme for problem (8.110)(8.112).
In accordance with the principle of regularization we perturb operators of the difference scheme to eliminate the limitations on the time
step. In the scheme (8.126) we take the operator
(8.133)
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In this case we keep a diagonal operator matrix and the second order of
approximation. Such regularization corresponds to the use of the scheme
with weights
(0<)

Yn+1 -

2 (0<)

Yn

+

T2

+ A(0<)(O"Y~~1

(0<)

Yn-1 +

p

L

(8.134)

0<t={3=1

+ (1- 20")y~0<) + O"Y~~1) = In,

n=1,2, ... ,

instead the explicit scheme (8.127). Implementation of the regularized
scheme (8.134) is fully identifical to the implementation of the standard splitting schemes, and involves the inversion of the operators (E+
+O"T2 A(0<)), a=1,2, ... ,p.
Similarly to the explicit scheme (8.127), for scheme (8.126), (8.133)
condition (8.129) leads to the requirement
1
(Du, u) - ;;t2{Au, u)

~ (! + (0" - ~)T2)

t,

IIA(O<)u(O<) 112

~ o.

Hence estimate (8.130) for scheme (8.126), (8.133) holds provided that
(8.135)
Under more tough restrictions 0" ~ 0.25p, estimate (8.130) holds for
any steps T. Thus we have just proved the following statement.
8.12 For the regularized vector difference scheme {8.134} the
a priori estimate {8.130} holds provided {8.135}.

THEOREM

6.6

Stability of Additive Schemes

The a priori estimate (8.130) is an estimate of stability with respect
to the initial data and the right hand side provided Ilull* is a norm..
Under conditions (8.122) and restrictions (8.129) Ilull* is a semi-norm.
To pass to a norm we can use the following restrictions that are tougher
than (8.129):
1 2

D>

4T A.

We do not study various possibilities in this field (see [Samarskii and
Goolin, 1973]). Confine ourselves to the case 0" ~ 0.25p when the following condition holds:
1
p
(Du, u) - 4T2(Au, u) ~ ~)A (o<)u(O<), u(O<)).
0<=1

(8.136)
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Taking into account the limitations (8.136), from inequality (8.130) we
obtain the estimate
(8.137)

providing the stability of the separate component y(a.) of the vector y
assuming the positivity of the operator term A(a), 0: = 1,2, ... ,po If
A(a) > 0,0: = 1,2, ... ,p, then from estimate (8.137) it follows that
we can take any component y(a), 0: = 1,2, ... , p in the capacity of the
approximate solution of the scalar problem (8.110)-(8.112).
Similarly to the vector additive schemes of domain decomposition for
the second-order evolutionary equations, we shall use the special definition of the approximate solution as a linear combination of separate
components under more general conditions of nonnegativity of the operator terms A(a), 0: = 1,2, ... ,po Let the components u(a), 0: = 1,2, ... ,p
be given. Denote the scalar function u by the relation
p

Au

= LA(a)u(a).

(8.138)

a=1

Taking into account formula (8.121) we obtain

(Au, u) =

IIAuI1 2 .

(8.139)

Using relations (8.138), (8.139), from (8.130) it follows that
n

IIAun +l/211 s:: IIY111* + L rll~kll

(8.140)

k=1

for the approximate solution at the half-integer node,
U n+1/2 =

1

2(un+1 + un).

Estimate (8.140) can be considered as an analog of the corresponding
a priori estimate for the differential problem (8.110)-(8.112) which we
obtain by taking the dot product of the equation with Au.

6.7

The Wave Equation

Consider the simplest two-dimensional boundary value problem in the
rectangle
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We seek the solution w(x, t) of the equation

a2w - ~
a ( ow )
~ ~ k(x)~ = f(x, t),

~

ut

a=1 uXa

o < t ~ T,

xEO,

uXa

(8.141)

which satisfies the boundary and initial conditions

w(x, t)

= 0, x

E 00,

w(x,O) = uo(x),

ow

m(x,O)

0

<t

~

T,

(8.142)

x E 0,

= U1(X),

(8.143)
(8.144)

x E 0.

Let us introduce an uniform (for simplicity) grid with the steps ha, a =
1,2 in the rectangle 0. We denote by w a set of the interior grid nodes

X2

= jh2,

j

= 1,2, ... , N2 -

1,

Naha

= la,

a

= 1, 2}.

On the set of the grid functions u E H vanishing for all x ¢ w we
define the difference operator
2

Au = - L(a(a)ux",)x",

x E w.

(8.145)

a=1

Here the standard index-free notation has been used. If the coefficient
of equation (8.141) is sufficiently smooth then we accept
a(1) (Xl, X2)

= k(X1 + 0.5h 1, X2),

a(2) (Xl, X2)

= k(X1' X2 + 0.5h 2).

It is well known that the grid operator A defined by formula (8.145)
is self-adjoint and positive. Carrying out discretization with respect
to space, we come from the continuous problem (8.141)-(8.144) to the
Cauchy problem (8.110)-(8.112) for a differential-difference equation.
Now consider a non-iterative scheme of domain decomposition for the
approximate solution of problem (8.141)-(8.144). In order to simplify
the presentation we confine ourselves to the simplest version of decomposition in one direction with sub-domains overlapped. Define the function
(8.146)
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Here the parameter 8 determines the half width of the domain of the
sub-domains superposition:

Using the function X(Xl) we construct the splitting
(8.147)
Taking into account the dependence of X (see (8.146)) on only one
variable, we have
(8.148)
Similarly to (8.147), (8.148) other decomposition operators are also constructed. With the splitting (8.147), (8.148) considered we can guarantee only the nonnegativity of the operator terms, i.e., we have to use
the special definition of the approximate solution and the estimates like
(8.140).
The following statement is valid.
8.13 The vector additive scheme of domain decomposition
(8.134), (8.146)-(8.148) converges unconditionally under the condition
that (j 2': 0.25p, and for the error the following estimate is correct:

THEOREM

Above we have obtained the similar estimates (see Theorem 8.11)
when we considered three-level schemes of domain decomposition for
parabolic equations.
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